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FOREWORD
(
My thanks are due in the first place to Dr. Abd al- 
Halim Mahmud, Deputy Shaikh of Al-Azhar,who, in October
4
1964, first drew my attention to the importance of three 
works by al-Tirmidhi, K Bayan al-Farg bain al-Sadr wa 
al-Qalb wa_al-Fu^ad_wa al-Lubb and K. al-Riyadah and 
£25:32 which had been already published, and also
to certain manuscripts in the Rational library, Cairo. 
After reading these books I found myself so intrigued by 
al-Tirmidhi that before long I was completely absorbed 
in the guest for ]jis remaining works, many of which are 
still in MS.
In 1966 Dr. Walid Arafat kindly consented to supervise 
me in a programme of research the results of which are
embodied in these pages. Throughout my studies Dr.
<Arafatfs guidance and encouragement were a great source
of strength to me, and to him I owe a debt of gratitude 
which I can hardly even begin to express. Another reci- . 
pient of my gratitude is H.H0 the Raja of Mahmudabad,
who helped me to interpret a M&. in Persian. Ror ca£i I
overlook in this connection two other persons, 
without whose generous intervention this thesis
would not have borne the aspect it does, Dr* Anna 
Irene !*all$ my English tutor, who took immense 
pains in helping me to polish its style, and Dr*
James Dickie, lecturer in Islamic Studies at
Lancaster University, who read the thesis in
a
manuscript and contributed sevral valuable 
suggestionso
M  ABSTRACT
This thesis deals with the life and works of
Hakim al-Tirmidhi, and his fundamental importance «
for the development of Sufism. It is divided into 
eight chapters, preceded by an introduction containing 
a survey of previous biographical and critical attempts* 
Chapter I discusses his cultural background and his 
relationships with his teachers and students, and 
endeavours to reconstruct the history of his life 
from such scant biographical data as are available. 
Special consideration is given to his formative years 
and the persecution he suffered.
Chapter II is devoted to his works in the 
discussion of which the following procedure was 
observed throughout* First, reference was made to the 
libraries and collections which contain his extant 
works? secondly, a list of all his works, available or 
lost, published or unpublished, was provided; thirdly, 
cpch extant work was reviewed, stressing the most 
salient points in its contents*
Chapter III deals with his approach to (TafirJ, 
Hadlth, Ilm al-Kalam and Fiqh.4
Chapter IV concerns his theory of saints and 
sainthood. His characteristic division of saints, the
2intricate hierarchy and the ten qualities of sainthood 
form the basis on which he discusses the saint's 
awareness of his sainthood and his ability to see the 
hidden, foresee the future and work miracles. This is 
followed by the analysis of the relationship between 
sainthood and prophethood, and al-Tirmidhi's own 
share of sainthood * The chapter ends with a discussion 
of the acceptance or rejection of al-Tirmidhi' theory 
by Ibn Taymyya and Ibn ^Arabi.
Chapter V, entirely devoted to al-Tirmidhi's 
ideas on gnosis, begins with the elucidation of the 
connection between light and gnosis. Much space is accorded 
to al-Tirmidhi!s disquisition on exoteric and esoteric 
knowledge, their respective aims and categories and the 
behaviour conducive to their achievement. Finally, his 
ideas are compared with those of otnei Sufis by means 
of quotations from Kashf al-Mahjub and *Ilm al-Qulub.
Chapter VI, on the areas of inferiority, describes 
the localities of the interior of the human body, made to 
represent the stations of faith. Each of them is portrayed 
as a mountain with its own bird, symbolic of one aspect 
of the soul, and with, its own light. The brightest of 
these is the light of unity. It is equated with the
3secret of life which generates all its forms.
Chapter VII depicts the struggle between the 
heart and the soul? and advises on exemplary Muslim 
conduct.
Chapter VIII inquires into al-Tirmidhifs 
influence on contemporary and later Sufi thought as 
observable in al-Malamatiyya and al-Haklmiyya, and 
traceable in the work of al-Ghazali, Ibn ^Arabi and 
Ibn al-Qayyim. It further quotes the opinions of 
Muslim biographers on al-Tirmidhi's role in the 
development of Islamic thought? giving special 
attention to his salient characteristics and 
methodological approach.
A "Summary and Conclusion" follows.
INTRODUCTION
Abu *Abd-Allah. Muhammad Ibn *Ali al-Tirnidhi,
better known as al-Hakin-al-Tirnidhi was one of the
great Sufi leaders of the third century A.H. The books
in which he expressed his opinions attracted the
attention of later Sufis who directed their efforts
towards analysing and explaining them. Biographical
material on al-Tirnidhi is found scattered in
biographies, notes on Sufi literature but all is
scarce. Such data do not give an adequate idea of the
elevated level of thinking or of his views and his
teachings, nor do they indicate the great influence
which he and they had on Sufism. He was the first to
clarify and formulate certain ideas on Sufism, and
saints and sainthood to which his successors subscribed
and on which they relied. This raises many questions as
to the reasons why this prominent Sufi scholar was not
duly recognised. These reasons will be explained in
the course of the discussion of his life and his works.
Although Sufism developed both in the east and in
the west, the work and studies of al-Tirmidhi were
(1)not known until twrenty-five years or so ago x 7 ,
(1) Six years before Professor Arberry wrote notes on 
al-Tirnidhi manuscripts in Rivisia degli studi 
orientali XV111 (Rome 1940), pp. 315-527.
5when Professor Arberry and Dr.^Ali Hasan*Abd ul-Kader
r f
( q )
edited the twin books Al-Riyadah wa adab al-Uafsv '
and wrote studies on al-Tirmidhi, giving a list of
(2 )
his works. They, however, appeared to be themselves
uncertain about some points* For example, when they 
wrote on the book Khatm al-Awliya'^^, they thought that 
the book contained only the questions which Ibn Arabi later 
answered in his book al-Futuhat al-Makkiyah^^ whereas in 
fact the questions answered by Ibn(Arabi are only those 
found only in one of the 29 chapters of Kitab Khatm al- 
Awliya1, namely the fourth chapter. Also in 1946 another 
study by Hr. *Abd al-Muhsin al-Husaini, on Kitab Haqiqati « <
(5)al-Adamiyav was published in the Bulletin of the
Faculty of Arts, University of Alexandria.
o
In 1958 Dr.uiohola Hfidr, an American orientalist, 
edite^K.Bayojrtfi-Parq bain al-Sadr wa al-Qalb wa al-Fu’ad 
wa al-Lubb and analysed thoroughly al-Tirmidhi1s 
distinctive trends of thought. Dr. Ha&r also wrote in 
detail on al-Tirmidhi1s works and gave the names of the 
libraries in the various countries where they were to be 
found* Indeed, this proved an inestimable boon to
(1) Printed in Cairo*
(2) Al-Riyadah, pp. 5-32.
(3) Preface al-Riyadah wa Adab al-Nafs edited by Professor
Arberry and Ur* vtAli Hasan Abd al-Kader, p. 15 Cairo 1947*
(4) See al-Futu^xat al-Makkiyyah, vol.'2, pp. 40-139*
(5) Vol. 3 pp* 50-108, 1946*
6researchers, for it drew attention to the high position
(1)of al-Tirmidhi among Sufi thinkers * '
Other works had been written before, particularly in 
English* In his article "Notes on al-Tirmidhi manuscript" 
published in Reviste degli studi ®$entali, Professor 
Arberry gave notes on "MasaTil al-Ta^birT and Masa'il Ali 
Sarkhas" as well as a description of the manuscript.
Earlier, in 1295 A.H. , another book "Nawadir al-Usuln 
was published in Istanbul accompanied by an explanation 
by Mr* Mustafa al-Dimishqi. The rest of his many works 
are still in manuscript, lying in various world libraries, 
both in the east and the west, and a number of them have not 
even been located so far, although biographies had mentioned 
these works a long time ago. We hope that future research 
will uncover these works or some of them at least. 
Manuscripts are known to be in Cairo, Alexandria, Tunisia, 
Damascus, Ankara, Istanbul, Leipzig in East G-ermany, Paris, 
Manchester and Calcutta in India*
Students of al-Tirmidhi have referred to the 
places where his works are to be found. The fullest 
account of these works is the one written by the 
American orientalistR'ichola Hair in his preface to £. Bay an 
"al-farq bain al-Sadr wa al-Qe&Lb wa’l fuad wa-Lubb."
(1) Bayan al-farq bain al-Sadr, ppr 3-33.
(2) See Preface to al-Earq bain al-Sadr wa - al-Qulb 
waTl fuad wa al-Lubb, pp.13-28.’
7Also there is an article in French, by Dr, tOthman Yahya 
on al-Tirmidhi1s works which contains a list of the 
works, their location ' subject, and a description 
of each. In his article "Notes on al-Tirmidhi manuscript"
IP
published in Reviste degli studi (JJfiepttali, Professor
Arberry gave notes on "Masadil AW- Sarkhas" as well as
a description of the Manuscript,
In 1965 Dr, Othman Isma-ll Yahya edited Kitab Khatm
al-Awliya*, and included in the introduction text of
Risalat Budu va al-Shan, also by al-Tirmidhi himself,
and in the footnotes the text of "Kitab al-Qistas al-
Mostaqim fi ma sa! ala^anhu al-Tirmidhi al-Hakim by Ibn
^Arabi, The answers which Ibn^Arabi gives in his book
al-Futuhat al-Makkiyah to the 155 questions raised by
al-Tirmidhi in his book Khatm al-Awliya* were also 
(2)addedv , In an appendix, Dr. Yahya added quotations
(*5 ^ —on saints and sainthood(al-Awliya? wa al-Wilaya)
which he collected from several books by different writers
of various centuries. In doing so Dr, Yahya has rendered a
valuable service to the study of al-Tirmidhi and his
works. This, together with his exposition of
al-Tirmidhi1s ideas about sainthood, al-Wilayah, is
’(1) XVIII (Rome 1940) pp.315-327.
(2) See Khatm al-Awliya*, pp. 142-526.
(5) Khatm'al-Awliya?, pp,449-514*
8a great help to aH .future scholars and students of 
al-Tirmidhi and his works - something for which they 
may well be thankful *
In the same year was published another book by 
al-Tirmidhi, "Sharh al-Safah wa Ma^&siduha" in an 
edition by Husni Zaidan.
■j
This study of al-Tirmidhi's works published and 
unpublished, and what scholars wrote about him is set 
out in the following plan.
INTRODUCTION
Chapter I 
II 
III
IV 
V 
VI
VII
VIII
Life and background.
His Works.
His approach to Tafsir Hadith,
(Ilm al-Kalam and Fiqh.5
Saints and Sainthood,
al-Tirmidhi’s theory of gnosis.
The areas of the interior and his 
theory of light
The struggle between the heart and 
the soul, and forms of conduct.
The influence of al-Tirmidhi on 
Sufi thought.
Summary and Conclusion
CHAPTER 1
Contemporary Intellectual Trends
His life # ^  «
(a) His early studies
(Ta) Family Influences
(o) Pilgrimage and early journeys
(a) The period of hardship
(e) His spiritual progress
(f) His journey to Balkh and 
Nishapur
His teachers
His students
— 1 9  •*
Background
Contemporary Intellectual Trends
The third century A0H*, in which al-Tirmidhi lived, 
represents the age of maturity of the Islamic State in 
the fulness of its culture and civilisation* It was a 
century that produced giants of Islamic thought in 
every aspect of human knowledge* Schools of thought, 
whether in religious studies, philosophy, literature 
or language sprang up in every quarter of the Islamic 
world, in all major cities and centres of culture such 
as Baghdad, Kufah, Basra, Madinah*: Balkh, Nuishapur, 
Bukhara, Tirmidh and others, vhose mosques were used as 
centres of knowledge and cultural and religious activities* 
Scholars and students travelled to the farthest corners 
of the Islamic world in search of knowledge* Each region 
had its own distinctive character* Whoever wanted to study 
jurisprudence 6dm al-Eiqh)‘ went to Baghdad, to sit at 
the feet of the followers of Ahu Hanifah? those who were 
desirous to study the Arabic language and its grammar 
went to Basrah and Kufah; those who wished to he expert 
in Hadith and Riwayehhad to complete fheir studies by 
going to the sheikhs of Madinah and the traditionists 
of the Hijaz who were the disciples of Imam Malik or their 
successors* Nevertheless, there were also in other 
regions scholars of IJadith who played a significant
1 1
role in the service of Hadlth^ this is especially true
of Khurasan, where al-Tirmidhi was brought up, Khurasan
was the centre of the greatest traditionists of the
Islamic world, as is attested by the fact that al-
Bukhari^\ Muslim^al-Tirmidhi^ \  Ibn-Majah,
-  (5)and Abu Dawud were born and brought up in this 
region, Khurasan is also distinguished by having 
produced the leading Sufis, a relationship which 
manifests itself in their names, which were derived 
from a number of its towns. Moreover, most of the 
Sufi sects whose founders exerted the greatest influence 
on Sufi thought later on grew on its soil. A quick 
review of the Sufi sheikhs and their background will 
corroborate this fact.^^
(1) Muhammad b Jsma*!! al-Bukhari, the author of al- 
JamD al-Sahih (d^. m Shawwal 260 A.H. 874 Ad). See 
Tahdhib^allfahdhib, vol.IX pp*47-55, and Tadhkirat 
al-Huffaz, volT II, p.134.
(2) Muslim b, al-Hajjaj al-Qushairi, the author of al- 
Sahih (born 204 A.H^, 820 A.D,, died Rajab 261 A.H,
875 A.D. See Tahdhib vol. X, pp.126-128),
(3) Al-Tirmidhi, Abu/1 Isa Muhammad b ‘Isa_b Sawrah, the 
author of al-Jamiwalillal and al-Shama’il (died 13th 
Rajab 279 A,H, 892 A.D, at Tirmidh'.)? see Tadhkirat al 
Buffaz, vol. II, pp.207-209, and Tahdhib jVolAlX pp387-9)
(4) Ibn Majah Muhammad b Yazid al-Qazwini (born 209 A.H,,
824 A.D., died 22nd Ramadan 273 A.H.,887 A.D.), the 
author of al-Sunnan, al-Tafsir, and al-Tarikh. 8ee_ 
Tahdhkirat al-Huffaz vol. II, pp.209-210, and Tahdhib 
al-Tahdhib, vol. IX', pp. 530-2, ~
(5) Abu Dawud Sulaiman b al-AslRath b Shaddad b Amr b 'Amir 
al-Sijistani, the author of Kitab al-Sunnan (born 202 
A.H.,817 A.D,, died 16th Shawwal 275 A.H,, 889 A.D.)
See Tahdhib al-Tahdhib, vol. IV, pp. 169-173, and 
Tadhkirat al-Huffaz, vol. II, p.168.
(6) See Tabaqat_al-Sufiyyah by al-Sulami; Hilait al-Awliya* 
by al-Asf?hani,*al-Risalah al-Qushairiyyah, and 
Tahdhkirat al-AwliyaT by Attar,
12
The province of Khorasan in which lies the town of 
Tirmidh, and the neighbouring countries of Transoxania, 
were, before Islam, the scene of a multiplicity of " * 
various creeds and beliefs, living side by side, but 
each having its own course of extravagance and bigotry*
The general atmosphere prevailing then In the province 
was, therefore, charged with conflict, diversity and 
religi- us prejudice, as is natural for such an a r e a t e d  
as it was between the various religious beliefs,
Also, the people of the area were a medley of 
diverse races - Turks, Indians, Persians and the 
diversity of these races and their co-existence in this 
part of the world had a far-reaching effect in promoting 
the diversification of their thoughts, tendencies and 
sentiments. This was particularly clear in the intellect­
ual, religious and social trends which divided the area 
and continued to be effective even after the spread of 
Islam, The commercially and strategically important 
position of the town of Tirmidh consisted in being the 
meeting-point of all these multifarious races, beliefs 
and cultures.  ^^
These features overshadowed the life of the people
(1) Dr al-Husaini al-Ma^rifah inda al-Hakim al-Tirmidhi 
p 42, Cairo 1968n
(2) Ibid,, p 39°
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of Tirmidh, and tinged their thoughts with a certain 
colour, whether wittingly or unwittingly. When Islam 
came, these tendencies were taken over, and they were 
subsequently of a great effect in disturbing the 
political, social and intellectual situation. Perhaps 
this may account for the multiplicity of schools of 
thought, political affiliations, social trends and 
cultural structures which developed in the area under 
the rule of Islam.
During the third century of the Islamic era in 
particular, various intellectual attitudes began to take 
shape, and one of the strongest was the religious enter­
prise for the collection, classification and sifting of 
the prophetic traditions. The movement gathered momentum, 
and soon grew so prevalent that it became the overall 
mark of culture in the area. Nothing can be more 
indicative of the depth and predominance of this cultural 
ferment than the fact that the six most famous compilers 
of tradition - al-Bukhari (d.303 A.H.), Muslim (d.261 
A.H.), Abu-Dawud (d.275 A.H.), al-Nasa'i (d.303 A.H.),
al-Tirmidhi (d.279 A.H.) and Ibn Majah (d.273 A.H.) -
(1)were all from this province. '
Also in this province arose the Sufi movements and
their leaders, such as the Malamatiyyah, the Putuwwah
(l) Dr.^Abd al-Mohsin al-Husaini, al-Ma‘"rifah Inda al- 
Hakim al-Tirmidhi, p.45•
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of Shah al-Kirmani (£,310 A.H. , 922 A.D.), the Sahliyah
of Sahl al-Tustafi (£<>283 A.H. , 896 AAD.), and the Kar-
ramiyyahof Muhammad ihn Karram (d.255 A.H. , 869 A.Do)
In this province also lies the town of Balkh, which
produced a number >-f Sufi sheikhs, such as Ibrahim ibn~
AdhaiU, (d.161 A.H„ , 778 A„D0) and Hatim al-Asamm (the
*
Deaf), (do 237 A.H0 v 851 AoD.), In addition, the province 
was the seedbed of scholastic (Kalam) sects of Shi^ates,
4 A,
Mu'tazilates, and Khvari;ps, including the Murji ates, 
and the Jz-ahmites, who originated in Tirmidh itself.
COther religious groups, such as the Hanafis and Shafi es,
which
were in bitter conflict /developed ■ on various occasions
into a bloodv struggle, as may be gathered from a state-
ment by a l - ' i n  his "Ahsan al-Taqasimn^^
Al-Tirmidhifs birthplace, Tirmidh, on the rivor Oxus
in Transoxania, is far better documented as such. It has
produced many other scholars of renown, in the field of
Hadith and Buqaha jurists, the most famous of whom was 
(
Abu Isa Muhammad Ibn Sawrah al-Tirmidhi, the author of al- 
Jamf1 wa al-Ilal, and Kitab al-Shama’il- Today, Tirmidh 
is a modest village in Afghanistan, which is nowadays In
the Soviet Union, and still contains the white marble tomb
: 6 
of Abu Abdullah Muhammad Ibn All al-Tirmidhi among the
(1) Dr'VAbd al-Muhsin al-Husaini, al-Ma" rifah" Inda al-Hakim 
al-Tirmidhi,4 p. 47. '* _
(2) Al-Maqdisy, '^lisan al~Taqasimn, p.323.
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ruins of the old town. According to the Persian hist­
orian Hafiz Abro, it was "built hy Alexander the Great.
At the time of the Islamic conquest it was a centre 
for Buddhism, with some monasteries which housed about 
a thousand monks, and was ruled, "by a king called :* _ 
Tirmidh Shah. It was then protected by a strong fort­
ress on the bank of the river- In 70 A.Hc , 689 A.D, ,
i
it was conquered by Musa Ibn Abdallah Ibn Khazim who
C
rulod it for 15 years until he was succeeded by 0thmatt
Ibn Masud by order of al-Mufaddal Ibn al-Muhallab, the/ *
governor of the region. Tirmidh is also mentioned by
Yacput in Mu jam al-Buldan. Its early history is well
summed' up by Professor Arberry and Dr^Ali Hagsan Sibd al-
Qadr in the preface to the books al-Riyadah wa .'dab al-
Nafs, They also mention that it was surrounded by a
wall, had a brick-paved market-place and streets, and
sweet drinking water from al-Saghani, as the Oxus did
(2)not satisfy the needs of the surrounding villages, 1 
His Life
Al-Tirmidhi1 s date of Mrth is passed over in silence
by both biographical works as well as sufi literature,
Cwhether Arabic or Persian. Not even an approximate
(1) Preface to al-Riyadah, pp 10-11
(2) Ibid„
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mention can be found. It is however easy to determine 
that al-Tirmidhi was horn in the first quarter of the 
3rd century A.H*$ the dates of his death as given by 
different biographers, namely 255 Aoh/1 ,^ 296 A.H.^^
285 A»H.^\ after 318 A.H.^^ and 320 A, II., differ by 
as much as 65 years, but the correct date can be approx­
imately deduced by comparing facts transmitted about 
him in the biographies. Safinat al-Awliya1 and Miftah
t
al-Sa^adah state that he died in 255 A*H. , but this
conflicts with the information supplied by al-Tirmidhi
himself in his work known as Budu-shan al-Iiakim al-
Tirmidhi, which he wrote in his own pen, and in which he
mentions a vision his wife had had on the morning of
one Saturday ten days before the end of Dhu 'l-Qa^da 269
(5)AoHo . This proves that the date of his death as found
in the above named two biographies cannot be correct. Nor
^  -
does it tally with the statement of al-Subki and al-Bhahbi 
to the effect that he was driven out of Tirmidh and went 
to Nishapur in 285 A.H. This also conflicts with Prof­
essor Arberry1s and Dr.;Ali Hasan Abd al-Qader's conclusion
o
that he died in the year 296.A.H. But it may be presumed 
that his death occurred after 318 A.H. s some Euiropean
(1) Al-Riyadah p.10 and Miftah al-Sa'adah vol.II?p.170-1*
(2) Al-Riyadah, p.ll.
(3) Encyclopedia^of Islam, vol. IV, p.798*
(4) Lisan al-Mizan, vol. V , pp_1308-310.
(5) Preface to Khatm al-Awliya', p,31*
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scholars assume that he died as late as 320 This
indicates that he lived long, and was a centenarian.
In his hook Kashf al-Zunun, Haji Khalifah gives 
more than one date of al-Tirmidhi's death, namelys 
255, 258, 320 and 777 A.H.^^ In his book al-Risalah 
al-Mustatr fah al-Kittani states that he was killed in 
Balkh. 295 A.h 5 5')
The coning pages will be devoted to the description 
of al-Tirnidhi's life. Unfortunately, only meagre 
information is available on the violent intellectual 
struggles which characterize its greater part, and 
which were responsible for his exile and for the per­
secution he suffered. A statement which recurs in most 
of the books that refer to him is particularly revelatorys 
"I did not write anything so that it should be attributed 
to me, but whenever I feel the harltdiip of the tine, I 
always seek comfort in writing” This indicates to what
orfcent he was forsaken by people, and night well have 
written in response to a decision of the governor, who 
had forbidden him to talk to the people after they had
accused him of heresy and testified against him.
(1) Lisan al-Mizan, vol. V, pp.308-310.
(2) Pp. 9, 10, 700, 938, 1104, 1258, 1385, 1415, 1878,
1883, published in Turkey 1952.
(3) P.56 third edition, Damascus 1964*
(4) Ibn Hajar, Lisan al-Mizan, vol, V, p.308; Ibn al- 
Jawzi, Sifat al-Safwah vol.IV, p.141, al-Qushayri, 
al-Risalah, ed. by Dr, A.H. Mahmud and M b Sharif Vol.I. 
p.127? and al-Ansari, Sharh al-Risalah al-Qushairiyyah, 
vol. I, p.164.
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al-TirnidhiTs father was a muhaddith, a scholar of
Hadith and a ’ faqih (jurist) and is mentioned by al-
(1)Khatib al-Baghdhadi. J al-Tirnidhi seems to have been 
introduced to knowledge almost as soon as he attained 
the age of reason. As his father was his first master, 
he did not have to turn to other sheikhs for guidance 
in his early studies. Motivated by the concern of a 
parent as well as that of a guardian and teacher, his 
father brought him up to love knowledge and urged him 
to study as assiduously as possible even in early child­
hood. Thus, when other children occupied their time with 
play, al-Tirmidhi devoted hii#\^ to books and study. This 
is summed up with admirable succintness by al-Tirmidhi 
himself in the following brief passage ". . .it was my 
start that Allah, blessed be jJis name, sent me my sheikh, 
the mercy of Allah be upon him, when I was eight years 
of age. He exhorted me to learn, taught me and urged 
me to seek knowledge. ^Q continued to encourage me until
(study) became a habit with me instead of play. I
c ( 
acquired the knowledge of both IIn al-Athar and IIn al-
(2)R ay in my childhood1’. ^ /
(1) Tarikh Baghdad, vol.XI, p.373? Ho,9226. This statement 
has been erroneously assumed by some scholars to refer 
to al-Hakim al-Tirnidhi himself.
(2) He uses the terms IIn al-Ra'y and Ilm al-Athar. The 
latter term has a wider sense than Ilm al-Hadith, as 
it also involves critical knowledge of the transmitters 
and examination of_the_text? see Budu shan al-Hakim 
al-Tirmidhi, Isma_il Sa’ib Ms. fol.210, and Preface
to Khatm al-Awliya’, p.14.
19
It is not known with any certainty when al-Tirnidhi1s
father died.. It is incorrect that he died when al-Tirnidhi
_    _
was still a boy, as reported by Farid al-Din al-'Attar in
his book Tadhkirat al-Awliya1^ O n  the contrary, the 
abundance of information found about his father in al- 
Tirnidhi1 s works indicates that he lived until the 
latter was a young nan and had acquired considerable 
knowledge. Nor is it known exactly how long al-Tirnidhi 
continued to be taught by his father, whether this 
tuition were exclusive or which other sheikhs he studied 
under if he had other teachers in addition to his father.
It a.lso appears that al-Tirnidhi had great love and 
affection for his mother, who seems to have possessed 
some knowledge of Hadith and transmitted it to her son,
o
as he relates a hadith on her authority in his book 
al-Radd ‘ala al-Mu attilah, where she appears as the last
0 W
-  (2 ) link of the chain (isnad) on his side. } He does not
appear to have had any brothers, which nay account for
his mother’s love for him, a love which was mutual. An
account given by the Persian poet Farid al-Din al ^Attar
in Tadhkirat al-Awliya1 shows how faithfully he always
(%)
discharged his duties towards her. '
In those days, science and knowledge knew no
(1) Tadhkirat al-Awliya1, vol.II, p.90.
(2) al-Radd ala al-Mu_attilah, Alexandria Ms, fol.174*
(3) Tadhkirat al-Awliya1\ *vol. II, pp„91~2.
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boundaries* Students travelled from one country to the 
other in search of knowledge, and journeys of this kind 
wore a generally accepted and respected custom,, The 
history of Islam teems with accounts of scholars 
travelling from oast to west to drink at the fountain 
of knowledge and sit at the feet of famous sheikhs*
Travel for the sake of knowledge was regarded as a 
necessity, or even an obligation that had to bo dis­
charged* In this respect, al-Tirraidhi was no exception.
(l)In his youth, he once agreed with two of his companionsv ' 
to undertake an educational journey, which would give 
them the opportunity to meet the leading intellectuals 
of various countries. But this dream never materialised. 
His mother was taken ill, and, as there was nobody else 
to take care of her, al-Tirmidhi, though obsessed with 
his longing for knowledge, and heart-broken at the prospect 
of giving up the intended journey, would not leave his 
mother unattended. His friends sot out on their journey, 
but ho remained behind, lamenting the time he had lost
and the opportunity of which ho had boon deprived.
—  —  f  — ■
The Persian poet Parid a.l-Bin al-Attar describes
* 4
this situation in Tadhkirat al-Awliya1, where he refers 
to a,l-Tirmidhi1 s plan to set out in guost of knowledge,
(l) John Ahberry, Muslim Saints and Mystics, p.244°
2 1
and graphically depicts his despair at having to abandon 
it; "His mother said to him, fSon, I am a weak woman 
with nobody to help or support me. You are the one 
who looks after me. In whose care will you leave me 
and go away?1" These heart-rending words made him 
cancel the intended journey. His fellow students left 
without him. Some time later, al-Tirmidhi was at a 
cemetery, weeping hard, and saying "Thus have I remained 
behind .... i g n o r a n t . d u l l , and my fellow students? 
They will return homo armed with knowledge#" All of a 
sudden, he saw a sheilch with a brightly shining face who 
came up to him and asked him why he was weeping. Al-Tir- 
midhi related his story, and the sheikh offerod to teach 
him, so that he would outpace his friends in a comparative­
ly short time. Al-Tirmidhi grasped the chance eagerly,
(o)
and the sheikh taught him for a. number of years. 7 
Finally he discovered that the sheikh was al-Khifcdr, 
peace be upon him, and he knew that he had been able 
to avail himself of this opportunity owing to the bless­
ings of his mother1s prayers.
This account demonstrates with what fervour young 
al-Tirmidhi was yearning for knowledge. It also shows 
the warmth of his affection for his mother, and the 
magnitude of the sacrifice he made for her, which ha$
(1) Tadjtkirat al-Awliya*, vol II, pp 91-92, and fol II 
al-Adciah Ayasufya Ms No 1814
(2) Ibid. Vol II, p 91.
i
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a great effect on his future. He felt that God had had 
mercy upon him and had sent him al-Kh&dr to teach him, 
and thus to compensate for the frustrated journey, and 
open up to him the illimited treasures of Divine Know­
ledge r However, he did not renounce future travel. Not - 
satisfied with what knowledge had been votiohsafed to 
him. by the grace of God, ho seized the first chance that 
afforded itself, and went to Mecca to perform the
pilgrimage. He was, as he himself says, 27 years old
(1)at that time.' On his way to Mecca he passed through
f ■— •*
Iraq., where he studied Hadith under its scholars, and
went to Basra and Kufah to study under their sheikhs.
There he stayed until the month of Rajab of the same 
(2)year, 7 and remained until pilgrimage time in Mecca
by the 'house of Allah1, praying and invoking God in
the small hours of the morning near Bab al Mutazam. God
    ■ 1 1
answered his prayers, and accepted his repentance. His 
later comment on this was, nI returned home after I had 
found myself. 11
This pilgrimage seems to have had a profound effect 
on al-Tirmidhi's spiritual life, and showed him a new way 
to God. This is what he says of these days in Meccas
a) Budu shan al-Hakim al-Tirmidhi, Ismail £a'ib Ms, 
fol, 2105 preface to Khatm al-Awliyet/ , p 14.
(2) Ibid a ~~
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"I asked Him near al-Multazam to reform me, and make
me disinclined to earthly life* and to endow me with
the ability to learn His Book by heart. I did not find
(l')anything else to ask for, apart from these things."v 1
This was the turning point, a landmark in al-Tirmidhifs
life, and the Great Threshold he passed on his way to
Sufism. Having acquired a considerable share of each
of the different branches of knowledge prevalent at
that time such as Fiqh (jurisprudence), Hadith, (trad-
ition) , Tafsir (commentary) and Ilm al-Kalam (theology),
he began learning the Qur'an by heart already on his
(2)return journey, * and completely achieved this under­
taking soon after his arrival home. The influence which 
the Qur'an had on his spiritual and emotional life was 
such that he spent whole nights from dusk to dawn reading
it. The light of the Qu^ran, as he said, filled him with
(1)happiness and contentment. 1
After that he embarked an a search for books which 
"talked of the Praises of God", as he put it, and which 
gave good counsel and good words to help in the hereafter.
A period of disorientation began in which al-Tirmidhi 
tried to "discover himself" and assure himself that he 
was on the right path. He looked for someone to advise
(1) Budu^shan al-Hakim al-Tirmidhi, Ismail Saib Ms, Pol 
210, and Preface to Khatm al-Awliya* pp 14-15*
(2) Ibid.
(3) Ibid.
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and guide him, but to no avail. During this crucial period
he resorted exclusively to prayers and fasting which alone
provided relief from the fear and anxiety by which he was
obsessed, until he was guided to the Sufis (?Ahl al-
Ma rifah) and heard their discourse. He procured a copy
of the book of al-Antaki, the reading of which led him on
to Riyadat al-Hafs (The Discipline of the Soul) on a very
strict course of whose precepts he embarked. He went so
(1 ^far in the physical application ' of this discipline 
that he refrained from drinking river water for fear that 
it might have flowed over a place where wrong had been 
done.
He kept aloof from people, and took to visiting
ruins and forsaken places. He liked loneliness, and even
frequented the desert which was distant enough from the
preoccupations of everyday life to provide a placid
atmosphere where nothing distracted him from his medit-
(2 )ations^ about the greatness of the Creator, and thoughts 
of the Heaven and the Earth. The tranquillity, the grandeu 
and the vast expanse of desert seem to have provided 
him with the right frame of mind in which to try to 
fathom the secrets of the universe and to apprehend the 
greatness of life. This loneliness, inevitable since he
(1) Budu shan Isma;il_Sa’ib Collection fol.210 and Preface 
to Khatm al-Awliya*, p.15-
(2) Ibid, pp.15-16 and fol.210.
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had no faithful friends to share the hardships of the 
way his carnal soul was anxious to follow, provided 
him with more opportunities for spiritual concentration 
than he would have found had he lived among people, 
busying themselves with their problems and troubled 
about their concerns.
This period of development is summed up in a passage 
it may be useful to quote heres
"I went back feeling very anxious to learn the 
Quran by heart, and learnt part of it on my way* When 
I reached home, God, by his Grace, helped me on until 
I finished it* I used to spend the whole night reading, 
without feeling tired or bored, and sometimes remained 
so until the morning* I found its sweetness in my heart,.. 
I looked in books for the praises of God, blessed be His 
Name, and tried to find the best words of good counsel 
and good help in life after death* I looked for a guide 
in this land, and nobody guided me to the right way* or 
gave me advice that might strengthen me, so I became an 
uncertain man, not knowing what was meant for me. I took 
to fasting and prayers and remained on this course till 
I heard the words of those who are known by the name of 
Ahl al-Ma"rifah. I obtained the book of Riyadat al-Nafs,
i#
and followed its guidance* Allah helped me on and,
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through his inspiration, prevented me from succumbing 
to lust until I felt as if I knew what was in store 
for me. I even went to the extent of abstaining from 
drinking cold water. I refrained from drinking the 
waters of the rivers for fear that they might have 
flowed over a place where they should not have done so.
I used therefore to drink from the wells of the large 
valley. I liked loneliness at homo and liked going to 
the desert. I used to wander in those ruins and around 
catacombs in the district, and continued in this habit.
I longed for faithful friends to help me in this, but
(1)finding none, I went to the ruins and the wilderness.nv 1
By this route al-Tirmidhi found himself led to Sufism.
During this period of struggle, the depth and extent of which
are so vividly described in the above passage, al-
Tirmidhi resolved to study astronomy, arithmetic, and the
measurement of time by the movement of the sun, and made
considerable progress. However, he gave up these
studies in consequence of a vision in which he was warned
to avoid such pursuits lest they affect his spiritual
(2 )development and debarred him from G-od.v * What he carried 
on with was Riyadat al-Eafs, solitary confinement,
(1) See Budu Shan al ■-■Hakim al-Tirmidhi, Isma'Il Sa'ib Ms. 
Fol.210 and Khatm*al-Awliya1, preface, edited by Dr. 
‘Othman Yahya, Beirut 1965? p#15.
(2) See Ibid.’Fol. 215, and Ibid, p.27.
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soliloqy and supplication, until ho found his way and his
heart felt strong and alert. Ho looked for companions to
*
help him on his way, and kept trust with them at a meeting 
place for discussions, prayers and supplications which
(■
prolonged themselves until the small hours of the morning.'
Som^ knowledge of these activities seems to have 
transpired and given rise to gossip. Besides, there 
seems to have been at these discussions, some question 
of Sufi signs and Isharat, allegories which were incom­
prehensible to outsiders unaccustomed to such an analysis 
of the way wherein the shining brightness of the heart 
is diffused, providing inspiration to a deeper understand­
ing of a Quranic verse or si Hadith of the Prophet, or to 
more acute argumentation in learned controversies with 
scholars of the day, It appears that the ideas of al- 
Tirmidhi met with the disapproval of scholars who followed 
a different course, and were committed to different 
attitudes and different explanations of certain matters. 
The campaign against him was conducted by certain men who 
pretended to knowledge, but in reality knew nothing. It 
appears that they argued against him on the grounds of 
his views on sainthood and prophethood, and accused him 
maliciously of denying certain truths, and inventing
(l) Budu shan al-Hakim al-Tirmidhi, Ismail Sa’ib Ms Pol 
215 5 and Khatm al-Awliya,; p 27*
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alternative principles. They even went so far as to 
report him to the G-overnor of Balkh, complaining 
publicly that he talked of unchaste love, corrupted 
people and claimed to be a prophet. The governor sent 
for him and ordered him to desist from talking about love. 
The accusations levelled against him caused him not only 
great pain and sorrow, but also made his life much harder 
and exposed him to great danger. But he persisted until 
the difficulties became so great that they could not be 
overcome.^  ^
It is characteristic of al-Tirmidhi that he put this
time of trial to good use. He considered that this state
of affairs offered him a chance to control himself, and
to overcome the potential desires of the appetitive soul.
He relates that he used to roam the streets barefoot,
wearing poor clothes and carrying loads like a slave. In
face of these difficulties his soul refused to do what he
wanted? however, it relented gradually and eventually
offered no more resistance. Thereupon he felt the
(2 )sweetness of humility.v '
He could not avoid meeting his friends at the 
liturgical congregations he attended in his friends* homes 
and could not help feeling pleasure at meeting them.
(1) Budu shan, Khatm pp.17-8 and Isma II SaTib Ms.fol.215o
(2) Ibid,
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He sayss "Once, while I w&s returning one night from a 
meeting I felt as if my heart were shining with light, 
and my way was open before me, . This period was
a time of test and trial, when he endeavoured to conquer 
his lower-soul and, by the control of its desires, so 
defeat it that it could not hinder his progress towards 
God, by pride in the manifestations of worship and piety. 
It is in the twin books entitled al-Riyadah wa Adab
(o\
al-Rafs^ that these struggles, he.rds.hips ani Mtter 
trials are mirrored,, There, in numerous other essays, 
he speaks of the cunning of the carnal soul which he 
likens to a ferocious beast, always on the outlook for 
a chance to assault its victim. One look at the Leipzig 
Manuscript suffices to visualise this difficult period 
through which he passed, and in which he endeavoured to 
gain control of hints elf. finally, he found compensation 
for the bitter hardships he had suffered through venomous 
accusations, and the injuries spite had inflicted on him, 
and solace for his sore and dejected heart when he 
experienced visions which showed him that he was on the 
right way.
It is in Budu Shan al-Hakim al-Tirmidhi that a number 
of these visions are related. It is by no means difficult
(1) Budu Shan al-Hakim al-Tirmidhi, Ms fol 21b,
(2) Published i;n #Cairo 1947? edited bj Professor Arberry 
and Dr A H cAbd al-LSader.
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to account for these manifestations in the light of 
modern psychology. They are compensations to which the 
subconscious mind has recourse. What cannot materialise 
in real life can happen in a vision providing new 
strength to continue the struggle and the energy to 
achieve the objectives of the struggle. This is an 
advantage for people with upright souls and pure hearts. 
Their visions are a promise from God that they will be 
able to continue on their way, and hold fast to their 
undertaking until all obstacles are overcome. This is 
especially true of al-Tirmidhi and men like him who 
were aware of the words of the Prophets "Nothing remains 
of prophethood except good tidings" (al-Mub^tehirat).
When the Prophet was asked; "What are the good tidings,
0 messenger of Allah?" he replied; "They are the truth­
ful vision seen by man or seen for him". Al-Tirmidhi1s 
visions gave him new hope; visions of others confirmed his 
own, and his spiritual strength was enhanced.
One of the visions is related in Budu Shan in these 
words; "In my vision it was as if I saw the messenger of 
Allah (may Allah's blessing and peace be upon him) come 
into the Mosque in our district. I followed him wherever 
he went. He walked into the Maqsurah^"^ and there I 
followed him closely enough to be able to touch him.
(l) A special room. .
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I placed my feet in his footsteps, following him into
the Maqsurah. He ascended the pulpit, and I climbed
(the steps) after him until he reached the topmost step
on which he sat. I sat down upon the next step, at his
feet. My right hand was close to him, and my face (was
turned) towards the Mosque doors leading to the market
place, with my left hand nearest to the people waiting
below. At that moment, I awoke, with the memory of my
f'l')vision deeply vivid in my mind."^ y
In the light of modern psychological research, the
genesis of this vision is almost obvious. Persecuted
by people who accused him of disbelief, alienated from
the community to which he belonged, but convinced that
his way was right, and that he was not guilty of any
deviation, he had taken refuge in the world of visions
and sought in his visions of the Prophet, of angels, the
vindication and even confirmation of his innocence.. He
did not care what accusations people levelled against
him, for he knew that they were not unaware of the purity
of his heart. His attacks on the 'Ulama' al-Rusum or
*Ularaa al-Zahir should be interpreted in the light of the
wrong they perpetrated on him, for the hardships resulting
from this persecution are very likely to have
“ —  y  ..  j ! s 1
(1) Budu Shan al-Hakim al-Tirmidhi, Preface to Khatm al 
Awliya* , p,16* and Isma*il Sa'ib Ms.fol.210B.
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(1)inspired the pamphlet in question,' '
Oh the occasion of a journey which culminated in 
the only pilgrimage he refers to, he came, in transit 
through Iraq, into contact with, scholars of Hadith, 
from which he derived much knowledge. He also spent 
some time in Basrah and Kufa,
The period described in Budu Shan: , whose beginning 
is not defined, ends in the year 286 A„H0, the same year 
in which the reign of Al al-Saffar ended in Balkh, and 
that of the Samaniyyins began. The above mentioned 
summons to Balkh when silence on certain subjects was 
imposed on him falls into this period which lasted 
approximately 10 years. It was also during this time- 
according to al-Hafiz al-Dhabahi in Tadhkirat al-Huffaz
e 2 )in the year 285 A.H. - that he moved to Hishapur where 
C
he taught Ilm al-Hadith, It is by virtue of this fact 
that he hae been described as a Muhaddith by a number of 
historians, among them al-Dhahabi, who states that ho 
gave much attention to this subject (Hadith), and 
travelled far and wide for its sako,^^ and the comment­
ator of al-Risalah al-Qushairiyyah, who mentions that
he studied hadith extensively in^Iraq and other places,
*****
and was regarded as one of the equals of al-Bukhari,
(1) Leipzig Ms, Bol 5, Ismail Saib Ms, Fol 127.
(2) Al-Lhahabi, Tadhkirat al-Huffaz, Vol II, p 197°
(3) Ibid:
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He adds that al-Tirmidhi was, according to al-Hafiz ihn 
Naj 'ar's statement, one of the Muslim loaders who 
had been able to compose important works on Sufism, 
the fundamentals of religion and thn meaning of Hadith, 
because he had studied under so many sheikhs, The 
influence of his studies of Hadith is also clearly 
traceable in works on such sufi subjects as al-Wilayah 
(sainthood), al-Riyadah (retreat).; Adab al-Nafs 
(discipline of the soul), and various rules of 
behaviour where he quotes Hadith as evidential support 
for his statements. The influence of Hadith is ex­
emplified in almost every page of his works,
Al-Tirmidhi was the head of a large family. He had 
six children, a fact to which he refers at the age of
sixty-five„ He seems to have been quite affluent,
~ c fp')
for Farid al-Din al-Attar says in Tadhkirat al-Awliya, '
1 Al-Tirmidhi was once walking in the direction of the
Mosque, wearing a clean Jubbah garb and a clean turban,
when suddenly his maidservant poured slops with a baby's
excreta over himn. This otherwise trifling incident
proves that al-Tirmidhi led a comfortable life and could
afford a maid to look after his children,
His family life seems to have been happy, based on
(1) LcipzigjaMs. Fol 168.
(2) Voll Ipp 91,93,98.
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sincerity and respect and love- Farid al-Din al-Attar 
relates that his children, asked how they knew if he 
was angry, replied that he used to treat them, on such 
occasions, with an affection which was even stronger 
than usual, hut at the same time refrained from food 
and drink. Moreover, he shed tears and cried out in 
supplications ”0, Lord, have I aroused Thy'anger that 
Thou hast thus permitted me to become angry? 0 my Lord 
I repent; guide them hack to the right way.'1 This is 
how they knew that he was angry with them. Therefore 
they repented, and asked his forgiveness, until ho 
forsook his grief.
Al-Tirmidhi loved and highly esteemed, his good wife 
who was a. good companion to him in weal and woe. She 
also had a share of Divine Knowledge and an interest 
in Sufism. The support she gave him in that critical 
period gave him new fortitude and hope for the future. 
And indeed, they wore finally both in a state of grace 
which Allah accorded them. Al-Tirmidhi was grateful for 
all his wife had done for him. His love and respect for 
her are clearly observable in Budu Shah. It is manifest 
that she had a maqam (station) and was struggling to 
attain a certain position as a Sufi. The account of her 
visions in Budu Shan is indicative of that.
(1) Vol I p. 91, 93 5 98.
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This account is also of great biographical 
importance, for the dates of some of these visions 
as quoted in Budu Shan help in ascertaining the time - 
and to a certain extent the duration - of al-Tirmidhi1s 
critical period* Thus he states that she had a part­
icular vision on a Saturday morning ten days before 
the end of Dhu ' l-Qa^da, i,e, in the year 269 A.H.^"^ which 
permits us to locate the period in which al-Tirmidhi 
suffered oppression approximately between the above 
date and 285 A*H* Besides, this reference sheds a
/
new light on the time of the composition of Budu Shan,
which seems to have been written in 272 or 273 A.H.
However, the words ?Tthen she saw a vision two or three
(2)years ago * * ."v J may also be taken to mean that the 
pamphlet was written after the end of the critical 
period, which, in turn, might imply - in contradiction 
to what was stated above - that his period came to an 
end in 272 or 273 A*H., and not in 285 A.H. One thing 
is absolutely certain, namely that al-Tirmidhi1s critical 
period was definitely over shortly after 285 A.H. It 
might be possible to reconcile these two divergent 
calculations by assuming the existence of a respite, 
however brief, in which he was free from threats on the
(1) Budu Shan± Preface to Khatm al-Awliyaf, p.31? fol.217, 
Isma'il Sa’ib Ms*
(2) Ibid.
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part of tho government, a respite which may have coincided 
with Banu al-Saffar's temporary loss of power in con­
sequence of one of the rovolts mentioned by tho 
historical sources*
There Is no doubt that this period of persecution 
in al-Tirmidhi1s life was extraordinarily eventful not 
merely from, tho viewpoint of the above-mentioned external 
happenings, but also in the spiritual sense* However, 
the mystery of Sheikh al-Tirmidhirs life and activities 
has so far eluded all attempts at elucidation* It is 
to bo hoped that research will prove more fruitful at 
some future date.
His journey to Balkh which closely followed one of 
the most severe bouts of persecution represents, perhaps, 
the last and most important lap of his travels* Most 
sources state that he met there with a hearty welcome;;, 
presumably the local population respected him owing to 
a certain similarity in their views* A number of works 
on sufi problems where he expresses his ideas on the 
workings of tho soul and its weaknesses originated 
on this journey* This can be deduced from, his letters 
to Muhammad Ibn al-Fadl^^ and Abu^Othman Sa* id al-Hiri^^ 
two great sheikhs who lived in Balkh at that time, and
(1) Died in 319 A*H* See Risalat al-Qushairi, Vol I, 
p 118, and Tabaqat al-Sufiyyah, p 212*
(2) Died in 298 Adi* , al-Risalah vol I, p 109, and 
Tabaqat p 170*
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were the founders and leaders of the Malamatiyyah sect*
The journey obviously provided al-Tirmidhi with the
opportunity to discuss the opinions of the Malamatiyyah
by which, as these letters prove, he was influenced to
a certain extent This influence is observable in
certain passages of his works such as those where he
discusses the nature of the soul and the deceitful
cunning it employe before it pounces at a given chance/^
(2 )It can bo inferred from, historical worksv 1 that 
this journey or rather flight to Balkh occurred in the 
last part of his life when he had already composed Kitab 
Khatm al-Awliya* and *Ilal al-Shari^ah, for the hist­
orians ascribe his flight to the necessity to escape 
from the consequences of grave and repeated accusations 
which were levelled at him after these books had been 
written: that he preferred sainthood to prophethood,
valued some saints above some prophets, and that his 
talk of love was liable to lead to corruption* The 
study of his books shows that these accusations were 
entirely unjustified* Al-Tirmidhi had merely become the 
victim of spiteful slander of the kind that attacks 
great men at all times*
(1) Risalah ila Muhammad Ibn al-Padl, Pols 15* 16, 17,""
• 66, 67? 68, 69? Leipzig Ms, and Risalah ila Abu
Uthman jpa id al-hlsaburi, Pols 140b, 141, Leipzig Ms*
(2) See Lisan al-Mizan, vol V, p 308-310, £abaqat al- 
Shafiiyyah, Vol II p 20,3rd Tadhkirat al-Huffaz Vol II 
p 197*
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When God permitted these tribulations to come to
an end, al-Tirmidhi reached the zenith of his spiritual
and mental development* His words penetrated into the
hearts of the people who were desirous of knowledge
and illuminated them, removing all difficulties by
their sincerity*
Students began arriving at his house from every
quarter, their number increased daily until tho premises
could no longer accommodate them, so that al-Tirmidhi
was asked to provide a place for them in the Mosque*
T
Simultaneously, it was disclosed that the accusations
against him had been slanderous* Al-Tirmidhi1s vindication
was complete. When his spiteful opponents proffered
their apologies and asked for guidance, it became
manifest that he had been the innocent victim of a
vicious campaign. This is al-Tirmidhi!s own account of
these happenings as it is given in Budu Shan,
"A number of people gathered at my door, including the
chiefs of tho town* This happened without my knowledge.
Then they knocked at the door? I came out to them and
they spoke to me, asking me to sit in the mosque to
teach them* This occurred while those who were my
foremost accusers wore rendering my position among the
common people insufferable*  ^“^  *.*.* * They continued to
(l) Budy.Shan, p 20,21* Khatm al-Awliya' and Eol 212, 
Ismail Saib Ms*i
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insist until I accepted* When I spoke to them., words 
came as easily as water is taken from, the sea, so that 
their hearts were affected by them, and the gathering 
increased until my house could not contain them, and 
the street and the Moscme were full* They insisted 
until they dragged me to the Mosque* The lies which 
had be'-n told before wore swept away? the people began 
to repent, and students appeared, Leadership came my 
way, and the temptation was like a test from' God for 
his slave* !l The above text shows to what
extent al-Tirmidhi was capable of sblf-observation and 
insight*
Ther 1^ is no mention of al-Tirmidhif s teachers in his 
work* The only one to whom he refers explicit'-ly is his 
own father* It is true that he states on on^ occasion that,
at the age of 27? he had sojourned for some time in^Iraq
—  (o)
to study Hadith on his way to Mecca for the pilgrimage * '
But the Iraqi scholars under whom, he studied are not
mentioned by name. Those whose names are referred to in
the Biographies are, with three exceptions only, sheikhs
of Hadith and not of Sufism. His relationship to them,
however1, appears to have been one of equal to equal and
(1) Budu Shan, Preface to Khatm al-Awliyar , pp 20-21; 
also the Ismail Sa'ib Ms, fol 212,
(2) Budu Shan, Preface to Khatm al-Awliya, p 14; and 
Fol 210 Ismail Saib Ms*
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quite emphatically not a student-teacher relationship-*
He seems to have called on them not in order to study 
under them, hut to pay them visits of courtesy* It 
goes without saying that they communicated information 
to each other on such occasions, for it was the custom 
of tho time for scholars to travel far and wide to 
exchange knowledge with their learned colleagues*
Mention has already been made of the journey to 
Iraq in which he had intended to participate when his 
mother's illness had foiled, his intentions* He says in 
al-Ad'iyah that, during the prayer one Friday in the 
Mosque, he could not refrain from tears and sobs, because 
he had missed such an opportunity of acquiring knowledge, 
and the faithful assembled in thr mosque for the prayer 
had coun asking what misfortune had befallen him* Some 
supposed his mother had died, others that he had been 
taken ill, others still that he had lost his sanity*
He made his way to the exit of tho mosque and wont to 
thn cemetery, where h^ fainted* When he regained con- 
sciousness, he found that his head rested on the knees 
of a holy man with a brightly shining fane and a long 
white beard. Al-Tirmidhi rose and greeted the holy man 
respectfully, and the latter asked him; "bo you know 
who I am?" Al-Tirmidhi replied" "It is for the Master
to say.” Whereupon the holy man saids ”1 am your
brother al-Khidrs and have com^ to you with tho
permission of God, and brought a booh for you, If
you follow its instructions5 you will reach your aims
and what you desire with the blessing of God”. He
put the hand that had given the blessing into his
pocket and produced the book. Then he told me how
to comply with its instructions and how to live with
people. And he authorized me (ajazani) and prayed 
(l)for me,”'-' The same account of al-Tirmidhi1s 
encounter with al-Khidr is to be found in a modified 
form, in al^Attar's Tadhkirat al-Awliya1, The main diff­
erence between the two versions is that al-Attar states 
that when al Khidr met^al-Tirmidhi in the cemetery al- 
Tirmidhi was crying, which implies that he was fully 
conscious, Al-Khidr asked him why he was crying and al- 
Tirmidhi replied that he was grieving because his friend 
had gone to seek knowledge, and he would remain ignorant 
Then al-Khidr promised to t^ach him daily so that he
would shortly become superior to them. He taught him
(2)for a while at the cemetery, J There is no mention, in 
e
al-Attar*s version, of any book, nor of instructions for
(1) al-Ad^iyah, Hols, 2,3, Myasufia Ms.
(2) Al-Attar,.Tadhkirat al-Awliyai Vol I, p 91-95? and 
Muslim Saints and Mystics, p 244-
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its use.
This incident as mirrored in both accounts implies 
that al-Tirmidhi considered himself the disciple of al- 
Khidr, and regard al-Khidr as his teacher, who had
• 1 o
imparted authoritative knowledge to him. Thus the only
two teachers to whom al-Tirmidhi refers by name are
first, hiw own father, and secondly, al-Khidr." #
There is, however, a possibility of tracing those
from whom he received Hadith, for they figure as the last*
link in the chains of transmission he quotes in his various 
works. Some of them are referred to in this connection by 
the biographies such as al-Subki, al-Dhahabi, Ibn Hajar, 
al-Sulami and al-Qushayri, The following pages will con­
tain a comprehensive list of these transmitters. Each 
entry will be provided with a few biographical notes.
His Teachers
1. ^Abbad Ibn 1Abbad Ibn Kathir al-Thaqafi.
2. ^Abbad Ibn ^Othman Ibn *‘Abbad Ibn Qasim.^^
3. "Abbad Ibn Yalqub al-Asadi a l - R a w a ^ ^
(1) He was living in Mecca and was a pious sheikh± but 
he was weak in traditions, al-Jarh wa al-Ta‘: dil vol. 
Ill, p.83.
(2) He was born in Basrah, and lived in Marw, al-Jarh wa 
al-Tafdil, vol.Ill, p.81.
(3) Died in 250 A.H. according to Tahdhib al-Tahdhib,
vol. V, p.109. He was a_Shifite sheikh native of 
Kufah al-Jarh wa al-Ta'-'dil, vol.Ill, p,88.
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{ { 4 ( (i )4 al 1 Abbas Ibn vAbd al-Azim al-Anbari.
5 al ^Abbas Ibn Aiyyub al-Zubaidi.
6 al ^Abbas Ibn Zurarah al-Yashkuri, ^ ^
( ( ~ (2L)
7 fAbd al-AAziz Ibn Muslim al~Qasmaliov '
0 ^Abd al 'Aziz Ibn Munib al-Marwazi• ^ ^
9 ^Abd al-Jabbar Ibn al-^ Ala ’ . ^ ^
10 ^ Abd al-Jabbar Ibn Habib Ibn Hudbah,^^
11 ^Abd al-Karim Ibn ^  Abd Allah al-Sukkari, ^ ^
12 ^Abd al-Karim Ibn ^ Obaid Allah,
13 ^Abd Allah Ibn ^Asim al-Hammani Abu Sa^ id al-Basri,^^
14 "^Abd Allah Ibn ^Abd Allah Ibn Osaid al-Kilabi. ^ i:L)
15 ^Abd Allah Ibn al-IIakam Ibn Abi Ziyad al-Qatwani.
(1) Died 246 A,H. Tahdhib, Vol V p 121 f^adilirat al-Huffaz, 
vol II p 96, and Tarikh Baghdad, Vol XII, p 137/ 138, 
and al-Jarh, Vol XIII, p 216
(2) I cannot find him in the sources available to me,
(3) Ditto.
(4) He was a trustworthy native of Basrah, al-Jarh Vol II, 
part 2, p 395,
(5) Saduq, Mustaqim al-Hadith, died 267 A,H, Tahdhib,
Vol VI, p 360', al-Jarh Vol II part 2 p 397, 398 and 
Tarikh Baghdad Vol X p450.
(6) He was a pious native of Mecca, in which he died 248 
A,H, Tahdjbib Vol VI, p 4? and al-Jarh Vol III part 1 
p 32,
(7)1 cannot find him in the sources available to me,
(8) Dittoo
(9) Ditto,
(10)See Tahdjxib Vol V p 270, did not mention the date 
of his death,
(11)l cannot find him in the sources available to me,
(12)Died in 255 A,H, Tahdhib Vol V p 190, and al-Jarh 
Vol II part 2 p 38.
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16 **Abd Allah Ihn Husain al-Kindi Abu Sa^’id al-Ashajj
al-Kufic ^
17 ‘Abd Allah Ibn Khalaf Ibn Musa/1^
18 ''Abd Allah Ibn ?luhamnad Ibn Saif i ' al-llakhzumi. ^ ^
19 kAbd Allah Ibn al-Waddah al-Lu’lu’i
20 ^Abd al-Malik Ibn Muha^Lmad Ibn **Abd Allah al-Raqashi
Abu Qulahah0
21 f-‘Abd al-Rahman Ibn al~Padl Ibn al-Muwaffaq al-Kufi.^^
22 *Abd al-Rahman Ibn Hani ' al-Kufi al-Hakli’*i . ^
23 ' ’Abd al-Rahim Abu 'Amr al-HAbdi.^^
24 ’ Abd al-Rahim Ibn Habib Ibn Nudbaho
25 ’Abd al-Wahab Ibn Ibh 'Abd al-Hakim al-Bazzar. ^ )
26 f'Abd al-V'/ahab Ibn ’Abd al-Karim al-Warraq . ^ ^  ^
(1) According to Ibn Hajar, his date of death is not 
certain, the date is given as 256, or 257 A .II. 
Tahdhib al-TahdJiib, vol-V, p-236, 237«
(2) I cannot find him in the sources available to me-
(3) Tahdjiib al-TahcLhib Vol* VI, -p * 9 ( without mentioning 
his "date of death. _
(4) Died in Jurnada al-Akhirah, 250 A»I-L Tahdhib, Vol* VL. 
P'68, 69, al-Jarh, vol* II, part* 2, p* 192„
(5) He was born in 190 A.H. and died in 276 A.H. Tahdhib 
Vol* VI, P'240, and Tadhkirat al-Huffaz Vol* II, p *143 ? 
and T ar I kh B aghd ad V o 1 - X , p. 42 5- 4 2 7 ? a ad T abqat al- 
Huffaz Vol*II,p. 47? Leyden edition 1833--*
(6) See Lisan al-Mizan Vo4 ‘III, p- 404 ? and VolIV, p* 105 »
(7) He is suspect in tradition, al-Jarh Vol-II part-2 
p-298; his date of death is not certain according 
to Tahdhib al-Tahdhib, it is 211 or 212 or 216 A*Ho 
vol* VI. p • 290 -
(8) I cannot find him in thn sources available to me,
(9) See Tarikh Baghdad Vol* II, p -86.
(10) I cannot find him in the sources available to me.
(11) Ditto.
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27 A^bd al-Wahab I "bn Ih.ila.ih al-Makki
28 **Abd al-V/arith Ibn !*Abd al-Samad Ibn ?-Abcl al-Warith
Ibn Sa'-id al™ '"Anbari„ ^ ^
29 Abu f^Ali al-Saghani , ^ ^
30 Abu ’'Amr Hamad Ibn Nu;jaim«^^
31 Abu al-AshLath Ahmad Ibn al-Muqa&dam al-'*1 jli „ ^ ^
32 Abu Bakr Ibn Sabiq. al-Umavvl,
(1)33 Abu al-Hasan Muhammad Ibn Bahia
34 Abu Hisham al-Rif aLi Muhammad Ibn Yazid Ibn Muhammad
Ibn Rif a'-ah al-*I;jli al~ICufi88^
( 9)35 Abu Husain al-Rifaf*i»
36 Abu al-Xhattab al-Sadusi Ziyad Ibn Yahya Ibn Hasnan 
al-Has sani al-YaslBoiri *
37 Abu NuHaim. 1 Abd al-Rahman Ibn al-Nakliiy»
38 Abu Qulabah f\Abd al-Malik al-Raqashi»
(1) A trustworthy native of Mecca, al-Jarh wa al-Ta'dil 
Vol^III p-73.
(2) Trustworthy,; a native of Basrah, died in 252 A«H. ? 
al™Jarn Vol'III p 76 9 and Tahdhib al-Tahdhib, Vol* VI 
p*444
(3) I cannot find him in tin sources available to moo
(4) Ditto
(5) Died in 253 A.H. s Tahdhib al-TahdJiib Vol-I p-8l,82; 
and Khulasah, p-11.
(6) I cannot find him in tho sources available to me.
(7) Ditto
(8) Weak in tradition, died In 248 or 249 A.H. Tahdhib 
Vol 'IX p • 527, and al-Jarh Vol* IV, part *1, p * 129 . ‘ ’
(9) I cannot find him in the sources available to me *
(10)Died in 254 A.H. Tahdhib al-Tahdhib, Vol*III p-388,
(11)l cannot find him in the sources available to mo,
(12)Died in 276 A.H. Taddikirat al-Huffaz Vol* II. p-143°
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39 Abu Si nan al-Balkhi ^  ^
40 Abu Talib al-Harawi*^^
41 Ahmad Ibn Bahr al- UAskari. ^ ^
42 Ahmad Ibn'Abd Allah al-Muhallabi.
43 Ahmad Ibn Murrah/^
44 Ahmad Ibn Mutrif al-Yamani.^^
45 Ahmad Ibn Yahya al-Azdi^^
(8)46 Al- I Ala1 Ibn Maslamah al-Rawwas.
47 *'Ali Ibn r,Abd al-''Aziz al-Baghdadi „
48 VAli Ibn Hajar Ibn Aws al-Sa#*di.^^
49 -All Ibn al-Hasan al-Naisaburi.
50 l-Ali Ibn al-Hasan al-Tirmidhi.
51 kAli Ibn Khashram al-Marwazi„
(1) I cannot find him in the sources available to me.
(2) Ditto.
(3) See!‘Jarh wa al-Ta'dil Vol- I, part- I , p-42.
(4) I cannot find him in the sources available to me*
(5) Ditto»
(6) Ditto*
(7) See Tarikh Baghdad Vol V p 212*
(8) He was accused of fabrication of Hadith, see^  Tarildi
Baghdad, Vol-XII p. 241* and Tahdhib al-Tahdhib Vol-* 
VIII p-192.
(9) I cannot find, him in the sources available to me.
(10) Trustworthy, the author of Xitab "Ahkam al-Qur'an",
born 154 A.H. and died 244 A-H. see Tahdhib Vol VII 
p •293 9 294, Tarikh Baghdad Vol'III p-416,417,418, 
al-Jarh Vol” III p-183, and Tadhkirat al-Huffaz Vol 
II, p-36.
(11) I cannot find him in the sources available to me.
(1.2) Bather of ai-Hakim al-Tirmidhi. See Tarikh Baghdad
Vol-XI p -373*
(13) A relative of Bishr al-Hafi b*l65 d0 257 A-H. Al-Jarh 
Vol-III p.184.
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52 bAl i Ibn Sahl al-Rsunli3
53 UA1 i Ibn (2)Sa^id Ibn Masruq al-Kindi;
54 ’■•Alqamah Ibn '-Amr Ibn al-Husain al-Tamimi.
55 ^Amr Ibn (4)r,Ali al-Sadiqio
56 LAmr Ibn ^Ali Ibn al-Sairaf i . ^ ^
57 f*Amr Ibn Hamrnad Ibn Talhah al-QannacL. ^ ^
58 f'Amr Ibn Salih al-l'ul'i. ^
(8)59 ''Atiq Ibn Muhammad al-Khushani „ 
(9) 60 Bishr Ibn Adam Ibn Bint Azhar al-Saraman0 "
61 Bishr Ibn IChnlid al-(Askari Abu Muhammad al-Para1 idi .
62 Bishr Ibn Hilal al-Sawwaf Abu Muhammad al-Numairi.
(12)63 Dawood Ibn Hamrnad al-QaisI.
“ (l 2)64 Al-Padl Ibn Muhammad al-Wasiti „
(1 )^65 Al-Padl Ibn Muhammad Ibn al-Wazir al-Dimashqi,
(1) Trustworthj, died 261 A = H. ? al-Jarh Vol-Ill part' 
P ’l899 and Tahdhib Vol*VII p329°
(2) Died in Jumada al-Ula, 249 A.H, Tahdhib Vol‘VII p-327
(3) Died 256 A.H. , Tah&Jbib Vol-VII p. 276.
(4) I cannot find him in the sources available to be.
(5) Of Basrah, died 249 A.H. , Tarikh Baghdad Vol-XII p-207
(6) I cannot find him in the sources available to ime.
(7) Ditto.
(8) Ditto
(9) Died 254 A.H. , Tahdhib Vol'I.p-442.
(10) Lived sometime in Basrah, died 253 or 255 A.H. , see 
Tahdhib al-Tahdhlb Vol-I.p-448.
(11) Died 247 A.H. Tahdhib. Vol- I, p•462.
(12) In al-Jarh wa la-Tahdil: Ibn Parn.fisab al-Balkhi 9 
Vol*I pari-II, p-409*
(13) I cannot find him in the sources available to me.
(14) Ditto o
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66 Fudalah Ibn al-Fadl al-Kufi.^^* ..
67 Hafs Ibn ,-Amr Ibn Ribal Ibn Ibrahim Ibnfljlan
(?)
al-Ribali Abu '*Amr al-Raqashi.v '
(3)68 Hajjaj Ibn Muhammad al-Massisi al-AHva? . '
69 Hamid Ibn »*Ali al-Khallal. ^
70 Hamid Ibn al-Rabi *■' al-Lakhmi.
71 Harun Ibn Hatim al-Kuf i. ^
i
■ * (7)72 Harun Ibn Musa Ibn Abi VAlqamah al-Qazwini. '
( O )73 Al-Hasan Ibn t-Amr Ibn Shaqiq al-Basri.
- (9)74 Al-Hasan Ibn al-Hasan al-Marwazi.
75 Al-Hasan Ibn Sawwar al-Baghawi .
76 Hisn Ibn Fudalah.
y #• 1
77 Al-Husain IbncAli Ibn al-Aswad al-Ijli.^^
78 Al-Husain Ibn Hayyan al-Asqalani,
(1) Died 250 A.H. Tahdhib Vol^VIII p-268
(2) A Native of Basrah, died 258 A.H. Tahdhib Vol*11• A ■"> t—' * **’*p • 415.
(3) Son Tadhkirat al-Huffaz Vol*I p -315, and Tahdhib Vol' 
II p'205? according to Tahdhib he died 206 A.H, but 
it is not possible,
(4) I cannot find him__in tho sources available to me.
(5) Died 258 A.H, Tarikh Baghdad; Vol“VII p-162-5.
(6) See al-Jarh wa al Taf*dil Vol* IV part;II p-88.
(7) Born in 174 ..A.H. died 253 A.H. Tahdhib Vol* II p- 
10,11 and Tarikh Baghdad Vol*XIV, p*32.
(8) Died 232 A.H. Tahdhib Vol *11 p 309', and al-Jarh 
Vol-I part'll p * 25•
(9) I cannot find him in the sources available to me.
(10) Died 216 or 217 A.H. Khulasah p.67 al-Jarh vol*IV,
part'll, p - 88 and Tarikh Baghdad Vol-VII p -318.
(11) I cannot find him in the sources available to me,
(12) Died 254 A.H. Tahdhib Vol-II p*343, 344, and al- 
Jarh Vol'I nart*li p. 56.
(13) T_carrot find him in th~ sourcu-|f ayailablo to me.
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79 Al-Husain Ibn Huraith Ibn Hasan Ibn Thabit Ibn
(Is)Qutbah Abu bAmman al-KhuzaM.
80 Ibn Abi Bakr al-4Umari7 2^
81 Ibn Abi Maisarah>
( A )
82 Ibn Abi al-Sifr, Ahmad Ibn *Abd Allah Abu MJhaidah.
83 Ibn Akhi Yahya Ibn ’-Isa al-Rarali.^^
.... - (5)
84 Ibrahim Ibn AVbd. al-Hamid al-Tammar.
85 Ibrahim Ibn PAbd Allah al-IGiallal.
86 Ibrahim Ibn Harun al-Balkhi.
o - - (9)87 Ibrahim Ibn al-Mustamirr al-Basri al-Hudhali.
88 Ibrahim Ibn Sa^id al-Ja.whari * ^
89 Ibrahim Ibn Yusuf al-Hadrami al-ICufi al-Sairafi
* *
(1) Bind 244 A.H,, Tahdjiib Vol-II p'334.
(2) I cannot find him in the sources available to me.
(3) Ditto
(4) Died 258 A.H. Ithulasah, p-7 Tahdhib Vol* I p*48, and 
al-Jarh Vol* I part*I p*57«
(5) I cannot find him In the sources available to me.
(6) Ditto
(7) Died 241 A.H. Tahdhib Vol*I p*132, and IQiulasah p*16.
(8) See Tahdhib Vol^i p*l?6, without giving his date of 
death, and IQiulasah p-20,
(9) See Tahdhib Vol* I p-164, no mention of his date of 
death, and see al-Jarh, vol*1 part*I p *140.
(10)Al-Hafiz Abu Ishaq al-Tabari and al-Baghdadi, the 
author of Tarikh Baghdad says, he was firm, trust­
worthy, died in i>Ain Raziah, no certaintly of the 
date, it was given as 244, 247, 249 A.H. Tarikh 
Baghdad Vol* ! p - A- and Tadhkirat al-Huffaz Vol'
II P-97f 98.
(11)Died in 249, 250 A.H, Tahdhib Vol. I p.185, and al- 
Jarh, Vol* I part•I p • 148.
90 '-Isa Ibn Ahmad al-Asqalani
(o)
91 Ishaq Ibn Ziyad al-Aslamiv '
92 Ismaill Ibn Hasr
93 Isma>il Ibn Yahya Ibn Adam
94 Ja’diar Ibn VA.mr
. -  , (6 )
93 al-Jarud Ibn MuT-adh al-Sulami al-Tirmidhi v }
96 al-Khasib Ibn Muslim
97 Mahdi Ibn bAmir
98 al-Mu’ammal Ibn Hisham al-Yashlcuri al-Basri
99 Muhammad Ibn *Abd Allah Ibn Yazid al-Muqri al-Makki^^
100 Muhammad Ibn Aban al-Balkhi
101 Muhammad Ibn Abi Muti^ (-^ )
102 Muhammad Ibn !Ali Ibn al-Hasan al-Shqiqi al-bAbdi
103 Muhammad Ibn Ayyub al-Sikhtiyani
104 Muhammad Ibn Bashshar al-*Abdi ^-^)
105 Muhammad Ibn al-Dahhak (-^ )* * «
(1) Trustworthy, faithful, born in Baghdad 180 A.H. and 
died 268 A.H. , Tahdhib V01-XVIII P'206.
(2) 1 cannot find him in the sources available to me*
(3) Bee^Jarh Vol I Bart I p 202*
(4$ I jcannot find him in the sources availble to me.
(5) Ditto. * '
(6) Died 244 A.h '. Tahdhib-Vol II p 53, and Khulasainp 51
(7‘) 1 cannot find him in the sources available to ne.
(8) Died 253 A.H. Khulasah, p 336.
(9) Died 256 A.H. Tahdhib Vol*IX, p.284.
(10) Died 244 A.H. in Balkh Tadhkirat al-Huffaz Vol-II p-74.
(11) 1 cannot find him in the sources available to me.
(12) Died 250,251 A.H. Tahdhib Vol'IX p.349.
(13) I cannot find him in the sources,available to me.
(14) Trustworthy, died 252 A.H. Tahdhib, Vol-IX p-70, and 
al-Jarh Vol-III part'll p -214.
(15) I cannot find him in the sources available to me.
(16) Died 248 A.H. Tahdhib Vol-IX p-130 Tarikh Baghdad Vol'
II'p '259 and al-Jarh Vol-III'part•II p-232.
106 Muhammad Ibn Hamid al-Razi.  ^ '
107 ^Muhammad Ibn'visa Ibn Abd Allah al-Rabii.^^
108 Muhammad Ibn (3)Isam^il Ibn Samrah al-Ahmasi. 1
109 Muhammad Ibn Malmaiv al-Basri.
110 Muhammad Ibn (5)Maimun al-Makki. v J
111 Muhammad Ibn Muhammad Ibn Husain.
112 Muhammad Ibn (7)Muhammad Ibn Marzuq al-Basri.' '
113 Muhammad Ibn Muqbi^J8)
114 Muhammad Ibn (9)Musa al-Harasi.
115 Muhammad Ibn vObaid Allah
116 Muhammad Ibn ( 11 )^Obaidah Ibn Sulaiman.' }
117 Muhammad Ibn " (12)K)marah Ibn Subh al-Asadi.^ }
118 Muhammad Ibn K)mar al-Suwaiqi.
119 Muhammad Ibn Rizam Ibn tjAhd al-Malik al-0bulli^^
120 Muhammad Ibn Sadr. (l5)
121 Muhammad Ibn Sa^id Ibn Suwaid al-Hakami.^^
(I) I cannot find him in the sources available to me.
(2‘) Trustworthy? died 258 A.H. or 260 A.H. Tahdhib ^ol-
IX p.58 and al-Jarh Vol'III part'll p*190.
C3 ^ hied after 250 A.H.^Tahdhib Vol'IX p*466.
(4) hied 252 A.H. Tahdhib Vol'IX p-485? and al-Jarh Vol- 
IV part - I p - 81? 82 7
(5) I cannot find him in the sources available to me.
(6) hied 248 A.H. Tahdhib Vol'IX p.431
(7) I cannot find him In the sources available to me.
(8) hied 248 iA.H. Tahdhib Vol-IX p*482 and al-Jarh Vol*
IV part*I p '74 and Khulasah p'308.
(9) I cannot find him in the sources available to me.
(10) hitto (12) Ditto
(II) hitto (13) Ditto
(14) Ditto
(15) According to Tahdhib al-Tahdhib his name is Muhammad f
Ibrahim Ibn Sadran, and he died in 243 or 247 A.H.
Vol'IX p'll.
(16) I cannot find him in the sources available to me.
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(1 'I122 Muhammad Ibn Shuja^ al~Marwazi• v }
(2 )123 Muhammad Ibn Yahya Ibn WLbd al-VAziz al-Marwazi;
(^)124 Muhammad Ibn Yahya Ibn Ayyub al-Qasari al-Marwazi; J 
125* Muhammad Ibn Yazid Ibn Khunais al-Makhzumi al-Makki
126 Muhammad Ibn Yazid al-Haisaburi.^^
127 Muhammad Ibn Zunbur Abu Salih al-Makki.
4 *
128 Mffsa Ibn VAM Allah al-Sifll7^
129 Rasr Ibn kAbd al-Rahma,n al-Washsha’ al-Kufi.^®^
130 Nasr Ibn *»Ali Ibn Hasr al-Jahdami al-Azdi al-Harrani{^^
131 hasr Ibn Fudalah.
132 husair Ibn Yahya.
133 l*Obaid Allah al-Raba’d .
134 K)baid Allah Ibn Yusuf al-Khaifari. ^
135 ’'Omar Ibn Abi ^Omar al-kkbdi.^^
136 ’'Omar Ibn Yahya Ibn Naf i ^ al-Ubtilli. ^
137 K)qbah Ibn Qubaisah.^^
(1) Died in 244 or 247 A.H. according to Tahdhib Vol* IX 
p-218, and Tariqh Baghdad Vol'V p*349«
(2) Died 252 A.HL. Tahdhib Vol*IX p.516.
(3) See Tahdhib J-ol* IX p*507.
(4) See Tahdhib ol-IX p*523, and al-Jarh Vol*IV Part*I 
p -127 . "
(5) I cannot find him in the sources available to me.
(6) Died 248 or 249 A.H, according to Tahdhib Vol* IX p-167•
(7) I cannot find him in the sources available +o me.
(8) Died 248 A.H. Tahdhib Vol'X p ’248 and al-Jarh Vol-IV
Part*I p.472.
(9) Died 250 or 251 A.H, Tahdhib Vol*X p.430 and al-Jarh 
Vol*IV part*! p*471 &nd Tadhkirat al-Huffaz Vol-II p-92.
(10) I cannot find him in the sources available to me.
(11) Ditto (12) Dittos
(13) Died after 250 A.H. Tahdhib Vol*VII p-57.
(14) Weak in tradition, Tahdhib Vol*VII p ■447-
(15) I cannot find him in the sources available to me.
(16) According to Ibn Hibban he is trustworthy. See Tahdhib 
Vol*VII p '249»
138 K)tbah Ibn Abd All all al-Marwazi al-Azdi.^^
139 Qutaibah Ibn SaUid.^^
140 Rizq Allah Ibn Musa.
141 Sahl Ibn al-*Abbas.^^
142 Sahl Ibn Salm.
(6)143 Sa’id Ibn UAbd al-Rahman al-Makhzumi. v
144 Sakld Ibn Yahya al-Umawi.^^
145 Salih Ibn LAbd Allah al-Tirmidhi.^^
146 Salih Ibn Muhammad al-Tirmidhi.^^*
147 Salamah Ibn Shabib al-Haisabur .
148, Sufyan Ibn Waki'a^11^
149 Sulaiman Ibn Mansur al-Balkhi Abu Hilal al-Dhahabi^
150 Sulaiman Ibn Hamid Abu al-Rabiu al-Iyadi*^^
(1) Died 244 A.H, Tahdhib Vol-VII p-98.
(2) Born 149 A.H*, died in Sha^ban 241 A.H. Tadhkirat 
al-Huffaz, Voi-n p-33? Tarikh Baghdad Vol-XII . 
P-4&4? ai-Jarh Vol-III part'll p-140, and Tahdhib 
Vol-VIII■p*3 5 8.
( 3 ) Died 256 or 260 A.H. or after that according to 
Tahdhib Vol-III P ' 2 7 3 ? and Tarikh Baghdad Vol'VIII 
P ‘ 437 and al-Jarh,. Vol-1 part • II "p.524.
(4) I cannot find him in the sources available to me.
(5) See al-Jarh/Vol' II part * I p-193.
(6) Died 249 A.H. Tahdhib V0l-iv p*55? and al-Jarh 
Vol'll part*I p-42.
(7) According to Tahdhib he died 249 or 259 A.H. Vol'
IV p'98, and al-Jarh,Vol*II part"I, p.74.
(8) Died 231 or 239 A.H. Tahdhib,vol*IV P'395 and 
Tarikh Baghdad Vol'IX p*315.
(9) He was accused of being a liar, Tahdhib, died 299? 
Tahdhib Vol'IX p-396, and Tarikh Baghdad Vol*IX p330>
(10) Died_247 A.H. Tahdhib Vol*IV p-146, and Tadhkirat al- 
Huffaz Vol*II p.112. v
(11) Died 240 A.H. Tahdhib vol'IV p *121,122,
(12) See al-Jarh Vol*11 part*I p*164, and al-A^lam, Vol* 
III, p'172.
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151 Yahya
•
Ibn
152 Yahya Ibn ,
153 Yahya
*
Ibn .
154 Yahya
•
Ibn !
155 Yahya
•
Ibn <
156 Yahya
*
Ibn :
157 Yahya
ft
Ibn ]
158 Ya^qub Ibn
159 Yac qubi Ibn
160 Yazid Ibn
al-Harrani, ^ ^
(2)-Mukkatib. }
rAbdh al-Ta’i al-Katib.^^
Arab!. ^  ^
( - (5)
. Ibn Abd al-Rahman al-Makhaumi. 7
.khi . ^ ^
.ani
— (8)-Dawraqi.' }
.•va nT Qnl 4* TVi’vi v^TTr"« *Pn t ti nT  "Dn ci Yin (9)
Ghanawi,  ^^  ^
161 Yazid Ibn Ma^qil Walad Abi Tibah.
(1) Died 218 A.H. Tahdhib vol.XI, pages 240 and 241 and 
al-Jarh vol.IV, part II, page 164.
(2) I canndt find him in the sources available to me.
(3) See Tarikh Baghdad vol.XIV, p.230.
(4) Trustworth, honest, died 248 A.H. or after 250 A.H. 
Tahdhib Vol.XI, p.196, and al-Jarh described him as 
faithful, Vol.IV, part II, p.137.*
(5) Died 253 A.H. Tahdib Vol.XI, p.288.
(6) Trustworthy, al-Jarh, vol.IX, part II, p.188 and 
Tahdhib Vol.XI p.289. According to Tahdhib his 
death was in 239 or 240 or 241 A.H. According to 
Tahdhkirat al-Huffaz he died 230 A.H. Vol.II, p.56,
(7) According to Tahdhib and Tahdhkirat al-Huffaz he
is the same one as above. *
(8) The author of al-Musnad. Died 252 A.H. Tahdhkirat 
al-Huffaz Vol. XI p.88. According to Tarikh Baghdad 
his * birth was 166 A.H. Vol.XIV pp.277-279 and 
Tahdhib Vol.XI, p.397.
(9) Born 182 A.H,, died 262 A.H., author of al-Musnad, 
Tarikh Bagdhad Vol. XIV, pp. 281-288.
(10) I cannot find him in the sources available to me,
(11) Ditto.
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162 Yusuf 4Ibn "Abd Allah Ibn 
165 'Yusuf Ibn Ishaq,
164 al-Zubair Ibn Bakkar al-Zubairi.^^
His Students
It is surprising how few his students were compared 
to the great number of his teachers. The following list 
gives his students’ names;—
1 Abu Bakr Muhammad Ibn Ja^far Ibn al-Haithaja.
2 Abu Bakr al-Warraq Muhammad Ibn ^Umar al-Hakim.^^
5 Abu LIuhammad Yahya Ibn Mansur al-Qadi.^^
4 Ahmad Ibn Muhammad Ibn LIsa.
5 Al-Hasan Ibn t-Ali al-Juzjani.
6 Mansur Ibn kAbd Allah Ibn Khalid al-Harawi.^^
(1) See Tahdhib Vol'XI p.416.
(4
(5
( 6
(7
(8
(9
I cannot find him in the sources^available to me* 
Died 256 A.H,, the author of Kitab Hasab Quraish, 
Tahdhib Vol'III p.512, Tadhkirat al-Htiffaz Vol'll 
p*-99? al-Jarh Vol I part il p.585? Tarikh Baghdad 
Vol*VIII p.467-471, and Wafayat al-A^yah Vol'VI 
P'529, edited by Dr*al-RiffaLi.
Tarikh Baghdad Vol-X p<80.
Tabaqat al-Sufiyyat p- 221, Hilait al-Awliya} Vol' 
IX, p«255-257? Sifat al-Safwah, Vol*I p.159? 1 
Tabaqat al-Sha^-rani ■, Vol-1 p*106, al-Risalah 
al-Qushayriyyah VI.i T v> 128, and hatalij al- 
Afkar al-Qudsiyyah sharh al-Risalah al-Qushay- 
riyyah, Vol-I p*l66? 167.
al-Hilaih Vol-X p'22? and Shadharat al-Dhahab 
Vol <III p. 5 o
Tabaqat al-Sufiyyah p 549? Sifat al-Safwah Vol*
II p-225? Tarikh Baghdad Voi-V p-60, and Tabaqat 
al-IYiakrani Vol" I p*115.
Tabaqat al-Suf „yah p *246, Hilait al-Awliya’ Vol'X 
p-550, and Tabaqat al-Sha^rani Vol-I p*105»
Tarikh Baghdad Vol'XIII p*84.
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CHAPTER II 
HIS WORKS
1* Where they are found
2. The various manuscript collections.
5. A list of al-Tirmidhi’s works.
4* The contents of each manuscript.
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His Works
The corpus of al-Tirmidhi1s work consists of 
about sixty books of varying length, some of them 
consisting only of a few pages. Most have never been 
published, A number of them are lost, and the extant 
ones are scattered over the libraries of the East and 
the West, The majority are found in collections such 
as the Alexandria Library Collection Ho <, 145 various 
arts? the As^ad Efendi Collection Hos. L479 a&d 1814? 
the Ayasufia Collection Hos,- 1975 and 1814? the Cairo 
Collection Hos. 125 Ear al-Kutub, majami?-, and 694 
majamii* Talgat, and 227 al-Khi-Zanah al- Taimruriyyah 
majami^', and al-Azhar 236 majami't 5799? the Calcutta 
collection Ho, 1056? the Ismatd.1 Safib Collection Ho. 
1571? the Kharagioglu Collection Ho, 806? the Leipzig 
Collection Ho. 212c? the Paris Collection Ho. 5018? 
the Qastamuni Collection Ho. 2713? the Wali al-Din 
Collection Ho. 770? and the Zahiriyyah Collection Ho. 
104 Tasawwuf.
(a) The Alexandria Collection
1„ al-Masa'il al-Maknunah.
2o Tahsil Haza’ir al-Qur1an.
3. al-Radd tala al-Mutattilah. .
(b) The As tad Efendi Collection Ho* 1479*
1* al-Ruruq,
2* Siiarh al-Salah wa maqasiduha.
• * «
3. al- Ada1 wa al-Rafs.
*
/ r
4* Manazil al-'Ibad min al ibadah,
C
5. Kitab al-Aql wa al-Hawa.
6. .,1-Amth.al min al-Kitab wa al-Sunnab 
7 * Al-Manhiyyat•
8. Haqiqat al-Adamiyyah•
f ' _
9. v"TJrs al-Muwahidln.
(c) The As tad Efendi Collection No. 1814*
1. Ghawr al- Umur.
(d) The Ayasufia Collection No. 1973.
1. Al-Furuq.
/
2. Al-Adiyah.
(e) The Cairo Collections
1. c Hal al-Sharif'1 afror Kaifiyyat al-Salah. Ms,Ro.l25*
2. t:Ilm al-Awliya< Ms. No. 694.
3. Al-Hidayah ila Ma^arifat Adab al-Wilayah.
Ms. Ro. 227.
(f) The Calcutta Collection
1. Tibiyan al-Amthal.
2. "Ilm al-Awliya
3. Twenty-seven different essays on various subjects.
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(g) The Xsma^il Sa'ib Collection
0
1. Sharh Qawlih ma al-Iman wa al-Islam wa al-
■r
Jahsan.
2. Al-Riyadah.
3. Bayan al-^Ilm.
4. Daqaiq al-Ulum.
5. Jawab Kitab min al-Riyy*
6. Masail.
-  -
7. Kitab al-Akiyas wa al-Mugtarrin.
I
8. Al-Masail al--Afimah.
—  C —
9. Anwaral-Ulum.
10. Masail Ahl Sarkhas or Bayan Adab al-Muridln.
11* Al-Barq Baina al-Ayat wa al-Karamat.
12* Kitab al-Huquq.*
13# Budu Shan al-Hakim al-Tirmidhi.«
14. Kitab Manazil al-Qasidln (named in other
{
collections Manazil al-Ibad.)
(h) The Kharagioghlu Collection
1. Kitab al-Hikmab.or al-Khidmah min 'Ilm al-Batin.t — > *
2. Sabab al-Takbir fi al-Salah.
5. ‘ n »  ax-A.llrK
4... Ithbat al-^Ilal, coded ^Ilal al-Ibadat.
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(i) The Leipzig Collection
I. Al-Masail al-Makmunah.
2* Various Masail.
3. Masail ahl Sarkhas or Bayan Adah al-Muridin.
/ „ _ _
4. Masalah fi al-Iman wa al-Islam wa al-iahsan.
and Sharh al-Iman wa al-Islam wa al-Iahsan.»■ .
5. Masail al-Ta^bir.
6. Various Masail, beginning with Masalahfi al-
Riyy. henti tied Daqaiq al-Ulum, in the Isma^il
Sa'ib Collection.*
_
7. Jawab Kitab min al-Riyy.
8. Various Masail.
__ z, c
9* Al-Masail al- Afinah.
10. Anwa* al-^ Ilm.
—  £ _
II. Various Masail, beginning with Saba Qulub al
j-riv/ah3ai.d.ln.
(j) The Paris Collection.
1. Sharh al-Salah.*
2. al-Haj j.
/
3. ai-juunal.
4. ai-Ihtiyatat.
< t
5. ai-Ruruq.
6 .  c U rs  a l- ^ t iw a h h id in .
6i
7. G-bawr al-Umur*
_ ( _ (
8, Manazil al-Ibadmin al-vIbadab.
i.
9* al-Aql wa al-Hawa*
10, nl-Amtbal*
11. ul-Manhiyydt.
12* Haqiqat al-Adanniyyah*i
(k) Qastamuni Collection Ro. 2713*
1* Sifat al-Qulub.*
£  —2. Ma?rifat al-Asrar.
(l). Wali af-Din Collection No. 770*
1* Shifi1 al-r'IIlal.* S
2 ♦ Mana z i 1 al-Qur b ab *
- A  C
3• Anwa * al-Ulum.
4* Ithbat al-^Ilal
X*
5. Al-Radd " Ala al-Rafidab.
*
$ <*■
6. Masralah fi al-Iman wa al-Islam wa al~Ibsan.
m
7* Kbatm al-Awliya*
8. * Hal al-* Ibadat.
9* TarioUs mas a* lb. containing fifteen ones 
beginning witb mas,alab fi Kaifiyyat Kbalq 
al-Insan.
(m) Al-Zabiriyyab Collection Ro. 104 Tasawwuf.
•  " 1 "  ' ' V " 11
1. Al-Akyas wa al-Mughtarrin.
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C
2o Al-Kasa’il al- Afinah.
_r r
3# Anwa' al-^ilm.
r^_ 4*
4. Jawab kitab min al-Riyy,
5. A various number of masa’il containing twenty 
nine ones beginning with masa'lah fi al-Adab,
6„ Kitab Bayan al-Kasb,
^ —
7. Masa!il Ahl Sarkhas or Bayan Shan al-Muridin,
8. Kitab al-Riyadah.
As it appears from the last few pages that al- 
Tirmidhi wrote many books and essays to answer 
questions and explain points asked by the people of 
his time. These points were divided between Sufism? 
Commentary, Traditions, Jurisprudence and Theology.
The following list of his works shows that his 
writing covered all these fields and it indicates 
where they are to be found in the libraries of the 
world.
1* Abwab Mukhtalifah, Ms. Calcutta Ho, 1056,
tsbnAJi *
2. Adab al-Hafs, published Cairo 1947? edited 
by Professor Arberry and Dr. *'Ali Hasan Abd 
al-Q.ader.
3. al-Ad^iyah, Ms, in Persian? AyaSufia Ho. 1814#
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4. TAdhab al-Qabr (lost)*
5* Ajwibat masa'fl (Masa’il ahl Sarkhas) Ms*
Leipzig No* 212, Isma^il Sa’ib No. 1571 and
al~Zahiriyyah lo, 104 Tasawwuf.«
6. al-Akyas wa al-Mughtarrin Ms* al-Zahiriyyah
*
No* 104 Tasawwuf and Isma^Tl Sa'ib No* 1571.
7* al-Amthal min al-Kitab wa al-Sunnah, Ms* Paris 
5018 and As^ad No, 1479.
8* Anwa al-^ulum, Ms, Fali al-Din No. 770,
Leipzig No. 212 and Isma’il Sa’ib No* 1571*
9* al-*Aql wa al-Hawa, Ms. Paris No. 5018 and
As^ad No. 1479*
10. Bad1 Sha’n al-Haklm al-Tirmidhi, Ms* Isma^il4 *
Sa'ib, No. 1571? and published in the preface 
to Khatm al-AwliyaTedited by Dr.^Othman Isma^Tl 
Yahya.
11. Bayan adab al-Muridln (lost).
12. Bayan al-Parq_ bain al-Sadr wa al-Qalb wa al-
*
Puad wa al-Lubb, published Cairo 1958, edited 
by Dr. Nichola Hair.
13* Bayan al-'11m, Ms, Isma11!! Sa'ib, No* 1571*
14. Bayan al-Kasb, Ms. al-Zahiriyyah, No. 104?
Tasawwuf.
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15. Bayan al-Ma rlfah. wa al-Safa' (lost).
•p»* ^ f
16. al-Farq bain al-Ayat wa al-Kariinat Ms. IsmaMl 
Sa’ib No. 1571 and Calcutta Ms. 1116.
IT* al-Furuq wa man*al-Taraduf Ms. Paris No.
5018, As ad No. 1479? Alexandria No. 53?
Fiqh Shafi^i, AyaSufia No. 1975 and Wahid
• «
Basha No. 2251.
f —
18. G-hars al-** Arif in Ms. Calcutta No. 1056.
— 419. G-hawr al-IJmur? or al~r‘Ad a’ wa al-Nafs, Ms.
.
Paris Ho. 5018, As^ad Ho. 1479 and 1512.
20. al-Hajj wa asraruh, Ms. Paris No. 5018.
21. al-Hidayah ila ma rifat adab al-Wilayah Ms. 
Cairo; al-Khizanah al-Taimuriyyah No, 227*
22. al-Hikmah, Ms. Kharagioghlu No. 806.
25. al-Huquq, Ms. Isma :1 Sa’ib No. 1571.• .
24* al-Ihtiyatat, Ms. Paris No. 5018.
( 1
25. Ilm al-Awliya’ Ms. Cairo No. 694? Calcutta 
No. 1056 and Kharagioghlu No. 806.
26. al-Iras*at (lost).
27* Jawab Kitab min al-Riyy, Ms. Ismaall Sa’ib
No. 1571? Leipzig No. 212 and al-Zahiriyyah
«
No. 104 Tasawwuf.
28. al-Juma! al-lazim ma^rifatuha, Ms. Paris No, 
5018, and Manchester No, g 106.
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29. al-Kalam ** ala Ma^na lallaha ilia Allah, Ms. 
Wali al-Din No* 770, Khazinah No* 1762 and 
Leipzig,No. 212,
30. Khatm al-L_ Liya» (lost)
31. Khatm al-Awliya*, published Beirut 1965,
edited by Lr.'Othman IsmaHl Yahya.
r / -
32. Manazil al- Ibad min al-'Ibadah, Ms. Paris
5018. As' ad No. 1479 and Isma^il Sa’ib. No.
*
1571.
33. Manilaj (lost)
34. al-Manhiyyat, Ms. Paris No. 5018, As•ad No. 
1479.
35. Ma^rifat al-Asrar Ms. Qastamuni No. 2713.
36. Masa’il number one, Ms, Leipzig No* 212, and
A
and Ismi^il Sa’ib No, 1571.»
37. Masa’il number two, Ms, Leipzig No. 212.
38. Mas’alah fi al-Iman wa al-Islam wa al-Ihsan,
*
Ms, Leipzig No. 212 and Wali al-Din No, 770.»
39. al-Masa’il al hifinah, Ms., Leipzig No. 212,
and leoa il- Sa’l-b. 15-71..
«
40. al-Masa’il al-Maknunah, Ms., Leipzig No. 212 
and Alexandria No. 145, Various arts.
— i ^
41. Masa’il al-Tabir, Ms., Leipzig Ms. No, 212,
.■ and'lsna^il Sa’ib No. 1571, Prof, Arberry
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published in Rivista Degli Studi Orientali 
XVIII, 1940s pp.315-327.
42. al-Minhal fi al-^Ibadah (lost).
i
43. al-Mnnajah Ms. al-Azhar No. 236 jnajami’ 5789.
44. Muntakhabat min Kitab al-Safa1 Ms, Chester.
Betti.
45. al-Najh (lost),
46. Nawader al-Usul, published in Istanbul 1293 AH.
47* Nawader usual al-"irfan waZawahir furu^al-lgrji
*
‘1®. Vienna.Wo* 640.
< £48. al-Radd ^ala al-Mu*attilah, Ms. Alexandria. .
No. 145.
49. al-Radd ^ala al-Rafidah, Ms. Wali al-Din, No.• .
770.
50. al-Riyadah published in Cairo 1947 edited by
\ .  1 c c
Professor Arberry and Dr. Ali Hasan*Abd al-.
Q.ader.
51. Risalah fi al-Futuwwah Ms. AyaSufia
«
52. Sharh al-Iman wa al-Islam wa al-Ihsan, Ms.
A
Leipzig, No. 212, and Isma4il Sa’ib No, 1571.
m
53. Sharh al-Salah, wa maqasiduha, Ms. Paris No. 
5018, and As^ad, No. 1479? and published in 
Cairo 1965 edited by Mr.Husni Zaidan.
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54. Sharh Su'alat fi al-Ta{birat al-Ilahiyyah, Ms.
al-Zaitunah.
55* Sifat al-Qulub, Ms. Qastamuni No. 2713*
56. Sirat al-Awliyaf, (lost).
57* Tabaqat al-Sufiyyah (lost).* *
58. Tafsir (lost).
59* Tafsir ayat la sharqiyyah wa la gharbiyyah ma a
mm £
ta'wil Arba Tn Hadithan Ms.
*
60. Tahsll Naza!ir al-Qur*an Ms. Alexandria Ms. No.145*-•. .
61. Tareikh al-Mashayikh (lost).
62. al-Tawhld (lost).
63. Tibayan al-Amthal, Ms. Calcutta 1056.
64. al- Ulum (lost).
65. tUrs al-Muwahhidin Ms. Paris No. 5018, As*ad,. •
No. 1479, and Israa^il Sa'ib No. 4824..
These are,to the best of my knowledge, the titles of the
books which al-Tirmidhi wrote. There are certainly some
more of which we do not yet know, and they may be
discovered in the future. He repeated many of his ideas
in more than one book. If one tries to classify al-
Tirmidhi^ works according to the subjects they might
be divided into seven groups
(1) Commentary (Tafsir); (2) Tradition (Hadlth);.
(3) *'Ilm al-Kalam; (4) Jurisprudence (Fiqh); (5) History 
of Sufism; (6) Sufi opinions; (7) Principles of 
Jurisprudence, Usui al-fiqh-.
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Abwab mukhtalifah 
This is in manuscript form extant solely in Calcutta
, (i)
Libraryv . The work contains 27 essays, most of 
which have been mentioned in al-TirmidhiTs other works. 
The book deals with the following subjectss-
1. Sifat al-Nun wa al-Thawr wa al-Thara.
2. Aqawil al-Atbaq al-Sab ah..
3. Masa'lah fi al-Insan.
4. Sifat al-Hawa,
5. Huwa al-Awwal wa al-Akhir.
6. Bab fi al-Wilayah wa al-Taqwa wa Tafsir al- 
Ta’ibun al- Abidun.
7. Qissat fv Uzair.Q «
8. Wa idha qadanamran,
9. Madhukira fi al-Tasbih wa al-Tahmid.• *
/■
10. Kamal al-'Ubudah.
11. Fi al- Aql.
12. Lataghdab„
13. Asma1 Allah.
£V
14. al-Tasbih wa al-ihmid wa al-Tahlil.. . .
15. Taqdir Allah.
16. al-Marifah amir al-Qalb.
(1) Ms. Ho. 1056. fols. 129B-176B.
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17* al-MuruTah.
18. Kamal al-Muru1 ah *
19• al-Tawhid ,
«
20. Lailaha ilia Allah.
21. al-QurTan.
22. al-Ru!yah.
23* al-Fiyyah al-Hasanah.»
24- Madhukira fi-Ismihi Allah.
25. Arkan al-Din Thalathah al-Haqq wa al- Adi wa
al-Sidq.
*
26. Fi al-Shukr,
27. Darajat al-Dhikr wa Maratib al-Dhakirin*
Adab al-Nafs
This was published in Cairo 1947? edited by Prof. Arberry
V'
and Dr, Ali HasancAbd Qader, The book gives account of
the discipline of the soul and shows the ways of 
struggle until one controls his own desires.
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Al-Ad^iyah
This is still in manuscript form extant in one copy found
in Ayasufia library,it is supposed to have been written
by al-Tirmidhi giving the methods of reading this
invocation, y 0 P ?^  cl> ^
In the beginning of the book he gives a short account of
the manner in which this book was given to him by the
prophet IChidr. He says that when he was young most of
his colleagues who were studying ander a common teacher
had made a programme of going to Iraq with the purpos
of completing their higher studies. Al-Tirmidhi he was 
the only child of his widowed mother was not allowed by
his mother to proceed to Iraq as she had no-one else to
look after her and she, while dissuading him from this
journey had saids ,!If it is destined that you should
receive knowledge then the Almighty will create.'-the
circumstancea for you to help you in attaining' Vhe
highest position without your having to take that long
journey to Iraqn. And so it happened that al-Tirmidhi
used to spend a part of his time every day in the local 
graveyard and cry his heart out and pray that he. may be
able to achieve his much desired goal of inspiring knowled
knowledge. One day while he was in this condition he
found himself face to face with an old man whose face
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shone with a light divine and on enquiring his name, he 
was told that he was Khidr who had come especially to 
instruct him,
Al-Tirmidhi relates how Khidr dictated to him this complete
r
essay on the afore mentioned Supplications in Arabic which 
he has translated int&Periian, ok
Whatever may be the truth about this story or the book 
one thing which draws the attention of the reader is 
that while the book deals with the modes and methods 
to be adopted with the recitation of thefftppifcation^ 
the Supplications itself is not included in the manuscript.
In other parts of the book, the qualities and the powers 
of th®SS&|i|f{* cations are also mentioned, but there one 
finds oneself confronted with too many repetitions.
Prom the caligraphy of the book, it appears that it was 
copied from a manuscript hundreds of years after al- 
Hakim al-Tirmidhi1s death.
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"Ajwibat Masa’il ahl Sarkhas" or "Bayan adab al-Muridin"
This book still in manuscript form, is found in
_  o'
three copies? one in Isma il Sa'ib; the second in
 ^^  v\\
Leipzig; the third in al-Zahiriyyah, Dr. H€&r refers 
to Ajwibat al-Masafil Bayan adab al-Muridin - mentioned 
in Kashf al-Mahjub without any further information 
regarding theme or content. However, the title itself 
and the fact that the first sub-title in the preceding 
work "Ajwibat al-MasafLt 1 i§ also "Bayan adab al-Murld" 
would seem to suggest that this book may be the same as 
to "Ajwibat al-MasaTil" preserved under a different 
title.
The book contains the following pointss-
(a) Sha’n al-Murid, b. Salah al-Qalb; (c) Ma^na al-
. *
\7ihayah wa al-Mahabbah? (d) al-cAqil alladhi ya£qilu
<an Allah amrah, (e) al-^Aduww,; (f) al-Hawa al-Murdi;
(g) al-Waswasah; (h) Kathrat al-Waswasah; (j) Darar al-
" *
Waswasah fi al-Salah; (k) Sabab al-Hisab; (1) ^Adam. V
— . ' —
wusul al-Mujtahidin fiia1mal al-Birr wa wusul al- • •
Mujtahidin (n) nahia "al Dun^A" wa kaifa 
al-Zuhdu fiha; (n) Hal al Efabiyy, o-Inna akramakum 
(inda Allah atqakukm; (q) Laisa fi al-Fard riyad; (p) 
al-Ba^q bain al-Taqwa wa al-Wara6* ; (r) al-Akl min al-
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min al-Buut allati samnaha Allah, (s)wa la yu’odina zainat-
ahunna; (t) wa lawla Badl Allah f alaikumwa rahmatuhu;
(u) yakhruju min al-har man kana fi Qalbihi mithqal 
min iman
habbah; (v) al-Itisam bi habl Allah.
V . V ?  '.iTr« w ^ V I ,  • V  y ' ' r ; , , v - u  • y . ’s o  •
"L?.. — m i »  . .1 >Im  <i ■ ■ ■ ■^■..... >1—  -  i ■. —  iiKli I w  i m  i
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Kitab al-Akygs wa al-MughtahRrin
(The book of knowledgable non and the misguided)
is still in manuscript. It is available in three
copies? at the al-Zahiryyalfi'^  , at the IsmafIl Sa’ib
• •
-  (2 )Library in Istanbulv 1 and at Leipzig . The latter 
is incomplete.
On the first page of the book, al-Tirmidhi 
states, "We see the religion of G-od founded on three 
pillars? right, justice and veracity. The right 
pertains to the members of the body? justice to the 
heart? and veracity to reason."(4) He then proceeds 
to explain of what importance these three pillars are 
for the followers of Islam. He quotes the following 
hadith of the Prophet? "What I fear most for my 
community are the errors of the scholars, the
(5 )deviations of the wise and misapprehensions"The 
greatest damage is done by the last, He warns the 
Sufis not to succumb to the illusions of the soul, 
and adduces examples to show how the wiles of the soul 
tend to corrupt religious performance.
The ideas of al-Tirmidhi expressed in this book 
have furnished material for that part of al-G-hazali1 s
(1) Pols• 1-114,
(2) Pols, 70A-114B. Bayan
(3) Ms.Ho, 212, it is mentioned ip. al-Parq^ p.15^
(4) Pol. 1.. al-Zahirryyah Ms. & Pol*70A Isma il Sa'ib Ms
(5) Ibid**
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work which deals with destructive and corrosive actions.
When the actions of man are controlled by
justice and veracity they are good, but if they are
carnal
corrupted or led astray by the wiles of the soul, their
three opposites, error,, injustice and falsehood will
take their place, and lead to the three tendencies of
which the Prophet spoke with such apprehension, and
which cause deviations in belief, worship and action.
These deviations, and those likely to be affected
by them are treated in al-Akiyas in the following
order of occurrences-
Al-shirk; polytheism; al-Wudu, ablution ; al-
Salah, prayer; ^Talab al- ilm, search for knowledge;
* .
al-nikah, marriage; mujawarat al-bait, proximity to the 
house of God; Tilawat al-Qurhan, citation of the Qufran; 
binaTal Masajid, erection of mosques, sabil al-duah ila 
Allah, the way of those calling (others) to G-od; Maidan 
al-muridin, the field of novices; Maidan al-sadiqrin, the 
field of the faithful; Maidan al- ^rifin, the field of 
gnostics; Ma id an al-Mut tag in, the field of the pious.
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Anwav al- Ulum
Kinds of Knowledges, still unpublished, the four
extant manuscripts of which are found (a) in the Wali al-
-  (1) - * - -fin Libraryv } and (b) in the Isma^il Sa!ib Library in
Turkey^'*; (c) in al-Zahiryyah^^ and (d) in the Leipzig#
collection^^. There is a slight textual difference
between the Wali al-Lin manuscript on the one hand and
Zahiryyah, the Isma^il Sa!ib and the Leipzig manuscripts • .
on the other. The difference concerns the order of the 
passages and the phrasing of the beginning and the end. 
The manuscripts bear slightly different titles; the one 
in the Wali al-Lin Library is entitled Anwa* al-'ulum,
and those in the Isma*il Sa'ib and the Leipzig collection
- i f  -i cAnwa al- Ilm. It is to the Anwa* al- Tim that al-
C '*Tirmidhi refers when he discusses al- Ilm al-^A^fin,
sayings "We have dealt with the matter of knowledge in
the Book of Knowledge, Kitab al-Tlm." At the
beginning of this book the following remark is made;
"But I am now going to discuss further the subject about
(5 )which I wrote separately".v '
(1) See Wali al-Lin manuscript no.770, fols.27A-31B.
(2) See Isma^il Sa'ib manuscript no.1571, fols.124B-129B.
(3) See al-Zahir#yah manuscript, fols.138-152.
(4) See Leipzig manuscript, fols. 157A-161A.
(5) See al-Masafil al-*Afinah,_Leipzig, fol.56,
Zahiryyah fol. 135 and Isma^il Sa’ib fol. 123.• .
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CReferring to Anwa al-'ilm in M s  preface Khatm al-
Awliya', the editor of the latter, Dr. Yahya, mentions
only the Wali al-Lin manuscript. In describing the
manuscript he quotes, according to his wont, its title,
its beginning and end, including two essays which do
not figure in Anwa al- ilm at all, but form part of
(1)
another work of al-Tirmidhi# Besides - apparently 
misled by a scribal mistake - he refers, in his
description of the Leipzig collection,,, to Anwa^ al-
C Cilm as a part of al- ilm al-Affin*
The American orientalist, Dr. Hair, also passes
over the Isma Sa1 ib copy in silence when referring to
* Bayan
the books in his preface to al-Barq Balna al-Sadr wa-al-
Qalb wa al-Iuad wa al-lubb#^^
Anwa^ al-^ulum is a discourse on the three kinds
of knowledges ^ilm al-Halal wa al-Haram (= the knowledge
• *
of the lawful and the forbidden) ? cilm al-ttikmah(= the
/
knowledge of wisdom)? and ^±lm al-ma' rifah (= gnosis)# 
Al-Tirmidhi follows up this disquisition with a 
discussion of the three groups of scholars who devote 
themselves to thcso three pursuits, of the possibilities 
open to them and the limits of what is attainable in 
their respective*fields.
(1) See Khatm, p#85#
(2) Ibid pp. 13-28#
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-4 AKitab al 'Aql wa al Hawa
■ , i
(Thelhi*feAt and the Desire) is still in manuscript
form. It is found in two copies, one in the As** ad
(1)Effendi Library in Istanbulv ', the other in the
(2 )Bibliotheque National© in Parisv \  The former is
written in a beautiful clear and legible script. It
forms part of a collection of works by al-Tirmidhi,
and the date found at the end of Kita^al*-Manhiyyat,
fol. 270, namely 1120 A.H., is presumably the date at
which the copy of the manuscript was completed.
The As*ad collection consists of twelve works by
al-Tirmidhi. The first two, Kitab al-Furuq and Kitab
Sharh al-Salah, seem to have been copied by Muhammad 
• *
ibn Ahmad Wali Zadah, as his signature, followed by the
date 1119 A.H. is found at the end of either of these 
(3)books.v ' No such signature occurs after the other 
books of the collection which were presumably copied 
by his son, al Hajj Ahmad Ibn Muhammad ibn al Hajj Ali 
ibn Wali, in 1120. Since Kitab al~vAql wa al Hawa is 
number five of the collection, it is the latter scribe 
who is responsible for the copy.
(1) Pols. 168B-173A. Ms. No. 1479.
(2) Pols. 135-138.
(3) Pols. 73A-128.
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The manuscript in the Bibliotheque Nationals 
is copied by Ali ibn Ali ibn Sulaiman ibn Ahmad ibn 
Sulaiman al Muradi al Andalusi, whose signature is 
found on fol. 34 at the end of Kitab Sharh al—Se; :ah 
which is the first one of the works in this collection. 
However, no date is appended to the signature.
Despite the lack of the date it is possible to assume 
judging by the Andalusian script, that the Paris 
manuscript is earlier than the Istanbul one. The 
script is hardly legible.
*
Heither of the two manuscripts of al- "Aql wa al 
Hawa seems to represent the complete text of the book. 
Both manuscripts break off at the same word, al Shukr 
(thankfulness) while discussing al-Shukr9 the twenty- 
first helper of the fifty helpers of al-*Aql. The 
number fifty as the total of all helpers of the mind 
is announced at the beginning of the book.
Here another difficulty arises. The total 
number of the helpers of al-Aql is given in other 
books such as the G-hawr al-Umur^\ al-A^da* wa Nafs^^
^yjt^y^as a hundred, not fifty. This 
discrepancy, however, is not only apparent, not real, 
since al-Tirmidhi employs in al-Aql wa al-Hawa a new
(1)Pols. 30B.
(2) Pols. 151 A & B,
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method of explanation. In discussing the word which 
denotes a particular helper, he also mentions its 
synonym, its opposite, as well as the means by which 
this quality is obtained, and the outward symptoms 
which permit*to conclude that this quality is present 
in a certain person. He also enumerates the actions ^htch 
the one to whom this quality - in this case thankfulness- 
can be attributed;must be capable of performing.
Finally, he praises the quality itself as well as the 
one to whom it is attributed. If one counts the 
term for each helper as well as its synonym, the total 
obtained will be not fifty, but a hundred.
A valuable contribution to the field of ethics, 
the book provides a complete blueprint of human 
behaviour.
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Bayan al-Barq Bain al~Sadr wa al-Qalb wa al-Fu*ad wa
al-Lubb.
The Difference Between the Breast, the Heart, the Sense
and the Kernel,
The explanation "The Difference Between the
hvner fio a iT
Breast, the Heart, the S-ens-e and the Kernel" was
published in Cairo in 1958, and edited by the American 
Dr.
Orientalist Hichola£H&£r, from the only manuscript copy 
of Dar-al-Kutub in Cairo. It is a psychological analysis 
of the heart and its four interior areas, inside and out­
side it, which are, from the outside to the insides the 
breast, the heart, the sense and the kernel. Each of 
these areas is attached to one of the divine lights.
The breast is associated with the light of Islam, and 
is at the same time the seat of sovereignty for the 
evil minded soul and the repository of oral knowledge 
acquired by learning. It is the area of struggle 
between the impulses of the carnal soul on the one hand 
and the guidance of the heart on the other,' and there­
fore it tightens or expands according to whether the 
evil promptings of the soul happen to be dominant, or 
the light of the heart is in the ascendant.
The heart, which is the second area, is to the
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breast as the root is to the branch. It is associated 
with the light of faith and it is the mainspring of the 
light of self-abasement, fear of God, affection, 
satisfaction, certainty, apprehension, hopefulness, 
patience and contentment. It is also the source of the 
principles of knowledge and blindness and sight can be 
its predicates.
The Sense, which is the third area, is to the 
Heart as the pearl is to the shell. It is associated 
with the light of gnosis, and it is therefore the 
repository of mental occurrences and the place of 
vision.
The Kernel, which is the fourth area, is to the 
senses as the light of sight is to the eye. It is the 
seat of the light of unity with God, and it is the most 
consummate light and the Supreme Authority,
These four areas are associated at the same time 
with the four stations of people, namely, in ascending 
order? the Muslim, the Believer, the Contemplator and 
the one who believes in Unity of God. They are also 
associated with the states of the soul as mentioned in 
the Qui^an, which ares the evil-minded soul, the self- 
reproaching soul, the inspired soul and the reformed 
soul.
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Al-Tirmidhi likens light to mountains, and each 
of these has its own location or seat, which is the area 
assigned to it in the heart. It has also its own bird, 
in flight over the mountain, representing one of the 
different kind of soul. For instance, Islam is a 
mountain; its foot or base is the breast and its bird 
is the evil-minded soul. Faith is a mountain; its seat 
is the heart and its bird is the inspired soul. Unity 
of G-od is a mountain; its source is the Kernel and 
its bird is the reformed self.
By this classification, al-Tirmidhi attempts to 
lay down an outline for the various ways of human 
conduct and activity in the domains of good and evil.
Ur, Hair made the book into six chapters, each 
of which consists of a group of ideas belonging together 
as followss-
lst chapters The Areas of Inferiority.
2nd chapters the Breast.
3rd chapters the Heart.
4th chapters the Sense.
5th chapters the Kernel.
6th chapters the Lights of the Heart.
Therefore, the book may be regarded as a
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psychological analysis of the human urges and 
motivations, and an attempt to trace them to internal 
sources in the light of Islamic teachings, and to 
portray the Islamic ideals, which call for sublime 
conduct and straight morals*
Budu Shan al-Hakim al-Tirmidhi 
There is a manuscript copy of this work in the Isma^il 
Sa’ib Library, Dr. Yahyah has published it in the 
Preface to Khatm al-AwliyaC
The work gives some aspects of al-Tirmidhi1s life and 
especially about his study and the period of hardship 
which he suffered through the accusations of people, 
hearly half of the work is relating a vision of his 
wife and his friends concerning his spiritual progress*
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Bayan al -^lltn.
The Meaning of Knowledge, still in manuscript
form, is found in a sole copy in the Isma'il Sa'ib
(1)collection*v ' In this hook al-Tirmidhi deals with
the notorious accusation raised against him that he
rejected knowledge, in particular *ilm al figh
(jurisprudence)* This accusation was triggered off
by an actual attack al-Tirmidhi had made against some
jurists whom he suspected of misusing their knowledge
to gain worldly benefits, and who seem to have felt
strongly provoked by this blame in which there was
(o\
undeniably a grain of truth. ' It was to refute this 
accusation that al-Tirmidhi embarked on another 
discussion of knowledge. Therefore, though the 
subject of Bayan is, on the face of it, similar to 
that of Anwa* al~"TJlum, the two books were prompted 
by different motives and the approach to the subject 
matter and consequently the division of knowledge w 
quite different and governed by other considerations. 
He discusses first the nature and meaning of ‘Ilm, 
and then divides it into three groups? "ilm al-zahir,
(1) Pols. 11-25.
(2) Fol. 15.
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exoteric knowledge, concerned with earthly matters;
i^lra ahkam al-Akhirah, esoteric knowledge concerned * L
with the hereafter; cilm ahkam Allah, the knowledge 
of divine instructions. He gives a detailed description 
of the groups and their respective followers.
Bayan al-Kasb
This in manuscript form is extant in a single copy at
al-Zahiryyah Library The work deals with the♦
duty of the Muslim to get his food and shows the right 
way to get what he needs. It gives examples from the 
life of the prophets as well as pious people who 
worked hard to get their food.
(1) Ms. Ho. 104# Tasawwuf.
r
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Dag a1iq al- Ulum
The Subtleties of Knowledge, in manuscript is extant
in'two copies, one in the Leipzig Collection^^, the other
in the Isma il Sa'ib Collection,^^ Dr. Uicola Hair refers
*
to it as Masail Ho, 1.^^ The title Daqa’iq al- Ulum is 
given at the end of the Isma^il Sahb copy by the anonymous 
scribe., in the following formulas nThe book of DaqaDiq al- 
^Ulum has been completed by the grace of GrOdn This title
is preferable to the one chosen by Dr. Hair as it corresponds 
exactly to the eleven points stressed and elucidated in the 
book.
The eleven points of Daqa'iq al-^Ulum .are, in their
y
order of occurrences (l) al-Uiyah (Determination); (2)-
Masralah fi Dhikr al Munfaridin (Essay on People
Unparallelled)| (3) Masralah fi Wasf al Munfaridin
*
(Description of Pee^le^V-$em»Lftn.i); (4) Bias'alah fi al
Shukr wa al Sabr (Essay on G-ratitude and Patience) 5 (5)
Al-Ibtiala!bi al H\4mahwa al Shiddah(Cod tests men, in both
ease and difficulty; (6) Wa Allah ya^ alaniu mutaqallabakum
wa math wakum, (Allah knows your move and your state);
(7) Cssisat al dunia *ala al-’ubudah wa al Akhirah ’ala
alhurriyyah, (Life on earth is based on servanthood and
after is based on freedom); (8) Dukhul al-fuqara’ al-
■  —  — —    — 1  — *  ---------
(1) Pols, 103-128, (3) lal-Parq Bain al-Sadrm al
(2) Pols, 25-48, Qalb p.25.
(4) Pol. 48.
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Jannah q_abla al~Aghniya1 (the poor will enter Paradise
before the rich)? (9) 'Alamat Hubb al-Rajul li a^.bdin min
«
•abidih (the manifestation of a man for the love of one of hi
   ^ ** -*■
slaves); (10) Pa’idah Azizah wa Jizah (Precious Brief
Advice); (11) Aq.rab al Nas Min al Rushd? (the people 
nearest to the right).
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Al-Farq. Baina al-Ayat wa al-Karamat
(Difference between coincidental miracles and
miracles) is still in manuscript. It is found in two
copies, one of which is at the Isma^II Sa'ib Library
(2 )and the other at the Calcutta Libraryv The latter
is incomplete. In this book, al-Tirmidhi discusses the
views of those who deny the ability of saints to work
miracles, and explains why he himself inclines to the
opposite view. He obviously distrusts his opponents,
whom he finds unreliable, and "weak in their faith". He
refutes their opinion, and adduces proofs from the Qur'an
and the Surma in support of his contention that it is
the privilege of saints to work miracles. He cites the
examples of Mary, and the man who had knowledge of the
Book at the time of the Prophet Sulaiman. These two
instances - says al-Tirmidhi - come from ancient times
and pre-Islamic peoples, but if the principle be true
then there is no reason to suppose that it does not apply
to Muslim saints. Then al-Tirmidhi proceeds to a
discussion of the difference between Karanah and
Mu*jizah, i.e. between the miracles of the Prophets and
those of the Saints, and relates eighty three hadith which,*
as he says, vindicate the right of Saints to perform 
miracles.
(1) See Ismacil Sa'ib, manuscript, fols. 152B-177B.
(2) See Calcutta’manuscript no., 166.
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_  f _
al-Puruq wa mana al Taraduf
This is still in manuscript. There are five
copies of the work extants at the Bibliotheque Rationale
in Paris at the As "ad Libary in I s t a n b u l a t  the
-Aya Sophia Library in Istanbulw / ; at the Wahid Pasha
Library in Istanbul^^5 and at the Baladtiyyab Alexandria
(5 )Library in Alexandriav . The last is incomplete,
Al-Tirmidhi begins as he does in many of his
works with a rhetorical question. "You have asked me
why some verbs are similar and what is the difference
between them. You know that the reason for the
difference is that verbs have come out for action from
a chest divided between a good heart and a wicked soul.
Whichever of them is in control, the verb takes its
part and stands at its side. This is why verbs differ
(6)m  their origin but are similar in their appearance,nv '
Ct- i ” _
Al-Tirmidhi announces, in the preface to Puruq, his 
intention to adduce 164 examples of synonyms to 
illustrate his statement. It is the discussion and 
explanation of this phenomenon that form the subject of 
the entire work. However, he deals with not 164 but 15S
(1) Pols. 64B-100A.
(2) Pols, 1A-73A.
(3) Pols. 1B-103A, Bayan
(4) Ms.Ho, 2251 mentioned by Dr.Hair,p.24, al-Parq.
(5) Ms,No. 33 Piqh Shaf i Bayan al-Parq.- p.24.
(6) Pol. 1 of As' adyAya Mss.
:;.nd !
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pairs of verbs. The procedure he observes in so doing 
is to name first one, then the other of a pair of 
synonymous verbs, e.g. mudarah and mudahanah (humouring 
and coaxing) and then to state which of them is laudable 
in the sense and intention, i.e. ethically good, and 
which is pejorative in its connotation, i.e. ethically 
bad; in other words, which is acceptable in the 
religious sense and which is not. Then he quotes 
Qu'rknic verses and sayings or actions of the Prophet 
in support of his interpretation.
The outward aspect of the booh which is that of 
a philological work, is deceptive, for neither its 
contents nor its approach have anything in common with 
philology. The discussion of the synonymous words 
furnishes merely a pretext for lengthy ethico- 
didactical disquisitions on human behaviour.
Contents of the Book of Differences (Kitab al-Purucj)
1. The difference between? Humouring and Cajolery.
2. ft 1 " Argument and Contention.
3. " " n Debate and polemic.
4. n n " Inquiry and Quibbling.
5 * " ” ” Retributive Punishment
and Vengeance.
6, n ” » Charitableness and Sycophancy.
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7. The difference between? Temperance and Gruffness.
8. " n ” Awe and Quietude.
9* " !? fl Indignation and Ardour.
10. 1 " " Pity and Tenderness.
11. M n u Self-Restraint and Trans­
gression.
12. n !1 n Patience and Fortitude.
13* n " " Dignity and Haughtiness.
14. " ” n Reserve and Loftiness.
15. ” " n Humility and Humbug.
16. ■ ” u » Fear and Cowardice.
17. " T! n Servitude and Worship.
18. " n » Earning and Hoarding.
19. fT 1 M Liberality and Greed.
20. 1 u (t Generosity and Wastefulness.
21. ” u " Suspicion and Distrust.
22. n tf " Penetration and Supposition.
23. n ” n Report and Backbiting.
24. " l! H Present and Bribe.
25. 1 M !r Pitilessness and Hard-
Heartedness.
26. M 1 » Resolution and Tenacity.
27* " " " Anger and Grudge *
28. " 1 1 Self-discipline and Self-
Schooling.
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29*. The difference between? Prudence and Shrewdness,
30. ” !l » Trust (in God) and Patalism.
31. M u ” Perplexity and Despair.
32. ” ” !| Dazzlement and Loss of Hope.
33* n " Contentment and Inactivity.
34. ■ t! n ” Presumption and Boldness.
35* !t " ” Porbearance and Meanness.
36. n 1 tf Sufferance and Impotence.
37* ” u n G-ood Nature, Stupidity and
Ineptitude•
38. • ” ” » Confidence and Conceit.
39* !I n ” Depression and Crumbling.
40. " ” » Hopefulness and Wishfulness.
41. " " n Intention and Hope,
42. ” Tenderness and Trepidation.
43. " " ” Sadness and Sorrow,
44. ” i! ” Shunning of Humiliation
and Seeking of Honour.
45. ?l " Cratefulness and Casconading,
46. ! ” f! Broadcasting of Cod’s
Blessings and Boasting of 
Them.
47* n " n Heart-rejoicing and Soul-
Re j oicing,
48. n ?l 1 Love of Leadership and Love
of Mastership..
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49. The difference betweens God-oriented Love and Self-
oriented Love,
50. n M !| Inspiration and (Disquieting)
Whispering•
51. " M M Overprizing of the World in
behalf of God and over­
prizing of the World in 
behalf of the Soul,
52. M » Bearing up and bearing with.
53o " Anxiety and gloom,
54. ” u n Sympathy and fondness.
55. " 1 Compassion and Bewitchment
56. u u » Jealousy and Discontent.
57. ” ?1 Braise and adulation.
58. u H ! Greed and Utilization,
59. " *’ " Ostentation and Vying.
60. ?! M » Solidity and Denseness.
61. " ,! M Instrumental Agent and Self-
Serving Agent.
62. " » n Grudge and Stinginess,
63. M " u Poverty and Privation.
64. !l n 1 Serving God and Serving
Justice.
65* n u 1 Soft-heartedness and Heart-
e,che
66. u " t! Promptitude and Haste.
67. 1 1 n Admonition and Blame.
68. 1 ,T Complaint and Carping.
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69- The difference between;
7 0 ,  11 » "
7 l «  11 !l M
7 2 .  » !» »
7 5  , tl 1! 1!
7 4 .  ti tl n
7 5 „  H u n
7 6 .  !? » »
7 7 . tt H tt
7 8 .  » » »
7 9 . 11 ?! !!
8 0 .  fl n t?
81. ii ti 1!
8 2 .  » "  !*
8 3 .  it it
8 4  - "  ”  »
8 5 , ?! n tt
8 6 , 11 »» i»
8 7 ,  "  " !!
88, t? tt tt
8 9  il tt ' It
Cautioning and Slanderous 
Cautioning,
Slackness and Deliberation.*
Precipitation and Haste.
Expectation and Covetousness.
Exhibition of God's Blessings 
and Swagger.
Beautification and 
Ornamentation,
Suavity and Affectation.
Gallantry and Courtship.
Idea and Eancy,
Righteous Pride and 
Unrighteous Pride.
Genuine Awe and Hypocritical 
Awe.
Upholders and Parroters,
Inculcator and Narrator.
Preacher and Monitor,
Finicality and Precision.
Deliberation and 
Procrastination.
Mentoring and Unsociability,
Thrif t and Stint.
(Good) cheer and titillation.
Yigil and Rising at Night.
Help and Aid.
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90. The difference between
91. " t!
92. " "
93. M »
94. " »
95. 1 "
96. » iS
97. " n
98. » »
99. " "
100. » *}
101. " "
102. » »
103. 1 "
104. "
105. M
106. "
107. "
108. »
Compassion and Fellow 
Feeling.
Accordance and Complaisance.
Congratulation and Envy.
Remonstration and Taunting.
Courage and Recklessness.
Propitiation and Sycophancy
Correction and Domineering.
Demur and Procrastination.
Finding out and Poking.
Alert-mindedness and 
Iram o d e r a t i o n . •
Ornament and Decoration.
Lust for Women, Concupiscence 
and Tume s c enc e.
C omrnuni on and Invo cation.
Experience of the Sweetness 
of Transcendence and its 
experience with the Sweetness 
of Love.
Desisting from Worldly Desires 
out of Disinterest and 
Desisting out of Weariness.
G-ood Opinion from Direct 
Knowledge and G-ood Opinion 
from Extra-sensory Knowledge.
G-ravity and Sloth.
Chastening and Rudeness.
Righteous Irritation and 
Folly.
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109* The difference between* Self-Defence and Insolence. 
110* M ” ” Wrath and Rashness,
111. " n ” Deliberateness and Dullness.
112. ! " ?1 Gentleness and Humbleness.
113- M i! " Deterrent Power and
Arbitrary Power.
114. " ?! forethought and Over­
confidence.
115. t! n n Rational Judgment and
Predjudice.
116. u " 1 Wishing to Die out of
Eagerness and out of 
Vexation.
117. M 1 M Good-fellowship and
simulated fellowship.
118• n ?! n friendliness to Pious People
for the Acquirement of 
Politeness and Good Manners 
and Friendliness to Pious 
People by Intrustion and for 
the Acquirement of Good 
Reputation.
119. " n ” Relayers and Relaters of
Traditions♦
120. ” ! Retainers and Reciters of
the Qufran.
121. ” ” " Mentor and Narrator.
122. M " « Indignation for oneself
and Indignation for God.
123. u n " Telling a good deed to
please and telling to 
oblige.
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124. The difference betweens Aversion and Hostility.
125. f! it tt Perfection and Consummation.
126. f? tt tt Preacher and Admonisher.
127. ?i tt tt Elusion and Shiftiness.
128 o tt tt Inability and Breach of 
Promise.
129. tt tt it Intimidation and Threat.
130, 1! it tt Forewarning and Tale Telling
131. tt tt tt G-entleness and Humbleness.
132. 11 it tt Tranquillity and Low Spirits
133. t! tt n Large Mindedness and Purity 
of Heart.
134. It it tt Benevolent Assistance and 
Purposeful Aid.
135. tt tt tt Selfless Hospitality and 
Self-Serving Hospitality.
136. tt tt tt Shelter and Trap.
137. tt t! tt Imbibing of Knowledge to 
Supply a Heed and Acquiremen 
of Knowledge for pleasurable 
and professional purposes.
138. tt ? n (See Ho. 21) Suspicion and 
Evil Thought.
139.’ 11 tt tt Articulation and Fluency.
140. t! St it Frugality and Miserliness.
141. tt tt tt Visiting and Intrustion.
142. tt It tt Well Deserved Status and 
Undeserved Reputation.
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143. The difference between? Steadfastness and Self-
Denial.
144* ” n ” Love of Women and
Concupiscence,
145. " M 1 Temptation and Flight from
Poverty in Disdain and Shame.
146. ” n » Self-confidence and Vanity.
147. ” " M Disfavouring the rich out of
indignance for their denial 
of rights and disfavouring 
out of envy and covetousness.
148. n » Seeking of Wealth to remove
Temptation out of Piety and 
Seeking of Wealth out of 
Avarice and Self-Aggrandise­
ment •
149* 1 Nicknames and Cognomen.
150. n » Deterrent Power and
Arbitrary Power (see no.113)
151. ! " 1 Pear of G-od and Pear of
People.
152. » 1 Silence for fear of
maledictions and Silenae 
out of Disdain and 
Affectation.
153* ” ! n Defence of Honour and
Spreading of Scandal.'
154. ” u l! Satisfaction and Malicious
Pleasure,
155. !l " u Inference and Analogy.
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K, Ghawr al Umur
(The depth of signific ance)is also known under
another name, al A^da’wa al l\Fafs (the limbs and the soul)*
This has given rise to the erroneous opinion that it is a
question of two books* In reality both titles designate
one and the same work. There are three manuscripts in
(1 )existence, one at the Bibliotheque Rationale in Parisv
( ( n\
the other at As ad library in Istanbul, nos. 1479.
A*
copied in the yearlll2 A.H. by Hajj Ahmad Ibn al HajJAli
(^)
Ibn \Yali, andw/ copied on the 19th Rajab in the year 
1238 A.H. by al-Sayyid Ibrahim al Barkawi.
On the first page, al-Tirmidhi enumerates 33 points, 
each of which, as he states, possesses a deep significance, 
Ghawr V'a id. This statement indicates that it is Ghawr al
Umur that is the more apposite title of the two., Besides,
other books of al-Tirmidhi contain references to the book 
Ghawr al Umur. One of them is Sharh al Salah fol,95 of
■ a
the As ad Collection, and the other II. Manaail al-Ibad, 
fol. 162 of the same collection.
K. Ghawr al Umur deals with the following points;
(l) the nature of the heart; (2) the names of the heart;
(3) the nature of the chest and its states; (4) the nature
(1) Pols* 112—128 *
(2) Pols. 132A-158A.
(3) Pols. 1-56A*
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of the soul? (nafs) (5) the nature of Iblls and his 
helpers? (6) the description of this power and the soul?
(7) the deceitfulness and the wiles of the soul? (8) the 
states of the soul? (9) the beginnings of the soul? (10) 
the nature of gnosis? (ll) its contents? (12) the light?
(13) its attributes and its guises? (14) the nature of 
Adam and his hundred qualities? (15) the nature of the 
helpers or gnosis? (16) the nature of the mind? (17) its 
origin or substance? (18) its chair of judgment? (19) the 
helpers of the mind? (20) description of the towns and 
villages of gnosis with its monuments and inhabitants;
(21) description of the camp, its officers and its 
administrative quarters (dawawin)? (22) the treasuries of 
obedience? (23) the origins of wisdom? (24) the presence 
of the soul? (25) the shape of Adam and the meaning of his 
name? (26) the meaning la ilaha ilia Allah? (27) the
(1)explanation of the divine words? nAm I not your Lord?’1?
(28) the explanation of the name Khalil al Rahman (the close 
friend of the Merciful); (29) the explanation of the name 
of Iblis? (30) the explanation of the name of Pharao? (31) 
the explanation of the words of Gods ?,God is the light of 
the heavens and the earth^?^(32) the explanation of the 
olive tree? (33) the explanation of the tree of Tuba,
(1) Chapter VII, v.172*.
(2) Chapter XXIV, v.35.
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al-Hikmah
*
This is still in manuscript. There is a copy in 
the Kharjffiji Oghlu Library under No* 806.^"^ In this 
hook, al-Tirmidhi explains the meaning of &ikmah, and 
how it proceeds from G-od to the servant and in 
reverse, from the servant to God. He tells that 
Wisdom involves using different ways for different 
people - what is suitable for the wise is unsuitable 
for the ignorant. Throughout he uses similes applicable 
to various situations of life, and shows what results 
from using Wisdom or from neglecting it.
(1) fols. 1 - 18.
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Al-Huqug
(Rights and obligations), which is still in
manuscript form. One copy is found in the Isma^il Sa'ib 
(1)Libraryv This book is significant in that it deals
with its subject in a novel way in which he has neither 
predecessors nor successors. In this book, which no 
doubt represents an achievement, he describes the 
religious duties of Muslims and divides them into two 
groups s
(a) the observation of commands and prohibitions 
as a sign of gratitude for the grace of God from its 
recipient whose duty it is to know that what G-od has given 
him by giving him his body which is a form of grace. Thus 
by using his body rightly and avoiding what is wrong,
man can thank God for His graces,
(b) thanks to those who have done one a favour, for 
they are entitled to gratitude. The reference here is
to those who give religious guidance; to the members of
one’s family; to those who serve society and education.
Al-Tirmidhi enumerates seventeen kinds of obligations:
(l) obligation towards the Prophet; (2) the government;
-
(3) religious leaders; (4) the muaddhinin; (5) the
(l) See Isma^Tl Safib manuscript, fols. 177B-209B.
*
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of prayer
leaders; (6) the parents; (7) children; (8) husbands 
and wives; (9) relations; (10) neighbours; (11) servants 
(12) animals and beasts of burden; (13) medical advisers
(14) undertakers; (15) frontier guards ’ghuzah'; (16) 
market supervisors ’muhtasibs*; (17) teachers*
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Jawab kitab min al-Riyy
(The answer to a letter from M y y ). This is still
in manuscript form extant in three copies? one in the
(l) -Leipzig collection' the second in the Isma'il Safib
collection^ ^ , the third in al-Zahriyyah collection^ ^ .
Al-Tirmidhi1s correspondent, who seems to have been an
aspirant to Sufi wisdom, had met a certain Sheikh from
whom he expected guidance, but had found it sadly
inadequate so that, instead of progressing, he had lost
the state he had achieved before. He therefore asked
al-Tirmidhi1s advice and expressed longing to meet him.
Al-Tirmidhi!s reaction to this complaint forms the
subject of the introductory lines of this epistle. He
says that this unsatisfactory development had been the
result of the contemplation of the creator through the
creation, and advised him to return to his point of
departure and enter on the way of repentance and
purification, and pray two Rak*'ah in a solitary retreat.
This struggle is to be continued until success is
achieved. This epistle is illustrative of al-Tirmidhits
attitude towards the popular conception accepted by the
majority of Sufis that a Sufi disciple needs the guidance
(1) Hols. 129-131.
(2) Hols. 48 - 50.
(3) Hols. 155-160.
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of a sheikh to attain his goal. Al-Tirmidhi emphatically 
denies the advisability of such guidance and stresses the 
necessity of the lonely struggle of a man within himself 
which alone can produce the desired result.
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' al-Awliya1
This is in manuscript form and is found in three 
extant copies, one of which is in Cairo^^5 one in 
Calcutta^ ^ and one inKhar agio glia in Turkey* The
Calcutta manuscript is in a very bad condition as the 
ink has run and some pages are almost undecipherable*
TheKhnragioghlumanuscript is not damaged, but the 
script is so minute that it is almost illegible. The 
clearest and most serviceable is the Cairo manuscript, 
which has not suffered any damage.
On the first page, al-Tirmidhi states that all 
knowedge comes from names, and names lead to things. 
Everything has a name, and a name is an indication of 
its nature, and at the same time a sign of the intention 
of the one who gave it. He then proceeds to show how it 
is that names contain all knowledge, and adds that this 
is the reason why Allah taught Adam all the names, and 
why the angels had to bow to his superior knowledge and 
recognise his superior rank.
The main points of the book ares- (l) all 
knowledge is contained in names; (2) the knowledge of
(1) Eols. 39-78A, Ms. Ho.694, majamim Tal at, copied
M 23d Safar 1091 A.H. by Ahmad b. al-Sheikh.
(2) Eols. 83A--28B.
(3) Eols. 27A-75B.
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origins' and attributes is derived from the alphabet;
(3) there are seventy-two languages and Arabic is the 
first and the last of them; it was the language of Adam 
and will be the language of the people of paradise;
(4) knowledge of and contemplation on the subject of 
the sea and its marvels; (5) exoteric and esoteric 
knowledge; (6) esoteric knowledge stems from the 
highest wisdom of God; (7) life is comparable to the 
sea, who enters it is drawn into it and drowns in it;
(8) earthly desires, cover the heart, so that its 
surface is similar to a .rusty mirror; (9) the names of 
God and the true purpose of reciting them according to 
the hadith; (10) the secret reason for calling people
say 1b iljjto illfl Allah? (11) the sincerity of 
worship and the meaning of faith; (12) the true belief 
in la.>llahailia Allah; (13) the secret of destiny and 
the knowledge which God keeps from his servants? (14) 
the meaning of the knowledge of "fear of God", "al 
Taqwa"; (15) which is superior - the state of 
gratitude or the state of patience?? (16) discussion 
of the honour, nature and type of knowledge? (17) 
juxtaposition of patience and ability; (18) comparison 
of the movements of a man with two recording angels 
at his sides with a customer buying goods from 
different sources.
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Ithbat al- Hal or al- lal
This has not yet been edited or published.
There are two manuscript copies in existence, one in
the Wali al-Dln L i b r a r y a n d  the other at the
(2 )Karagioglu library in Istanbul.v 1 The book seems to 
have originated, like so many of al-TirmidhiTs works, 
in the answer to a question put to him by some out­
siders, However, it is possible that these interlocutors 
are merely fictional, and the form of question and answer
merely represents a rhetorical device of the kind so
f
often employed by Arabic authors. The question isi 
nYou have asked me how the people are divided (in their 
opinions) about the reasons of divine orders and 
prohibitions, and whether there is a reason or not.
Some of them say that it is religious, for G-od created 
them to worship Him through orders and prohibitions, 
for which there is no other reason, and which serve as 
a test. Others say that they are only a test and this 
test is regarded as a form of worship. Hobody denies 
that, says al-Tirmidhi, but no doubt reasons exist 
which are known to some people but not to others. You 
have asked me to explain to you th^se reasons according
(1) Hols. 34A-83B.
(2) Hols. 76A-103.
Ill
(1)to my knowledge•11v 1 It is obvious that al-Tirmidhi 
himself believes that there are indeed reasons on which 
the whole edifice of Islamic faith is created. That is 
why he embarks on a discussion and refutations of the 
opinions of those who deny their existence, supporting 
all his arguments by evidential verses from the Qi> '.n. 
Al-Tirmidhi believes that these reasons can be fathomed
I-by the wisdom of G-od granted to the Ulama1 who 
possessed exoteric as well as esoteric knowledge. j The
C  -'"Ulama1 he divides into those possessed of both kinds 
of knowledge and those who have only the inferior 
esoteric kind.
According to the biographers, this was one of 
the two books that led to the accusation that he 
corrupted people by proffering false knowledge. This 
accusation seems to have arisen from the wrong 
impression that he was an innovator, trying to intro­
duce his own ideas into Islam, while the book is 
obviously merely interpretative.
A number of titles in Ithbat al- ilal fi al Amr 
wa al-Uahi, especially those connected with prayer,
resemble those occurring in Kayfiyyal al Salah, and
*
indeed many of the topics discussed under these headings
(l) Wali al-Din Ms. fol. 34A,B.
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are also similar. However, the viewpoints from which 
they are approached differ quite considerably, and so 
does their treatment.
The subject-matter of Ithbat could be subsumed
under these headings; creed, action and worship. The
author has made it his main concern here to analyse the
causation of each of these phenomena. He concentrates
on the following points% (l) why we profess the belief
in the unity of G-od; (2) why we Act; (3) why ablutions
are performed; (4) why certain parts of the body are
subject to ablution; (5) why total ablution on certain
occasions (al janabah) (6) why we pray; (7) why we turn
*
our faces in prayer towards the Kabbah (8) why -we exalt 
God in prayer; (9) why we praise G-od; (10) why we seek 
refuge from the Satan in G-od (isti’ adhah) , (11) why we 
read; (12) why we bow; (13) why we glorify G-od while 
bowing; (14) why we prostrate ourselves; (15) why we 
glorify G-od when prostrating ourselves; (16) why we sit 
up after having prostrated ourselves; (17) why we say 
tashahud while we sit; (18) why we greet G-od and why we 
greet the Prophet and righteous people; (19) why the 
number of bows and prostrations is strictly defined;
(20) why we bow twice; (21) why the number of obligatory
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prayers is strictly defined; (22) why the Friday 
prayer must be communal; (23) why the Friday prayers 
are recited loudly while daytime prayers are not said 
loudly on other days; (24) why the Chapter of 
Adoration and the Chapter of Man are selected for 
reading for the Friday morning prayer; (25) why these 
five times have been designated for prayer; (26) why 
it is more deserving to pray at the beginning than at 
the end of the prayer period; (27) why communal 
prayers exist, and why there is a leader (imam); (28) why 
we are lined up to pray; (29) why we are lined up behind 
the leader; (30) why the first line is privileged;
(31) why there is a leader; (32) why there are 
additional prayers and why the last three chapters are 
preferable with these prayers; (33) why the Qunut is 
said In this prayer; (34) why Id al Adha exists, and4 *
why a sacrifice is performed on that day; (35) why takbir 
is continuous on that day; (36) why the body is covered 
at prayer; (37) why there is a special burial prayer 
and why it contains four takbirs; (38) why the 
leadership of the sultan has been instituted; (39) why 
the last line of the funeral procession has more merit 
than the firsts (40) why one stands when performing the 
burial prayer;(41) why the salutation at the burial and 
in the prayer;(42)who leads the funeral procession and who
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brings up the rear; (45) why the prayer for a dead 
child; (44) why the coffin of the deceased; (45) why 
the deeds of the living as an offering to the dead;
(46) why fasting; (47) why fasting on the days of 
'Arafatand ”Ashura! and the use of Kohl for the eyes;
I Ml.II
(48) why al-Zakah; (49) why the amounts of Zakah are 
fixed; (50) why the tithes; (51) why the fifth; (52)
why one goes on the pilgrimage; (53) why Islam; (54)
why is forbidden; 
why sacrifices; (55) usury; (56) why it is forbidden
to sell food without weight or measure; (57) why one
why the
inherits; (58) exclusion of murderers from inheritance; 
(59) why nobody inherits from Prophets; (60) in what 
proportion the heirs share in the estate they inherit; 
(61) why alcohol is prohibited; (62) why it is 
forbidden to consume blood; (63) why it is prohibited 
to eat meat from a carcass; (64) why men are forbidden 
to wear gold and silk; (65) why it is forbidden to 
trail the long train of a noble ostentatiously behind 
one; (66) why the sacrificial animal should not be 
touched once the ten days have begun.
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al-Kalam ~ala aa^  na la i Halt a ilia Allah
(Discourse on the significance of 'There is no 
other deity hut Allah!) is extant only in manuscript 
form. There are three copies of the work, one in
Leipzig^1), the second in the Khazlhah Library and
-  ( d )the third in the Wali al-Din Library. ' The latter
copy bears the title Shifa'al-~lal.
Dr. Hair refers only to the Khazlnah and the
(4)Y/ali al-DIn manuscripts/ ; In his description of the
manuscripts of the Leipzig collection, Dr. Yahya lists
this work as part of another more comprehensive book
(5)
which deals with a number of various subjects. However, 
it is to all intents and purposes, a wholly independent 
and self-contained work on a completely different 
subject in which al-Tirmidhi enumerates and explains 
the duties of a Muslim who is a true believer in God,
"la illaha ilia Allah", and the benefits resulting from 
this faith when it is professed and practised with due 
sincerity. The title Shifa*al-*ilal seems preferable 
as it is indicative of the method applied in the 
treatment of this subject..
(1) Pols. 178-185..
(2) Ms. No. 1762 ,Bayanal~Parq, p.24..
(3) Pols. 1 - 8B.
00 r.l-F"rq, p. 24.
(5) Preface to Khaim al-Awliya ,p.81*
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Kitab Kaifiyyat al Sal ah. wa jil Siwak wa al Ightisal wa
ai-Wdu* wa asl dlAlik wa sababuh ”" 1 —"8    —"'"»  - —    "  
(The performance of prayers, the use of the siwak,
washing and ablutions, their roots and reasons,) There
is an alternative title vilal al -1badah (Motivation in
Worship) which seems preferable, but which has not been
authenticated.
This book is still in manuscript form. It is
(11found in two copies, one in Cairov the other at the
■** —  (2)Wali al-Lln Library in Istanbulv , It seems that the
first title goes back to the scribe, to whom it seemed 
appropriate in view of the contents of the book. It 
figures on the title page of the Cairo Manuscript, and 
is obviously written by the hand of the scribe himself. 
The second title, also found in the Cairo copy, is 
clearly in a different handwriting, and has been added 
to the title page. The Y/ali al Lin copy bears no title 
at all, nor has it a title page of its own at all,
Neither of these titles derives from al-Tirmidhi himself, 
who seems to have called this book 1!Kitab al Salah1 (the 
book of prayer). Indeed, prayer is the chief subject of 
the book, whatever else is discussed there is connected
(1) Lar al-Kutub, Ms, ho.125 Majami'
(2) Fols. 128B-177B, Ms. ho. 770.
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directly or indirectly with prayer. Besides, it is 
the wont of all Sufi scholars to refer to these 
subsidiary matters in more or less detail when 
discussing the subject of prayer.
There is a reference in Kitab Ithbat al ->±lal, 
fol.59 in the Wali al Bin collection which can be taken 
as an additional indication that the title intended by 
al-Tirmidhi for his work was indeed Kitab Kaifiyay al 
Salah. When he discusses the subject of sfrtr (to cover) 
he sayss "We have given a detailed description of the 
performance of these steps in the Book of Prayer."
There is a considerable difference in the order
and arrangement of the topic in the two extant
manuscripts.. The manuscript in the Wali al Bin
contains five more sections than the Cairo manuscript,
namely Mawaqit al Salah (the times of Prayer) fol.l44B;
Satr al Musalli (Barrier of Protection for the *
Worshipper) fol. 145A 5 al Salwat al KJiams bi wudu* 
wahid (Pive prayers to one ablution), fol. 145B; al 
T-ashaddud fi Satr al-"Awrah fi al wudu* al ightisal min 
al janabah (Strict dover for the private parts during 
ablution and ritual purification after sexual inter­
course) fol.l45B$ Mawaqit al Salah (the tine of Prayer),
(l) Wali al Bin, fol. 59
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a heading identical with the first of these sections, 
applied to a different text. While the former 
specifies the five times of daily prayer, the latter 
stresses the preferability of early performance. This 
section is found on fol. 175A.
Apart from a number of inserts obviously made 
by the scribe who copies the Cairo Manuscript, and 
which are evidently derived from Ithbat al i^lal, the 
text of both manuscripts is identical.. The inserts are 
explicitly described as such by the scribe himself in 
various places, with reference to their source. The 
lack of proper demarcation is, however, very confusing, 
especially in view of the length of some inserts which 
at times comprise entire chapters, so that it would be 
almost impossible to distinguish where the text of 
Kaifiyyat ends and the insert begins, were it not for 
the existence of the alternative manuscripts the 
process of juxtaposing and comparing the two 
manuscripts has been long and painstaking, owing to 
the difference in the arrangement of the two extant 
texts. It has finally been possible to separate the 
inserts from the original text.
Kaifiyyat does not figure in Dr. Hicola Hair’s 
list of al-Tirmidhi’s works in the Preface to his
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Bay an. v
edition of Kitab/al Parq baina al sadr wa al Qalb, '
Bor do Professor Arberry and Dr. \Ab& al Qadir refer to
(2 )it in their edition of Kitab al Riyadah wa adab al nafs; y
As to Dr, Taliya’s list published in Melanges Vol. Ill,
Damascus 1957, it is evident that what he considers to
be a third copy of Kitab "Hal al --'ibadabl 1 , by which
he means Ithbat al- ilal, which is in fact a manuscript
of Kafiyyat al-Salah. This confusion is probably caused
©
by Dr, Yahya’s extreme reliance on Massignon. However, 
referring to the Wali al Din copy in the Preface to 
his edition of Khatm al AwliyaJ Dr, Yahya uses the" r o
title 'Ilal al ibaeLah^  ^  • In so doing, he has clearly
the Cairo manuscript in mind. This is confirmed by the
fact that he mentions the difference in the ending
-  (5)between the Cairo copy and the Wali al Din copy,' ' 
but without referring to the difference in the order of 
the items by which it is caused, Por, when one compares 
the end of the Cairo copy with the end of the same 
chapter of the Wali al Din copy, one finds that the 
text is the same.
To judge by the title, the subject matter of 
this book is derived from the devotional sector of the
(1) Pp. 13-28.
(2) Cairo, 1947.
3) p.433.
4) p.87.
(5); pp. 87-8.
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Shari-ah. However, little attention is paid to the 
ritual aspect, and the details are dealt with in a 
rather cursory way. What is enlarged upon are the 
moral and spiritual effects of the prayers.
The order of the 34 chapters in the Cairo copy 
is logical, while the arrangement of the Wali al Din 
copy is haphazard, and was obviously made at a later 
stage.
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Khatm al Awll ya/
(Seal of Saints), published, in Beirut ih 1965 and
t -edited by Dr, Cthman Isma ll Yahya, is the most important0
of al-Tirmidhi1s works* It is a treatise on Sainthood and 
Prophethood, and deals with the relationship between these 
two, the hierarchy of saints and their seal, Khatm al-Awliya$ 
it also discusses the position of the latter, whose rank is 
inferior to the prophets but higher than the saints* Khatm 
al-Awliya* represents the most exhaustive and most compre­
hensive theory of sainthood that has ever come from al- 
Tirmidhi r s peni
Already in the first page, al-Tirmidhi plunges 
immediately in medias res, tackling the main point of his 
theory first* Conforming to a well known ancient custom, 
he addresses an imaginary interlocutor with the words%
"You refer to discussions on sainthood between groups of 
people, and ask about the nature of saints, their 
hierarchy what results from their being accepted (into the 
ranks of saints), and whether the saints are conscious of 
their blessed state or not* And you also mention that some 
people maintain that saints are ignorant of this fact, and
refer to the fact that some consider themselves to be saints
(1 ^but are not*"v '
(l) Pages 114-5
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In Dr* Yahya1s arrangement, the book consists of 
29 chapters* Al-Tirmidhi himself does not explicitly 
divide it into chapters, but often uses introductory 
phrases of various patterns to indicate the transition 
from one subject to another, and the text flows thus 
uninterruptedly from the beginning to the end of the book*
The prevalent device is that of question and answer, but 
he uses it not only to introduce major points, but also 
to draw attention to a digression or a detail.
O  K  *
The titles of the 29 chapters in^Yahya's edition are; 
(i) Wali haqq"Allah (The Saint of Obligation unto God);
/ x 1 * - ^(II) Dawat al-Haqq wa?Jabat al Abd (Gall of the Truth and
the Answer of Man); (III) Wali haqq-Allah wa Wali Allah (The
Saint of Obligation unto God and the Saint of God); (IV)
Al-Masail al Ruhaniyyah (Spiritual Points); (V) *Ilm al
-  C .
Awliya1 wa ilm al Anbiya' (Knowledge of saints and knowledge 
of prophets; (VI) Wali Allah (the Saint of God); (VII) Khisal 
al wilayah al^Ashr (the ten qualities of sainthood); (VIII) 
Khatm al Awliya1wa Khatm al Anbiya1 (the seal of the saints 
and the seal of the prophets); (IX) Al Mubuwwah wa al
wilayah(Prophethood and Sainthood); (X) ^Alamat al Awliya*
(Signs distinguishing saints) or (indications of sainthood 
in the saint); (XI) Ilqa1 al-Shaitan wa nask al-Rahman 
(the promptings of Satan repealed by God); (XII) Ahl al
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qurba (People of Proximity)5 (XIII) Khatm al Awliya*
(the seal of saints); (XIV) Al-bushra (Good Tidings);
(XV) al-Kitab wa al-Ruh (the Book and the Spirit);
(XVI) Tafkir a^nimat al mu’minin wa tafklr Khassat al
Awliya1(Meditation of common believers and meditation of
C „ i
high ranking saints); (XVII) Aqd al wilayah wa /*qd al
Mubuwwah (the nature of Sainthood and the nature of 
Prophethood); (XVIII) Munki.ru ahwal al-Awliya! (those who 
deny the merits of the Saints); (XIX) al-wilayah wa al ..'a 
 ^adah wa al-mahabbah (Sainthood, happiness and love);
(XX) al Wali wa al Khati h^.( the Saint and the Sin); (XXI) 
al-Wali wa al asrar al lahiyyah (the Saint and the divine 
secrets); (XXII) al muhtadi wa al mujtaba (Who is Guided and 
who is chosen); (XXIII) al maddah wa al jadhbah (Ebb and 
Tide in Divine Rapture); (XXIV) al-majdhttb (Divinely 
attracted); (XXV) Khatm al-Awliya:?(the seal of the Saints); 
(XXVI) Awliya»al zur (Friends of Falsehood); (XXVII) Dawlat 
al Khair wa dawlat al sharr (the State of Good and the State 
of Evil); (XXVIII) Ahl al-DIn (the Men of Religions)
(XXIX) al kAmal wa al Darajat (the actions and the degrees)• 
Three basic ideas form the starting point of the 
discussion in each of the twenty nine divisions or subjects. 
They ares (1) spiritual activity on both its levels, that 
of sincere struggle and that of divine grace; (2) exoteric
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and esoteric knowledge °9 (3) prophethood, sainthood,
prophecy in their general relationships as well as in
their special individual attributes.
In the preface to Khatm al AwliyaT the editor,
Dr. Yahya, has supplied a short biography of al- 
. (1)Tirmidhiv as well as a brief assessment of his work 
and his position among Sufi t h i n k e r s . D r .  Yahya 
treats further of the subject matter of Khatm al 
Awliyaf. He touches briefly on the methods utilised in 
it by al-Tirmidhi, stressing that it mostly takes the
(3)form of a dialogue between the Sheikh and the student.K J 
Finally, he enlarges on the influence the book in par­
ticular and al-Tirmidhi1s outlook and ideas in general 
had on later generations of Sufis.
Included in this preface is al-Tirmidhi1s auto­
biography, entitled Risalat Budu al Shan.^^ Dr. Yahya 
also gives a description of the Leipzig collection, with 
its 130 essays, quoting the beginning and the end of
every single essay and referring to the fol. on which it
(6 )figures in the collection. 1 He deals in the same way
with the 23 essays and books contained in the Wali al
(7 )
Din collection.v ' He further supplies three lists of
(1) Pp. 2-12.
(2 Pp. 93-96.
(3) Pp. 98-99*
(4) Pp. 96-97.
(5) Pp. 13-32.
(6) Pp. 39-84.
(7) Pp. 84-92.
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al-Tirmidhirs teachers in which, however, only those 
teachers are considered to whom al-Tirmidhi refers in 
Khatn al Awliya*. The teachers are mentioned with 
their respective chains of transmission. Annotated in 
footnotes are the teachers* biographical data, together 
with references to their place in biographical books.
(2 )This is followed by a list of al-Tirmidhi*s students, 1
for which Dr. Yahya entirely relies on the biographical
works. It must be added that the method of dealing with
biographical detail in footnotes is observed by Dr.
Yahya throughout the whole of the edited text.
In a third list he names the books in which
Khatm al Awliya1 is mentioned or d i s c u s s e d . O n  pages
142-326 Dr. Yahya has added, in footnotes, the answers
given to al-Tirmidhi1s 157 questions by Ibn Arabi in two
of his books, al-Futuhat al Makkiyyah^^ and al-Qistas
• •
— * _ ( c \
al-Mustaqim fima sa*ala anhu al-Tirmidhi al-hakimw / ,
this latter exclusively devoted to this purpose. A
separate supplement contains a selection of quotations
on saints and sainthood from various works which fill
(6)sixty six pages of small print.v '
(1) pp. 33-37.
(2) p.37.
(3) p.96.
(4) Vol. II, pp.40-139.
(5) Bayazld, Ms. No. 3750.
(6) pp. 4 4 7 - 5 1 4 .
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Kitab Manazil al-^ibad min al-'lbadah, or Manazil al-Gasilin
The degrees of Worshippers, still in manuscript form,
found in three copies, one in Isma^il Sa!ib^^, the second
*
in P a r i s a n d  the third in asCa d ^ \  deals with worship 
and the hierarchy of worshippers. Al-Tirmidhi, who was 
asked to rationalise his division of worshippers into 
ranks according to their secret and open worship, justifies 
here this division by adducing proofs from the Qur^an and 
the Hadith. In so doing, he first states the ranks or 
degrees of worshippers, and the qualities required of those 
who are fit to attain them. Secondly, he discusses each of 
these qualities, always supporting his contention by 
quotations from the Qu’ran and the Sunna. He mentions the 
name's of the men who had attained these ranks, discussing 
their circumstances, their ways, their characteristics and 
their struggle. Then he enumerates the seven degrees of 
worshippers s (a) the degree of repentance, tauba\~* given to 
those who deserve the love of God because they repent and 
keep themselves pure and clean; (b) the degree of religious 
devotion, zuhd, given to those who have no desire for 
worldly things, which is superior to taubaH since those who 
prepare for it must purify themselves of sin. Seeing in the 
world nothing but blemishes, they turn from it in scorn,
(1) Pols. 221A-238.
(2) Pols. 130B-136A.
(3) Pols. 159A-167B.
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they sense mundane life as a prison, for the Prophet
sayss "The world is a prison for the believer, and a
paradise for the unbeliever;” (c) the degree of the
struggle with the carnal soul mufjahadat ah-naf s, given
to al~zahidin, who having no desire for the things of
this world, must resist their carnal souls which hanker
after them, regarding their carnal souls as enemies until
they obtain full control of them, for the Prophet says!
"Your greatest enemy is yourself, which is between your
sides", (.. ) the degree of love and proximity, mahabbat
Allah wa al-Qurba, a rank occupied by those who cut
themselves off from the desires of the soul and savour
the taste of the proximity of God and His mercy. They
are those of whom God sayss "Then God will bring a
people whom He loves and who love Him humble toward
believers, mighty against the unbelievers, striving hard *
(l)
in God’s way, t;Y.54,'Surah 5;
Par a ,j at al-qurba, the degree of those who attain the
utmost proximity after having taken refuge with God from
the recurrence of the soul’s desires, and received the
grace of God when he had purified them from these desires,
for the Qu’ran refers to them in these words; "And they
( 2}knew that there was no refuge from God but in Him".K }
'3), ,
(1) Chapter Y, v.54«
(2) Chapter IX, v.118*
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(-•) Manzilat ahl al Khashiah min Allah subhanahu the
rank of those who stand in awe of God. They are the
people of whom the Qur’an says; "God has revealed the
best announcement, a Book consistent, repeating (its
injunctions) whereat do shudder the skins of those who
fear the Lord, then their skins and their hearts soften
to God’s remembrance” , ) Manzilat ahl al jibaya*1 wa al
Xajalli wa al Taf #id - the degree of the chosen and the
transfigured and the submissive whom God controls in all
their undertakings, those who have submitted all their
affairs to God* The existence of this degree is
confirmed by the hadith qudsi (the sacred hadith) where it
• •
is said; "All the blemishes have been removed from their 
souls”, and by the verse of the Qur’an; ”1 entrust all 
my affairs to God”,^^
Thus al-Tirmidhi, having stated and described the 
seven degrees of worshippers, their respective situations 
and the kind of deeds to be expected from each, ended by 
justifying his division and his particular conceptions by 
quotations from the Qur^an and the hadith.
(1) Chapter XXXIX, verse 23•
(2) Chapter XL, verse 4-4*
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Manhagf1
This book is mentioned both in Kashf al-Zunun
«
(page 783) and in the list in the preface to Kitab 
Bayan al-Barq^^ etc. But there is a certain point 
which I have noticed? after Hajji Khalifah mentions 
this book he adds that it is by Sheikh Muhammad ibn 
*Ali al Hakim al-Tirmidhi and he then gives the year 
of this Sheikh1s death as 777 A.H., writing this date 
in numbers and in words. This would look as if Hajji 
Khalifah wished to stress that this author was 
another man of exactly the same name as the well-known 
Tirmidhi, but who lived some 400 years after the great 
Sheikh.
(1) 12 ? p.26.
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Ma * r i f t al -A s3*ar
This is still in manuscript. The one copy is in
the Qastamuni Library^ \  In this book al Tirmidhi
follows the traditional Sufi method. The many things
he speaks of are to be found in other Sufi literature,
subjects such .as al-Shukr, al-Sabr, al-Tawbah, al-Ruryah
al-Istiqamah? al-Tawadu, al-Zuhd etc. These technical
Sufi words are expounded by Sufi sheikhsf each giving his
own view of their meaning. And in this book al-
Tirnidhi has done likewise. The first point he makes
c
is the creation of Mind; the last is Ilm al- Azaliyyah
is
wa al-Isharah. ^ tj.'noticed especially that there is a 
somewhat lengthy preface at the beginning of this book. 
Long prefaces are contrary to al-Tirmidhi*s habit. 
Therefore it is deduced that this preface was added at 
o. later date.
In short this book deals with technical Sufi words.
I-MS.no.2713.
\
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Masa*11
There are a great number of these essays 
distributed am one Leipzig Collection. Dr. Hair calls 
them Masa’il No, 2. Having found then in eight different 
places in the collection, I have divided them into eight 
sections.
(1) From fol,55 to fol, 68 are nine essays; the first 
"Wajadtu-al-Mashifah amiran *1 la al Bifat”, the
last is a letter to Muhammad Ibn al-Fadl al-Balkhy.
(2) On fol. 100 is one essay called "al-Sabr",
(3) From fol, 131 to fol, 149 are 29 essays; the most 
are very short. The first is Masa’alah fi al-i-idab, the
*>. t
last is "Wajatu al-Nazir ila Khalqih ala thalathati 
asnaf.
(4) From fol. 162 to fol, 178 are 26 essays; one of 
them is 8 fols; the others are contained in the remaining
8 fols,. The first essay is "Saba qulub al-Muwahh-din-
bi nur al Hi day ah y the last is al-Muwahh&d mat a yakun 
nuwahh i dd in
(5) From fol. 185 to fol, 195 are eleven essays. The 
first is headeds "Afat Misyan al Maw t; the last one is 
headed Sabab Nisyan al-"llm.
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(6) Prom lol0195 to fol. 208 are 17 essays. All
of them are commentaries on verses of the Holy
I
Qur*an. The first is "Malaha, min Fawaq”s the last 
is wa mina a 1-lias. non yaqulu -amanna hi Allah wa al- 
Yawm al-Akhir. ("Amongst the people are some who say 
we believe in God and in the Last Lay-.”) 2
(7) Prom fol. 20g5 to fol. 22Sbare eleven essays.
The first is ”&1 Insann (The Man) and the last is 
nal Salat hla al-Mabi”$ blessing on the prophet.
.it the end of this group is written-the followings 
”This is the last work I have collected of Masa'il cul- 
Sheifch al-Imam al-Hakim. It is copied by the poor one, 
to the Mercy of His Lord, Muhammad ibn Muhammad ibn 
Abi Jarad on the 16th of Rabi"al-Awal in the year 611 
A.H. , .and he asks Allah to him and to his parents and 
to all Muslins. Amin. May Allah bless our master 
Muhammad and his family11.
(8) Prom fol. 226 to fol. 228 are two essays. One 
is headeds ”Allah produced what He willed, then He 
produced His creation.” The other one is hea.deds
”You asked about the origin of the sweetness of worship.”
I- Ch.XXXVIII, V. 15. wherein there is no delay.- 
§- Ch.. II, V • 8 <
3- fol.225b.Leipzig. MS.
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Mas1alah fi al Iman wa al Islam wa al Ihsan
Essay on Faith, Islam and perfection
and
Sharh qa^Iihi ma al Iman wa al-Islam wa al Ihsan 
Commentary on the Measuring of Faith, Islam and Perfection
These two essays under two separate - and different
- titles, dealing with the same subject. Neither has
appeared in print as yet. There are two copies of each.
(1)One manuscript of the Mas alah is found in Leipzigv
(2 )the other in the Wali a Din library in Istanbulv As to
(3)the Sharh, one manuscript is in the Leipzig Collection! , 
and the other is in the Isma^il Sa*ib L i b r a r y . T h i s  
last copy is imperfect, in that some pages are missing, 
and the pagination is erroneous.
In his review of the Leipzig collection in the 
Preface to Khatum al Awliya*v }, Dr. Yahya represents both 
essays, despite their distinctly different titles, as one 
single work, which they obviously are not. Moreover, he 
stresses, in a footnote on page 67 of his preface, that 
there is a discrepancy between the end of the text in the 
manuscript in the Leipzig collection and the one in the 
Isma’il Sa!ib Library. He makes substantially the same 
statement in an article published in Melanges, Yol. Ill
fl) Pols. 88B-92A.
(2) Pols. 87A-90A.
(3) Pols. 92A-99B.
(4) Pols. 3B-8B.
(5) Khatm al Awliya pp. 66-71
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pp. 464-497s "It is to be observed that the beginning of
fol* 4 is not the logical continuation of the preceding
folios”* This discrepancy is only apparent, and can only
be ascribed to an oversight of the faulty pagination of the
Isma^il Safib copy. The change in the order of the pages in
the IsmaSll Sa’ib copy has resulted in the incorporation into
the Sharh essay of the last two pages of the next essay,
entitled Masfalah fi al-Sabr. This seems to have misled
*
Dr. Yahya. Again, in discussing the Wali al Din Manuscript,
the final lines as quoted by Dr. Yahya do not coincide with
♦
the actual end of the essay, since they are the initial lines
of the next item, a prayer, erroneously added by the scribe!"^
Al-Tirmidhi discusses, in the Mas1alah, the increase
and decrease in faith as well as the difference between
faith and Islam. In the Sharh he comments, ih some detail,
*
on the hadith connected with this subject*
(l) Khatm al-Awliya:* p.86.
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The Book of nAl-Masa! il al-Maknunah" - "Veiled Questions1
This is a collection of essays and compositions 
on various subjects of exegesis, jurisprudence, theology 
and Sufi sin, with the latter claiming the larger 
proportion. They deal with a large number of ideas 
which al-Tirmidhi discussed in his other books with 
concentration and ample explanation such as sainthood, 
gnosis, conflict between the soul and the heart and 
other related additional or explanatory matters.
There is no predominantly common factor to 
combine these essays and composition under one single 
head or one co-ordinate, the reason being that they 
were not written to be a book having one central idea. 
They are rather a collection of casual thoughts which 
occurred to al-Tirmidhifs inner self while engaged in 
answering questions made to him from time to time, or 
in dealing with intellectual and ethical problems 
posed for discussion by his disciples on various 
occasions in their meetings with him. They vary in 
length, from a few lines to ten folios-, and some of them 
have no titles-.
Of this book there are two copies., each of which
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is part of a collection of treatises or books by al-
Tirmidhi. The first copy constitutes the first part of
(1)the Leipzig collection.v } The title is inscribed at
the top of the first folio, like thiss ” Jcitab al-
Masa'il al-MaknunahH. It is in the hand of the copyist.
But on the cover there is another title, which iss
”A1-Durr al-Maknun fi As'ilat na Kana wama Yakun” -
’’The Veiled Pearls in Questions of What Was and What
Will Be”, also in the hand of the copyist. It looks as
if this title was given to the whole collection of more
than 130 parts, when the transcription took place on
the 6th Rabi'-I, 611 A,H. by Muhammad b. Hibat-Allah b.
Muhammad b0 Hibat-allah b, Abi Jarad, as stated on folio
225 at the end of the collection.
The second copy is in the library of Alexandria
(2 )Municipality as part of the first collection^ J , all by 
al-Tirmidhi and comprising two other books. The 
collection was transcribed on the 17th Jumada I, 593 
A.H. by the same Muhammad b. Hibat-allah already 
mentioned.
The following is a list of the subjects covered 
by this book with some of the titles devised to fit the 
contents of the materials-
(1) Pols. 1-54A.
(2) Pols * 1-47B.
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(1) The travail of the Soul and the travail of the
heart•
(2) The exponents of jurisprudence and the exponents
of tradition.
(3) The wise call - the interpretation of the Qufranic
verses nCall unto the way of thy Lord with
(1)wisdom and goodly admonition."v '
(2)(4) "Every Soul is pledged for what it earns. J
(5) "Praised he the name of Thy Lord most high."^^
(6) Apprehension from knowledge and fear of 
observation.
(7) The people of "There is no God hut God."
(8) The diffusion of the Spirit in the body*
(9) Man"s suzerainty over the world.
(10) The heart is the prince over the organs (of the 
body)e
(11) Passion is the stimulant of (sensual) desires, 
and the mind is the stimulant for sciences and 
gnosis.
(12) The soldiers of gnosis.
(13) Sovereign God bans the ideas of limitation and 
form from the hearts of the believers in the 
Unityof God.
(1) Chapter XVI, v.125.
(2) Chapter LXXIV, v.38.
(3) Chapter LXXXVII, v.l.
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14) "And if They, when They have wronged themselves, 
come to thee and ask pardon of God."
15) Appreciation of things by the cognizance of 
their worth#
16) Inheritance,
17) The gathering of hearts in the name of God.
18) The qualities of the patient.
19) The fortification of the Servant with godliness 
against the Soul’s bane#
20) A message to Muhammad b# al-Fadl.w *
21) Ho one remits sins except You.
22) The meaning of Praise. .
23) The granting of gnosis to human beings#
24) The reply of a message to one of his brethren.
25) God not perceptible by sight.
26) Standing at the door of Paradise Find standing 
at the door of God.
27) The staidness of hearts through faith,
28) Disengagement of the heart.
29) "But had they believed and feared, a reward from 
God were better".
30) The ends-in-view of the Chapter of the Cow.
(1) Chapter XLI, v,64*
(2) Chapter VI, v.103.
(3) Chapter II, v.103.
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(31)"Who is it that intercedes with Him save by his 
permission?”
(32)The Spirit is the principle of creation,
/ p N
(33)"Verily, thou art toiling after thy Lord, toiling," }
(34)"We have surely created man in anguish.
(35)"Will they not repent to God and ask pardon of 
Him."
(36)"And when those who believe in our signs come to 
thee , . . ."  ^^
(37)The sign of a man's love of one of his servants.
(38)The sweetest thing in this world and the sweetest 
thing in the world of the Spirit. (Malakut),.
(39)Lifference between the gift and the present.
(40)Gnosis, knowledge, mind, intellect and retention 
are human faculties.
(41)The origin of the human being.
(42)"Say, 'Who shall guard you by night and by day 
from the Merciful?1"^^
(43)Of the Qur'an, only the Chapter of TAHA remains
9
in Paradise,
(44) "And unto Thy Lord is the limit.
(45)"The Knower of the Unseen and of the evident,"v }
(1) Chapter II, v.255.
(2) Chapter LIIIIV, v.6.
(3) Chapter XL, v.4.
(4) Chapter V, v.74.
(5) Chapter VI, v.54->
(6) Chapter XXI, v.42.
(7) Chapter LIII, v.4.
(8) Chapter XXXIX, v.46.
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"Muhammad the Apostle of God, and those who are
(1)
with him are vehement against the misbelievers."
The messengers of God are the landmarks amongst 
God’s creatures.
Those who have been given the lamp and the fair- 
mindedness .
"He grants to whom He pleases females, and He
(2 ^grants to whom He pleases males. }
God’s joy at the believers praising and 
glorifying Him.
"But who saves one, it is as though he saved all
(  r z )
men together."vJ}
Types of the Holy War.
Servitude as a whole.
The two eyes of the Sense (fu'ad).
Manifestation of affection,mercy and compassion. 
Worldly concerns.
The first act in the worship of God is knowledge.
"0 ye who believe 1 fear God and speak straight­
forward speech. "(4)
Guile,
The development of gnosis.
ChapterXLVIII, v.29.
Chapter XL_lT2, v . 4 9 .
Chapter y., 32.
Chapter jr^tM.70.
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(61) The grades of people when .paraded for judgment,
(62) The Soul’s share in the acquisition of scientists.
(63) The explanation of "the lowly" - nal Siflah".
(64) Emergence from illusion and its stages.
(65) The case of reason and passion.
(66) The station of the thankful feeder is like that
of the patient faster.
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Masa’il al-Ta^bir
This is still in manuscript. Of the two copies,
one is in the Leipzig Collection^^ and the other is
" (2) in the Isma*'il Sa’ib Collection. } Professor Arberry
edited it under the title "Notes on a Tirmidhi
«• ,» ( 3 )
manuscript, in Rivista degli studi Orientali. 1
This is a small works it is only one essay. Al- 
Tirmidhi gives examples of the struggle of the carnal 
soul and the continued watching of the heart which is 
necessary in man’s progress towards Gfod, until he is 
steadfastly close to his creator. The author 
illustrates this by four exampless-
(a) The man who patiently strikes the flint until 
he gets a spark.
(b) The watering of a young tree until its rootst
are firm and branches high so that the wind 
does not damage it.
(c) The practice of a young bird in its attempts 
to fly away until it succeeds in sailing 
through the air with confidence.
(d) An irrigation channel shared by four neighbours. 
If one of them sleeps when his term comes to use 
the waters, then he has missed his chance.
(1) fols. 100B-103A.
(2) fols. 175-177.
(3) Wb&ptoft XVIII, pp.315-327, Rome 1910.
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al-Minhaj fi al- 4Abadah
This is a book which has been lost but Hajji 
Khalifah mentions it in Kashf el Zunun page 1887. The 
fact that he calls it a short book indicates that he 
had actually seen the book* Dr. Nicfela Hair mentions 
this work in the preface to Biyan al-Barq bain al- 
S hr wa al-Qalb wa al-Fouad wa al-Lubb.^^
(1) p.26.
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The Book "llawadir al-Usui11, entitled "Salwat al- Arifln
wa Bustan al-Muwahhidin.
Of all al-Tirnidhifs Books, this was the most
famous, the one with the greatest circulation, and the
first to he printed. The printing was in Istanbul, in
Sheikh
the year 1293 A.H., and the editor was Mustafa ibn
*
Isma^il al-Dimashqi, who wrote an explanatory book for
it, which he called "Mirqat al-Wuaul Hawashi Nawadir
(1)
al-Usul fi Ahadith al-Rasuln. Biographies record
that the religious savants of ITaishapur received this
book from al-Tirmidhi himself when he travelled to it
in 285 A.H. Al-Tirmidhi refers to it briefly, in sc .e
of his books, as "Kitab al-Usul", as is his custom in
referring briefly to his books. Of this book, there
are many copies in manuscript in various places.
Al-Tirmidhi collected in this book 291 traditions
and he called each of them Asl (root). He first narrates
*
the text of the tradition and then explains it. During
the explanation, he digresses into lateral connotations
of the words of the tradition, with the consequence
that ample material is added, reflecting a great variety
of information and views which express al-TirmidhiTs
(l) Tadhkirat al-Huffaz, vol.jt,p.197 o.nd Lisan al-
Mizah, vol. y,p.308, and Tabhq'at al-Shafi*iyyah 
vol.n, -p.20.
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thought on diverse points raised in his other books.
The traditions, in the hands of al-Tirmidhiespecially 
in this book, were used as documentary and authoritative 
evidence for his views, particularly in his views on the 
brand of Sufism which he originated and developed, with 
details about such of its roots and structures as 
sainthood, its grades and seal; gnosis, its degrees and 
varieties; human conduct; morals; mores; their limits 
and features. In this way, the book came out as a 
muster of a great assortment of varied subjects, and 
therefore,' one can hardly find a common characteristic 
under which the book, or any other book of his,, for 
that matter, may be categorised, except that it is an 
anthology of the traditions.
The roots, or Usui, in the book mark out the 
paths prescribed by al-Tirmidhi for devotions, mores, 
conduct and morals. But through the words of the 
traditions, he manages to underline his intended 
constructions and reinforce his tendencies. Although 
in other books, he commits himself to a serialisation 
of the reporters of the traditions, from the Companion, 
and through to the Tabi* Tn( followers) and Tabi’-’ i e-l 
Tabi%f in (followers of the followers), he confines 
himself in this book to a curtailment of the
1 4 6
serialization, mentioning the full series only in the
(l \
first tradition and in the forty-fourth.v y It seems 
to me, therefore, that the intention of al-Tirmidhi here 
is to set forth, In this book, the germs of his ideas, 
with a summary exposition, leaving amplification and 
expatiation for his other books and tracts, and this 
may explain why he called the book "Nawadir al-Usul".
Most probably, the book is one of al-Tirmidhi*s early 
works, because he made several references to it in his 
other books, but made no reference to it in those books. 
Usually, al-Tirmidhi, in the opening parts of his books, 
gives the reason or the motive for undertaking to write 
the book or to study the subject, by saying, for 
instance, "You have asked about . . . but in this book, 
al-Tirmidhi does not follow this course, but goes 
straight to the point and directly begins to narrate the 
tradition, or, as he calls it, the first asl (root), 
which is "immunity against the bite of the scorpion"*
It would be too much to give all the usul (roots), and
o
therefore only the last one will be given, which is
"ftl-Qalb al-Haqlqi fi Athqal al-!Azamah" .
• •
This book contains 432 pages, large octavo. In 
modern printing, it would occupy double this number of
(1) P.59.
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pages * The pages of the marginal notes come to 142,
large octavo. It is worth noting at this point the
view of al-Tirmidhi on the credibility of traditions,
(1)which he discusses under ho. 44, in a chapter
entitled nThe Credibility of the Narration of
Traditions”, wherein he reports a tradition with its
continuous chain of reporters, in the following text:
"If you are told of me a tradition which you can
recognise and not reject, whether I said it or not,
believe it, for I say what is recognisable and not
liable to rejection? and if you are told of me a
tradition which you reject and cannot recognise,
disbelieve it, for I do not say what is liable to
(2 )rejection and is irrecognisable".
P.59.
(2) Ibid.
— C — _ r? v _
Bawader Usui al-Irifan wa "^awahir al-Iqan
This work is still in manuscript form* The 
manuscript from the available photocopy seems to 
have been written within the last 300 years and so 
it must have been copied from some older manuscript.
A copy of it is also available in the V i e n n a  Library. 
It is what the Persians call a Tar^ih-Bund, divided 
into nine Bunds, each ending with the last verse of 
the first Bund. T^e theme of the poem deals with 
many doctrines of tasavwuf.
’^‘he language seems to be more of a latter period 
than could have been in uae at the time of al- 
Tirmidhi. However, the ideas dealt with in the poem 
itself are not in any way contrary to those 
advocated by al-Tirmidhi.
It is very difficult to accept that this work 
could be included in al-Tirmidhi's writings, although 
there are instances where we find that serious 
writers have composed poems as a form of relaxation 
and diversion.
(1) Ms. Ho. 640.
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MKitab al-Radd ^ala al-Mu{'attilahf
1  ^ ' ' " ' " O •"
This book is still in manuscript form. It is found
(1)m  one copy in the Alexandria Library' ' bound in one 
volume together with two other books by al-Tirmidhi? 
unfortunately many pages of the book have been ruined 
because the lines have faded in a large number of them.
The book was copied in 593 A.H. by Muhammad Ibn Hibat 
Allah Ibn Muhammad Ibn Hibat Allah Ibn Abi Jarad.
The aim of this book is to support the views of 
Ahl al-Sunnah who attributes qualities to God and 
rejects the Mu tazilitesf views, which deny the attribution 
of qualities to God. Al-Tirmidhi collected a large 
number of traditions in support of his thesis. If one 
bears in mind al-Tirmidhifs action of collection the 
book will be considered as one of his works in the 
field of Hadith? but if one bears in mind the aim of the 
book, it will be considered as one of his excursions in 
the field of theology.
(l) Ms. Ho. 145? various arts, fols. 79A-124o
Al-Riyadah or Haqiquat al-Adamiyrah
* i
These are two titles given alternatively to one 
work. It was published under the title al-Riyadah in Cairo
i
in 1947? as edited by Professor J. Arberry and hr. Ali Hasan
Abdul Kader, and under the title Haqiqat al~A.damiyy hin the
Magazine of the Faculty of Arts in Alexandria University in
1946,v J as edited by Abdul Mohsin al-Husayni (later Dr, A,
• *
Mohsin al-Huseyni). This work gives a description of the 
struggle between the carnal soul and the heart. The lecture 
of the book imparts a distinct impression that the author 
knew everything about human emotions and their origins. It 
establishes a connection between certain manifestations of 
human behaviour and certain parts of the body. One witnesses 
an armed combat between two forces with varying luck; some­
times one of them wins and sometimes the other. The 
consequences of the victory of either are shown in their 
effect on human conduct and spiritual progress. This is 
followed by implied advice to Sufis on how to overcome the
deceits of the carnal soul and to control its desires in
their progress towards Cod.
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Sabab al-Takblr fi al-Salah   ■■■—.. -   — ■ .
This is still in manuscript. The one known copy 
is in the Kharagi Oghlu Library under ho. 806.^^
This book has never been mentioned before, not even 
by al-Tirmidhi himself. The book explains the reasons 
for using Takbir during prayer.
Sifat al-Qulub
f
This is extant in manuscript form in a unique copy
(2 )at Qastamuni Libraryv '. In fact it is a part of 
Ghawr al-Umur, dealing with the cities of light5 or, 
in other words, it is a short edition of G-hawr al- 
Umur dealing with the same subject in brief.
(1) Fols. 21-27.
(2) Mb . No. 2713.
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Kitab Sharh al-Salah wa Maqa&5U^mha
The Book of "Explanation of Prayer and its Aims"
This hook exists in two manuscript copiess one in
the private library of As*ad Effendi in Istanbul, ' and
(2 )the other in the Bibliotheque Rationale. The book
was printed in Cairo 1965, edited by Mr* Husni Zaidan.
It appears that theeditor failed to give the book its due 
in the way of careful study and redaction, owing perhaps 
to his having been unable to consult the manuscript copy 
of Asf-ad Effendi, and to his dependence, in the circumstances, 
on the Paris manuscript, of which he had procured a photo­
graphic copy. The subject is "Worship, and its Spiritual 
Effects"', effects, that is, which would rebound on the 
worshipper who worships in the right way.
Al-Tirmidhi, in a few lines, determined the goal of 
the book in the following ways "You have asked me about 
Worship, and its import among deeds; its forms among 
actions; its fruit among the fruits of acts of obedience; 
its reward in the hereafter among rewards; its station in
the estimation of God, among stations; and its religious
(3 )significance in the law, and its notable points", ' 
relying in his details and expositions, on the traditions
(1) Pols. 74-128.
(2) Pols. 1-34B c
(3) Pol. 74B As ad Ms. fol. 1A Paris Ms.
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of the Prophet, but colouring his survey and explanation 
with Sufi infusions, particularly when he establishes 
connections between all kinds of worship and devotion, 
and their effects, spiritual and behavioural. In this 
attempt he touched upon the following subjects, to shed 
light on the points raised in the introductions -
(1) Import of Worship;
(2) Explanation of the lights of words;
(3) Import of Standing;
(4) Explanation of Greetings to God;
(5) Import of Wedding;
(6) Ablution;
(7) Form of Worship among Actions;
(8) Status of Worship vis a vis God;
(9) Explanation of Acceptance;
(10) People of Recitation;
(11) Discourse on Immunities;
(12) Verbal Epitomes and their Explanation;
(13) Number of Bendings in Worship;
(14) Explanation of Points of Time;
(15) Explanation of God's Gratification and Pardon
(16) Teaching of Ablution;
(17) Stations of Acts of Worship vis-a-vis People;
(18) Prescription of Acts of Worship for Believers
(19) Explanation of the Discourse on Immunities;
(20) Discourse of Hadith al Nu^man b.Bashir on 
GodTs magnification.
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- - C ZTafsir ayah la Sharqiyyah wa la G-harbiyyah Ma-a Ta*wn
Arba^in Hadithan _____ _
Still at the manuscript stage is a commentary 0:1
(1)
the verse "neither eastern nor western", followed by the
interpretation of forty hadith* This boole, attributed by
hr, Yahya to al-Tirmidhi, is obviously not al-Tirmidhi5s
worka Dr. Yaliya, who includes it in the list of al-
(2)Tirmrdhi’s work, ' is probably motivated by the mention 
of al-Tirmidhi1s name and of the above quoted commentary 
on the first page and adds that its real author is Muhammad 
al Tawusi.
Having quoted al-TirmidhiTs name and commentary, the 
author proceeds to interpret forty had^ ith, imitating the
if
manner employed by al-Tirmidhi in commenting on the above- 
mentioned verse where he goes out from the assumption that 
letters besides their phonetic value, possess certain 
meaning of their own. However, the use of this method is 
here greatly exaggerated. Moreover, the hadith. dealt with 
here do not occur in their proper order. Thus, for example.-
■—a.
hadith no, 16 follows hadith no, 3 and no. 16 is followed byci
no* 22 and then no, 12. These examples are indicative of the 
confusion reigning in Fttjpz fol. 153? which is the
last, contains the following sentences "This is what we have
(1) Chapter XXIV, verse 35.
(2) vol. III, p.l*
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copied from the commentary on the Hadith by Ibrahim Ibn
4
Muhammad al-Tawusi, of the tribe Intisaban, al ^Uradani, 
by birth (miladan), which he composed after moving from 
iQaurasan to Hamadhan.^^ On the following page (fol» 134)' 
the author announces his intention to explain the meaning
al-Taqwa (fear of Hod) and Wasilah (means), their degrees, 
the honour of their secret of origin and their end
and the explanation of the stages of Jihad. Then he speaks 
of another book in which he treated the degrees of faith, 
its inward core and its outward manifestation, the origin 
of the tree of faith, its branches and its roots. The book 
is entitled Tahrir al-Bayan fi shu^ab al-Iman wa: utab al- 
-Hi s an.
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Kitab Urs al-Muwahhidin
" — ■ 1       ■ ■ 1
This is still in manuscript form in three 
copies, one in the As^ad Manuscript^^, the second in the
/ n \ * — / 7 'j
Paris Manuscript^ * and the third in Ismacil Safib.^
It develops the idea that the liturgy consists of 
various forms of worship by which angels minister to 
God such as standing, sitting, bowing, secret address 
(munajah), praise of God, glorification and 
magnification# Al-Tirmidhi visualises prayer as a 
wedding feast, arranged by the king for his servants 
or slaves before whom various kinds of food have been 
spread to eat, drink and enjoy. Thus the prayer gives
those who pray all the opportunities of salvation such
as purification and return to God#
The other books such as al-Amthal, al-Manhiyyat, al-
•a f / —
Masa'il al- Afinah, al-Radd vala al-Rafidah and Tahsil• *0
Raza’ir al-Qur'an have been discussed in Chapter III#
(1) Fols. 287B-291B.
(2) Fols. 111A-113B.
(3) Ms. No. 4824? mentioned in Bayan al-Farq, p.22.
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CHAPTER III
HIS APPROACH TO TAFSIR, HaDITH, ILM AL KALAM
AMD FIQHo
1. al-Tirmidhi the commentator*
2. The traditionist.
3. The theolegian*
4c The jurist*
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Al-Tirmidhi the Commentator 
Y/hat immediately strikes the student of al-Tirmidhi1 s 
philosophy is that his ideas and opinions depend in the 
first place on a deep understanding of the Qur’an and the 
earnest endeavour to penetrate not merely its external, but 
also its secret and internal meaning. His early interest 
in the Qur'an goes back to the time of the pilgrimage, he 
mentions in his work "Budu al-Sha’an", sayings "When I 
stood at the door of al-Multazam in the Ka bah I began to 
pray, holding the door, and begged G-od to help me to memorize 
His book, the Qur'an. I could not think of anything else to 
ask for. On the way back, I started memorizing it and con­
tinued until I had completed it. Sometimes I used to keep 
awake all night, reading the Qur'an, feeling its 
sweetness in my heart",
This understanding of the Qur’an is reflected in all
the works composed by al-Tirmidhi in various branches of
knowledge. A number of them are directly connected with 
the Qur’an, and are illustrative of his personal
interpretation of the Qur'an. They ares-
- - - (2 )1, Tahsil nazair al-Qur’anv !
• * 0
-  -  (5)2, Al-Amthal min al-ICitab wa al-Sunnah. 1
3, Essays (Masahil) each commenting on one verse of the
Qur'an.
(1) Preface to "Khatm al-Awliya’, pp.14-15 and IsmaAIl 
Sa’ib Ms, fol.210.
(2) Alexandria Ms. fols.48-79*
(3) Ascad Ms. fols, 174-231 and Paris Ms, fols.140-185
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4’- 'taisir al~Quron, .hich is not '.xiant, but of which 
wl-Hujwiri soys ol Tirmidhi began writ in" it in tho Inst 
years of his life* It was never completed * (1)
A study of tlioso works shows that his approach to 
thn Qur'an is not materially different from, that of othor 
Sufis before or aftor him* The method ho uses consists 
in employing Quranic words .as a basis on which to develop 
sufi ideas, Ho looks to the words of the Qur’an for support, 
and drives deeply into thrm to discover their intrinsic 
secrets* This is a sufi method, for the sufis search eagerly 
for words likely to yield a secret moaning, and trust them 
to guide them on the right path, Al-Tirmidhi used to stress 
that letters contain secrets indicative of certain meanings, 
known only to gnostics wba arrive all these secrets by the 
light of G-od which illuminates their hearts. This method 
is best exemplified by the commentary on the verso, "God 
is the light of heaven and earth1'(2)
However, it is the conventional sufi method that prevails in 
the commentaries on 43 Quranic verses which arc found scattered 
in his works. Sometimes ho explains only two words of a verse, 
as he does in " sL Gho -al - s hahad a If} The following list 
ennumerates the versos, indicating their place in the Qur'an 
as well as in the context of al-Tirmidhi's work.
(1):’ Khashf al -liah 3ub •J trans 1 at od by Nicholson, p * 141
(2) Chapter XXIV, verso 35-
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1 Vision com'oroh^nds Him not , and He comprehends nil 
vision end Ho is Subtle, the Awn.ro» (Ch.VI v.l04)(l)
2 The main points of Surat nl-Baqerah.(2)
3 Who is ir throd; c^n intercede with Him but by his
permission, (Ch.II v.255)(3)
4 0 man, thou must strive a herd striving (to attain) 
to thy Lord.; until thou meet Him, (Ch.LXXXIV v.6)(4)
5 have certainly created man to face difficulties,
(Ch.XC v .4)(5)
6 Will they not then turn to Allah? and ash His forgive™
?
ness. (Ch.V v .74)(6)
7 And when those who believe in Our message came to thee,
say? peace to you, (Ch. VI v.54)(7)
8 Say? who guards you by night and by day from the Bern- 
ficentJ (Ch.XXI, v.42)(8)
9 Co.ll to thr way of your Lord with wisdom and goodly 
exhortation. (Ch.XVI v.l25)(9)
(1 "0.1—Masb.
(2 Ibid. L
(3 Ibid.
(4 Ibid.
(5 Ibid,
(6 Ibid.
(7 Ibid.
(8 Ibid,
(9 Ibid,
■Maknunah1' Leipzig fol.21,.
fol,22, Alexandriaz fol.19
fol* 23 5 Ibid. fol,20
fol.24 s Ibid fol,20
fol.24 ? Ibid. fol.20
fol,24, Ibid. f ol.21
fol.24 9 Ibid. fol.21
fol»26, Ibid. fol.23
fol,'5, Ibid, fol. 4
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10. Every soul is held in pledge for what it earns.
(Ch. LXXXIV, v.38)
11. Glorify the name of thy Lord, the most high . . .
(Ch. LXXXVII, v.l,)^2)
12. And if they had believed and kept their duty . . .
(Ch. XXII, v.103)^
13. And it is in the original of the book with> us truly
elevated, full of wisdom . . . (Ch.XLIII, v.4)^4'1
14. And that to thy Lord is the goal . . (Ch.LIII v.43)^^
15. The Knower of the unseen and the seen . , (This verse
fragment occurs three times in the Qur’an (Ch, XXXIX 
v.146, Ch. LIX, v.22 and Ch. LXIV, v,18)^6^
16* Muhammad is the messenger of Allah, and those with
him are firm of heart against the disbelievers,, „ „
(Ch. XLVIII v.29)^
17. He grants females to whom He pleases and grants males 
to whom He pleases . . . (Ch. XLII, v.49)^
18. 0 you who believe, keep your duty to Allah, and speak 
straight words. (XXXIII, v.70)^9^
(1) al-Masa'il al-Maknunah, Leipzig fol.6, Alexandria fol.5.
(2) Ibid. Leipzig fol. 26, Alexandria, fol.15.
(3) Ibid. fol.22, Ibid. fol.15.
(4) Ibid. fol.23, Ibid. fol.20.
(5) Ibid. fol.25, Ibid. fol.24.
(6) Ibid. fol.28, Ibid. fol.25.
(7) Ibid. fol.29, Ibid. fol.25.
(8) Ibid. fol.34. Ibid. fol.29.
(9) Ibid. fol.39. Ibid. fol.33.
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19 Ho is tho First and the Last and the Manifest and 
tho Hidden. ..(Ch.LVII v.3)(l)
20 And wor- it not for Allah's grace Lip on you and 
His mercy.,.„(Ch-XXIV v.l0,14)(2)
21 And do not display their adornment.».(Ch-XZIV v.3l)(3)
22 And Allah knows your movomonts^ond your staying 
(in on- place) ,„.(Ch.XLVII, v.l9)(4)
23 Thr word "ittaqo" (foar tod) is used in tho Qur'an in 
four neanings o i."!hon ho on guard against tho fire" 
(Ohoil Vo24) li "And guard yourselves against n
day in which y;u will bn returned to Allah. «.1 
(Ch.II v.28l) iii and iv "And k-.°p your duty to
Allahs by whom, you demand one of another (your rights) , 
and to the ties of relationship1 (Ch.IV v.l)(5)
24 And (as to) those on whose part you fear desertion.-..
(Cbn. IV v .34)(G)
25 Who is he that will offer to Allah a good gift, so
He will double it for him, and he will have a generous 
reward. (Ch.LVII v.ll)(7)
26 And these wait but for one cry, wherein there is no
(1) " Al-Masa1II al-Maknunah1 Loipzig f ol - 61
(2) Ibid- Leipzig fol.88
(3) Ibid - fol.87
(4) Ibid. fol„120 and Isma'il Saf ib fol- 43
(5) Ibid. fol.140 and Ibid. fol„61
(6) Ibid. fol.140.
(7) Ibid. fol.146.
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'delay (Ch.XXXVIII v.15)^
27 They wait for nought but that Allah should come 
to them in the shadows of the clouds with angels. 
(Ch.II v.21C)f2)
28 And we shall turn to the work they have done, so
We shall render it as scattered motes. (Ch.XXV v.23)
29 Abundance diverts you. (Ch.CII v.l)^^
30 hearer to thee and nearer (is woe). (Ch.LXXV v.34)^*^
31 So thy Lord poured on them a portion of chastise- 
ment. (Ch.LXXXIX'v.13)^
32 And he Indeed fails who buries it. (Ch.XCI v.10)^'
33 The hire. They are brought before it every morning
and evening.... (Ch.XL v.4-6)^8^
34 It is the Fire kindled by Allah, which rises over 
the hearts. (Ch.CIV vv.6 and 7)^^
35 Everything will perish but He.(Ch.XXVIII v.88)^10^
36 .....to abide therein....(Ch.IX v.72)^11^
37 .....and for them is a grievous chastisement.
(1) Fol. 196a Leipzig MS.
(2) Fol. l§6b, 197a Leipzig MS.
(3) Fol. 197b Leipzig MS.
(4) Fol. 198b Leipzig MS.
(5) Fol. 199a Leipzig MS.
(6) Fol. 199b Leipzig MS.
(7) Fol. l§9b Leipzig MS,
(8) Fol, 200a Leipzig MS.
(9) Fol. 200a Leipzig MS.
(10) Fol. 200b Leipzig MS.
(11) Fol, 200b Leipzig MS.
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(Ch.II v.7» and Ch. XLV v.iof1)
38 oc.- then be on your guard against the fire whose
fuel is men and stones; it is prepared for the 
disbelievers. (Ch.II v.24)^^
39 And his wife — the bearer of slander.(Ch.CXII v.4)^^
40 . o . .the right path* ( C h o i  v,5)^r^
41 And there are some people who say; We believe in
Allah and the Last Lay; and they are not believers,
((>)
(Ch.II v.8)G)
ll-z Ana I 7l o[ O^tUJ ioi-d? ? (Ck, Vl'l )
God i  licj'hl Y  ^  &W  iU
Fol. 201a Leipzig MS. (b) GkairJ'r aj- , loL /£".
Pol. 202, 203 Leipzig MS. ly) n ; j U a , ,  U
Pol. 203b, 204a Leipzig MS. v ' Dl %  ^ .TX-O'
Fol. 204a? 205b Leipzig 
Fol. 205b9 208b Leipzig MS
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Ono of tho works directly connected with tho Qur’an
is n!Titab Tahsil liazair al-Qur ’ an*.’ In this hook, al-Tirmidhi
• ♦
employs a revolutionary method. Ho goes throughout the 
wholo of the Qur’an, examining all its chapters in his 
search for words used in the Qur’an in several different 
meanings. He gives first the original moaning of the word 
in question, and then tho other meanings in which it is 
used, pointing out the linguistic relationship between 
the original meaning and the other semantic variants of 
the word.
After1 tho first three linos, tho text becomes somewhat
confusing, as a sentence on the first page gives the
impression that al-Tirmidhi is discussing a book composed
by someone else under tho same title. Presumably, the
confusion goes back to some erfors of the scribe who copied
tho text. Unfortunately, there is no other copy in existence
so that tho suspicion is impossible to justify.
In the”Tnhsil Nazair al—Our.1 an, al-Tirnidhi deals in • • «
this manner with nighty Qur'anic words, which are listed 
below as follows1:
13
5
7
9
11
13
15
17
19
21
23
25
27
29
31
33
35
37
39
41
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al-Huda, guidanc e 
al-Shirk, polytheism 
al-Marad, illness
o
al-Mashi, walking
al-Su!p evil
BaVa, they returned
al-Furqan? evidence
Dhikr, remembrance
Salah9 prayer 
»
Kataba, he writes 
Khiyanahp dishonesty 
al™ f Ummah, c ommunity 
al-Yfajh, face 
1U&wan, aggression 
al-Tuhur? cleanlinesse
Anna, how 
Hikmahp wisdom 
Taghutp oppression
’ Itma1 ann? he I
al-Hawahish?
abominations
al-Ta’wilp inter­
pretation
al-Kufr, disbelieve 
al-Suwa? perfection 
al-Basad, corruption 
al-Libas? clothing 
al-Khi 2i , di sg^ Oj&S, 
al-Rahmah, mercy 
Qanitunp devout 
Khawf, fear 
al-Nasj people 
Khair, good 
Imam, leader, chief 
Shiqaq, disunion 
Bitnah, impiety 
‘Afw, pardon 
Inna, 10
Zann, suspicious
Ma ruf ? fav our
Zalimi.n, those unjust to
others
al-Sa^i, endeavour
Adna, closer
Istighfar? ask forgive­
ness
2
4
6
8
10
12
14
16
18
20
22
24
26
28
30
32
34
36
38
40
42
43
45
47
49
51
53
55
57
59
61
63
65
67
69
71
73
75
77
79
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al-Dln, religion 44 al-Ihsas, feeling •
al-Islam, Islam 46 al-Iman, faith
al-Shukr, thankfulness 48 al-Fadl, grace
Sirr, could 
*
50 al-Ba!sa distress
al-Larra1, affliction 52 Wakil, charge
Muhsanat, married
women
54 Shahid, witness
Karaj, blame 
•
56 al-Rada, perishableness
Shia, groups 58 Mata, enjoyment
al~I)uha? forenoon
o  •
60 al~Khasirin, losers
al-Istita ah? ability 62 Ratawalla ’anhum, he 
turned away from them
Ruh, spirit 64 al-'Ahzab, allies 
•
al~Taqwa, fear of G-od 66 al-Saff, rank
m
al-Hashr, banishment
c
68 al-Raja', hope
La yarjuna liqa’anna, 
those who expect not 
meeting with us
70 al-Wahi, revelation 
*
al-Jabbar, supreme 72 al-Suwa, perfection
9.
Laghw, vain 74 al-Zill, shade
al-Haqq, truth
9
76 Bighair Hisab, without
measure
al~MaT, water 78 Kabir, large
Yuza^un, to form 
into groups
80 al-Sabil, way
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It Is observable that, in explaining the meanings 
of these words, al-Tirmidhi does so according to Sufi 
interpretation, and sometimes he employs them to convey 
his personal convictions as a leader of Sufism. He uses 
thus al-Hikmah (wisdom)^) al-Wahi (revelation) ^  ^ , and• A
al-Hhikr (recollection), and sometimes profits by the
opportunity to add.uce additional meanings likely to
further this idea. Among them is al-siwa (perfection),
whose current meaning is perfection, but which he applies
(3)to the creation of Adam whose creation was perfectv .
Another book in this series is Mal-Amthal min al-Kitab 
wa al Sunnah", "The Parables in the Qur’an and the Trad­
itions" , in which he deals in a similar way, with Qu'ranic 
parables. The title of the book implies the intention of 
treating all the parables found in the Qur'an and Sunnah,
But in reality the book falls short of this promise, 
as only 22 parables from the Qur'an and an equal number 
of parables from the Sunnah are discussed,' In fact the 
parables from the Qur'an which he listed are only eighteen, 
as four of them are duplicated. For the rest, the book 
is occupied with the sayings of different sheikhs 
which are, however, not quite unconnected with his original
(1) Fol, 68,
(2) Fol, 77B«
(3) Fol, 78A.
(4) As^ad Ms, Fols, 174-231 and Paris Ms, fols,140-185 *
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purpose,, as they are always "based on a teaching found 
in the Qur’an or the Sunna* But they have nothing to 
do with the parables actually discussed in the first 
part of the work*
The Qur’anic parables contained in al-Amthal ares 
1* The parable of the hypocrites*
2, The parable of the Jews with the Prophet*
3. The parable of the hypocrites who denied the Qur'an*
4* The parable of the call of the Prophet to the infidels0
5. The parable of money spent in obedience to God*
6. The parable of idolators and hypocrites*
7. The parable of the Jews who had received a message
from God and neglected it.
8. The parable of the impermanence of this world.
9. The parable of truth and falsehood.
10* The parable of the prayer of the infidel*
11. The parable of the good word.
12* The parable of deeds of the infidels.
13. The parable of the idols.
14. The parable of one who betrays his trust.
15* The parable of the impotence of idols.
16. The parable of the heart and the deeds of the believer.
17* The parable of the consequences of the deeds of the
infidels.
1 7 0
18. The parable of joint worship of God and idols*
It should be noted that in comparing the Calcutjja Ms(\
i
with the As" ad manuscript, one is first strpick by a diff­
erence in the title. The former is merely entitled 
"Libyan al-Amthal" while the latter boars the full jjitle 
quoted aboyo. The preface of both discusses the pu;rcos© 
of parables in the Qur'an* Both texts have exactly tho 
same meaning, but tho wording is slightly different, o.g.
It is impossible to compare tho two manuscripts in 
their entirety, and draw parallels from both, as the 
Calcutta manuscript is so faded that a number ox words 
have become illegible.
Al-Tirmidhi comments on numerous versos of tho Qur'an 
in various works. Tho most significant and characteristic 
among them is the commentary on the Verso of Light, and 
many great commentators of the Qur'an have quoted him and 
relied heavily on the ideas ho propoundod in their explan­
ations of this verse. So do, for instance, al-Qurtubi(2) 
and al-Shawkani (3), though they are separated by nearly 
five centureis.
Al-Tirmidhi follows, in his Qur'anic commentaries, 
throe clearly distinguisablo methods. The first, usuenly 
described as 5'exoteric" (or litoral) approach "al-manhaj
(1) Ms. No 1056, fols.l~82b
(2) "Al-Janrii li Ahkam al-Qur'an" vol.XII, p2-60, Cairo.
(3) "Bath al-Qadlr, vol.IV p.32, al Hndabi, Cairo.
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of Zahir" and followed by the majority of Qur'an 
commentators, consists in a discussion of the literal 
meaning of the verses to which Sufis refer as their 
"outward" meaning. The second is typical of Sufi 
understanding of the Qur'an, which is based on the 
assumption that every verse of the Qur'an has an "inward" 
as well as an "outward" meaning. The third consists in 
drawing inferences and conclusions from meagre data 
hitherto available, and not until the Tafsir referred 
to by al-Hujwiri^ is traced one day will it be possible 
to pronounce the final word on al-Tirmidhi's technique 
in this respect.
One must not forget to point out that al-Tirmidhi's 
attitude towards and explanations of sufi ideas are 
coloured by the Qur'an and the Sunnah by which they 
are inspired,
Al-Tirmidhi as a Scholar of Hadlth
• -»n r«--i ....   ^
Al-Tirmidhi is described by many biographers as
al-Muhaddith, and no biographer in this field forgets
to mention his name among those who have made a great
contribution to a field of study in both of whose aspects,
transmission and criticism, he was immensely interested.
The commentator of "al-Risalah al-Qushairiyyah" puts him
-  (2 )on an equal footing with al-Bukhari■>v '
(1) Kashf al-Mahjub Translation, p.141.
(2) Sharh al-Risalah al-Qushairiyyah, vol.I,p.164,
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Al-Tirmidhi was acquainted with traditions already 
early in life. He seems to have been positively steeped 
in Hadith by which the atmosphere he lived in was permeated, 
for his father was a scholar of Hadith, and numerous 
traditions transmitted by him figure in al-Tirmidhi1s 
works. He also quotes a number of Hadith on the authority
o
of his maternal grandfather and in one book, al-Radd fala
£ (l) -al-Mu‘attilah a hadith he had heard from his mother,
0 4 O
who was well versed in traditions. He also received
Hadith from many Sheikhs whose number reached more than one
hundred and sixty.
On the other hand, a large number of scholars of
Hadith received them from al-Tirmidhi, especially those
of Khurasan, who related his book, Nawadir al-Usual. His
knowledge of Hadith influenced all his Sufi ideas, and
provided material in support and explanation of his
theories. It is safe to say that almost every page of al-
Tirmidhi' s work contains a Hadith or a reference to one.
The number of books written by him in the field of
Hadith is not inconsiderable. They are, in alphabetical
orders (l) Al-Amthal min al-Sunnah. (in fact it is a part
of his work al-Amthal min al-kitah wa al-Sunnah.)
(2) Al-Radd‘ala al-Mu^attilah.^g)
(1) Kol. 88B, Alexandria Ms.
(2) Kols. 80-124, Alexandria Ms.
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„  _
3 * Al-Parq baina al-Ayyat wa al-Karamat •v '
4* Al-Manhiyyat wa Kul mawaradamin hadith /p\
•bi'l-Nahi.^ ;
(3)5. Hawadir al-Usal fi Ma rifat Akhbar al-Rasul. ' 
All except the last one are still in manuscript form 
A study of his works in the field of hadith shows that he 
did not follow the conventional method of transmission 
observed b.y al-Bukhari, Muslim and others. His way once 
he has decided to deal with a certain subject, was to 
study it profoundly in the light of Hadith and then to
9
collect a number of Hadith in one book on this subject in
o
order to support the idea from which he started, but
neither explain nor comments on the hadith in question.
This method is best illustrated by his book al-Radd 1ala
al-Mu attilah, in which he collected all Hadith he could • * 0
find to refute the doctrine of the sect of Mu tazilah
whose followers refused to attribute qualities to God, 
and to support the beliefs of Ahl al-Sunnah, who insist 
that God has attributes which are not He nor part of Him 
but exist in Him, and subsist by Him such as knowledge, 
power, life, will, hearing, sight, speech, etc.
What he had in view in writing this book was to 
compose a theological treatise, but what he actually 
accomplished was transmission of Hadith. He relates these
(1) Hols.152A-177B, Isma il Sa'ib Ms.
(2) Pols. 184-211, Paris Ms.’and Pols. 232-270, As ad Ms.
(3) Published in Istanbul, 1295 A.H. ed. M.I.al-
Dimashqi.
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Hadith with their isnad (chains of authorities) so that 
it can ho considered a work on tradition.
The second hook in this field is Hitab al-Manhi yyat 
wa kul ma warada;m.in Hadith bin Nahi (Book on Prohibitions) 
As the title of th■> book indic^t^s, al-Tirmidhi collected 
in it traditions dealing with prohibitions. In this book, 
ho approaches his subject from -an angl- which differs 
from that taken up in al-Radd, He deviates from the 
princiole of strict objectivity in transmission to engage 
on an introductory explanation of thn traditions quoted, 
counting all prohibited 'things, adducing the reasons why 
they are prohibited and the harm which can result if the 
prohibitions are disregarded.
In al-Radd he presents a number of traditions to let 
the reader choose those that appeal to him, but here he 
interposes interpretation and gives directions.
The third work in the field of traditions is a 
collection of perablos which he producod as a parallel 
work to the parables of the Qur’an, The fourth is a 
collection of trrditions all of which contro on the 
controversial subject of whether the saints can work 
miracles or not. Al-Tirmidhi first states that history, 
and the pre-Islamic history of other nations,- confirms 
the fact that saints possess this privilege, and then
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quotes a number of Hadiths , amounting to nearly eighty, 
in support of this contention,, The Hadiths arc procodod 
by a discussion of the ideas of those who refuse to be­
lieve in the power of saints to work miracles<> These, they 
attribute only to Prophets, as to ascribe this power to 
saints would, in their opinion, laid to confusion; that 
is why al-Tirmidhi launches cut on an explanation of the 
differencf between miracles worked by Prophets termed 
Mukjizut and those worked by saints, termed Manamat0 
The title of this work is? accordingly, al-Earq 
baina el-Ayat wa al-Knramat, (the difforenco between 
evidential miracles and miracles) The last of al-. „ 
Tirm.idhiT s works on traditions is Nawadir al-Usul 
(infrequent principles) ,
Thr only ( no of al-Tirmidhi1 o books to be published 
i n t h is f i eld , i t w a s p r i nt ed i n T ur k oy lore "129 3. A * II « 1  ^ .
It contains 291 Ek'd I tin Each of them deals with an' i
essential principle of Muslim ethics with a, bearing on 
behaviour, work, treatment of others, and worship.
In a.l-Tirmldhi does not limit himself to
one field of knowledge, but touches upon several disciplines 
such as fiqh, tafsir and Tawhid (jurisprudence, commentary 
and theology)-
Before closing tin discussion on al-Tirmidhi1s method
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in tradition* it would be a good idea to study his way
of acoeptance or rejection of the hadith; he states that
*
when one hears a hadith* and feels that one's heart
o
accepts it* and does not reject it* that means it is a 
correct hadith* because the Prophet always says what iso
acceptable and not doubt-worthy5 the following two pages
will detail his idea on that point.
— — — (1 In his book Hawadir al-Usul (on Sidq al-Hadith)v }
0 0 0
al-Tirmidhi devotes a chapter which opens with a trad­
ition ascribed by reporters to the Prophet in which he 
sayss "If you are told about me a tradition which you 
can recognise and do not doubt whether I said it or not* 
believe it* for I do say what can be recognised and not 
doubted; and if you are told a tradition which you doubt 
and cannot recognise, disbelieve it, for truly* I do not 
say what can be doubted and cannot be recognised."
(2)By quoting this tradition* at the top of Chapter XLIVV 1 
al-Tirmidhi reveals his idea about the evaluation of trad­
itions and their alternation between acceptance and re­
jection. He thinks that a tradition that is acceptable to 
reason and allowable by it may be credited to the Prophet* 
notwithstanding whether he said it or not, but a tradition
(1) p,59,published Istanbul * 1293 *AH.Ed, Mustafa al-Dimashqi.
(2) p.59o
rejected and denied fay reason should not fae credited to 
the Prophet, This principle, as enunciated fay al-Tirmidhi, 
is acceptable as a whole? but the' snag there is the state­
ment ’Whether I said it or not" „ Por how can the Prophet 
fae credited with a tradition if he did not say it? In 
.answering this, al-Tirmidhi takes it that the Prophet, 
oven if he did not say the tradition, word for word, must 
have been accredited with the purport and basis of it, so 
long as it has nothing clashing with mtettexf* His criterion
for that is the feeling of assurance and freedom from 
/
uncertainty? and he follows this up with a number of trad-
r
itions which&ng'VfJdPcoptafa 1 e because of the rejection and 
disbelief fay the heart,
Al-Tirmidhi the Theologian
hone of al-Tirmidhifs works is entirely devoted to
gig, — ( T> ^
theology, except a shorty book entitled ’al-Radd ai-Rafidnhv
in which he discusses the concept of Caliphate (government)
as well as those worthy of this task. Simultaneously, he
refutes there the Shi’ite rejection of the right to the
Caliphate of Abu Bakr and wUmar. Hence the title "The
rw
Answer to the Rejection". As to the work al-Radd ala nl- 
(3)Mu*attilah, 7discussed above when his method of transmission
(a )was treated, 11 it is classed there with the works on Hadith,
(1) Nawadir al-Hsul Ch.XLIV, p,59v.~ “
(2) Pols.83b-87e Wali al-Din Ms.
(3) Pols,79b-124a Alexandria Ms.
(4) SLipra. p a
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though it is, viewed thematically, purely theological. 
Obviously in order to prove the error of the Muc‘ tazilites, 
who maintain that God has no qualities (Sif at), and in 
support of the orthodox view of Ahl al-Sunnah, who 
attributes qualities to G-od, he has collected in this 
work all the traditions available to him which mention 
these qualities. But, though the very title indicates 
the theological purpose, both treatment and approach are 
those of the traditionist. The viewpoint adopted in this 
work permits the placing of al-Tirmidhi quite un­
equivocally among the Sunnite theologians.
Al-Tirmidhi speaks at length of Tawhid (Divine 
Unity) and Muwahh&iin (Unitarians). He does not use 
these terms in conformity with the theological usage, 
but according to the belief in divine unity held by the 
Sufis who, when they speak of unity, mean absolute 
transcendence (tanzih) which, as they say, from the sufi 
point of view, "exactly fits the Almighty Creator".
This is the only correct belief for the Unitarian to 
profess when he sees "nothing with God". This belief is 
conducive to the idea of fana, annihilation, which led 
to pantheitic monism (ittihad) in the sense of "Einswerden" 
among the later Sufis, and though al-Tirmidhi himself does 
not go so far, what he says of unity can be considered a 
step in this direction.
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In addition to these two concepts, al-Tirmidhi 
discusses six points which, apart from being all theo­
logical by nature, are otherwise quite unrelated among 
themselves. They concern the following questionss
(a) Is it possible to see G-od?
(b) Can faith be acquired or is it granted?
(c) Are G-ood and Evil attributable to G-od or to Man?
(d) Is there a time limit to Paradise and Hell?
(e) Can faith increase and diminish?
(f) Are Islam and Iman divisible or indivisible?
Miracles (Karamat) and evidential miracles (Mu ta;jizat)
—  -  „  _  (i)
are discussed in al-Earq baina al-Ayat wa al-Karamat, f
and in some other books of his, particularly in Khatm
(2)al-Awliya. As to the possibility of seeing G-od, in
the hereafter, the answer he gave to the questioner was
an unqualified "Yes", but when the man asked s "How can
He be seen?”, al-Tirmidhi1s answer was rather cryptics
"As He is known here”. The man asked; ,!And how is He
known here?”, and al-Tirmidhi said "\s He will be seen 
(3)there"0 Unfortunately, there is no further information
from which one could derive a more exact idea of his views 
011 this difficult theological problem. One thing is 
certain? he believes that one could see God in Heaven.
In commenting on the verse of the Qur'an; "No vision 
can grasp Him, but His grasp is over all visions? He is
(1) Pols.152B-177B, Isma^Il Sa'ib Ms.
(2) Pp. 391-398.
(3) Leipzig collection, fol.215B.
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In addition to these two concepts, al-Tirmidhi 
discusses six points which, apart from being all theo­
logical by nature, are otherwise quite unrelated among 
themselves. They concern the following questionss
(a) Is it possible to see G-od?
(b) Can faith be acquired or is it granted?
(c) Are G-ood and Evil attributable to Cod or to Man?
(d) Is there a time limit to Paradise and Hell?
(e) Can faith increase and diminish?
(f) Are Islam and Iman divisible or indivisible?
Miracles (Karamat) and evidential miracles (Mu^ajizat)
-  -  -  - (1)are discussed in al-Farq baina al-Ayat wa al-Karamat, '
and in some other books of his, particularly in Khatm
(2 )al-Awliya. As to the possibility of seeing God, in
the hereafter, the answer he gave to the questioner was
an unqualified "Yes", but when the man asked % "How can
He be seen?", al-Tirmidhi1s answer was rather cryptics
"As He is known here". The man askeds "And how is He
known here?", and al-Tirmidhi said "is He will be seen
(3)there". Unfortunately, there is no further information
from which one could derive a more exact idea of his views 
on this difficult theological problem. One thing is 
certain? he believes that one could see God in Heaven.
In commenting on the verse of the Qur’ans "Ho vision 
can grasp Him, but His grasp is over all visions? He is
(1) Pols.152B-177B, Isma?il Sa’ib Ms.
(2) Pp. 391-398.
(3) Leipzig collection, fol.215B.
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above all comprehension, yet is acquainted with all 
things”,^) al-Tirmidhi says that G-od is not visible to 
people in all His aspects either in this world or the 
next, but they will be able to see some of His qualities*
In his interpretation, the word adraka, to grasp, is taken 
to mean to see everything, but one will not be able to see 
everything of G-od, this is why he feels able to invoke 
the support of this Qur'anic verse for his view of the 
matter.v '
Al-Tirmidhi considers that belief is acquired, because 
it is a human act, and it is only for this reason that 
requittal for belief is granted. But the instrument of 
belief is granted. But the instrument of belief is reason, 
which is a gift from G-od. Man’s acquiescence and confidence 
in the findings of reason, and in its inspirations into
(3)the heart are acquired, and man deserves credit for that.v ' 
The idea that faith can increase and decrease and 
the question whether faith and Islam are one or separable, 
have been the subject of extensive discussion among Muslim 
scholars. What emerges from al-Tirmidhi’s disquisition is 
that faith in itself is not subject to changes, but its 
effects and consequences can vary indefinitely in their
(1) Chapter VI, verse 103.
(2) Leipzig collection, fol. 21B-22A.
(3) Ibid. 166.
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extent and degree according to what besets the heart
of man in the way of wishes and desires which prevent
the ray of faith from acting within it, so that it
(l)cannot direct man's conduct and actions. "This is
comparable to the sun and its rays", says al-Tirmidhi.
"Once I took part in a discussion between two men. One
of them said that faith *~an grow and diminish, and the
other rejected this statement- Then I pointed to the
body of the sun, asking? 'what is this?1. The first man
said 'It is the sun'. Then I asked 'Can it increase or
not?’ ’No', he said. Then I pointed to the sunshine on
the surface of the earth and asked; 'What is this?'
'It is the sun?', he replied. Then I asked ’Can it Ju ■
increase or not?' He was confused. I said 'Do you not
call it the sun? And yet it waxes and wanes. And this
body which you call the sun does neither wax nor wane?'
'Indeed* , he said. I said, ’And is not growth in human
beings, plants and fruit observable parallel to the
■inert se of the rays? And when the sunshine increases,
does not its heat affect the crops of men?1 ’Yes’, he
said. I said, 'Faith is like the sun, which rises over
your heart from the light, and shines inside your breast
if the clouds of the soul’s desire obscure the light,
(l) See Mas' alah fi al-Iman wa al-Islam, wa al-Ihsan, 
Leipzig Ms. fols. 88b-92a, and Wali al-Din Ms. 
fols. 87a-90a.
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then the intensity of the, shine decreases , weakness 
penetrates the heart, and its action slows down* But 
when the passion is removed, the shine increases, calm 
prevail^ in the heart, and man gathers sufficient'N,
strength to continue his servanthood* If it is the
rays of faith that you have in mind, you can speak of
its increase and decrease, and therefore argument is
superfluous* And whoever says that faith increases
and decreases, this is what he means; and whoever says
that it neither increases nor decreases, because when
it decreases, doubt comes, he means faith itself* But
the increases mentioned in the Qur’an mean that the
light Increases, and then the heart grows calmer and
(1)firmer*
Al-Tirmidhi believes that Islam, and Iman, though
inseparable, are of two kinds, for Iman is tranquillity
and firmness, while Islam is submission to the orders
and prohibitions of G-od* The acceptance and the rejection
of both are one covenant, but it is acceptance or rejection
of two kinds* Al-Tirmidhi enlarges on this idea in the
following disquisition*
”1 met two persons engaged in an argument. One of
them saids ’Islam and Iman are one’; the other saidc
(1) Mas’alah fi al-Iman al-Islam wal Ahsan, Leipzig 
Ms* fol. 91? and V7ali al-Din Ms, fol.89.
J - t w
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'They are two1 , I said; ’When did you over find two
names with exactly the same meaning? Were it so, it
would not make sense. Whom God has^rom the beginning,
God will purify his heart by the water of mercy until
it becomes as clean as anything that can be washed.
Then God brings it alive by the light of life. Before
that the'heart was but a piece of human flesh with two
blind eyes and two deaf ears. When God purifies it by
the water of mercy, it is made worthy of the light of
life. When the light of life comes, the heart of the
chosen one com°s alive through God. When the light of
guidance supervenes then ho is guided and. this is the
significance of what is said in the Qur’an; "We made
(1)a light for him by which he walked with people"/ ' and 
that is the light of gnosis. Then the light of reason 
comes, and through it man can distinguish what is 
determined from what is undetermined. Then the heart 
is tranquil, and its tranquillity increases because of 
the light of love. Then man confesses with his tongue; 
"La illaha ilia Allah" - "There is no other God but 
Allah". With these words on his tongue, and the light 
of gnosis in his heart, he is confirmed in the belief 
that Allah is his God, and he is His servant; that moans 
that God can do anything for man’s concerns, and man is
(l) Chapter VI, verse 122. ^
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ono of ILis servants and goes no further than God permits,
and is willingly content with what God decrees for him.
Then man becomes worthy of two names; mu’min (believer) ,
and Muslim. Mu'min because his heart is tranquil and has
no need to seek for God, and Muslim, because ho submits
(l)to God in all his concerns. ' Whichever among my 
precursors says; "Iman and Islam are one", means to say 
that they are in one covenant, but does not mean that 
they are of one kind". Bor how can firmness, tranquility 
and submission be one? And whoever says; "They are ono" 
and does not mean the covenant on two kinds, is in error. 
Man, since he entered into the covenant on Iman and Islam, 
must keep his covenant all through his life, perform, the 
duties of sorvanthood in two ways, one imposed and one 
ordered. Imposed are thr conditions of poverty and wealth, 
pride and humility, health and sickness, all likes and 
dislikes; in all these conditions his heart must remain 
calm, for these things come from God in whom he believes. 
But what is ordered, the duty of worship and avoidance of 
the forbidden, doing the duties and avoiding what is 
forbidden is compulsory. Only when he does that does he 
submit to God in order and prohibition; if he observes the 
covenant of Iman and Islam he will be let off the weighing
(l) Leipzig Ms fols. 91-92.
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and the counting, ! v '
Good and evil aro from God in his Godship, and
from nmn in their deeds, Godfs Godship is interminable,
and so are men's deeds, so long as they are alive, God
is not answerable for his Godship, but men are answer-
(2 )able for their deeds,v '
Heaven and Hell are two calls for mercy and punish­
ment, always renewed every day because of the continuous 
renewal of man's deeds and objectives. They assume the 
distinctive colours of bliss and torture, and therefore 
they are not subject to extinction, notwithstanding the 
holy verse, nEverything shall perish except HimselffI, 
because perishing is other than extinction, and they 
both parish b^ rt they are not subject to extinction,
Al-Tirmidhi the Jurist
Al-Tirmidhi adopts a specific and vory original 
attitude towards jurisprudence. His works sometimes 
express sharp criticism of jurists who use thrir knowledge 
to obtain worldly benefits and material profit. This
criticism stems from thr conviction that knowledge cannot 
but leave its mark on the character and behaviour of the 
scholar. He believes that useful knowledge must guide the
fscholar to the way to God, and to the attainment of Ma*'rifai*'
(!) I^ slan and Ihsan' n Leipzig Ms. "fols. 91-92.
(2) Leipzig, 166.
(3) Leipzig, 178.
(4) Al-Masa 'p.1 al-Maknunah„ fols 45b-46a, Leipzig Ms. ^ and 
Anwaif al-Ulum, fols 159b-160a, Leipzig Ms and Anwac 
Ibid. fols 127-129? Isma*il Sa'ib Ms,
He consequently lDlam.es those scholars who spend their
lives in studying thr differences between people, because
pro-occupation with such matters is bound to aff ct their
outlook, and supplant the beneficial influence of Ma rifa*
As they have no time to study the sayings of the Prophet
and his deeds, they e.ro robbed of the chance to be guided
by them, to bettor things• Therefore} their hearts grow
dark and hard. They become blind to the light of Ma rifa1'
and not easily ainenable to guidance,
Al-Tirmidhi adduces th^ deterrent example of the
followers of Abu Hanifah to show what happens to those
who fill their lives with useless knowledge which does
not provide guidance to the Truth. He also mentions a
number of points indicative of this perversion by the
use of knowledge which is also apt to mislead others.
He describes all these points by the collective term ■ \
al-Masa'il and al-'Afinah (the perverted points),and
a series of jurists who used their knowledge
to help people evade the true obligations of religion.
As a jurist, al-Tirmidhi does not adhere to any of
the existing schools of law, Although al-Subki, in his
r (2 )book Tabaqat al-Shafi'iyyah, maintains that al-Tirmidhi 
belongs to the Shafi•school° this is not borne out by the
(1) Pols.148br16la, Leipzig Ms, and Pols 115a-124b,
Isma/’ il sa’ib Ms, and Pols 114-133, al* Zahiriyyah Ms.
(2) Yol II, p.20.
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study of his hooks. Al-Tirmidhi wrote a number of books 
on jurisprudence in which he gives in the first place 
much attention to the spiritual influence and gain to 
be derived from worship. On the other hand, he attached 
no importance to the details which are the sole pre­
occupation of jurists.
Secondly, he draws attention to corrosive influences 
which prevent the perfect progress of the worship as rot 
pests and parasites impede the natural growth of a plant.
Thirdly, he scans the sayings of the Prophet to find 
the reasons for religious prescriptions and customs.
Fourthly, he attempts to explain the reasons behind 
the outward form of a number of religious rites and customs 
such as fasts, prayers, pilgrimages, ablutions, etc.
It is clear that al-Tirmidhi's ideas in this field 
are coloured, like all his ideas, by the Sufi approach. 
Here, he distinguishes between ’ilm (knowledge) and fiqh 
(jurisprudence) as well as betweenL alim and faqlh. The 
works of al-Tirmidhi in the field of fiqh ares
1 Ithbat al v Ilal* Ms.
2 Kaifyyat al-Salah, or ! Hal al-‘Ibadah, ^ 2  ^Ms.*
(3)3 Al-Haj wa assaruh, ' Ms.
(1) Fols. 34A-83B Wali al-Bin Ms. and fols. 76A-102B
G-harajjughlu Ms. _ ■
(2) Fols. 128B-177B, Wali al-Bin Ms.^and fols. 148A-212B 
Bar al-Kutub, Cairo Ms. 120, Majamlt
(3) Fols. 36B-51A Paris Ms.
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4 Shark al-Salah wa maqasiduha,^ edited by Hosni• *
Zaidan.
5* Sabab al-Takbir fi al-Salah,^^ Ms*
6. al-Masa'il al~ ^ Afinah, M s . ^
(1) There are two manuscripts of this work, one in Paris 
fols. 1-36A and the other in the As1ad collection, 
fols. 74-131*
(2) Pols._148B-l6lA Leipzig Ms. and fols. 115A-124B 
Isma^il Sa*ib Ms.
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CHAPTER IV 
Saints and Sainthood
1* The definition of a Saintj(a)wali Haqq-Allah.
(b)wali-Allah.
2. The ten qualities of Sainthood.
3. Saints of the highest rank; (a) al-Budala; (b) al-
Siddiqun; (c) al-Muhaddathun; (d) Khatm al~AwliyaT.
4. The relation between Sainthood and Prophethood.
5* Awareness and self-awareness of the Saint of
Sainthood.
6* Husn al-!Aqibah; the good end.
7- Can the Saint know the hidden future? —
8. On Miracless (a) the difference between karamah and
nnAjizah; (b) the opinions of scholars*
9* The guardianship of truth.
10* The possibility of a later Saint rising higher than
the earlier ones*
11. The knowledge of the Saints,
12. al-Tirmidhi’s share of Sainthood*
13* Ibn TaimiyyahT'S view of Saints and Sainthood.
14* Ibn''Arabics view of Saints and Sainthood.
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Al-Tirmidhi’s Theory of Saints and Sainthood
The terms Wali and Wilaya
Before dealing with al-Tirmidhi1s theory on
saints and sainthood, it will be expedient to discuss
first the meaning of these two terms in^Arabic and also
as they are used in the Qur’an.
The words Wali and Wilaya were in existence and
in use before Islam, and before the revelation of the
Qur’an. The root waliya means Mto be next to" or nto
follow immediately after", Hence the pre-Islamic
meaning of the word wali is "helper*1, "friend",
"beloved", "relative", as being next to one, terms in
all of which the element of close proximity or close
connection is predominant and the idea of being by one’s
f 1 \
side or next to one is always present.v '
In the Qur’an, the words wali occurs 46 and Ayrliya* 
.ccurs forty-two times* fell is used several times 
attributively to express a quality of Allah in the 
sense of "protector and supporter of those who believe", 
e.g. "Allah is the protecting friend of those who 
believe"; (2) "Allah is the protecting friend of the 
believers"; (3) "Allah is the protecting friend"
(1) See ibn mansur, lisan al~**Arab, vol.XV, p.406 and
ibn Haris, mu6jam maq aies al-Lughah,vol.IIEp.141.
(2) Chapter II, verse 257*
(3) Chapter III, verse 68.
(4) Chapter XLII, verse 9*
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"Kor Allah, is the protecting friend of those who ward
off (evil)" 5^^ At other times, it is used
adjectivally to describe human beings, and assumes the
significance "nearest to God" as, for example, "Indeed,
verily, the friends of Allah are those on whom fear
(2 )comes not, nor do they g r i e v e . '
At the beginning of Islam, it was understood
from the use of this term in the Qur’an that God lends
His support to every believer, and this was taken to
include all believers. Later, Shait.eslimited its
application to Ali and his f a m i l y . I n  Sufi usage
the term acquired, in addition to its original Quranic
sense, a new meaning. In Kashf al Mahjub.' al-Hujwiry
lists the following meanings of wilayahaccording to
Sufi use: tasar uf (=the power to dispose) ; rububiyyah
(,zs6 Mslr fejj) j imarah (= possession of command); and
rendering /
mahabbah (= love). In support of the/rububiyya,  ^ * he 
adduces the following quotation from the Qur’an:
"There, protection is only from God, the True..
The following pages represent an attempt to 
reproduce al-Tirmidhi’s theory in its salient points, while 
trying to retain, as far as possible, his own
fl) Chapter XLV, v*19«t
(2) Chapter X, v.62.
(3) Abu al-H %.la Sfefifi, al-Tasawwuf al-Thawrah. al-
Ruhiyyah fi al-Islam, p.291, Cairo 1963.
(4) Kashfal-mahjub, translated by Hicholson, p.210, 
London 1967.
(5) Chapter XVIII, v.45.
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phraseology*
The main features of al-Tirmidhi1s theory
All the works of al-Tirmidhi, without exception, 
deal with the subject of saints and sainthood, either 
extensively or at least marginally. There is no known 
attempt before him to give a similarly comprehensive 
picture of this subject, nor even one which refers to 
it in the same terms.
Two themes which recur in all his books are; a 
detailed elucidation of the ways to sainthood, and the 
description of the struggle between the desires of the 
carnal soul and the longing of the heart* All those 
who dealt with this subject after him, whether they 
wrote on the same lines or modified his approach, 
relied upon his opinions and utlized his ideas. His 
conception of sainthood and saints, their "degrees"
(of rank as well as perfection) which compose a fully 
developed hierarchy, their "seal" and their relation­
ship with the Prophets are, as laid down in the Khatm 
al Awliy .. ‘ } (** the seal of the Saints), basic for 
Sufi thought.
Al-Tirmidhi1s definition of a Saint
(a) Wali -haqq-Allah.
(1) One of al-Tirmidhi!s most important works,
.published in Beirut, 1965, edited by Dr.
^Othrnan Yahya.
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Al-Tirmidhi states, to begin with.* that every believer
is a friend of God, and His beloved and that,
reciprocally, God is his friend and his beloved. He
pursues the believers ceaselessly with His grace, and
their faith follows Him continuously. Al-Tirmidhi
stresses emphatically the mutual and continuous
character of this relationship. Sainthood is of two
kindss general, as common to and exhibited by all
believers. It is the result of their faith in one God,
wi1ay at iil Tawhid. by which they shed enmity. Special
*  ”  '
sainthood, on theother hand, is one by which they 
emerge from unfaithfulness and achieve trustworthiness 
in the eyes of God the Almighty.^
Special sainthood is again subdivided into two 
groups. Those of the first group he describes as 
awliy r haqq-Allah (literally "the saints of the duty 
towards God") which he sometimes interprets as "the 
workers of the truth"', and, at other times, as "people 
of guidance". They are engaged, for the sake of God, 
in a struggle with themselves and their desires which 
they conduct until they succeed in preventing their 
limbs from doing things that are forbidden, and desist 
from the neglect of religious duties. As soon as they
(1) Leipzig Ms. fols. 71 and 209.
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are considered to 
reach this stage, they/4iave merited the attribute
"pious*1 by which they are then designated. Apart from
the unlawful actions, there are certain permissible ones
such as speaking, listening, looking, eating, drinking,-
dressing, riding and earning, which those to whom the
epithet "pious" is applied avoid doing in excess,
The outward demeanour of saints, and their
general way of tackling and performing all actions is
characterised by a general propriety and correctness,
None of the actions done by a saint will be wrong since
he will not let any of his movements, be they those of
his hands, feet or eyes, nor any utterance of his tongue,
deviatefrom what is right. Internally, however, he is
(p)
troubled by the desires of his soul,v 1
A new, bitter struggle with his carnal soul begins 
which aims at the purification of his feelings and ideas. 
The carnal soul tries to deceive him by using numerous 
guiles, while he remains constantly on the alert, and 
immediately checks any of the soul's desires that 
attempts to gain the upper hand. The struggle goes on 
until, illuminated by the light of G-od, he finds himself 
in a state of grace, and G-od's light guides him on his 
way. This process of struggle repeats itself whenever a
(1) Khatm al-Awliya^, pp.117-119*
(2) Khatm, pp. 118-119.
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new desire assails M m  and tries to assert itself.
At this point, he is exposed to an ordeal. The
soul is calm and quiet, watching for a chance to tempt 
him, and the wall haqq-Allah who succumbs to its guiles 
will fail. If he remains alert, he will preserve his 
capacity to resist and successfully withstand both the 
soulTs assault and its attempt to test him and he will 
be able to continue on his way. Then temptation 
reappears in a new guise. Whenever the saint endeavours 
to attain a certain degree by which to become worthy of 
a new grace of God, the carnal soul tries to deceive 
him by prompting him to an excess of zeals it prompts 
him to do more good in order to taste the sweetness of 
submission, to try to generate a kind of satisfaction 
with, or even pride in, his own goodness and achieve­
ment. The wali haqq Allah who keeps to the straight 
way and pays no heed to the false promptings of the 
"thieving soul", well aware that its ways are the ways
of temptation, will come through this ordeal safely,
(?)guided by the light of God,^ J
However, when he thinks that he has reached the 
end of the road, he will discover that the desires of 
the soul are still alive in him. He falls prey to
Khatm p.122.
Ibid. p.130.
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uncertainty, begins to realise that it is not in his
power to put an end to its machinations, and turns his
face towards G-od, entreating Him to succour him in his
struggle with the soul’s desires. God answers his
prayer by sending p.isyftercy by which he is rescued at a
moment’s notice, though he had almost'forsaken all hope,
and is taken into God’s proxi m i t y . T o  illustrate and
support this statement al-Tirmidhi quotes the following
verse of the Qur'ans 1 ... or YGio responds to the
distressed one when he calls on Him, and Who relieves
(? ^suffering...?”v }
remain in his place in the nearness of God the Almighty 
to receive the Light of Proximity which will burn the 
soul’s desires from his breast until he becomes one of 
the Chosen of God, i.e. those found suitable to remain 
near Him. Guarded by Truth, he will, if he remains in 
his place and is not deceived by his soul, redeem his 
pledge to Allah.
He now remains at his post, to be delivered from 
the thraldom of the soul, and absorbs the spirit of 
vicinity in the wide sphere of Tawhid. He performs no
action save by permission, and will only leave his place
At this stage, the wali haqq-Allah is ordered to
Khatm . pp.133-4. 
Chapter "XKII, v. 6 2 
Khatm, pp.136-7*
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to work for the tody with God’s permission and under 
God’s guard.
He still remains at the stage termed by al- 
Tirmidhi aw 11 y h *• haqq-A11 ah. His place is at the
is why he is ordered to remain at his post, Por, if
he went to perform any good works in that degree of
vicinity in order to free himself from his thraldom,
the soul’s desires, the wish to he praised by men, and
the fear to fall from the already achieved height,
would combine to vitiate his action which would thus
(2 )not be free from hypocrisy.' 1
(b) Wali Allah
The next, i.e. second degree of sainthood is that
of wali Allah, the saint of God. He remains at the stage
of proximity he attained as wali haqq-Allah. To be able
to hold this position, he me t  iulfi3 thr>oe conditions;
they ares scrupulous observance of the stipulations,
(3)truthful perseverance and patience in his obedience.
He must perform his duties, keeping within the limits
of that which separates him from what is wrong.
It is incumbent on him to observe these three
House of Power, bayt al-^zzah, in the Lower Heaven,
(1 ^because he is still the servant of the soul. ' This
Khatm pp.136-7. 
KKatm, p.328. 
KKatm, p.331*(3)
conditions and remain at his allotted place until he has 
achieved ten qualities by the possession of which he is 
made muqawwam = made ready? nuhadhdhab = retouched; 
munaqqa - purged; nuvaddab = . os;
muzakka == purified; nuwassa'" = endowed with tolerance, 
meekness and courtesy; nurabba - refined; nushan,ja' - 
encouraged, confirmed; and mu' awwadt. = divinely protected 
It is observable that some of these adjectives are so 
similar in their meaning that they are almost mutually 
substitutable *Consequently, the concepts they denote 
can be reduced to fives purity, goodness, spiritual 
wealth, strength and immunity (from evil).
The possession of these ten qualities renders
the sainthood of Allah complete. Once this has occurred,
the saint will be taken from bayt al-"4zzah to mul/cil al
nulk where he will find himself in the presence of the
king of the kingdom. It has been arranged for him to be
(2)before God and begin to speak to Him "face to face”, ' 
a phrase which has no anthronorphic connotations, but 
simply means the absence of any barrier or veil between 
him and God. For support for the validity of this 
point in his theory, al-Tirmidhi turns to the following
(1) Khatm p.331.
(2) Ibid. p.332,
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hadxth: "The best thing for my servant to come close to
ft
me is to be regular in his religious duties, and to 
continue striving for my proximity by supererogatory 
services until I grant him ny love. When I love him,
I will be his hearing, his sight, his tongue, his hand, 
his leg and his heart, Hone of these limbs can do any­
thing but by my guidance .”
To ascertain the exact dividing line between the 
wali haqq-Allah and the wali-Allah, it is best to focus 
one’s attention on the point when the wali Allah begins 
to evolve from the wali haqq-Allah. It is from the 
moment when he sets out on his way to God, overcoming 
all difficulties, striving with the soul’s desires, and 
on guard against its guiles, until the moment when he 
reaches the end of the way of awliya'1 haqq-Allah and 
discovers, to his dismay, that the wishes of the soul 
are still alive and he is unable to kill them. There­
fore he cries humbly oefore • ’ , until He grants
him His proximity by His mercy. Thus it can be said 
that the term wali haqq-Allah applies most aptly to the 
beginning of the road, and is definitely replaced, at 
its end, by the term awliyg1 ,-Allah* That is the exact 
moment when the saint is transferred from bayt al'lgzah 
to al- bayt al-ma" mur.
(1) Khatm 332.
(2) Khatm, p.137.
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Part of the Awliyat Wali Allah is a group #f
Saints which has been designated by al-Tirmidhi by a
number of terms such as al-sfddiqun (= the righteous)^
al-Ahrar (= the free) 5 al-KurarnaT (= the generous) ? al-
Fubala* (= the noble) and al~Mustafaun (= those chosen
by God from the beginning) * What they have in common
is that they have all been granted the grace of God,
and have been chosen in a special way.^^ God himself
has prepared them to receive His knowledge, rabbahum,
and shed his light upon them until their souls were
(2)purified as metal is purified by fire* ' When they
had reached the state of perfect purity he elevated
them to the highest place and gave them of His
unparallelled wisdom. They were led from the darkness
of the soul into the light of proximity, qurbah. and
then into His light. In support of this statement al-
Tirmidhi adduces the following verse of the Qur’ans
"G#d is a protecting friend of those who believe* He
(*3)brings them out of darkness into the light'iv y They are 
those who had put their trust in God alone, and 
abstained from putting their trust into any but Him. 
Therefore they were described by Him in His book as
(1) Pols, 131B-132A, Leipzig Ms*
(2) „K&atm, p.409*
(3) Chapter II, v.257*
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n(those) who have believed, and whose hearts have rest 
in the remembrance of Allah, Verily, in the remembrance
of Allah do hearts find rest.”^^
ion
g W K  n./Qff&lit i es of Sainthood
Al-Tirmidhi has established a certain logical
connection between the ten qualities of Sainthood which
must be achieved for the Saint to be granted the
guardianship of truth, and the degrees of the grace of
God. The latter are referred to by the general term
muIk (= kingdom), and represent each a key to one of
God's names. Each kingdom has a sultan (= ruler), a
*
council, gifts (to dispense), and what al-Tirmidhi terms
(2 )najwa (= spiritual exchange), }
Any questions arising with regard to the nature of 
these kingdoms and the position of the saints in them, 
the privileges bestowed on them, etc., can only be 
answered in full when the differences between the above- 
mentioned ten qualities whose metnings are so similar 
can be elucidated.
If the saint - says al-Tirmidhi - fulfil -• the 
stipulations in the place of proximity and succeeds in 
maintaining himself in his degree, he will proceed, by 
the will of God, to the realm of Jabarutl (power) by
(1) Chapter XIII, v.28.
(2) Khatm, p,334.
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means of which his soul will be "made ready" yuqawwam, 
i.e. prevented from pandering to its desires until it 
is subdued and submissive. Then it will be ready to 
proceed to the second degree, that is, it will be trans­
ferred to the reaknof sultan (authority), to be "retouched" 
'■I yuhadhdhaba process which will begin with the 
dissolution of all that has remained in the soul of the 
blemishes of pride which are at the root of shahaw&t 
(= the soul’s desires). When this has been accomplished 
the saint proceeds to the realm of al-jalal (= majesty), 
to be disciplined; yuLadtkfh a point on which al-
Tirmidhi does not enlarge at all. Thereupon, the saint 
goes on to the realm of al jamal (= beauty) to be 
purged, yunaqqa, to the realm of al-l z^amab (- magnificence) 
to be cleansed? yutahharg to the realm of haibab (= awe)
i
to be purified, yuzab^.a. Hence, he is taken to the
realm of rahmah.( = mercy) to be endowed with tolerance,
^ yuwassa*- ) -t
meekness and courtesy?/ to the realm of baha (= radiance)
to be refined, yurabba; to the realm of ba_, :/ jh (= joy)
(2)to be endowed with goodness, yutayyab. Thus he continues
4
to move from one realm to another, acquiring in each a 
new quality and obtaining anew gift, and divine light 
is revealed to him ss never before, until his journey
(1) Khatm, p.333.
(2) KEatm, p.334
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ends in the realm of fardaniyyaf t s s ), so that his
individuality is defined.
It is noticed that these ten qualities, which al-
Tirmidhi list*; and which he links to ideas each of
which he described as a realm (mulk) are only stages
through which the hearts of saints ascend, and out of
God's bounty receive that which enables them directly
to view God's Majesty, His Magnificence, His Awe, His
Might and His Authority, so that they feel subdued and
rendered null*
In some of these realms the hearts of saints view
enough of God's mercy,, beauty and radiance to make them
feel at ease so that they proceed on their way passing,
as it were, between two wings on either side, fear of
God and hope in Him. It is observable that the grace of
God of which the saints partake in the measure as they
rise in rank is of two kinds, one emanating from His
power and the other from His meivy* In b o s t a t e s  the
saint is guarded the while by the Truth, al haqq» and
(2 )supported by Divine Peace, sakinda ♦
Following his discourse on these qualities, al- 
Tirmidhi comments as follows? God's mysterious kindness 
thus confirms the saint's own individuality, His mercy
(1) Khatm, p.33i*
(2) Khatm, p.33b.
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includes him among all others, His love brings him 
closer longing for Him to draw n e a r e r . T h e n  He over­
looks him and later addresses him, turns towards him
and then away from him, wherever he goes he is there-
(2)
fore in his grip and one of His trusted ones. '
Saints of the Highest Ranks
On the uppermost rungs of the hierarchy of saints
there are al-budalaf, al-sidiqqun (or al-umara*) , al~
muhaddathun and khatm al awliyp^, in ascending order,
Al-budaia' are forty in number, and they surround
the throne. Al-Tirmidhi intimates that they are among
^ummal al-sidq, the workers of Truth, who are in
attendance at the place of proximity to Hod. Since
they have been ordered to remain at their post, they
( 3)have not yet obtained this permission.
AJr-valdiqqbn, whom he describes by epitheUs such 
as al" UHiana’ (= the honest or trusted ones) or al al- 
nqwiya1 (- the Sux'ong"r one.s^ 1 do not require this 
permission, and their place is in mulk al-mulk, the 
kingdom of kingdoms, They have offered their souls to 
God, and He has rewarded them by giving them of His 
light . Having finally overcome the tyranny of the soul, 
they have freed themselves from its thrall. The love
(1) Khatm, p234*
(2) "Khatm al-Awltyh;, £*334.
(3) Tols. 131B-l3^i>.^heipzig manuscript.
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of God controls them, and His magnificence fills their
hearts so that there is no room left in them for the
love of money; hence avarice does not tempt them. This
is why they merit the epithet "stronger", and why they
(l)do not need permission which only the weak require. *
Like al-budala*, they are forty in numbex; God made
them after the Prophet1s death to be the governors of
the world. When one of them dies, another saint is
promoted to his place. When the end of the world
approaches, however, they will all die, having outlived
(2)their usefulness, and the Khatm al-AwliyH J> will come.
Al-Muhaddathun. The dividing line between al- 
Tirmidhi ’ s definitions of the muhaddathun and the 
sidigqun is blurred. However, it can be inferred that
rn ' "  7
the muhaddathun are higher in rank. Al-Tirmidhi terms 
them sadaf ,al-Awli.vS(= the masters of the saints). 
Each of them "has been a chosen one from the beginning"
of their sainhhiooA, i.e. God’s grace descended upon them 
without preliminary struggle or exertion on their part. 
They are not equal in rank to one another, but al- 
Tirmidhi refrains from giving details. He-'merely states 
that some of them are endowed with a third part of 
prophethood, some wjth half, and some with even more;
Khatm-
Eols. J131B-132A, Leipzig Ms.
p.344.
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the one endowed with the highest proportion is "the 
seal of sainth~..~ c" . ^  ^
The meaning of the term muhaddath is "he who 
receives intimation*" Intimation comes to the saint in 
one of three ways. It can take the form of a vision sent 
to the saint in his sleep to convey an annunc:ation, 
mubashshirat, of the kind referred to in the saying of 
the Prophets "There is nothing (that) remains from 
Prophethood except the tidings. It was saids "What 
are the tidings, 0 Messenger of G-od?" He said, "It is 
a pleasant vi.\<iorL to be seen by the man or to be seen by 
others for him." It is one forty-sixth part of
(2 )Prophethood*v J The reference here is, obviously, to 
the twenty-three years of the Prophet's mission, in the 
first six months of which he received the revelation in 
visions.
Intiioartion.: can a^o enter the heart when it is
awake by way of divine peace) which remains
in the heart td strengthen its confidence. The Qur'an
says; "He it is who sent down peace of reassurance
into the hearts of the believers that they might add
(”5)faith unto their faith", * The one who receives the 
sakinah in his heart obtains with it a share of
, 1 1   ■     .i d  ip i i u nh iiwpmw — —  i  ........ ■ i n    ■■ m  i       »■ I lw
(1) Kh£ti?n-j..-*- ■ 1 , p . 3 47.
(2) Nawader al-Hsffr p.118 and see fol,147A Ma^rifat al- 
Asrar Qastamuni Ms,
(3) Chapter XLVIII, v.4.
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Prophethood which..exceeds one third, and varies
according to his deserts before G-od*
Thirdly, intim .tionn can come in consequence of
iJLham (insnzratinh) when it is brought to the heart by
(1)"a spirit*1* It she aid be borne in mind that when it
was brought to the Prophet in what Islam calls wahi
revelation, he was fully aware of the fact of the
messenger being an angel. However, though al-Tirmidhi
uses the term wahi "revelation", its application to any-
one but the Prophet would hardly be acceptable. Hor
can it be surmised that it was al-Tirmidhi1s intention
to equate the phenomenon of ilham with prophetic
revelation, especially as he carefully distinguishes
between wahi revelation and ilham inspiration on a
(2)
number of other occasions, '
As has already been stated, the topmost rung of 
the hierarchy of saints is occupied by Khatm al- 
AwIlyaP who is the Master of the saints, as the Prophet 
Mohammad is the master of the Prophets. He is, besides, 
"Hujjat Allah", the manifestation by which the saints 
and all The believers receive proof of the grace of God, 
and the intercessor who will plead with God on their 
behalf on the Pay of Judgment. He i-n God’s chosen
(1) HawadehT'-al-TTsu t f p. 119.
(2) Khatm , pp.346-7.
(3) Tthatm, p.343‘
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servant to whom G-od will grant His closest proximity
and who will receive not only what G-od gives to His
saints, but the very seal of sainthood. That is why he
is always mentioned at the beginning as the Hirst to be
mentioned, al-dhlkr; the first of those who possess
knowledge, al-" ilm» the first to receive God's will,
mashf jahg and the first of the objects of destiny, al-
xnaqadir, He is the first in the list on the preserved
tablet, al~lauh al-mahfuz. His station is the highest
among the Saints. His place is before God in the Realm
(l)of Oneness; saints are at the rear. His gifts come
from the treasures of God's bounty. In the sessions of 
the Realm, he speaks face to face with God, Yuriajihi 
Ki;f ahar
While the heart has fear in it, God fills it 
with love. Hue to the component of fear, his heart will 
avoid what God dislikes, whether it is small or great.
The love in it will give him hig.: spirits and courage. 
God joins love and fear together for him to achieve and 
maintain perfect internal and external balance. If he 
were given fear only, he would withdraw into himself 
and fail to accomplish many things; if he were given 
love only, his soul would be so excited by its joy that
1) Khatm, p.^4?.
2) Khatm, p *367«
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he might become arbitrary and despotic. Hence G-od gives
him moderation by placing fear on the inside and love on
the outside until his heart is adjusted, and the smile
of generosity and broadmindedness appears on his face
and in his general behaviour.v *
When he is promoted to the grade of awe and
intimacy, the saint is overawed by God’s Majesty and
delighted with his beauty. He then goes on to the stage
of great proximity and is firmly established there.
God will then purify him by His light, open to him the
way to His oneness and enlighten him on the origin of
the meaning of the Outer Word and the Inner Word. When
this is done, He will grant him the true life and use
(2)him as one of His workers. '
As has been seen, al“lirmidhi''"“States that the seal 
of sainthood as well as the Muhaddathun share a part of 
prophethood. The fact that he attributed to them paht of 
qualities of prophethood led to the accusation that he 
preferred saints to the prophets. It is possible that 
his accusers insisted on the point that none of his 
theories on the degrees of saints and their seal could 
be proved. Be that as it may, it was due to these 
accusations that he was shunned by people, and then put
(1) Khatm,
(2) T M d .  P»40o.
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(l)under house arrest by orders of the ruler, !
Details of al-Tirmidhi1s views on the relationship 
between prophethood and sainthood will be discussed in 
the following pages. So will be his speculations on the 
possible coming of one who may equal Abu Bakr and hlliar 
or even excel them, and who may, but need not, be 
identical with Khatm al AwliyaC. His ideas on miracles 
foreknowledge of the future, the security of the future 
and finally on the limits within which a saint is 
accepted as such by his environment and within which he 
himself is conscious of his own sainthood will also be 
analysed,
The Relation Between Sainthood and Prophethood
Saints are subdivided into two groups, those
who are guided and those who are chosen. As the Qur'an
sayss ,(God chooses for Himself whom He pleases, and
(2 )guides to Himself him who turns to him,"v ' Those in 
the first group are higher in rank than the second since 
G-od chose them from the beginning. Therefore they are 
not subjected to constant attack by their carnal souls, 
and remain humble despite their proximity to G-od, as 
they do not owe it to their own endeavour, but to God's
(1) Supra
(2) Chapter XLII, v.13.
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grace,, Thus there is no veil between then and God.
'•'^ nse chosen from the beginning include messengers,
prophets and masters of saints such as Muhaddathun?
an -^ seal of s a i n t s T h e  prophets were
saints of God before they became prophets, hence they
(2 )possess both qualities, prophethood and sainthood.v 1 
Nobody is their equal. They are all superior in rank to 
the saints« Al-Tirmidhi sayss "Far be it from a Muslim 
to think of a being higher than a prophet”*^^
According to him, this is not open to argument. In the 
light of this statement, the accusation that he preferred 
saints to prophets would appear totally unjustified. The 
-^eusation may have originated in what al-Tirmidhi says 
on another aspect of prophethood. namely that a prophet 
is a saint before he becomes a prophet. Sainthood is a 
asio spiritual station (naqam) while prophethood is a 
special spiritual station, so that the sainthood of the 
prophet is basic to his prophethood. Consequently, the 
prophet combines the two qualities, prophethood and 
sainthood e^  ^
If his sainthood rates higher than his prophethood,
he ranks higher as a saint than as a prophet. This is
Khatm, pp. 351-360.
\2) Slatra "at al-Asrar, fo 1.147? Qstamuni Ms.
(3) Khatm, p.394*
\ 4) ?5aL ri fat al-Asrar, f01. 147 *
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not to be taken as a comparison between two different 
persons, one of whom is a prophet and the other a non­
prophet, but between the prophet and the saint within 
one person who combines both qualities. Al-Tirmidhi 
makes this point perfectly clear when he discusses 
the higher ranks in the hierarchy of sainthood such
f 1)as Messengers, Prophets, Muhaddathun and Other Saints. '
hr. ^Afifi has claimed that al-Tirmidhi preferred
saints to prophets and as a proof of this claim he
pointed out that al-Tirmidhi quotes the hadith
concerning a certain group who are neither prophets
nor martyrs but who are envied for their proximity to
(2 )God by prophets and martyrs. } hr. Afifi must have 
misunderstood the relevant context, or must have been 
misled by another authority, Al-Tirmidhi quoted the 
above hadith to show the proximity of saints to God.
Asked why then should prophets envy them that proximity, 
when they are not superior to the prophets, al-Tirmidhi 
replieds "The Hadith itself explains that: 1 because
of their place in relation to God.*"(3)
Al-Tirmidhi gave a very delicate detail for the 
graduation of the station and its connections with 
one another - till they achieve the highest grade of
(1) Ma rifat al-Asrar.fol. 147_and Khatm pp.556-7.
(2) al-Tasawwuf al-Thawrah al-RuhiyySH" fi al-Islam 
p.304.
(3) Khatm, p.394*
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prophethood and mission as followss-
Mind is high, faith is higher than mind, al-
Si&diqiyy/Jhis higher than faith he cause one cannot
of
reach the rank/Siddiqiyyah except with mind and faith
*
and Siddiq±yyahf-both are the beginning of prophethood, 
the Siddiqiyyahof prophethood is different from the
4
common one* As is mentioned in the Qur’ans ’’Mention
in the Book Ibrahim for he was a saint and prophet.
Also prophet Idris was a saint in his boyhood and a
prophet when he grew up.
The prophethood is a perfect spiritual station
and whatever has been added to it will be considered
as more than perfect.
Hadith is higher than Siddiaijyah^-and it is the 
.
middle of prophethood and the end of Hadith is the 
beginning of prophethood-. The Prophet saids 
moderation, good looks and right guidance are 
considered as one of twenty-three parts of prophethood. 
1 ■ Prophethood is the top-nos^ rank and the mission 
is higher than prophethood. So Kilafah with a 
mission is higher tliar/Siis si on without Kilafah and a 
mission with fc.lan is higher than/ftission with
Kilafah and/&ission with affection is higher than a
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mission with kala::. Hadith with/fiission is higher 
a *
than/mission with affection.Thus prophethood is a
perfect rank, and whatever is added to it will He an
(1)
addition to the perfect, as God sayas "we certainly
(c>)preferred some prophets to others.
The Nature of Prophethood and its Grades
Prophethood is divided into forty-six parts. Only the
Prophet has received all ./the parts. Y/hoever possesses
two or three parts is called a Saint. So that
the prophet says , "A truthfulvfcioni is one of the
forty-six parts of prophethood."
He also says that moderation, good-looks and
the right guidance are one of the twenty-three parts
of the prophethood#
The parts of prophethood are as follows?
Hadith, which is the greatest part of prophethood; al- .
Sickli<piyyah; Inspiration; Firasah; Mind; Comprehension; 
Intellect; Strong belief; Confidence; Manifestation;
Safety; Courage; Generosity; Mercy; Advice; Trustful­
ness; Satisfaction; Surrender; Guidance; Giving;
Liberality; Submission; Purity; the Return to Allah; 
Politeness; Solemnity; Veneration; Geniality; Longing; 
Affection; Straightness; Favour; Fulfilment; Sincerity;
(1) Macrifatnl-Asrar 147*
(2) Chapter XVII, v.55.
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the Humility of Oneself; Clemency; Awe; Preservation; 
Vision; Miracles; Intelligence; Pear; Hope; Faith; and 
Islam.
Awareness and Self-Awareness of Sainthood.
Muslim scholars differ on the possibility of a
saint bein' conscious of the quality of sainthood
inherent in him. Nor are they unanimous on whether
sainthood is a manifest iDhenomenon, immediately
observable by others. There are two conflicting
opinions on this points some scholars affirm this
possibility, others, forming a larger group which
includes some Sufis, deny it. They argue, if the
saint is aware of his sainthood, he need not fear the
future, since his future is secure, hence Sihudiyyah
(1)(= servantship) is superfluous. } Details of this 
controversy are found in al-Qushain! s Risalah, and
t
al-Tarruf li madhabi ahl al tasaww f by al-Kulabadhi 
Kashf al-Mahjub by al-Hujwiry, and in Ha.yat al Qulub 
by^Iu“l al-Dlnal- Umawy. That it was still raging in al- 
Tirmidhi^ time is apparent from the corresponding 
passage in Khat m al AwliyS,*♦ When al-Tirmidhi was 
asked his opinion on this point he stated that two 
groups of saints were distinguishable in this respect.
(l) al-Qushayri Risalah v.pj p.662.
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There were stronger and weaker ones* The latter had
not achieved the place of proximity, nor had they
been granted hirasat al-haqq (= placed in the
guardianship of Truth)* The desires of the soul are
still alive in their chests because the light of
proximity has not yet burnt out its blemishes? they
must be constantly on the alert if they want to
(1)attain the place of sanctuary.v J Al-Tirmidhi calls 
then vummal al-sidq, Workers of Faithfulness, who
1 " V
must not go among people but remain in hiding, and have
no right to be mashhur (= known for their sainthood)*
The former., on the other hand, need not hide. They
are conscious of their sainthood. They are the Chosen
on whom God bestows His grace and His light which
illuminates their hearts, enabling them to proceed
to the highest place in the Realm of al-nalakut, to
the Almighty, the Master of the Throne. Their souls
have been burnished until they have acquired the look
of the uncultivated desert, their hearts are illumin-
(2 )ated by the light of God.' ' The Prophet described 
them when he saids "The heart of a believer is a 
shining emptiness", and; "The purified heart of a 
pious man in which there is no sin, nor aggression,
(1) Khatm al-Awliy$*,, pp.363-364.
(2) Kiratm, p.363.
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(1)nor ill will, nor spite.”v 1 They are not hidden from
others and are known to themselves 5 they are the proof
of God on earth, the tokens of His guidance and the
Stronger Ones who are under the protection of God,
and hence are free from the tyranny of the carnal soul
who has no power over them. They rely on God alone;
the Prophet was known, he who is the master of the
prophets as well as of the saints.. So were Abu Bakar
and iar after him? neither of them had to remain in
hiding, nor were the people ignorant of their
(o)
distinction. ' This is a point referred to by Sufi
writers such as al-Qushairy,^^ al-Hujwiry, al-
- ( 5 ) _  (6')
Kulabadhi,v J and al-Sarraj. } It can be said that
all great Sufi sheikhs take the view that, in great
saints, the quality of sainthood is manifest,
Husn al^&qibah.
When the question was asked of al-Tirmidhi
whether it was possible for a Saint to receive bushra
(= good tidings) of his salvation in the hereafter,
his answer was that the awliy&«. haqq-Allah had no
such certainty, but the awliya u-Allah who enter the
place of proximity, might have it, for what comes to
(1) Khatm, p.365.
(2) Ibid,  ^ 1
(3) al-Risalahj, vol.up.266, edited by Dr. Abd al- 
Halim Mahmud f jand Mahmud ibn al-Sharuf .
(4) Kashf,al-Mahjub, translated by Hicholson, p.213.
(5) al-Ta"'arruf li madhhab ahl al-Ta -sawwuf, p.,74 
edited by Dr. Abd al-Halim Mahmud, T.A.B. Srur.
(6) al-Luma,pp.393-408, edited Dr.'A.H.Mahmud and
T.A.B. Srur.
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their hearts reaches them by way of truth, and is
accepted by the sakinah (- divine p e a c e T h u s  they
might receive good tidings (bushra) and they should
believe them, in accordance with the verse: ,!Lo,
verily the friends of Allah are (those) on whom fear
comes not, nor do they grieve. Those who believe and
keep their duty to Allah, theirs are good tidings in
the life of this world and in the Hereafter. There
is no changing the words of Allah, that is the supreme
(2 )triumph.,fV In support of this statement, al- 
Tirmidhi invokes the authority of the Prophet who, 
asked by Abu al Darda'l*^ about the nature of bushra 
replied; "It is a righteous vision to be seen by the 
servant of G-od or to be seen for him.” He further 
quotes the verse of the Qur’an; "Is he to be counted 
equal with them who rely on a clear proof from their 
Lord and a witness from Him recited i t * " A l -  
Tirmidhi comments on this verse as follows: ’’The
clear proof" means that the veil has been removed 
from his heart, and what reaches his unveiled heart 
comes by way of truth, and the witness which follows 
it is the divine peace, sakineih as mentioned in the
(1) Khatm, p.373.
(2) Chapter X, v.63-65.
(3) One of the prophet companions*
(4) Chapter XI, v.17, the word "yatlu" means recite
and follow.
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f l') tobook of G-od. As it is said in the QUf*an, divine
(2 )peace increases faith in their heartsv ' and gives them 
more confidence.
Al-Tirmidhi gives the following explanation why only 
the awliya1-Allah and not the awliya* haqq-Allah have a 
secure future. It is the heart where belief in the one­
ness of God resides, while the nafs, the carnal soul is 
the habitat of evil desires. The breast contains both.
Each of them has a door leading into the chest, and there­
fore there exists a kind of partnership between the carnal
soul and the heart. V/hile the nafs is veiled by the desire,
*
there is no certainty that it will not affect the heart, 
which is therefore unprotected. When, however, the con­
cealing veil is removed by prophethood, so that the nafs 
dies and the heart remains alive, there is neither risk of 
harm or corruption or prevention of the good tidings (of 
future security) when Bushra c o m e s * S i m i l a r  is the 
case with the Muhaddathun who enjoy a great part of 
prophethood so that there is no fear of the heart being 
harmed by the carnal soul when Bushra is received. Those, 
however, whose carnal soul has not died yet, such as the 
awliya* haqq-Allah, have no right to Bushra (tidings) 
and are not safe from interference on the part of the 
carnal soul which
(1) Khatm, p.374,
(2) Chapter XLVIIX, v.4.
(3) Khatm, pp. 374-375,
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al-Tirmidhi calls meddling. The awliya9,-Allah
are guarded by the truth while the awliya* haqq-Allah
have not yet been granted this protection, In the
light of this, it is clear why the j?rophet told ten
of his companions that they would live in paradise in
the Hereafter. It was because all of them were Siddiq,
(2 )and no harm could come to then. '
Al-Hujwiri, in his Kashf al-Mahjub makes a
statement to the effect that there are, among the
saints, four thousand who have to hide and are not
known to each other. Hor are they conscious of their
superior state, or recognized as saints by other
(3)people.v ' Then there are those who have the power 
to loose and to bind and are rulers of the world? 
among them are three hundred al-Akhyar, forty Abdal, 
sov^n Abrar, four Awtad, three i'Juqaba1 and one Qutb al- 
G-hawth . They all know each other, and act in concord 
Aware that there are Muslim scholars who reject 
the idea that saints can be aware of their sainthood^ 
since this awareness gives them security of the 
future which would make it unnecessary for them to 
worship, al Hujwiri says that consciousness of sainthood
(1) Khatm, pp. 374-376.
(2) IQiatm, p.377.
(3) p.213, translated by Nicholson London 1911,1967.
(4) Ibid.
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does not imply security in the Hereafter* He compares 
the saint to the believer who knows his faith, though 
there is no security for him. Why should the position 
of the saint differ? It is possible that G-od favours 
him by showing him the splendours which await him in 
the Hereafter, and gives him Bushra (tidings) of 
future security as long as he is supported by
(1)Spiritual Power, and protected from disobedience*^ ' 
Al-Hujwiri proceeds to relate the opinions of the 
Sheikhs on these two points which some of them accept 
and some rojeo*.<2>
There are other scholars beside al-Hujwiri who 
voice their own opinions and relate the opinions of
(3)other Sheikhs on these two points* Both al-Qushayr±v / 
and al-Kulabadhi^^ accept al-Bushra and the possibility 
of the realisation of sainthood, bur only in relation 
to the great saints* They also report the different 
opinions of the Sheikhs on this matter. So does
LImad al-Din al Umawi in the book Hay at al-QulTib fi al
—  (5)Wusui ila al-Mahbubw ', voicing the same opinions.
*
If one compares the utterances of the Sufis 
with those of al-Tirmidhi, it is immediately obvious
1) Kashf al-Mahjub, p.213.
2) Ibid*
3) al-Risalah, vol. jg p.662.
4) al-Ta*.a\rpnf, pp. 71-79*
5) vol.ip p.286 in margin book Qut al-Qulub.
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that they depend entirely on his ideas, without,
however, giving detailed comments on every point as
al-Tirmidhi himself does. If one hears in mind that
what al-Hujwiri says on this topic is merely an
(1 )elucidation of the doctrine of the Hakimiyyahv 7 as 
followed by the Sufi sect, one realises how much he owes 
to al-Tirmidhi.
Gan the saint know the hidden future?
Al-Tirnidhi believes that great saints who are
conscious of their sainthood and have received the
divine tidings of their future security, know both
the future and what is hidden from the common run of
men. God has given them power and has illuminated
their hearts., so that they can be aware of future or
distant occurrences which cannot be apprehended by
ordinary human power, the spirits of the saints are
free of the darkness of material substance, and have
been released from The prison of their bodies, so
that their illuminated hearts and their mind's eyes
can see what cannot be seen by others, even if they
(2 )are in the same place* / Ihey see part of these 
things by virtue of firasah which God has granted to 
all Muhaddathun among his saints, and of which the
(1) Kas hf al-Mahjub, pp. 210-24-Q.
(2) Kh^'tm, p * 3 91 •
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Prophet saids ’’Pear you the believer’s fir as ah, for 
he sees by the light of God.” It is due to fir as ah
t <*.
that Dmar perceived in al-Ashtar p^l-Hakhai the
misfortune he would cause, sayings ’’May God curse
him, surely I foresee a critical day for the Muslims
(1)because of him*”v f It was the same power of
perception that made him call on Sariy ah, the chief
of the army, and says f,0 Sariy*-ah, keep to the
mountainside I” The faithful assembled in the mosque
to listen to his sermon were amazed, but the soldiers
stated on their return that they had heard Omar's
(o')voice exhorting them to keep to the mountainside* f 
Another example adduced by al-Tirmidhi is the 
account of a legacy Abu Bakr wanted to make to his
_ t
daughter ’ Aishah* He recommended to her not to 
accept the gift with regard to her brother and her
i “ *
two sisters* When’ Aishah remarked that she had only
one sister, Abu Bakr s&jds ”T have the feeling that
the unborn child, the daughter of Harithah (his wife)
(3)rs carrying is a girl*”w ' In due time this proved 
to be so*. After giving several more examples, al- 
Tirmidhi adds that this was nothing but foreknowledge 
of hidden future events bestowed by God on the masters
(1) Khatm., p.391#
(2) Ibid*
(3) Khatm, p.397.
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of the saints by the grace of His light
The objection that what is hidden can be known
only to God since the Qur’an sayss ’’Says no one
knows the hidden of the heaven and the earth but
(2)God”v can be refuted by the following arguments
it is a fact that what is hidden is known to God
alone, but how often did God impart knowledge of
these hidden things to His messengers, His prophets
and the people whom He had endowed with firasah and
ilhan, so that the events related above as examples
did occur * What has been quoted about Abu Bakr and
Omar is proof of that. Al-Tirmidhi expounds further,
saying that there are hidden matters known to God
alone such as al-sa-'ah (= the hour of the resurrection)*
He gave His messengers knowledge of some of the hidden
things, for the Qur’"an says that, Goa alone knows the
unseen and makes 110 one acquainted with His mysteries,
( S )except a prophet whom He has chosen. ' He is ’’the
knower of the unseen, so He makes His secrets known
(4)to none, except a messenger whom He chooses*”  ^ }
On Miracles
The Sheikhs differ on the power to work 
miracles which is attributed to Saints* Al-Tirmidhi
(1) Khatm, p.397.
(2) Uhaptar XXVII, v.65.
(3) Khatm, p.3 93.
(4) DTiapter LXXII, v.26.
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is inclined to ascribe such power to them unreservedly 
and argues that it is accepted that sainthood is 
granted by God to His servants, and that he sends 
them Bushra (good tidings). The Qur'an speaks of Mary 
v/ho received the annunciation that she would bear 
Jesus; the "ulema1 say of her that she "received the 
fruits of Winter in Summer and the fruits of Sumner 
in Winter. The Qur'an contains accounts of ahl
al-kahf (= the people of the cave) as well as of Bhul 
Qarnain and Kh'dr. There is also mention in the 
Qur'an, of one whose name is given by commentators 
as A^if ibn Barkhia who knew one of the names of God 
and had therefore the power to transport the throne 
of the Queen of Sheba*"within the twinkling of an 
eye" and place it firmly before Solomon. Al-Tirmidhi 
supports his argument with addinonad examples from 
the lives of the Prophet's companions and their 
successors and with quotations from the hadith.
In one of his works, entitled "al Farq bain al-
- - - - (2 )
Ayat wa al-karamat"^ * al-Tirmidhi stresses the
difference between mu'nizat (evidentiary) miracles 
and karamat miracles; He discusses the controversial 
attitude of the scholars towards miracles, and supports
(1) Khatm, pp.399-40Qi> _ _ -
(2) Pols; 153-178 Isma'll Su ib Ms/
•'
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his own affirmative opinion by numerous quotations
from the Qur'an, the Hadith and accounts given by
Sheikhs. ■ Al-Tirmidhi is quite explicit in his
definition of muf"jizat. ■ They are worked by prophets
at any time. The prophets may make miracles occur at
will to convince those who do not believe in their
prophethood, but they do so for the benefit of others,
not their own. Mu jizat cannot be achieved by effort
(1 )and will survive the prophets.v '
Al-Tirmidhi's examination of the differences 
between mu;jiaah and karamah led to a further heated 
controversy among Muslim, theologians, and formed 
henceforward an important topic of discussion among 
the two sects, Asha'irah and Mu tasilah. * All Sufis 
affirmed the power of Saints to work miracles. •
Among the other scholars, some accepted and some 
rejected this opinion. .Those who opposed it maintained 
that the attribution of mir s to Saints would cause 
confusion, and was conducive to unbelief. - A cursory 
glance at Sufi literature shows what a lively and
.. v
extensive discussion developed on this subject*' }
The key works in this field ares al-Luma by al-
.(2) ' — - mSarraj' al-Ta* cdhtnuf by al-Kulabadhiv } and
(1) Ma'rifat al-Asrar, fol.217, Qastamuni Ms.
(2) PP.393-408^611161 Dr. TAbd al-Halim Mahmud and
T.A.B. Surur. ( .
(3) pp.17-79 edited Dr. Abd al-Halim Mahmud and 
T.A.B. Surur.
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Kashf al-Mahjub by al-Hujwiri.  ^ Especially 
informative in this respect is al-Risalah^ by al- 
Qushe . ?± who not only quotes the opinions of other 
scholars but also voices his own* The following 
lines represent a brief summary of what he says on 
the subject of Karamai
"It is possible for saints to work miracles.
The occurrence of miracles inspires in others the 
belief in the genuineness of the sainthood. When a 
miracle becomes manifest it is a sign of true saint­
hood. The miracle is both the proof of this 
genuineness and its result, for it is the saint's 
genuineness that enables him to work miracles."^ ^
The trend of al-Qushayri's argument is 
approximately as follows. A miracle is possible 
since our mind judges it to be so. ho principle will 
be violated if it is accepted as possible. It is our 
duty to ascribe omnipotence to God; since everything 
is in His power, there is nothing to prevent the 
possibility of miracles. A miracle is an extraordinary 
act emanating from one to whom sainthood has been 
granted; it is the sign of his genuiness and honour 
while he is alive. It is sometimes performed as he
(1) Edited by Hr. Abd al-Halim Mahmud and T.A.B. Surur » 
Vol. II pp.660-661.
(2,) al-Risalah, vol0 n p.660.
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wills it, or in answer to his prayer, sometimes it *
will not occur, although he wishes it, though it may
occur without his having desired it. Thus it is not
always and not completely intentional.
Al-Qushayri seems to allude to the prophets who
have orders from G-od to call on the people to follow
them, and have faith in their message, and to compare
them with the saints who have no such orders, when he
states? uThe saint has not been ordered to call the
people to himself, hut is allowed to manifest his
sainthood to those who are qualified (to perceive it)"
Abu Ishaq al-Isfrayeini says that saints have
the power to work miracles, but only in answer to
prayer. Unlike the miracles of the prophet's, the
miracles of the saints are not muji2at al-Rnbia'
(evidential miracles), and are thus not extraordinary
acts. Al-Isfrayeini names the reason why he is not
prepared to accept them as suchs it is because
muv ^ isat are proofs of prophecy, and do not occur
(2 )where there are no prophets',v '
Abu Bakr Jbn Bawrak says? f,A miracle is the
proof of the genuineness of the miracle-worker. If 
he claims prophethood, it will be a sign of veracity
(1) al-Risalah, vol, II p,661*662
(2) al-Risalah, vol,. II p,'660.
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in what he says, and will deserve the appellation 
mu .jizat, but if he gives others to understand that 
he is a saint, it will merely be the sign of the 
genuineness of his sainthood, and will be called 
karamah even if the two kinds of miracles are not out­
wardly distinguishable from each other. Prophets are 
ordered to make their miracles, and insist on their 
being acknowledged as such? the saints refrain from 
any such claims. It is an open question why they are
not allowed to do so? presumably because they are not
(1 )quite free from guile or deceit.v '
Al-Ash^ ari states that karamat are ascribable
to both prophets and saints, but mu"jiaat only to
prophets. Mu jizat cannot be attributed to saints
because their attribution is dependent on the claim
to prophethood on the part of the miracle worker which
(2 )the saint is not allowed to make. y This means that 
there is no actual difference in kind between 
imwjizat and karamat, but only a formal, terminological 
difference resulting from the difference of the 
attending circumstances. So much for the view of al- 
Qushayri.
Al-Juwaini says? rtIt is the opinion of
(1) al-Risalah, volfll.p.661#
> . . .  . ■ .
(2) al-Irshad, p.316, edited by Dr. Muhammad,YUsuf Musa 
and Mr. Ali ‘'Abd al- Munw im.
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the people of ahl al-haqq (the people of the truth,
by which he means ahl al-Sunnah) that saints can
perform 1 extraordinary acts’”. Equating these acts
with miracles, al-Juwaini concurs with ibn Eawrak and
al-Ashari in that he sees a difference between
mu'jizat and karamat only in the presence or absence
(1}of the claim to prophethood.v J
The Guardianship of Truth
The saint who has the right to work miracles is
protected from his soul’s desires as well as from the
pitfalls (wiles, subterfuges) of Satan* This right
is therefore reserved for the higher ranks of saints,.
i.e. the Siddiqun, muhaddathun, the Chosen who are the *
Masters of the Saints. The power of their carnal 
souls is broken? they are guarded by the truth, 
Mahrusun hi ’ 1-haqq ■ and supported by s akin’ah (divine 
peace), and so is what has penetrated into their 
hearts by way of firasah(perception), ilham
(inspiration) and Tahdith (intimation). By virtue of
v - -nf_
the way in which it was conveyed, the knowledge of
the Saints cannot but agree with the Shari"ah, due
to the manner in which it was acquired, it is
inaccessible to and impenetrable by wrong,
(l) al-Irshad, p.316, edited by Dr. Muhammad Yusuf 
Musa and Ali^Abd al-Mun%n.
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by wrong, and is in this respect comparable to the 
knowledge of the Prophets which has been imparted 
through revelation and is accepted by the spirit,
(Ruh) d 1)
There is a difference between the knowledge of
the Prophets and the knowledge of the Saints, for who
unbeliever
denies the former is / but who rejects the
latter is not? he is no unbeliever , though it is
possible that his lot will not be pleasant in the
hereafter. This is because the knowledge of a
prophet having been revealed, is dogmatic, so that
its acceptance is obligatory for him and for others.
For this reason that revelation must be guarded. Nor
must the saint doubt the knowledge imparted to him,
but belief in it is an obligation on himself only,
(2 )not on others* ' Thus when Mary received the tidings
of the conception of Jesus, she knew through saklnah
that it was true, and trusted it. The Qur’an commends
her for it in the following verses ’’And she put her
faith in the words of her Lord and His scripture*, and
(3 )was of the obedient.” This happened because of 
the G-uardianship of Truth.
Al-Tirmidhi refers to this protection as ismah
_______________________________  ^ y  -1-- -
(1) Khatm al-Awliyr.’ PP.349-350 and 396.
(2) Khatm, p.346-7 and*353.
(3) Chapter 1X71, v.12,.
(4) Khatm, pp.399-400.
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in connection with both Prophets and Saints. The
majority of Sufi Sheikhs, however, distinguish between
the two ^ ..restricting xsmah to the Prophets. The
(1)protection enjoyed by saints is denoted by hif z » }
Al-Tirmidhi states that the saints are
protected from confusion of their inspired knowledge,
but not from temptation by Satan and the desires of
their own souls. Consequently, they are liable to
(2 )commit sin. } This also seems to be the idea of 
al Junaid who, when asked% "Poes gnostic all' Aarif 
fornicate, o Abu’l Qasim?" is said to have remained 
for a while in silent contemplation, and then raised 
his head and replied? "And the commandment of Allah
(s )is certain d e s t i n y * '
Al-Kulabadhi sayss "The second is a sainthood
of peculiar election and choice, and this it is
necessary for a man to be aware of and to realise.
When a man possesses this, he is preserved from
regarding himself and therefore he does not fall into
conceit; he is withdrawn from other men, that is, in
the sense of taking pleasure in regarding them, and
therefore they do not tempt him. He is saved from the
faults inherent in human nature, although the stamp of
(lj Khatm, pp.403-418.
(2 ) KEatm, pp* 402-403
(3) TuE-Qusha.yri al-Risalah, vol.jx p.665*
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humanity remains and persists in bins therefore he
does not take delight in any of the pleasures of the
soul, in such a way as to he tempted in his religion,
(1 )although natural delightsv ' do persist in him.
These are the special qualities of G-od's friendship
(wilayah) towards mans and if a man has these
(2 )qualities, the Enemyv } will have no means of
reaching him, to lead him astrays for G-od says,
'Verily, as for My servants, thou hast no authority
(3)over them.'v nevertheless, he will not be
divinely preserved from committing lesser or greater
sinss but if he falls into either, sincere
repentance will be close at hand to him."^^
When speaking of the hierarchical differences
between siddTqun and the Khatm aI-awliyaT , al-Tirmidhi
ascribed to the Khatm al-awliypf the highest rank,
almost approximating to that of the prophets, and
pointed out that he would live close to the end of
(5)the world,v J * This provoked the questions "Is it 
possible for a saint living in our time to be equal 
to Abu Bakr and Umar?" In his answer al-Tirmidhi 
distinguished between good deeds and rank. He saids 
"It is not possible for any saint to equal Abu Bakr
(1) Such as breathing, eating and sleeping.
(2) Sc. Satan,
(3) S. XV, v.42.
(4) al-4Da:- rraif, p.75 and its translation by Arberry 
"The Doctrine of the Sufis", pp.61-2,
(5) Khatm, p.436,
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and lUmar in his deeds, because they both did unique
things which nobody else can emulate such as Hurub al-
Riddah the suppression of apostasy planned and
executed by Abu Bakr, by which he firmly secured the
pillars of religion after they had been almost over-
turned by the force of the schism* Through Abu Bakr
Bod gave Islam back to the nation* ’Umar established
cities, opened up roads, and paved the way to Islam
until the people could follow him on a wide, clear 
(1)
path. Nobody but these two had such opportunities; 
that is why their names are mentioned in the Hadith 
which sayss "I came out of the door of Paradise 
towards the "Balance" al-mizan, and then I sat on one 
side and my community on the other, and then I out­
weighed my nation. Then Abu-Bakr sat on the same 
hand and he also outweighed the nation. Then "Umar 
sat, and he also outweighed (it)".^ ^
Al-Tirmidhi added that +his took place while 
Othman and Ali were there. The fact that they are 
not mentioned in the hadith proves that their deeds 
were not equal to those of Abu Bakr and " Umar. This 
is an aspect in which neither Abu Bakr nor'Umar will 
ever be equalled, as no one will ever have such
(1) Khatm, pp.437-8
(2) Ibid,
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opportunities. In this respect, it has and will he
impossible for those who live later to come up to
(1 )their standards. J
But when, in measuring and assessing the ranks 
of saints, we bear in mind the achievements and the 
firmness of their trusting faith, then there is 
nothing to prevent those who come later from equalling 
or even surpassing Abu Bakr and'Umar. Al-Tirmidhi 
says: "Who can prevent the mercy of God from
prevailing over people even in these recent times? 
Nobody can check it, for it is continuous. Bo they 
think that there is no siddlq nor muqarrab nor mujtaba
D
nor raustafa nowadays? Is it not known that the Mahdi
o *
will come close to the end of the world. Is it not 
said that the seal of saints will also come., and will 
bear witness on the day of judgment that all the Saints
( o\
are recipients of the mercy of God."v ;
Al-Tirmidhi in support of' these ideas quotes the
following Judiths !1 Certainly the inhabitants of the
supreme paradisal abodes will be seen in their high
ranks as the shining star, in the horizon.M He added:
MAbu Bakr and ''Umar will be among them. The hadith
*
does not say whether these people will be there from
(1) Khatm, pp . 458“9 *
(2) Khatm, pp-. 436-439.
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the beginning of the nation or whether they will cone
(l)in its later periods*v ' They are al-Muqarrabun who
(2 )are described in the Qur'an, 1 "The servants of the 
Beneficient are they who walk upon the earth modestly 
and when the foolish ones address them they answers 
peaces and who spend the night prostrate or standing 
before their lord, and who says Our Lord I Avert 
from us the doom of hell; lol the doom thereof is 
anguish; Lol it is wretched as abode and station;
And those who, when they spend, are neither prodigal 
nor grudging; and there is ever a firm station between 
the two; And those who cryt not unto any other God 
along with Allah nor take the life which Allah hath 
forbidden save in (the course of) justice, nor commit 
adultery - and whoso doeth this shall pay the penalty 
; the doom will be doubled for him on the day of 
Resurrection, and he will abide therein disdained for 
ever; Save him who repeateth end believeth and doth 
righteous work; as for such, Allah will change their 
evil deeds to good deeds* Allah is ever Forgiving, 
Merciful. And whosoever repenteth and doeth good, 
he verily repenteth toward Allah with true repentance 
- and those who will not witness vanity, but when they
(1) Khatm, p.439*
(2) UHapter XXV, v.63*
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pass near senseless play, pass by with dignity. And
those who, when they are reminded of the revelations
of their lord, fall not deaf and blind thereat. And
v/ho says Our LordJ Vouchsafe us comfort of our
wives and of our offspring, and make us patterns for
(all) those who ward off (evil). They will be awarded
the high place forasmuch as they were steadfast, and
they y/ill meet therein with welcome and the word of
peace ., , ,1
Those described in these verses deserve to
occupy the highest places because they have striven
patiently to observe the rules and prohibitions, and
(2 )to achieve the virtues enumerated in these verses."v '
Al-Tirmidhi concludes: "Only those will be
able to persevere in the observance of these rules of
r.:rc,„ jehaviour, whose hearts God has filled with the
knowledge of Himself, whose breast the light has
dilated, . and whoso heart He has enlivened. And this
is unattainable except by one whose heart is full of
(a >
awe and the gnosis of God."^ J 
The Knowledge of the Saints
The Saints who are in full possession of the ten
characteristics of sainthood have had the doors opened
(1) Chapter IXY, verses 63-75*
(2) Khatm, p 0440 *
(3) Khatm, p*440.
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for them to lead then to the Supreme Secret where 
they can glimpse the glory of the Realm of the 
Kingdom, and they have had the curtain removed to 
reveal the knowledge by which they can study the Ways 
of G-od in a variety of cognition unattainable by any­
body except this class of privileged people of God 
such as prophets and saints. This variety of 
cognition is peculiar to them and inaccessible to 
others and provides the answers to the Hundred and 
Fifty Five Questions, which were posed by al-Tirmidhi 
in the course of his reply to those who claim that 
they partake of sainthood and which Ibn'Arabi 
answered once in a book called ; "Al-Qistas al-
Mustaqim Fi Ma Sa!al l‘Anhu Al-Tirmidhi al-Hakim"^ ,
*
or as sometimes variously called, "Al-Masaril al
-  -  (2)Ruhaniyyah"* ' At some other time he answered these
*
questions in greater detail in the second volume of 
his work, "Al-Futuhat al-Makkiyyah". It is to be
a
noted that the questions here amounted to 157> as set 
out in the book "The Seal of Saints" - "Khatm al- 
Awliyu*" *
As regards the points enquired about, they are 
as follows
(1) Bay^zid Ms. Ho.3750 and published in footnotes of 
Khatm al~Awliy,y, pp.142-326.
(2) Daqal Kutub Ms, Ho.255.
(3) Vol.ii pp.40-139.
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(1) How to describe the stations of the Saints who 
have exhausted their endeavour towards the 
achievement of self-mollification and assess how 
many are their stations?
(2) Where are the stations of the People of Proximity?
(3) Vfhere are those who have gone beyond the Warriors? 
In what have they gone beyond Them?
(4) Whither are they bound?
(5) Where is the Station of the People of Sessions 
and of intimate communion?
(o) How many are they?
(7) By virtue of what have they become deserving of 
Hod?
(8) What is their converse and communion?
(9) By what do they commence their communion?
(10) By what do they terminate it?
(11) By what are they answered?
(12) How is their progress to be described?
(13) Who deserves to be the Seal of the Saints as
Muhammad (P.U.B.H.) deserved to be the Seal of 
Prophethood?
(14) By what qual.j fication would the deserver 
deserve that?
(15) What reason is there for the Seal and what does 
it signify?
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How many sessions should there be for the 
realm to reach to the King of the Kingdom?
Where does the rank of Messenger stand in 
relation to that of Prophets?
Where-does the rank of Prophets stand in
relation to that of Saints?
of
What is the share/ each Messenger of G-od!s 
favour?
Which of His names has been vouchsafed to him?
of
What are the shares/ the Saints of His names? 
What is the knowledge of initial creation?
What does it mean to say: "Cod was ? and there
was nothing with Him”?
What is the beginning of the Names?
What is the beginning of Inspiration?
What is the beginning of the Spirit?
What is the beginning of Certitude?
What is equity?
In what do prophets excel one another and in 
what do saints excel one another?
What is the meaning of ”G-od created the world 
in darkness”?
What is their case there?
How is it to describe their predetermined lots?
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(33) Vliat is the reason for the knowledge of 
determination which waswithbeld from Messengers 
downwards?
(34) Why was it withheld?
(35) When will the Secret of Predetermination be 
disclosed to them?
(36) Where will it be revealed?
(37) To whomsoever of them will it be revealed?
(38) What is leave from our Lord for obedience and 
disobedience?
(39) What which (individual)
minds were allotted to all men?
(40) What is the description of Adam?
(41) For what reason was he chosen?
(42) What is his pristine nature?
(43) What is the pristine nature?
(44) Why did God call him man?
(45) By virtue of what did he achieve such precedence 
over the angels that He ordered them to 
prostrate (themselves) before him?
(46) What is the number of characters granted to him?
(47) How many are the treasures of characters?
(48) In the Prophet's statements ’’Verily G-od 
has one hundred and seventeen characters1’ t
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what are these characters?
How many of these do Apostles have?
How many of them belong to Muhammad '”(P.B#U.H*)? 
Where are the treasures of beneficences?
Where are the treasures of personal endeavour? 
From where are Prophets granted?
Where are the treasures of the saints 
of intimate communion (al-Muhaddathun)?
What is intimate communion?
'What is Revelation?
Yfhat is the difference between Prophets and 
saints of intimate communion? (al-Muhaddathun). 
How are they placed in relation to them?
Where are the rest of the saints placed?
What is the shelter of the in-gathering on the 
Day of Judgment?
How did it come to be like the wink of an eye? 
And the case of the Crack of Doom being quicker 
than the wink of an eye?
What is the discourse of G-od to the generality 
of the gathering?
And what did He say to the Unitarians?
Tfhat is His discourse to the Messengers?
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(66) Where will they seek refuge from the site on 
Doomsday?
(67) How are the ranks of Saints and Prophets on 
the day of visit?
(68) What are the chances for the Prophets to look 
at God?
(69) What are the chances for the Saints of 
intimate communion to look at Him?
(70) What are the chances of the rest of the Saints 
to look at Him?
(71) What are the chances for the common people to 
look at Him?
(72) In His statements nEach one of them goes off
share
with his / from the Lord, and thus people of 
Paradise will be oblivious of their bliss for 
being engaged in looking at Him,! *
(73) What is the Exalted Station?
(74) By what means is it achieved?
shar e
(75) How different is the / of Muhammad (P.B.U.H.)
share
from the / of the rest of the prophets?
(76) What is the Banner of Praise?
(77) How should one praise his Lord in order to 
deserve the Banner of Praise?
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What should one offer to his lord in the way of 
servitude?
By what does he conclude praise so that G-od may 
hand him the keys of liberality?
What are the keys of Liberality?
To whom are the gifts of our Lord distributed? 
What are the component parts of Prophethood?
What is Prophethood?
Of how many parts is Siddlqiyyah(Arch-Sainthood)? 
What is Siddlqiyyah(Arch-Sainthood)?
On how many components has submission to G-od 
been grounded?
What does Truth exact from the Unitarians?
What is Truth?
'.fhat is its beginning?
What does it do to mankind?
What is it empowered to do?
'What is the fruit of it?
What is the rightful one? (in-dwelling)*
’Where is the place of one who is rightful?
What is the Serenity of God?
What is the implication for the faithful Muslim
of this verse of the Qur’ans "The outer and the
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inner, and., the First and the Last"? 
share
97) What is the / of the Faithful of His sayings 
"Everything is perishable except his face"?
98) Why did he mention "face" specifically?
99) What is the beginning of Praise?
100) V/hat does his saying Amen mean?
101) What is Prostration?
102) What is its beginning?
105) What does His sayings "Magnanimity is my skirt" 
mean?
104) What does His sayings "Greatness is my mantle 
mean?
10 ) What is the "skirt"?
106) What is the "mantle"?
107) What is haughtiness?
108) What is the crown of the realm?
109) What is dignity?
110) What is the description of the sessions of awe?
111) What is the description of the realm of boons?
112) V/hat is the description of the realm of light?
113) What is the description of the realm of pre­
determination?
114) What is the holy?
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(115) What are the luminosities of the face of God?
(116) What is the drink of love?
(117) What is the chalice of love?
(118) Where is it from?
(119) What is the drink of His love to you which 
would intoxicate you and make you oblivious of 
your love of him?
(120) What is the grasp (qabdalq)?
(121) Who are those who deserved contraction and 
consequently got it?
(122) What does He do to them in the state of 
contraction?
(123) How many times does He look at the Saints 
every day?
(124) At what of them does He look?
(125) At what of the prophets does He look?
(126) How many times does He turn towards His 
favourites every day?
(127) What is togetherness involving common people, 
the elect, the prophets and the favourites? 
and what is the disparity and the difference 
between then in this‘respect?
(128) What is the meaning of "remembrance" in the 
saying "and surely the remembrance of God is
24.6
greater"?
(129) What means His -fIf1 in the sayings 
''Remember me, then, and I will remember you"?
i
(130) What is the meaning of Name?
(131) What is the chief name which occasioned all
the names?
(132) What is the name which was unintelligible to 
all creatures except His favourites?
(133) By what did the companion of Solomon acquire 
that (name) which was withheld from Solomon 
himself albeit he was one of the Messengers?
(134) Why was that?
(135) What of the Name did he perceives was it its
letters or its meaning?
(136) Where is the gate of this Name which is the 
one invisible to mankind among its gates?
(137) What is its vestment?
(138) What are its letters?
(139) The disconnected letters are the key to each 
of His Names. Where are these Names? The 
letters are only twenty eight. Where are 
these letters?
(140) How is it that the letter Alif has come to be
the first of the letters?
(141) How was it that the letter Alif was repeated
with the letter Lam at the end?
(142) On what basis of calculation did the letters 
come to be 28?
(143) What is the meaning of His sayings "God created
Adam in His own image"?
(144) And of His sayings "Surely twelve prophets 
will wish to be from among my community?"
(145) What is the interpretation of Moses’ sayings
"0 God, let me be from Muhammad’s community"?
(146) What is the interpretation ofs "Verily God
has servants who. although not prophets, are 
envied by the prophets for their high station 
and their closeness to God?"
(147) What is the interpretation of; "In.the'name , 
of God"? • "
(148) What is the interpretation ofs "Peace be upon 
you 0 Prophet"?
(149) And of; "Peace be upon us and upon the righteous 
servants of God,"
(150) What is the interpretation of; "My household 
are a security for my community?"
(151) And of: "The kinfolk of Muhammad"?
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(152) And of; "The proclaimer of the proof"?
(153) Whence does he speak to mankind and thus 
proclaim God’s proof against them? The 
Supreme God did proclaim the proof against them, 
and provided for the proclaimer a path to the 
treasures of speech.
(154) And how are the treasures of proof related to 
the treasures of speech or the treasures of the 
knowledge of providence?
(155) How are the treasures of the knowledge of God 
related to the treasures of the knowledge of
(156) What is the interpretation of; "The origin of 
the book"? He treasured it from all the
■ ~ messengers for him and for his community?
(157) What could the meaning of the "forgiveness" 
which belongs to our prophet be, when He pro­
claimed "forgiveness" to The prophets and 
endowed them with it?^^
Ibn vArabi says that al-Tirmidhi set these 
questions forth in order to expose those pretenders 
in his time and thus force them to relinquish their
(l) Khatm al-Awliya', pp. 142-326.
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pretension, because these items of knowledge cannot 
be acquired through investigation and scholarly 
research but rather through cognition flowing from 
divine afflatus at the disposal of His saints.
As regards access to this knowledge which al- 
Tirmidhi indicated, the path leading to it, the steps 
to be paced by its people, its degrees, and its 
relationship with the other departments of knowledge 
which al-Tirmidhi and other Sufis call the knowledge 
of the exterior ~ all these will be discussed in our 
discourse at length when we discuss the idea of 
cognition according to al-Tirraidhi.
Al-TirmidhiT s Share of Sainthood
There is one question which occurs to oneTs mind 
namely, what is al-Tirnidhi1s own place in sainthood 
and in its grades which he expatiated upon in his 
discourse on the subject? Is there anything in what 
he wrote which could clarify his position among the 
saints?
Al-Tirmidhi did not talk expressly on his 
position of sainthood. But we could infer from his 
writings that he had reached the culmination normally 
attainable by saints in successive periods, that is
(l) al-Putuhat al-Makkiyyah, vol* LI pp.110-139-
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to say the ranks which recur with the passage of 
time, but not including the Seal, We may also under­
stand from what he said that he achieved all the 
ranks of Sainthood except the Seal which was the 
subject of a book called "TQintm al-Awliya1 , There
he says that f1Tine will not elapse until G-od sends
(1 )forth the Seal of Saints11.v This give us to under­
stand that he did not claim for himself the exclusive 
title of the Seal of Saints. In previous statements, 
he said something which indicated his station, but 
that was implicitly rather than asaplicitly, and one 
could only understand from it that he attained a high 
rank in the Siddiqiyyahscale, without any mention of 
the particular name of that rank. In the course of 
his talk about the ranks assigned to the saints after 
those of the first period, especjLdui  ^ after Abu-Bakr 
and Umar, he sayss !,There must be somebody in this 
community who knows their stations and possibilities 
with regard to their Lord; since the knowledge of
(2)
this is only acquired from the !1Sea of Knowledge11.
The spirits of the Siddiqiah. are close to one 
another, and their hearts in the station with Him are
(1) Khatm, p.448.
(2) Bahr al-Ma*rifah 1 ^  *
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co-ordinated, each of them being cognisant of the 
other as to the respective station. Thus, this some­
body can know the share of Abu-Bakr and that of Umar
(May God be pleased with them) of the grace of God 
only by knowing his won lot of God's grace. Abu Bakr's 
share of the grace of God was in the Realm of Greatness 
and ‘Umar's share was in the Realm of Majesty, and the 
share of *'Ali was in the Realm of Holiness^^
Then he proceeded to answer a question on these
lots, sayings "The lot of Abu-Bakr is fllOsds
(May God be pleased with him) saids "To be sure, 
if I go into a privy, I wrap up my head in shame from 
God.*" And the lot of 'Umar is right, as shown by a 
saying of the Prophet's (P0B.U„H.)s "God stamped right 
on l'Umar's tongue and heart" The lot of Ali is love, 
as shown by the generality of his speeches and his 
sincere praisings of his Lord. The Prophet's (P.B.U.H.) 
place is in the Realm of Realm m  front of Him, and
( O)
his lot is His O n e n e s s . '
We must understand from this text that al-Tirmidhi 
attained a certain station of the saintly stations, 
which makes it possible for him to know these lots, to 
determine them and to assign the lot of each of Abu-
(1) Khatm, p.441*
(2) Khatm, p.441*
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Bakr, 'Umar and Ali* But if we want to be more 
precise in determining bis station according to what 
may be inferred from this statement we may say that 
he attained the Siddiqiyya rank, in view of his 
saying that "The Spirits of the Siddiqis are close 
to one another, and their hearts in the station with 
Him are co-ordinated, each of them being cognisant 
of the other as to the respective station."
If we pursue al-Tirmidhi1s discourse on his 
spiritual graduation and his exposition of the way how 
he reached God as set forth in his treatise "Budu al- 
Shan", we shall find more details and greater 
precision. There in this treatise he tells us a 
number of visions which, if we recall to our minds 
what he says in regard to the saints in the course 
of their demeanour towards God, will lead us to 
discover from them with ease and facility the stations 
through which he passed in his upward progress and the 
culmination. Also if we recall to our minds his 
discourse on Inspiration, Insight, Intuition,
Vigilance against the Devil and the Self by safe­
guarding right and reinforcing tranquillity, it will 
be easy for us to realise that he regards these 
visions of his as one of the categories of divine
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knowledge, which are infused into saints by God in
one of the following three ways. In the first of
these visions, he says that he saw the Messenger of
God enter the mosque and go up the pulpit and he was
ascending immediately behind. The Prophet, on
reaching the highest step, sat down, and al-Tirmidhi
(1)sat on the step at the feet of the Prophet. 1 Ibn
tlrabi says something somewhat similar to this about
himself, and that he sat at the feet of the Prophet.
He called this spiritual scene !,In the world of Real
(o\
Porms in the presence of Majesty. } This is the
Realm of Majesty of which al-Tirmidhi spoke more
than once in his exposition of the ten characteristics 
of sainthood
In his second vision he portrays his standing 
in front of God and how he was scrack by awe when he 
penetrated behind the installed screens, and how, 
when be emerged from behind tne screens near the door 
he felt himself exclaiming; "He has forgiven n e " ^ \  
and then the dread which had seized him passed off. 
Perhaps we may gather from al-Tirnidhi’s exposition 
of these visions that he passed the place of proximity
(1) Budu shan, Preface to Khatm, p,16,
(2) al-Putuhat, vol. 1, pages 2-3.
(3) Khatm, pp.333-334.
(4) “Knatm, p, 17.
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to the Realm of Realms of which he spoke in
connection with the fully trustworthy saints* The
vision of his wife, where she was visited by angels
carrying flowers and myrtle, shows that he attained
the rank of SIddiqiyyah. This we know from his
disquisition in "The Seal of the Saints".
The vision of the tree described by his wife
- how she set herself the task of tending it until
birds came and settled on all its branches when
those branches, dry and leafless before, became
verdant, and how she continued to watch the birds
go up to the branches to the summit, when there was
(2)not a single branch which did not grow green,v 1 - 
may indicate that al-Tirmidhi, in his spiritual 
progress, will climb until he reaches the top, with 
God’s grace| and the meaning of uaio is that he is 
one of the elects of God to whom He refers in His 
statements "God chooses for Himself whomsoever He
(3)likes, a,nd guides towards Him those who defer to Him."v 
In another vision, his wife had a vision that he was 
one of the four pillars (awtad) and that he was one 
of those whose station is the "frequented house"
fl) Khatm, pp.22-23*
(2) Khatm, p. 17 •
(3) Chapter XIII, v.13.
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(al-Bait al-Ma!mur)
There is another vision "by his wife, which is
more detailed and dramatic. There, the narration is
about the Forty who are described by al-Tirmidhi as
the Siddiqis who will be the rulers of the world
subsequent to the death of the Prophet. It may also
be gathered from it that al-Tirmidhi is the chief of
these Forty and the best of them. The narrative also
speaks about the question of the soldiers and men-at-
arms and how people felt safe in their presence, and
how previously al-Tirmidhi met the Prince and took
(2 )him to the mosque for worship.v } Perhaps, from the 
mention of soldiers and men-at-arms, we may glimpse 
here a reference to the explanation of the Third and 
the Fourth questions of the questions propounded by 
al-Tirmidhi in his book "The Sear Oj. Saints", with 
his concluding comment to the effect that knowledge 
of these questions and of their answers constitutes 
a comprehensive account of the prophets and of the 
saints-. These two questions ares (a) Where are 
those who went past the soldiers, and by what did 
theygo past? (b) where will they end up?v }
Khatm, p.25. 
KEatm, pp.29-31.' 
EEatm, pp.146-7.
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From this, it is permissible to conclude that 
al-Tirmidhi did go past the soldiers, and did attain 
a rank which, although he did not tell us about it, 
could be inferred from an account of some of its 
aspects given by Ibn-Arabi when he answered those 
questions, and said about al-Tirmidhi that he was 
the leader of the Forty and the centre (qutb) of his 
tine*^1  ^ It may be that the.story set forth by Fareed 
al-Din al-Attar in his book "tadhkirat al-Awliya", 
derived from Abu-Bakr al-Warraq, and reported by al- 
Hijwiri, sheds more light on the question of al- 
Tirmidhi’ s attainment of this rank which we deduced 
from the dramatic vision, This story is as follows, 
according to al-Warraq's verbal narratives 1 One day, 
al-Tirmidhi told mes "I shall take you with me to a 
certain place*” "The Master knows what is best", I 
replied* Then I went off with him, and shortly 
afterwards, we came upon a rugged and tnilsome 
wilderness in the middle of which there was a throne 
of gold under a green and leafy tree, beside a 
spring of water. A nan, dressed in beautiful robe, 
was sitting on the throne* When the sheikh drew 
near the man got up, and al-Tirmidhi sat on the throne.
(1) al-Futu]iat, vol„ij, pp * 41-45 •
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Soon a company of men gathered together from all 
directions, until the number was forty completely.
They made signs towards the shy and food soon 
appeared .and they ate. The sheikh asked' the man some 
questions which the man answered, but in a language
/
of which not a single word I was able to understand.
Then al-Tirmidhi asked to be excused, and he went 
away, travelling back. He told me % "G-o, you have
been blessed*1, and in a few moments we were, back in 
Tirmidh*,!
It has been noticed that Ibn”Arabi,. whenever 
he mentions al-Tirmidhi, always refers to him as al- 
Imam (the leader) Muhamrnad bin Ali; and in his 
discussion of the meaning ofCA6^%b-^D4(qutb) he says 
that the who are conventionally to have this
name exclusively are only one a>. e uime. The £b;60ru.’.-i 
is also the Succourer (al-G-hawth) and he is one of the 
closes! follows, and is also ihe master of the circle 
in his time. Some of them may have outward rule and 
thus have the outward khilafat and simultaneously 
possess the inward khilafatbecause of rank, as is the
i 'i ;F
case with Abu-Bakr, 'Umar, All, al-Hasan, Muvawiyah Ibn
f <
Yazid, Umar bin Abdul-Aziz and al-Mutawakkil. Some
(l) Tadhkirat al-Awliya‘, vol.l, p.92, Kashfal al- 
Mahjub, p«229 and Muslim Saints and Mystics, 
pp.244-245-
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others may have the inward khilafat exclusively for
themselves, without having any rule or authority
outwardly, like Ahmad bin Harun al-Rashid al-Sabti
and Abu-Yazid al-Bistami. The Imams (Leaders of
faith) come from among them? and they do not exceed
two in number, with no third. They are the
successors of the L&.nt (qutb) on his death, and
they are in the capacity of two ministers (wiziers)
to the eSLfcnt (qutb) . ^  ^
*
Y/hat Ibn Arabi says gives us to understand '
indirectly that he thinks that al-Tirmidhi did not
attain the rank of (qutb) because he always
*
precedes his name with lthe word nImamM , and also 
because when he counted the cpQiuifcnt3, he did not 
mention his name, although he did not state all the 
names,
However, we nay, 011 the grounds of what may 
be concluded iron tne writings of al-Tirmidhi himself 
or reports about him by the contemporaneous Sufi 
sheikhs like al-Warraq, entitled "The Tutor of the 
Saints", say that he was a Siddiq, a pillar (watd), 
an Imam and am c-P®:l&nt (qutb), if we accept the 
classification of the Saints by the Sufis,
■(l) al-Futuhat, vol. jj p.6.
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 Suf-i-a-,-
and if we go along with, them in their notion about 
Sainthood and Saints *
Ibn-Taimiyyaifs view of Sainthood and Saintss
What occurs immediately to one's mind is that 
Ibn-Taimiyya is the foremost enemy of the Sufis and 
that he resents them in his books and treatises. But 
the truth which shines through his other writings is 
different. Ibn-Taimiyyahfights the intruders into 
Sufisn, the falsifiers of its supreme truths, those 
who fraudulently confuse in the minds of people what 
is right with what is wrong, and those w h o .employ the 
name of Sufism as an excuse for releasing themselves 
from religious duties, laudable moral rules, and the 
fundamentals of integrity. The great Sufi sheikhs 
and the'founders of Sufi ways CuuDtnoed inexorably 
all those deviations. There is hardly a book by a 
great Sufi which do:s not attack innovation, hypocrisy 
and the employment of the Sufi way as a stepping stone 
to headship, an access to a worldly gain or riches.
In general, at the time of Ibn-Taimayyah was such 
that pretenders prevailed, and were able to form 
societies, the sole concern of which was to lure 
people by their stunts and 'acrobatic deeds, and thus
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offend against the supreme truths of Sufisn and its 
noble ways, as a result of disengaging themselves 
from the ties of religious principles and in 
consequence of their moral turpitude and deviation 
from the right path in their behaviour, disguising 
themselves under mottoes previously proclaimed and 
exalted by the early protagonists for the benfit of 
the sincere ones who would follow them as their 
guides, with tranquillity ana confidence. These new 
ones cane now upon the scene, and started to reiterate 
the sayings of their early predecessors and to use 
them as a cover for their shameful deeds and 
abominations by which they corrupted the society and 
tarnished the name of the sect, falsifying as they
did the patent truths and debasing the true ideas.
This explains why Ibn-Tainiyyah was stern and 
uncompromising in his unabated attacks on them, in 
the belief that to attack them was a religious 
obligation of the same nature as the repulsion of 
the Tartars from the land of the Muslims, as stated 
by him in one of his writings. He was led to be
severe in his urging that every opening or channel
should be sealed in the face ofthese saboteurs to 
prevent them from penetrating the citadel of faith
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and intruding their falsehoods and lies. Therefore 
he raised the ”banner of commitment” to the Book 
(Qur’an) and Tradition, and this was in fact what 
the early eminent Sufi sheikhs and. the Sufi leaders 
called for in their books, treatises and Ibn-
Tainiyyah’s views on this subject are not far from 
those of the early Sufis, and his tendency in this 
direction was that of a number of sheikhs who belonged 
to Sufisn and who called for the Sufi ways to be 
followed. This should not mean, however, that he 
agreed in full to everything they said, but the 
approved principles were accepted and confirmed by 
him. Another contributing factor towards the 
unfolding of his strong line is the numerous missives 
which he, in consequence of the increasing pretenders 
in his time, received from various quarters asking 
him the opinion he held and requesting him to make 
manifest xhe truths of tne law concerning those 
matters which were at the time ”on the tongues of 
people”. His idea was that the friends of God were 
those who believed and feared, as stated in the 
Glorious Qur’an, and he divided them into two groupss 
(a) the Moderates of the right-hand and (b) the close 
and foremost fellows. The friend of God is the
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antithesis of the enemy of God, He cited verses
from the Qur'an to confirm this fact, such ass
"Verily, the friends of God are those on whom there
is no fear, neither shall they be grieved - they who
(1)believed and who did fear” ,v } and "God only is your
(2)
patron, and His messenger and those who believe”•
L  tradition of the Prophet’s readss ”He who is
antagonistic to a friend of Mine is challenging me
to a fight,” The friend of God is one who befriends
Him through agreeing with Him in the things he likes
and the things pleasant to Him, and who draws near to
Him through acts of obedience to His commands. In
a tradition of the Prorihet’s there is mention of
the "fellows of the right hand" and they are the
fellows of God who gain this proximity through their
performance of binding duties, and of the close and
foremost fellows who gain proximity through their
performance of both the supreregatory duties and the
binding duties. These latter are mentioned in the
Qur’an in the Chapters of Patir, al-Waqi^h'ah,
Inevitable, al-Insan, Man, and al-Mutaffifin, Those
mdio give short weight, as follows resjpec lively %
(1)"Those who are foremost in good works” ,  ^ '"and the
(1) Chapter X, v.62«
(2) Chapter ?, v,55*
(3) Chapter XXXV, v.32.
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(1)foremost foremost" , "Verily, the righteous shall
(2 )drink a cup tempered with Kafur"K , and "A book
(3)
inscribed - Those nigh to God shall witness it „"v '
He maintains that the friend of God is one who 
is a firm believer and fearful of God; and that he 
can foresee what will happen to him eventually - he 
can inspect himself and can make others do the same* 
However, he thinks that this should happen discreetly, 
and he does not pronounce on it definitely, except 
insofar as the "Ten Who Were Promised Paradise" whose 
friendship to God is established are .concerned. He 
further says that anybody who has earned a reputation 
for truthfulness among people may be attested as a 
friend of G o d / ^
He even goes still further. So far, the 
reference has been to common peopco, But the people 
of distinction are capable of learning the destinies 
of nations b;y virtm of unveilungs vouchsafed them 
by God. This is clear from his saying that the select 
saints have access to the knowledge of certain matters 
through the clarification by God of their insight 
and through what communion and inspiration they
(1) Chapter LVI, v.10.
(2) Chapter LXXII, v.5.
(3) Chapter TiXXXIII, vv. 20-21*
(1) al-Rasa il! wa al-Mas aJil, vol.. 1, p. 43? al-Manar!s 
edition, Cairo, 1311 A.H*
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they obtain as a result of this clarification. But
(1)this should not be binding upon others, ' as is
affirmed by al-Tirmidhi. His opinion is. that what
the clarification produces should conform with the
contents of the Book, the Qur’an and the Tradition,
and he maintains that the sinlessness of the
messenger and the prophet is ensured by the
assertions of the Book, e.g. "We have not sent
before thee any messenger or prophet, but that when
(2 )he wished, Satan threw something into his wish.™ 
Therefore what this revealing or unveiling produces 
should be accepted only if it is in agreement with 
both the Book, the Qur’an and the Tradition, because 
this means conformity. Those who say that this 
agreement is not needed are heretics, and those who
(1)maintain this standpoint are as good as unbelievers. ' 
He takes it that the alternative reading of Ibn- 
Abbass nor someone in close communion(with God) 
(muhaddath)” was rescinded for the purpose that 
sinlessness is to be confined to the prophet and the 
messenger only.^^
Thus he maintains that sinlessness should belong 
exclusively to the prophet and messenger, and he does
(1) al-Rasa ' H  wa al-Mas a ; il, vol.1,p .43 al-Manar 
edition, Cairo, 1341 A.H.
(2) Chapter XXII, v.52.
(3) al-Rasa il wa al Masa II, vol.l.p,44.
(4) Ibid.
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not stipulate in the case of the saints that they 
should be proof against sin or venial sins* It is 
not a condition that they should renounce mortal sins 
or disbelief followed by repentance because the 
Qur'an described them as follows? "But whoso 
brings the truth and believes in it, these are they 
who fear. Bor them is what they please with their 
Lord, that is the reward of those who do well; that 
God nay cover for then their worst offences which 
they have done, and may reward them with their reward 
for the best of that which they have d o n e . " A n d  
those Shi ites who attribute sinlessness to the 
Twelve Imams, and those sheikhs who say that the 
saint is "proof" and the prophet is sinless, are 
suffering from zealotry, more like that of Christians 
and of their prelates and priesrs wrth regard to 
Jesus.^  ^
What the Sufis say with regard to saints being 
proof against Satan's suggestion, saints are proof 
against self-suggestion, and not against sin. The 
view of two of the leading Sufis, namely al-Tirmidhi 
and al-Junaid in this connection is well known. Al- 
Junaid was asked once? "Does the gnostic Saint
(1) Chapter XXXIX, vv.33-35.
(2) al-Rasa 'il wa al-Masa'il, vol.1, p .44,
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commit adultery, Abu'1-Qasim?" He ponde3?ed a little
and then saids "And God’s bidding is a decreed
decree,"^^ In his booh "The Seal of the Saints",
al-Tirmidhi speaks of the extent of fear which
(2)seizes the Saint when he commits a sin, 7 The 
sinlessness which he claimed for the Saint was also 
maintained by the generality of the sheikhs who 
subscribe to his view. But it is sinlessness, or 
immunity insofar as auto-suggestion and evil 
promptings are concerned, when the heart is infused 
with mystic communication, inspirations, promptings 
and clairvoyance-
Then ibn-Taimiyyah proceeds to put forward his 
view about the names of the saints and saintly people 
current on the lips of the sheikhs, such as the 
”succourer?l al-Gh&wfch, the four pillars Amtad, the 
seven (&dtab), the forty Substitutes,
Abdal, and the three hundred Hujaba- He says that 
these names do not occur in God’s book, the Qur’an 
or in the Prophet’s traditions, nor in the statements 
of the predecessors, in the same order. He also says 
that those names wore never received from sheikhs 
fully accredited by the community, and that this sort
(1) al-Risalah al-Qushairiyyah, vol AX, p . 665 •
(2) Khatm al-Awliya', pp.402-404.
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of knowledge is neither completely false nor
'completely true, with the true and the false having
(1 )been commingled together. ' One may gather from
the statement of Ibn-Tainiyyah that his objection
is only against the number and the order given by the
Sufis at certain times and places. Thereis, however,
no evidence to prove it, in his view, and it seems
to me that this is where his objection only applies.
But the objection itself does not preclude at all
the possibility that there may have existed such
categories of saints.
Ibn-Taimiyyah rejects the names !,The Succourer
- al-Gl awfch”, on the grounds that the word befits no
one but jod who is the Succourer of those who call
for help, and nobody should week succour from any
quarter except from God; neither from an angel
favoured of God, nor from a messenger-prophet. He
says that those who presume that people of the earth
apply for the supply of these needs to the Three
Hundred, the Three Hundred apply to the Seventy, the
Seventy to the forty, the forty to the Seven, the
"Seven to the four, and finally the four to the 
(2)Succourer. These-are deviators and polytheists,
(1) al-Rasa il wa al-Masa ' il, vol. 1. p , 46 .
(2) Ibid, p ;48.
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like those polytheists spoken of by G-od in ’The 
Verse1s 11 And when distress touches you in the sea, 
those whom you call on, except Him, stray away from
regards this serialisation posed by. him as contrary 
to the divine revelation in the Verses ’’When my 
servants ask thee concerning Me, then, verily, I am 
near; I answer the prayer of him who prays to Me.
So let them ask me for an answer, and let Them 
believe in Me; haply they may be directed aright." 
He thinks that this came to them from the thesis of
and also from the Isniailites^^he Nusairis^^ and 
others who have the following designations i al-Sabiq 
(the Forerunner), al-Tali (the udluwer), al-Natiq 
(the speaker), al-nsas (the foundation), and al-Jasad 
(the body). It is possible th<*t there may be someone 
designated as al-Watad (the pin or pillar) by which 
religion and faith are firmly fixed in place by its 
mountains, except that their restriction of the 
number to four only is analagous to what astrologers
ft;')
say about the mountains or pins of the earth. y In
"He who answers
TT1 Chapter XVI1, v„67.
(2) Chapter XXVII, v.62
(3) Chapter II, v,186.
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the sane way, the idea is also applicable in 
relation to the meaning of al-Qutb which is the 
pivot round which his sphere of action turns, 
whether in temporal or spiritual affairs. It nay 
also be applied to designate anyone who may have a 
say in the question under discussion# But the 
restriction to a limited number is only a limitation 
of G-od’s liberality towards His s e r v a n t s - A l o n g  
these he proceeds to reject the idea that the Abdal 
(The Substitutes) are only forty, and that whenever 
one of them dies, a substitute takes his place, and 
that the Succourer (al-G-hawth) is the one by whom 
God succours the people of the earth. He also 
denies .as false the assertion of those who claim that 
people are given their livelihood and are helped only 
through these Porty, because livelihood and help are 
known to have prerequisites, the strongest of which 
is the prayer, the worship and the snncsiity of the 
Muslins, and this cannot be contingent upon forty, 
or more or less. However, this may relate to the 
Weak ones, as stated in the story of Sa’d b* Abi 
V7aqqaS when the Prophet told hims ’'0 Sa'f d do you 
get your livelihood except by virtue of your weak
(1) al“RaP° ’ il wa al-Masa1 il, vol. 1, p . 4-9.
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(1)ones through their prayer, warship and sincerity I! v '
There are other prerequisites for livelihood
and help, because even unbelievers and wicked ones
(2 )are sometimes helped and provided for, J
He rejects also the notion that the Abdal (The 
Substitutes) are absent in the Mountain of Lebanon, 
and affirms that it is impossible for anyone to be 
absent in this manner all his lifetime. The idea, 
he says, is akin to the assumptions of those who say 
that TAli goes riding on the clouds, Muhammad son of 
al-Hanafiyyah lives in the mount of Hadwa, Mohammad 
b. al-Hasan is in a crypt in Samcrra, and that al- 
Hakim lives on the mountain of Cairo, Nevertheless, 
it is possible that a certain person may super- 
naturally disappear for some time, either to foil 
his enemy or for some other purpose. This, of course, 
entails that Ibn-Taimiyyah approves of miracles by 
Saints, His explanation of the raearning of Ahl-al— 
Grhaib (The People of Invisibility) in this connection 
is very subtle. He says, ,!Yes, the light of his 
heart, the guidance of his sense, and such divine 
secrets, trusts, enlightenments and knowledge as may 
be deposited there are concealed from people generally
(1) al-Rasa’il wa al-Masa’il, vol, l.p,50.
(2) Ibid.
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and also his holiness and sainthood are shielded 
from the knowledge of the generality of people.
This is a fact. The divine secrets shared by G-od 
and His saints are of the same status - most people 
do not know thatA'^^
Furthermore, Ibn Taimiyyah rejects the theory 
of the Seal of the Saints propounded by al-Tirnidhi, 
and says that al-TirnidhiTs statement in this 
connection has encouraged several men to claim this 
title for themselves, each one claiming that he is 
the Seal of the Saints, as did Ibn Hanawaih, Ibn- 
Arabi and others. The whole idea concerning the Seal 
of the Saints is regarded by him as fallacious on the 
grounds that the best saints of this community, those 
first and foremost were the Emigrants (al-Muhajirun) 
and the Helpers (al-Ansar)5 and that the choicest 
men after the Prophet were Abu-Bakr and Unar; and 
that the besu or its generat: rms was that when the 
Prophet was entrusted with his mission, and those 
next to them. The Seal of the Saints, he says, is 
the last pious believer among men, and even this is 
not the choicest saint nor the most superior, because 
the most superior one is Abu-Bakr and then Umar,
(l) al-Rasa'il wa al Masa’il, vol, l.p,51.
both of whon are such that the sun has never shone 
or set on any one, save the prophets, superior to 
then * ^ ^
Ibn-Taimiyyah, however, sees no objection to 
the idea that there nay be among saints some who are 
Siddiqun and Muhaddath (he who is in holy communion) 
but there is no definite number of them, because 
nothing of this was ever mentioned. The words 
Siddiq and Muhaddath did occur in the Holy Qur’an 
and in traditions of the Prophet, and he regards the 
Siddiq as superior to the Muhaddath (the person in 
holy communion), because although Umar is the first 
and foremost among those in holy communion, yet Abu 
Bakr is superior to him on account of his being a 
Siddiq. Also the Siddiq partakes of the Light from 
the niche of prophethood, and whatever comes to him 
is protected from the evil suggestions of Satan.
The Muhaddath (in holy communion), however, is liabl 
to right and wrong, and it is the Book the Qur’an 
and the Tradition which mark off his right from 
wr ong. ^  ^
Ibn-Taimiyyah, in his book Haqiqat Madhhab al- 
Ittihadiyyin, assailed with severe strictures the
(1) al-Rasa'il wa al Masa’il, vol. 1, pp,51-2.
(2 ) HaqiqatT LTadhhab al-Ittihadiyyin, pp. 5 9-60.
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the theory of the Seal of the Saints as propounded
by al-gakim al-Tirnidhi, and whilst he entertains
respect and appreciation for al-Hakim al-Tirnidhi as
one of the chief Sufi Sheikhs, he, however, considers
that he committed an error in the idee, of the Seal
of the Saints and contradicted himself in some points
where he allowed that there would be someone among
the latter men who could be superior to Abu-Bakr and
Umar, namely, the Seal of the Saints, and where,
in replying to those who claim that the Saint is
concealed from sight with his sainthood unrevealed,
he cited the cases of Abu-Bakr and Umars al-
Tiriaidhi rejects as fallacious the claims of these
pretenders because what follows from their statements
is that the Saint who, in their view, is unknown is
(1 )better than Abu-Bakr and 'Umar and i.nis is absurd. j 
This thesis of al-Hakim al-Tirnidhi1s, says 
Ibn-Taimiyyah, has paved the way lor many pretenders 
to arrogate for themselves the rank of "Seal of the 
Saints'1 such as Ibn-Arabi and others. This is why he 
strongly attacks Ibn-Arabi and his like, and accuses 
him of unbelief as a result of his decision 
regarding the theory of the Seal of the Saints and
(1) Hapiqat Madhhab al-111ihadiyyin, p .60.
* •
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in consequence of his preference of the Seal of the 
Saints to the messengers of G-ocL, and because of his 
view that the prophets partake of the light of the 
seal of the Saints 011 certain occasions. All this, 
Ibn-Taimiyyah says, is unbelief, pure and simple. 
Ibn-Arabi’s View
Ibn-Arabi’s discussion of Sainthood and Saints 
is runified, rambling and of many appendices, 
because it is his way, when discussing an idea, to 
treat a subject comprehensively and to exhaust every 
relevant opinion or statement, trying to emphasise 
then in such garb as would show his hand in the 
weaving of it and his touches. The scope here is 
not ample enough to embrace all he said on the 
subject; but, in our survey, we shall underscore 
three ideas which he invested with a new complexion, 
different f r on that g® « 'by al - T i rmi dhi
namelys (a) the general prophethood and the 
prophethood of law-giving, (b) the acquisition of 
the rank of prophethood and (c) the seal of the Paiti - 
culuif- and Uivi i'^ rxsrg sainthood.
Ibn-Arabi maintains that prophethood is a * 
station with God, achievable by men, but exclusively
(1) Haqiqat Madhhab al-Ittihadiyyin, p.57.
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for the superiors among them. The station is
granted to the law-giving prophet, and may he
granted to the lieutenant of this law-giving prophet,
(1)if he follows in his footsteps. ; This is inferred
from the following verse in the Qur’an concerning
Musa, the prophets "And we granted him of our mercy,
(2 )his brother Aaron as a p r o p h e t " ' On the strength 
of this, Ibn Arahi concludes that the status of 
prophethood can be acquired, in the sane way as 
Aaron acquired it by copying Musa (Moses). This is 
his inference and the tenor of his argument but a 
glance at the Qur’anic verse would lead us to infer 
that Aaron attained his prophethood by the grace of 
G-od, and not by acquisition. This is reinforced by 
the word "Wahabna" - we granted - and a grant is a 
free gift or gratuity directly from God, in which a 
servant of God has no hand nor is it a reward or a 
wage for a piece of work,
Ibn-Arabi also maintains on this inference of 
his that prophethood is of two kindss (a) law- 
giving prophethood and (b) general prophethood, and 
that the law-giving prophethood came to an end in 
the prophethood of Muhammad, in the sense that there
(1) al-Futuhat, vol. p.3.
(2) Chapter‘IXX, v.53.
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will be no law-giving prophethood after the Prophet 
Muhammad and there will be no other revealed law 
(shar ). This kind of prophethood is the one 
inplied in the Prophet's sayings "There will be 
no prophet after ne." The implication here is that 
therd will be no revealed law after his revealed law.^^ 
The general prophethood or the status of 
prophethood, on the other hand, which is meant by
Ibn-Arabi to be the station of proximity, is not
/i
blocked or terminated. Ibn-Arabi, in this
classification, was led by what he said himself that
Christ would come at the end of tine and, that as
a prophet coming after Muhammad, he was the one meant
in the Prophet's tradition just quoted, in the sense
that Muhammad's prophethood would be a law-giving
prophethood and that Christ, coning as he would after
Muhamnad, would be only a follower in this context
(?)
and would only enforce the laws of Mubaim::ad.■v }
In support of this, his view, Ibn-Arabi employs 
the idea of the non-cessation of the general 
prophethood which is the station of proximity, and 
the idea that those who are close to God (al- 
Muqarrabun) comprise the prophets, the saints and
(1) al-Putuhat? vol, II p.3*
(2) Ibid.
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the angels. This designation is given the verses
"a spring iron which those nigh to loci shall drink.
It is also used in reference to Jesus in the verses
"regarded in this world and the next and of those
(2 )whose place is nigh to God."v ' The Archangel Gabriel 
used to cone down to the Prophet with the revelations* 
He was one of those whose place is very near to God, 
and. yet he was not designated as prophet* Ibn- 
Arabi says that al-Gha&Sali is reported to have sub­
scribed to the theory of the acquisition of proximity
which can be achieved, by those near to God like the
(3) *prophets and others.K J Ibn-Arabi says further that
al-Ghasaali touched on this subject in his treatise
* - i?"Alchemy of Happiness,?/"Keenyaf al-Sa'adaM . But al- 
Ghazzali's discourse, either in "Alchemy of 
Happiness" or in al-nunqidh nina al-Dalai "Deliverance
o
from Error", there is no mention at all of anything 
of this sort. There, his discussion is focussed only
on gnosis and information obtainable through the
medium of prophethood or certain aspects of it such 
as inspiration and other channels of gnosis vouchsafed 
by God to those of His servants who are sincere in
(1) Chapter LZXXIII, v.28.
(2) Chapter III, v,15.
(3) al-Fut-n.bat; vol. jj p.3,
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this adoration and have diligently pressed on on the 
way leahing to Him. Therefore, he did not even as 
much as hint, directly or remotely, at the 
acquisition, or the station, of prophethood, and his 
only engagement in the subject is to present the 
idea and then attempt to throw light on the 
attainment of gnosis not through the worked channel 
but, as he intends to show, through the channel of 
revelation and inspiration from the divine main­
spring directly.
Ibn-Arabi reverts to the same subject again 
on page 90 of the same part of the book, in the course 
of his answers to questions Hos. 82 and 83 of al- 
TirmidhiTs questions set forth in his book Khaim al- 
Awliya, the Seal of the Saints. These two questions 
will be remembered as (1) of huw many parts is 
prophethood and (2) what is prophethood? In the 
course of hio discussion here, he reports a statement 
attributed to Sheikh Abdul-Qadir al-Jilani, which
implies that he (al-Jilani) tends towards the same 
(
trend as Ibn-Arabi wh'o favours the idea of the
permanence of the general prophethood. The statement
is "0 fraternities of prophets, you have been
vouchsafed the title, and we have been vouchsafed
(l) See al-Munqidh min al-Dalal, p.52 and Kimya' 
al-Sa'-adah, 'pp*87-88 edited by Sheikh M uha 
Mmad Jabir.
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(i 'j
what you have not beon vouchsafed."^ '
accordingly, Ibn-Arabi thinks that there are two 
seals of sainthood, and not one. The seal is only one 
in all tine, in the sense that he cannot be repeated 
or duplicated in periods of time, but remains one in 
the whole duration of the world, and G-od concludes by 
him the Saints who inherit from Muhammad, so that 
none of those inheritors can be greater than he. And 
as there is a seal for the general sainthood (the 
Muhammedan sainthood) so is there another seal for 
the general sainthood, from Adam to the last saint.
The seal of the general sainthood is Jesus, of whom 
Ibn-Arabi sayss "lie is the Seal of the Saints as he 
was the seal of the cycle of the realm. For him 
there will be two resurrectional gatherings; one 
with the community of Muhammad and tne other, in his
(p)
cp.pacity as a messenger of God, with the messengers♦" K } 
He thinks that the seal uf the Muhammedan sainthood is 
not the last of the saints, but only Superior in rank, 
and that saints subsequent to him do not inherit from 
the Muhammedan prophethood but only from the 
prophethoods prior to the Muhammedan prophethood. He 
also thinks that there are saints who inherit from
(1) al-Futuhat, vol. Il,p#90„
(2) Ibid.
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Adam and others fron hoah, and others still from
Abraham. There are also inheritors from every
prophet. He expatiates 011 all this in the second
volume of his "PutShat" . ^ ^
It will be remembered that al-Tirnidhi, when
talking about saints, considers sainthood as a
general spiritual standing, associated with the
prophet in his prophethood. Ibn-Arabi endorses this,
but he, on the same page, retreats from it and says
that sainthood is general prophethood, and that the
(2)law-giving prophethood is exclusive prophethood.v ' 
But one who studies the thesis of Ibn-Arabi 
will find it clear that he does not believe that 
there was a prophet after Muhammad, and that he only 
discusses the idea in the light of Sufism. Y/hat 
prompted him to adopt this standpoint is, as stated 
previously, the advent of Jesus. This discussion of 
his has thrown the dooi open for a variety of 
pretenders who were able to introduce into Islam 
various foreign elements, incongenial to it. As a 
result, a schismatic sect such as al-Qadyaniyyah, 
for instance, took advantage of his theory and used 
it as a support for the contention that it was
(1) al-Putuhat, vo1♦ 11 pp.4-2 3•
(2) Ibid p.24.
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possible for a prophet to succeed Muhannad.
N
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Al-Tirmidhi1 s Theory of Gnosis
Gnosis, ma'rifah as al-Tirmidhi understands 
it, is related to his idea of light. His conception 
of light includes a number of different kinds of 
ma'rifah each of which is seen as a fruit of light. 
The following pages are an attempt to demonstrate 
the nature of the relationships between light and 
ma rifahas deduced from his work.
Light
Al-TirmidhiTs idea of light is based on and
derived from the verse of the QurTans "God is the
(1)
light of heavens and earth”. } Al-Tirmidhi divides 
all light into nine kinds, all of which emanate from 
the light of Gods-
(1) The light of the sun.
(2) The light of the moon.
(3) The light of the stars-.
(4) The light of day,
(5) The light of lightning.
(6) The light of fire,
(7) The light of the eye.
(8) The light of elements.
(9) The light of gnosis, ma'rifah.
(1) Chapter XXIV, v.35.
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Ma-'rifahis the king and master of all lights because 
it emanates from God's Oneness, wears the clothes of 
His Lordship and leads to the Uniqueness, The light 
of the ma"rifahis the supreme light and it is nobler 
and brighter than all other kinds of light, though 
all of them come from God. This is because it is an 
inward light, while all the others are outward lights * 
They have merely come out of His kingdom, while 
maArifahhas come out of Oneness.
Here al-Tirmidhi interrupts his analysis of 
ma'rifahto embark on a discussion of the nature of 
light in general. He statess "Light has seven 
cities" and then he proceeds to enumerate them as 
follows s~
(1) Sense (fu!ad)c
(2) Conscience (damir).
(3) Ghilaf,
(4) Heart ( CjtjZ. .
(5) Epieardrum (shighaf),
(6) Core of the heart
(7) Intellect, (al-Lubb).
The seven abodes of light are not equal in 
rank, al-Tirmidhi visualises then in a kind of
(l) See „-Ghawr al- Umur, fol,23A As ad Ms,Ho. 1312
and_al-A ’da! we, al-Hafs, fol.l47A and Sifat al-
Qulub, folo223A.
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gradation or rather involution, with each following
"city" forming the nucleus of the preceding one.
The conscience is the nucleus of the fu-ad, the ghilaf
is the nucleus of the conscience, the heart is the
nucleus of ghilaf, the epicardium is the nucleus of
the heart, the heart's core is the nucleus of the
epicardium, the intellect is the nucleus of the
heart's core. It is the organ of the light.
Thus al-Tirmidhi conceives of the seven cities
as each situated within one of the others, each with
its own door provided with a key and a curtain.
There is a wall between every two doors, and a
(2 )trench before each wall.v 1
Each of the doors is derived from one of God's 
qualitiess the door of the fu< ad from the light of 
mercy; that of conscience from the light of pity; 
that of the ghilaf from the light of generosity; that 
of the heart from tne light of glory. The door of 
the epicardium comes from the light of giving, and the 
door of the core of the heart from the light of 
divinity. The door of the intellect is rna.de of 
affection, and the light of affection comes from the
(1) See_Ghawr fol.lB and al-A:da''i'd I,133B and ‘S if at al- 
Qulub, fol.220A*
(2) See_Ghnwr fol. 2A and al-Asdaffol. 134A Sifat al— 
Qulub, fol„220B. * ’ *
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light of proximity to GocI* The light of proximity 
comes from the light of will. The light of will 
comes from the light of love which comes from the 
light of grace. These are very subtle shades, says 
al-Tirmidhi, and cannot be subjected to examination 
or s c r u t i n y . H e  then proceeds to describe the 
"curtains" veiling each doors ~t ) I- f l y u yad) is 
covered with beauty, the conscience with majesty, a,nd 
the ghilaf with authority. The heart is covered with
4
awe? the epicardum with ability? the core with
The Keys
To open any of these doors one has to know the 
right key, which one can obtain by preparing oneself 
by achieving the quality indicated by the relevant 
attribute. Having opened the door by means of the 
suitable key, one can pass through it and enter the 
city. Thus admissio^Ts the key of the door of fu 'ad, 
oneness the key of the door of conscience, and faith 
the key of the door of Ghilaf, Islam is the key which 
opens the door of the heart, sincerity the key to the 
door of the epicard/un, veracity the key to the door
magnificence and the intellect with
(o \
is part of the realm,v J
(1) Ghawr fol. 2kf and al-A ■ da'f ol. 134A and Sifat al- 
Qulub, fol. 220A and B..
(2) Ibid.
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of the core, "but it is gnosis which is the key to
surrounds a city* It is a large plain, so that 
advice, commands and decrees issue from it. They 
originate at the sessions of the king and the mind.
is colourful, lamps of mercy, rays emanating from
the heart and sparkling candles are the source of
great brightness. The king’s seat is also bright
with the shine of various metals. The seats of the
participants are gradated according to their merit.
It is his refectory where his table is set, and the
court where his armies are gathered and whence they
go out. It is veiled with curtains of mercy and
(2)
surrounded with seven walls and seven trenches. '
In describing the relation between fu ’ad and chest
and other objects and substances which he thought
were found round the chest, al-Tirmidhi bore in mind
the meaning of the verses of the Qur'ans "God is the
light of heaven and earth. The likeness of His
light is as if there were a niche, and within it a
(d )lamps the lamp enclosed in glass”,
the door of the intellect,
T h e s u r r o u n d s  the the plain
The description of the scene of these sessions
G-hawr fol. 2 and al-A" <Ja! fol.134 and Sifat fol.220 
Ibid,
(3) Chapter XXIV, v.35.
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"One whose heart God has opened to Islam, so that
he has received enlightenment from G-od.f
"And that which is (locked up) in (Human) breasts is
made manifest^^
In support of his ideas on this connection
between the chest and the sense (fu!ad), al-Tirmidhi
adduces the words of Ibn "Abbas and Ubayy b. Ka'^ bs
"The lamp is the light, the glass is in the heart,
and the niche is the chest"; and also those of al-
Suddi who says s "As the lamp was placed in the glass
and it was flooded with light, and the light came
forth out of the niche to light the house, so the
chest lit up and the light flooded from the chest and
(^illuminated the soul."v '
Al-Tirmidhi spins out further the comparison 
between the soulTs and the city's need for light.
He also enlarges on the need for security of these 
cities, which are surrounded with walls and ditches,, 
There are seven walls to protect the city from enemy 
attack. For further protection there are seven 
ditches between the walls to make it difficult for 
the enemy to break through.
All the walls and ditches are given distinguishing
(1) Chapter XXXIX, v. 22.
(2) Chapter C v.lCJ,
(3) See’al-A'da? fol, 13 4B and G-hawr fol, 2B.
(4) Ibid,
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names of their own, and the verse of the Qur'an
which determined the choice of the name is quoted in
each case. There are seven walls in all. The first
derives from the need to seek protection? the second
consists of remembrance of G-od; the third the
endeavour to triumph? the fourth of search for help?
the fifth is struggle? the sixth confidence and the
(llseventh submission.v ;
The ditches are equally seven, A ditch named
Triumph surrounds the wall named refuge? the ditch of
remembrance of G-od is placed before the wall of
remembrance; the ditch succour, i.e. success (al™ Awn)
protects the wall of search for help; victory protects
the wall named request for help; the ditch guidance
protects the wall named struggle; awe shields
(2 )confidence and safety the wall submission.
The seven above-named walls stand on firm 
foundations which increase their strength and make 
them impregnable. The seven foundations are 
Thankfulness, Satisfaction, Patience, Sincerity, 
Intention; Acceptance and Admission,
This protection which, as al-Tirmidhi believes, 
is intended tc protect the Cities of the Light from
(1) See G-hawr fol. 3^ and al A ‘da1 fol. 13 4B.
(2) See Ghawr fol, 3B mC al, A la’ fol. 134B.
(3) See Ghawr fol, 5A m l  al ehd”1. fol. 135A
*
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the enemy, is by no means always effective. The 
guards are fallible, and may fall asleep or neglect 
their duties for some reason or other. If this 
happens the soul's desires sneak into the plain
surrounding the Cities of Light, i.e. the chest, and
attempt to climb its walls or weaken or damage them. 
Therefore it is necessary to have a system of
maintenance and repairing to discover any weaknesses
in time to prevent the crumbling of the walls. This 
complicated protection system consists of eight 
members % -
Praise of G-od (al-tahlll)
Commendation (al-tahmid)
Magnifying (al-takblr)
Magnificence (al-tamjid)
Submission (al-istislam)
G-lorification of G-od (al-tasblh)
Asking forgiveness (al- istighfar)
Blessing the Prophet (al-salat ala \l-£Tabi) ^ 
These eight members are sources of power which help 
the heart to renew its activity and spread its 
radiation in all directions of influence. They are, 
therefore, unapproachable to any of the soul's desires,
(l) See G-bawr fol. 5, al- da fol. 135.
J 4
The b^ast is visualised, as a plain surrounding 
the sense (f u Tad), and there are four doors leading
j oSll
from the nsWteSjKJ/to the chest. However, only two
doors lead from the Soul to theifljftfiftst. It is
through these doors that the Soul’s desires come out
trying to control the Wfeasfc and suppress the light
of the heart which tries to expel the soul’s desires.
This struggle between the light of the heart and the
desires of the soul for the control of the chest is
continuous. 1^^
The two leading from the chest of the soul are
the door of command and the door of prohibition.
Each has a door-keeper, one named Ability and the
other Will. They are clad in a cloth of light
consisting of oneness and godh^od, and woven from
(2)kindness, gentleness, compassion and mercy. '
They are lined with the light of authority,
(K i b r i y a Jl s
magnificence, awre and p r i a e '
Al-Tirmidhi’s idea of light which is considered 
a source of goodness and guidance, and of the carnal soul 
which is considered the root of evil, is clearly 
reminiscent of the Zoroastrian dichotomy of a lord 
of light and p lord of darkness which may have
(1) See Ghawr fol. 5». al-A*da fol. 135.
(2) See Sifat al-Qulub fol.£22 and Ghawr fol. 4 and 
al-A'da! fol, 135.
(3) Ibid:
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subconsciously influenced al-Tirmidhi’ s thinking. 
However, the idea of Satan and the soul's desires in 
Islam and that in other revealed religions are not 
very dissimilar. The possibility of the 
infiltration of Zoroastrian ideas into al-Tirmidhi's 
thought can by no means by excluded; his insistence 
on the concepts of the light of the heart and the 
darkness of desire unmistakeably point in this 
direction.
Al-Magrifah
It is clear from the above description of al- 
Tirmidhi 's idea of light and its cities, walls and 
ditches, that he has embarked on an elaborate 
comparison of the rule of Ma rifahwith the 
territory of a realm where a king exercises his 
authority and whence authoritative orders issue 
forth.
Al-Tirmidhi enlarges on the conception of al- 
M a frifah which figures foremost in his mind, 
depicting in great detail liow its commands are 
executed, how its authority is brought to bear and 
its followers looked after. Al-Ma'rifah, says al- 
Tirmidhi, is a King whom God has crowned with
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with light and on whom He bestowed the adornment of
oneness, and who is seated on the throne of the
Kingdom, in the highest and noblest position. He is
clad, in garments of beauty, authority, light, mercy,
kindness, affection, pity, power and majesty, and is
covered with godhood. In front of him are the
veils of justice, truth, magnificence, awe, authority,
(2)light, mercy and pride.' } He spins out the simile 
still further, attaching to al Ma rifah a retinue of 
courtiers and a crowd of administrators.
s al Mar if a*1’9 crown prince, and holds 
the position of a judge. About the mind, al-lirmidhi 
says; ’’God has created it from the light of awe”.
Its name, Aql, consists1 of three letters, 'Ain, Qaf, 
and Lam, each of which has' a number of meanings. It 
was an original theory which al-Tirmidhi had himself 
evolved that the letters of the Arabic alphabet, 
being the origin of all knowledge, indicate a certain 
meaning or meanings each. 'Ain has five of them; 
honour, magnificence, height, knowledge and gift5 
Qaf has equally five 5 proximity, articulation, 
steadiness, endurance and ability. It is notworthy 
that the meanings of 'Ain all begin with ain, and
(1) Ghawr, fol. 30A and al- A(da,f fol. 151A.
(2) Ibid.
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-  -  (1)those of Qaf with qaf , hut he does not deal with.
Lam in the same way* His definition of Lam is 
ontological rather than semantic, it is concerned with 
its very substance and essential properties. He 
states s ”Lam is made of gentleness which comes of 
mercy which comes from sympathy which comes from
(2)pity which comes from longing which comes from love.”^
This long chain of ancestry shaped like a heraldic 
tree is not further explained. He selects only one 
of its links, the last, for special interpretation.
Love (hubb) consists of two Arabic letters? haf and
ft ..
bad_. The significance of had is fourfold? life,
modesty, clemency and wisdom; that of bad , twofold
goodness (al-birr) and brightness, of life symbolises
the bringing of the body to life; the ha* of love
♦
animates the heart, which must be taken to mean that
a heart without love is dead. The ba^ of goodness
stands for the conferment of grace of this world, and
the bad of brightness, baha is indicative of Hod’s
(3)pride in the goodness of man. ' uliat al-Tirmidhi 
has in mind here is the saying of the Prophets 
’’Certainly G-od will be proud of His righteous servant
(1 ) G-hawr f ol, 30B and al-A ^ da’ f ol.151B.
(2) Ibid.
(3) Ibid.
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before His angels1’»
Primacy among all these conceptions is accorded 
to the mind. It is the most sublime of creations 
its garments are the most honourable. It blazes 
with light, oneness and righteous pride, hhat covers 
it is the light of beauty, the light of brightness, of 
magnificence, of sublimity and of a w e / ^
Each of the hundred helpers who assist the Mind 
in governing the kingdom has a name and is the 
holder of an office. Clemency and knowledge are 
ministers 5 conviction Is the commander-in-chief of 
the army5 truth Investigates complaints; victory, 
conquest and comprehension form the vanguards; under­
standing is responsible for announcements; respect 
and tranquillity are two chiefs; modesty has the 
task of keeping secrets; patience is the investigating 
officer and bides his time; guidance and consciousness 
act as pathfinders; preservation and maintenance are 
the keepers of the treasures; purity, gravity and 
the fear of God and piety are the custodians of the 
treasure house; meditation and recollection are in 
charge of the arrangements; pardon and godliness are 
the peacemakers; mercy, pity, gentleness, watchfulness
(l) Ghawr, fol. 3OB and al- A^da1fol.l5lB.
m
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tenderness, coaxing are the helpers of the judge? 
generosity, more character, distinction, gifts and 
munificence provide the means of subsistence; praise, 
remembrance, thankfulness and gratitude are 
responsible for the reinforcements; awe, authority, 
pride, magnificence, glory and power are seen as 
combatant heroes; and humility, submission and 
obedience as foot-soldiers; veracity is the judge; 
sincerity, intention, determination and firmness are 
the challengers; fulfilment is the trustee; justice 
is the gaoler; soundness and correctness are both 
flag-bearing ensigns; good deeds is the banner- 
bearer; wisdom is the governor; worship is service. 
Acceptance and satisfaction are the stewards; care 
is the planner; thought and management are the 
counsellors; confidence in G-od is the commandment of 
the fortress; triumph and victory are marksmen; 
reliability and magnanimity ere general ambassadors; 
desire, awe, hope and fear are sentinels; coaxing 
(al-mudarah) and silence act as observers; love is 
bondar (Persian); order and prohibition are the 
keepers of contracts and covenants; endurance is the 
executioner; morals and customs are both deputies
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for an unspecified authority? ferocity is 
responsibility for the police force? the brain is 
the commander-in-chief; inspiration is the messenger 
of the great king? supervision is the purveyor of 
news? song is the drummer? gladness, pleasure and 
delight organise the play; lesson (al-ibrah) is a 
saying scout, trying to ascertain the lie of the
aUxt^iU
land; warning is the adjutant who/storm ■ troopgj. 
and makes public announcements? intelligence and 
skill are commanders; godliness and asceticism are 
market supervisors and weight-inspectors; repentance 
forms the vanguard of the army; and finally remorse 
brings up the rear,
Kinds and Grades of Knowledge
Like all Sufis al-Tirmidhi maintains that all 
knowledge is of two kinds % exoteric and esoteric. 
Comparing the two kinds of knowledge, he says that 
exoteric knowledge is the pil.lar of the Shari'*ah. It 
educates the soul, directs it to the right, straight 
path, frees it from ignorance and instructs it in 
religion. Esoteric knowledge, on the oiher hand, 
is the knowledge of the heart. More than one term is 
used to describe each of the two branches of knowledge,
(l) G-hawr, fol S1A and B, and al-ih da! fol.lblA and B.
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Exoteric knowledge is termed the "knowledge of
Sharifah" or "the knowledge of the rules of this
world", and it is free. Esoteric knowledge is
designated by the terns "the useful one" and "the
knowledge of reality" (al Kaqiqah). Esoteric
knowledge is above all price, for its only price is
the attainment of the truth, the way to which starts
from exoteric knowledge through constant struggle to
(1)gnosis.v ' Gnosis, al Ma rifah, as conceived by al- 
Tirmidhi, is the uttermost aim of those who have begun 
their way to God. Only a man whose spirit is pure, 
whose heart is exquisitely illuminated by divine 
grace, whose feelings are delicate and whose 
discernment is acutely penetrating, will be chosen 
by God who will grant him His protection and flood 
him with light.
In support of the idea of the division of 
knowledge into exoteric and esoteric, he adduces the 
following Hadiths "Knowledge is of two kinds; the 
first one is the knowledge of the tongue and it is 
the proof of God upon His creation; the second one is 
the knowledge of the heart and it is the useful one." (-*-) 
He also quotes the saying of the Prophets "Any verse
(l) al-Earq; p-49? and ilm al-Awliya', fol42. Cairo Ms.
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has external and internal meaning, and any letter
(1)has a beginning and an end.11' '
Neither of these two hinds of knowledge can
exist without the other because exoteric knowledge is
a manifestation of the Shari"ah, and esoteric knowledg
the pillar of truth. Thus the heart and the soul need
both kinds in order to be perfect. The perfection of
the external manifestation of religion depends on the
knowledge of the Shari1'ah, while the perfection of
its internal content depends on the knowledge of truth
Any learned man should possess both kinds of
knowledge to be a perfect scholar| if he lacks one
of them, he will be considered imperfect. Thus it
is quite clear that there is a strong connection
between these two kinds of knowledge. Whoever worship
according to esoteric knowledge and denies the
existence of the exoteric kind is only a heretic
(zindfq) and what he knows is not really knowledge
(?)but a suggestion of evil. }
It is clear from these details that Tirmidhi 
recognises the necessity of exoteric knowledge, and 
believes that it should be mastered as thoroughly 
as possible. lie also denies emphatically the
(1) "ilm al~Awliyaifol.55, Cairo Ms.
(2) al-karq, pp,52-3w
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the existence of any conflict between the two kinds 
of knowledge and suspects the faith of those who can 
claim to possess esoteric knowledge independent from 
the Shari*ah. Claims of this kind are false, and 
indicative of beliefs which are far from orthodox.
Al-Tirmidhi divides exoteric knowledge into two 
kinds, knowledge of the lawful and knowledge of the 
forbidden. He denounces those who turn to the 
superficialities of exoteric knowledge in order to 
acquire a spurious reputation for wisdom and 
scholarship, and insists that this kind of knowledge 
destroys those in quest of it. He also rejects the 
abuse of knowledge for the sake of acquiring worldly 
benefits and the favours of those in authority.
.as his criticism of this kind of people and 
their false pretences to knowledge was rather 
peremptory, he was accused by those he denounced of 
being an enenpy of knowledge. inis prompted him to 
compose works of various size to expound the kinds 
of knowledge and the types of scholarship. He also 
enumerated the kinds of knowledge which were most 
useful. The following books are exclusively devoted 
to the discussion of kinds of knowledge and groups of
(1) Bayan al-^ilm, fols. 14-24, Ismafil Sa'ib Ms.
Anwau al»'Blum fols.27-32, wall al~Din Ms.
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scholarss-
1. Bayan al-cIlm
2 n Anwa4 al- "Ilm or Anwa' al-'Ulum 
3 c (Ilin al — Awliya/
i
4. Al- Akyas wal-Kughtirliu
t * /■
5. A1-’Ilm al- \Afin
6. Al - A c'd a’ wal -naf s
7. G-hawr al- Umur
B Al- ^ Aql wal-Howa
9. Sif atiil-qulubo
All of thorn are still in manuscript. There are also 
scattered references to this subject in his other 
various works. He attempts further divisions of 
knowledge. However, there is no real contradiction 
between these division^ only additional details are 
provided in accordance with his scientific approach, 
which varies, or in accordance with the question he 
has to answer. Here are several of these divisions;
"Knowledge is of three kinds; precise verses, 
established orthodox law and just obligatory 
prescription.” In another place he sayss uAs far as 
I know, knowledge is of three kinds:anthe knowledge 
of what is lawful and what is forbidden is the
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knowledge of this life* and it is called Tin al-Zahirj
the knowledge of the way of the hereafter is esoteric
knowledge, ” ^ ilm al-Batin" ; and the knowledge of the
laws prescribed by G-od for His creatures in this
(1 )world and in the nextfl”v '
One can see that this division differs only in
form from another found in the Leipzig collection
which was s ’’Knowledge is of three kinds: one is the
knowledge of the lawful and tne forbidden, the second
is wisdom, the third is gnosis (ma’ rifa't Allah). The
(o')
last is the highest wisdom.”
The following statement which figures in 'Ilm
al-Awliya! coincides with the three above-quoted
divisions in its content though not in the order of
occurrence of the three parts s ’’Knowledge is of
three kindss knowledge of God, knowledge of God’s
orders, disposition, ordination and the oneness of
His lordship, which is part of servanthood (al-^ubudah)
(^ 'Iand knowledge of God’s commands.v ;
These divisions are still further complicated 
by the number of terns used to designate exoteric 
knowledge to which he refers, at times, as ” the 
knowledge of the lawful .aid the forbidden” and at
(1) See^Bayan al--'ilm, fols. 11-12 I small Sa'ib Ms.
(2) Anwa' al-:ilrn, fol.157, Leipzig, Ms.
(3) Fol. 4-2 Cairo Ms. and fol. 29 Kharagi Ughlu Ms.
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times as "the knowledge of G-od's commands'1, or
"instructions of the Sharlc ah" such as al-fiqh and
(1 1the transmissions of the Hadith.v '
What strikes one here first is the apparent 
inconsistency between these divisions of knowledge 
and the main division given at the beginning of the 
chapters the new divisions are not twofold, but 
threefold. Closer scrutiny, however, reveals 
immediately that it is merely a question of a sub­
division of the esoteric branch. Esoteric knowledge 
which is equated with secret worship, is subdivided 
into two parts, either of which is severally 
designated. The first is named "knowledge of the way of 
the hereafter" or "the wisdom" or "the knowledge of 
God". The second, which is the last and also the 
highest, is termed "the knowledge ox the orders 
(given) by G-od to His creatures in this world and in 
the hereafter" or "the knowledge of G-od ( ilm al- 
Ma: rifah) which is the highest wisdom" or "the 
knowledge of God's orders and His lordship" ^Both 
are parts of esoteric knowledge, the second ranking 
above the first.
Al-Tirmidhi proceeds to give advice on how to
(1) Anwa* al-rilm, fol.157. Leipzig Ms.
(2) "Ilm al-Awliya' fol. 61, Cairo Ms,
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obtain esoteric knowledge - It is acquired by
degrees, and the source from which it is derived
is a sincere approach to Gods a life in entire
accordance with His will, and complete disregard of
one's own desires which are to be considered of no
import whatsoever *^^ Then one will be granted
G-od's light by which one will be able to discern
some of Iiis mysteries, and some of the secrets of
creation, the awareness of which will arise as a
feeling in the heart. This awareness is given the
name"UltBa Ahl al-Muamalat„ and interpreted as
follows s 1 Know that esoteric krovH o Ige 9 'ilm al—
Batin, initiates man into the mysteries of
creation. The way in which the gnostic, Arif, can
achieve this is to suppress his soul's desires. His
approach to God consists of three stages, the first
of v'hich is submission to His will in deference to
His power5 the secend awe of God in recognition of
His magnificence and glory? and the third intimacy
with God by virtue of His gentleness, His beauty
(2)and His g e n e r o s i t y 7
Al-Tirmidhi believes that this esoteric 
knowledge stems from three roots; the knowledge of
(1) Mal*rifat al-Asrar, ^ols* 214-5 > Qastamuni Ms,
(2) Ibid, fol.216.
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servanthood which rests on freedom from possessions; 
the knowledge of freedom which rests on the seven 
forgotten parts of honour, and the knowledge of
(1)lordship which rests on willingness and ability,' '
As has already been mentioned, the first of the 
two branches of esoteric knowledge which he terms 
'•secret worship", al-'Ibadah al-Batinah, is subdivided 
into two categories, lawful and forbidden. The 
components of lawful esoteric knowledge are; 
godliness al-wara^ g fear of G-od al-taqwa; non~attachnent ? 
al-zuhd; patience al-sabr; satisfaction al-ridag 
conviction al-qana"ah; confidence al-tawakkul: 
submission al-tafwid; al-yaqin; clean
heart salamat al~sadr; tolerance, sakhawat al-nafs;
gratitude for favours received Rutyat al-minnah
(accountability)
al-ihtisab; good faith husn al-/junnj good temper,v""r ■.
husn al-khuluqj good knowledge hush al-marifah; good
(2)companionship husn al-suhbahand. sincerity al- ikhlas. J
"3 " AT1 _ '
The components of forbidden secret worship are,
according to al-Tirmidhis fear of poverty;
dissatisfaction with one's lot; rancour; grudge; envy;
self-aggrandisement; self-exaltation; love of lu. lug
adul&^Hh^jj love of life in the world; pride; anger; ■
fl) fa rifat alWisrar, ,217, Qistanuni Ms,
(2) Bayan al-~ilm fol.14, Isma^Il Sa-'ib. Ms.
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passion; disdain of poverty; love of overlordship; 
enmity; hate; greed; miserliness; covetousness; 
alarm; pomposity; wantonness; overconfidence; undue 
respect for the rich for their riches; contempt of 
the poor for their poverty; boastfulness; vanity; to 
curry favour with people in a way approved by God, 
but when alone in a way disapproved by God; 
competition for worldly goods; vainglory; dissimulation; 
eclat; turning from people out of hauteur; intrusiveness; 
garrulity; verbosity; snoopiness; gluttony; arrogance; 
mischief; opportunism; possessiveness; ingratiation 
of oneself with other people; unctuousness; self- 
conceit; fondness of being highly praised; 
preoccupation with calumny and indifference to one's 
imperfections; unmindfulness of God's blessing; 
forgetfulness of the name of tho oenefactor;
r
blindness to God's charity; loss of heartfelt sorrow; 
departure of the fear, of God; taking the law into 
one's hand when one is subjected to humiliation, 
while failing to champion justice; befriending of 
people outwardly for clandestine hostility; 
acquiescence in actions calculated to deprive from
t"
God's gifts; allowing passion to be the partner in 
one’s affairs; amenableness to passion; desire to
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to talk; insidious desire; reliance on submissiveness; 
flight from self-mortification; seeking of prestige; 
cunning; treachery; deception; avarice; prolonged 
optimism; high handedness; self-pride; fear of the 
loss of prestige in the popular eye; loss of self­
possessiveness when contradicted; seeking to be 
over-powering to the neglect of God's overpowerfulness; 
cruelty; rudeness; grossness; inadvertence; bad 
manners; earthly joy; sorrow for the loss of 
earthly goods; feeling at home with people and 
feeling of loneliness in their absence; disputation; 
brusqueness; thoughtlessness; precipitation; bad 
temper; rascality; disdainful attitude towards the 
faithful; making light of sacrosanct things; 
impudence; and mercilessness.
I 2 4  ^ 2 V,. alJL o t ..Jl& jfiJ I nJ b^  4 b) I
* T- -! -1. ' . > 1
" " ’ - " V  *' '
* “>vi "I *r
t ^  I £ 4 ^  J lJ  t ^  t I * IjAaJ b  ^ dJw£> ^   ^ j) * o*  *
vf 4
fl) Bayan al-cilm, fol. 14, Ismacil Sa!ib Ms.— •
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<3s».AOw«J \ JJ £  ^  ^J) i  ^JJ * Lj jJ ^ g^S^ JyUiS LaI^ J \ JJ L^rfUSaJ \ JJ 4 j
4  ^y S J  1 j * £  jj (  Q u 1-1 bu^ "j  ^ ^   ^ J) t  ^  bSlJwW/ \ gj t^J \ {jf?  \^ JP> ^
jjjS C£ilojJ  ^ J) S vj ^  ^ J b.U^»\ j j f ^ j ' c i M j j f   ^3 * t—U«iisJ \ jj 4 p bj^ JaJ ! J^£S5 jj 
^  wlo^j  ^ j ^  4 |>m|vl^ —^XyJ  ^C — 4 ^ I ^  ^  4  ^  ^ ^ 4 ^jy*? *^ j>^ j d  ^ ^ 4 ^ ^
(  do_A-J I L . m lj ^  4  ^ i—>^ yj& (3 * ^   ^ **~i**'^ ri>*<^ j  J  'j jwi!a ^ t ^  4 (JwASy ^ b-^
4 djwuoJ bj 4 t- d,&J \ OO*^^  ^ ^ V&vJ? ^  ^  4 dJU  ^  ^ O^" l^3'”*'"’^  ^ 3 * |>—A-to-I  ^ J
dU_OLiJ 1 l^ j ^^ 5“ ^  J (vv  ^  jj I  ( c)»>>iJ j  t>«£Lu 1^ I ^ 4 J  Jl! I L^ >J lj I J Lau  ^ 1 ^
(  jJ }®   ^ b*^ rf  ^ ^  4 b  ^ gy<o ^  ^ JJ t  w^t*J I ^ 3   ^ L5^ *
* o b L L J \  J s .  J & ^  J^ JU  „) biLy V I ^
4 <X& J L^ aaJ bj 4 dJ b»s*j \ 2   ^ J) 4  ^ L-JJ; ^  ! .^o dJ^ SxJb ^ 9  0  JJ  ^ ^ j a  L—-^ «JsJ I jj
t--> bfi> 4 (JjJ.J&J \ & _% {'£ '  ^ J-^5-u/ t_i>c^ * ^  4 (_}*JLxJ  ^ d jS >  j  4 .^^ «s*ljj \  ^  4 ijb ^  ^
4 tJfel' \_hsJ \ j j  4 djj—cusJ \  ^ 4 &JL1 dJ \ lajJ  ^ ^  4 djJj> * J j \ »J 1 C.JJL0
3"*^  _3  ^ b>^  ^ ' ti^' o ' 3  ^ ^  \  2  t dJ'A-flJ \  2  4 (j^ JLiJ \ JayS - C) 4 (--JiJ \ JaJ^ - ^
 ^ J   ^  ^ ^  4 Lj ^yuZ V \ ^ 4 3^^   ^ 3 * ^  ^   ^ 3
4  ^ ^  4 J^^ SnaJ  ^ ^  4 ^n j JjjJ \ ^  4  ^b jsi 1 ^  ^Jj^ Ll 1 ^5  ^  ^ ^  4 | *j^
« d<s>>yJ \  dJ^  j  4 ft b jJ  t dJj j  4 d^j-aJ \ J 4 C -^fo -J \  J
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The most important part of esoteric knowledge 
is the comprehension of divine order according to 
which God rules His creation. Al-Tirmidhi says of 
His comprehension that it is as deep as the deep sea 
whose bottom cannot be reached. It emanates from the 
highest wisdom of God and can be derived from the 
original knowledge and the light of oneness in God's 
proximity among the ranks of the chosen. It is very 
precious wisdom imparted only to those who have over­
come their soul's desires, and see nothing but God 
alone; they are the nuhaddathun who know the secret 
meaning of every letter, and its share of knowledge 
and see the authority inherent in each word, and its
power in all the affairs of this world.
AL-HIKMAH
Sometimes, al-Tirmidhi calls esoteric knowledge
by the name of 'wisdom' , in many of his writings. '
For instance, he used the name plainly in his book,
-  (2)!A1 Furuq’v 1 when trying to explain the effect of 
the esoteric and the exoteric knowledge, he saids 
"If you cleanse its (the heart's) location only out­
wardly, or if you deposit in it exoteric knowledge,
(1) ^Ilm al-Awliya fol. 43. Cairo Ms.
(2) Fol. 97 Ayasufia Ms. ^
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only, it will not give you as a return except what
you have deposited, and that is a kind of knowledge
which has no replenishing source,* hut if you cleanse
its location inwardly, it will give you as a return,
exoteric knowledge with the replenishing source,
which is the esoteric knowledge, and it is called
Wisdom "al-Hikmah", the replenishing source is from 
*
G-od,^) Wisdom, according to "Tahsil Naza’ir al-Qur'an"
* • •
is inside knowledge. Exoteric knowledge is for those
who know the commands of G-od and esoteric knowledge
is for those who know God and know His plans. Those who
know the commands of God are the agents of God; and
those who know God and His plans are the lieutenants
of God who lead the soldiers to His gate, and who hold
in their hands the standards of those nearest to God and
(2 )the standard of the princes.v j are those who have
competent authority to whom obedience is owed by God’s 
^rder, in His saying! "Obey God, and obey the
(3)Messenger and those in authority from among you."v ' 
Gnosis is called the "Supreme Wisdom", or the 
"Wisdom of Wisdom". But in several of his books, 
al-Tirmidhi talked about wisdom in such terms as would 
suggest prima facie that he meant by Wisdom a new 
category of gnosis. But a searching look will soon
(1) al-Buruq, fol, 97.
(2) Tahsil Haza’ir al-Gur!an, fol. 133.
(3) Chapter I?, v.59.
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reveal clearly that what he means by ’wisdom’ is 
esoteric knowledge. However, to clarify this 
point, more of his sayings will be adduced in order 
to confirm the conclusion drawn so far, 'namely that 
what he means by ’wisdom’ is esoteric knowledge. He 
sayss "Knowledge is twofold and wisdom is twofold, as 
attested by the following tradition of the Prophets 
’There is no single verse but has an outward and an 
inward’". The outward of the verse is knowledge,L
and the inward is wisdom. G-od says; "He will teach
(i)
them the Book and wisdom". The Book here is the
outward of the Qur’an, and wisdom is its inward, and
this is what is called ’the wisdom of wisdom’ and it
(2)is the supreme Wisdom.v ' In this foregoing 
classification, in respect of the esoteric knowledge 
and wisdom, the reference is to a statement given by 
the Prophet to Abu-Juhaifah, invoked in many places of
9
his books, which is; "Ask those who know and sit with
those who are eminent and befriend those who are wise."
When commenting on this statement, al-Tirmidhi bnt
sitting with those who are eminent as the 
( )
third rank.w 1
In a further comment he alluded to such salutary
(1) Chapter TT? v^129-
(2) cIlm al-Awiiya/ , fol. 55* Cairo Ms.
(3) Ibid.
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consequences as would rebound to those who behaviourally
adhere to this statement saying: "The questioning of those
who know will render more capability towards knowing
G-od in His true dimensions and divine orderings. The
fruit and the yield of this is what you hold of it in
your hand. It is groat by itself and it is small
beside the f i r s t . B y  befriending those who are
wise, you will receive the secrets of wisdom divulged
to you by them? these are what they have discovered
themselves about such things as knowledge of the
imperfections of the carnal soul and delicate points
about piety, purity or truthfulness (taw! -t al-cATaya),
(2)
and Bod’s management. If you do not sit with them, 
you will not be able to befriend them, and when 
friendship with them is established, the heart v/ill 
find a foothold (markaban) and a repository, and 
wisdom will find its secure place, and, sensing 
confidence, it vv_Lll browse yjith abandon." The one who 
is questioned for knowledge does not have this, and 
that is why he ..ays: "Befriend those who are wise".
By sitting with those who are eminent, you will shed 
every latent disease off you. These are men who are 
proud with the pride of G-od, puissant through the
(1) Leipzig fol. 183B-114A.
(2) Ibid,
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puissance of God, tender towards human beings through 
His mercy, articulate through His grace, purified by 
virtue of their proximity to His unimpeachability - 
these are the men of supreme wisdom. In his book 
"Tahsil HaZa/ir al-^urfan"^^, al-Tirmidhi states
*  9 «
explicitly that wisdom is inward knowledge. There he 
gives a detailed account of the portion of knowledge 
vouchsafed to each group of the men of knowledge.
Kinds and Sources of Wisdom
Wisdom, as well as knowledge, says al-Tirmidhi,
have two degrees0 This division is similar to the
one given before, although it is new in its form.
Vfisdom is of two kinds, and so is knowledge. Knowledge
consists of the knowledge of God, and the knowledge
of His order. Either is subordinated to its own
particular kind of wisdom, knowledge being exoteric
and wisdom esoteric. The highest wisdom is the 
of the knowledge 
wisdom/of God ranking higher than the wisdom of the
knowledge of His order, His arrangements and His
creation. Those who are chosen to tread the path of
the prophets are granted the higher wisdom, but those
who set out on the way of the saints are given the
lower wisdom, including the knowledge of the blemishes
(1) Leipzig fol.184 and wali al-Lin, f’ol, 7*
(2) E ol., 133? Alexandria Lis,
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of the soul and of the truth inherent in G-od’s orders
(1)and gifts. *
In other passages of his work, al-Tirmidhi 
embarks on an explanation of this division, its 
causes and its purpose, He begins by asking the 
questions "What is the highest wisdom?" and replies? 
"It is the wisdom of wisdom". Both branches of 
knowledge have wisdom, thus wisdom is also of two 
kinds, since the knowledge of ability is the wisdom 
of the knowledge of qualities, and the knowledge of 
Lordship and of the kingdom of the realm is the 
wisdom of the knowledge of order^ i & c t b l k S ^ ^
A t  another time, al-Tirmidhi divides wisdom not 
into two, but into three kinds or rather degrees, 
according to their origin. The first degree may 
resemble exoteric knowledge, for it is derived from 
experience, and provides guidance in worldly matters. 
The second degree derives from the purity which 
determines the relationship with G-od and provides 
guidance on the way to the hereafter. The third 
degree is produced by proximity and presence. This 
is the Truth to the men of God, and this category of 
wisdom can be attained by the pursuit of truth. It
(1) Leipzig_fol0 184 and wall al-Din fol. 7.
(2) al-ppTh&l fol. 189 As-ad Ms.
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leads to God and indicates proximity to God, His
(1 )attributes and the presence near (God) the truth, '
The Knowledge of letters and Names
Al-Tirmidhi believes that the Arabic alphabet 
is the root of all knowledge and contains the key to 
the special secrets leading to divine knowledge which 
is accessible only to chosen saints whom God has 
flooded with His light. All original knowledge is 
contained in the letters of tne Arabic alphabet.
The attributes of God and His names can be composed 
of these letters; they contain the knowledge of divine 
Order from the creation of Adam until the Hay of 
Judgment. ^ ^
All knowledge begins with the names of God, for
[ a
the Qur’an sayss "And He taught Adam all the names."' ' 
The first of God's names is Allan and all His other 
attributes pertain to Him. God taught Adam His names 
as well as the original knowledge which can be 
derived from the Arabic alphabet so that Adam's 
superiority to the angels became manifest.
Categories of Scholars
In his treatment of scholars and scholarship,
(1) Ma(rifat al-Asrar fols. 216-217, Qastamuni Ms.
(2) ^Ilm al-Awliya’fol. 40 Cairo Ms.
(3) Chapter II, v±31*
(4) '■ Ilm al-Awliya’fol 39 Cairo and fol. 27B Kharagi 
Ughlu Ms.
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al-Tirmidhi gives much room to the description of the 
ideal scholar. Only he is a real scholar whose 
behaviour, moral conduct, worship of God and under­
standing of all matters are determined by the influence 
of knowledge. Al-Tirmidhi states % "Those who seek 
knowledge in order to become leaders or dignitaries, 
and to occupy positions of authority over people, are 
not fit to be scholars; nor are those who amass 
knowledge without understanding or awareness.
It is by their success in achieving this standard of 
excellence that al-Tirmidhi assess the merits of 
contemporary groups of scholars such as the scholars 
of Hadith, of jurisprudence (fuqahah ), those who 
claimed to have mastered gnosis without having in fact 
done so, and those in genuine possession of gnosis whom 
God had guided on his way.
Al-Tirmidhi states that those who know are of 
three kinds s al-ITlama* bi Amr Allah, "Those who know
the commands of God” , al-cUlamat bi Allah (al Iiukamar) ,
*
"The wise", "Those who know God"; and al- ^IJIamarbi
wa biAmr Allah, "Those who know God and His commands."
Those are "The Eminent" (al-Kubara<) of whom the
Prophet said "Sit in the company of the Eminent."
(l) Bayan al-'ilm fols. 14B and 15A Ismadil Sa*ib Ms. 
and Anwa*' al-^Ulum fols. 29B, 30A Wali al-Din Ms.
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The highest knowledge of the CU1amajbi Amr Allah is 
the ability to discern what is lawful from what is 
forbidden. They know the nature of both and the 
attitudes of people towards them, but are always in 
great danger, for their time is so occupied with the 
study of these things that little opportunity is 
left to coerce their souls to eliminate the evil 
t h e r e f r o m . I n  consequence this evil becomes so 
rampant that their hearts gruw dark, the best of 
this group lead others to Paradise by way of the 
Shari*ah. It Is from them that one can obtain the 
knowledge of the lawful and the forbidden.
This category of scholars is subdivided into 
two branchess Mu»addun li aL-akhbar, "The transmitters 
of traditions", and al-mutafa qqihun fi'l in, "those who 
have understanding of religion." lue only skill the 
mu addun possess is the ability to transmit, without 
being capable of drawing conclusions from what they 
transmit, but a Hadith may contain nasikh wa mansukh 
so that It may be necessary to understand what cancels 
and what is being cancelled, and whether it refers to 
the general or to the particular. That is why they 
are not entitled to give advice or make legal decisions
(1) Bay an al-v±lm, fol. 16, Isi^ a il_Sa lb Ms.
(2) Anwaval-vilm fol,125, Isma*il Sa/Ib Ms,
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(fatwa). Besides, only some Hadith are confirmed,
o
while others are not trustworthy., People with evil 
aims may try to corrupt religion hy relating false­
hoods; this is another danger besetting the transmitters 
for by transmitting they bear witness to the truth of 
what they transmit. But to be accepted, the testimony 
must fulfil a number of conditions, nrJ. those who biear
witness must be satisfactory and trustworthy. Por Bod
(1 'Isays s ffProm among those you chose to be witnesses’1, } 
so that transmitting from those who are not qualified 
as trustworthy is inadmissible. Therefore, when 
transmitters relate from suspect predecessors, 
without being qualified to distinguish between the 
special and the general, or between what cancels and 
what is being; cancelled, and without perfect compre­
hension of the language, they ere unworthy of the name 
of scholars. Who is ignorant of such things is even 
more ignorant of Qu^ : aiiic matters. They are not 
learned in spite of the appearances, and are only 
reporters, conveying information to those who come 
after.^  ^
Al-Mutaf aqq;ihun fid-din, having knowledge of the 
religion, meditate; on religious matters, deliberate
(1) Chapter II, v.282n'f r'-- ^
(2) Anwa~ al-;i lm fol. 126, Isma'-Il Sapib Ms. and Anwa 
al-*Ulum f ols * 28B-29A, Vali al-Din Ms.
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and consider. They investigate the moaning of religion, 
can distinguish between what cancels and what is 
cancelled. They are also cautious in the interpretation 
of the wording of Hadxth, whose meaning may change with
the change of a single letter. Those with insight into 
those matters are able to infer and draw conclusions, 
to compare the actual event with its traditional 
precedent. And they are authorized by the Qur’an as 
well as the hadith to form legal decisions according 
to their opinion ijtihad al rsjiv.The permission in the 
Qur'an is contained in the verses
Cl')
n . . o as two just persons amongst you judge”  ^ , and
that in the words of the Prophets ”The judge (or ruler) 
will ob jcin a tenfold reward if he pronounces the right 
decision according to his opinion, and will obtain but 
a single reward if his decision is erroneousy This is 
why there were such differences of opinion between the 
companions and their successors (al~Tabiiu) on such
(2 )matters as marriage, wealth, retaliation and others. 1 
Ahl-Ada*
Both ahl al-Ada, the transmitters and ahl al~ 
Istinbat, the jurists who deduce judgments, are in a 
precarious position in cases where there is no clear
Chapter V r_ v. 95 ’ ' 1 ‘gy y f ^ ‘
Anwa* al-vilip fol 127 Isma*il Sa’ib Ms 
al-*Uluni fols. 28B-29A wali al-Din Ms
and Anwa"' al
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cut directive in the Qurf an to guide them. If the 
jurists rely on their own oxoinion, ijtihad al-ra’iy 
they nrj in danger of making erroneous decisions.
The transmitters on the other hand, must he very 
cautious lest they should deviate from the truth, or 
unwillingly change the wording, which might entail a 
change of meaning. The jurists need intelligent minds, 
hearts full of God’s light, and souls purified from 
evil thoughts and contamination by worldly desire, to 
an extent which enables them to achieve the truth and 
refrain from interference between the Lord and His 
servants. 'For their legal decisions are made to be 
followed, and those who act upon these ”fatwas” will 
worship God according to their words. It is the
-ulama1 bi-Amr Allah who are referred to by the 
Prophet in the hadith of Abu Juhaifah-whi ch says? 1 Ask 
those who know” and al-Tirmidhi addss ”For it is they 
who lead you to Paradise by way of the Shari*ah.
Through asking them one can learn about the lawful 
and the forbidden.”^^
The second group, those who know God (al-'Ulama! 
bi Allah) are the \vise (al-Hukama’ ) whom the Prophet 
had in mind when he said? ”Make friends with those
(1) Anwaf al- fol. 127 Ismawil Satib Ms. and
Anwa* al-*Ilium fol 29A wali al-I)in Ms.
(2) Leipzig Ms. fols. 157-158.
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who have wisdom.” Al-Tirmidhi adds that they have 
the ability to understand God's will, for the Qur’an 
sayss "He grants wisdom to whom He pleases.”
"Whoever is granted wisdom is indeed possessed of a 
great treasure," This wisdom or understanding is
of such importance because God has created this world 
as a place of transit and the hereafter as a residence. 
The ulama bi Allah know it by the light of their 
hearts, and are certain of it. Thus they view both 
their temporary and their permanent abode as they are 
in the sight of God, and act in this sense. That is 
why their hearts forsake worldly pleasures and scorn 
their bodies which get tired by these exertions, for 
their hearts are desirous of the hearafter. Whatever 
the Hukama observe in this world proves the excellence 
of God’s order. When the ignorant waver and falter,
they themselves are all the more sure and pleased,
purpose of this 
for they are conscious of the real/world which will
(2 )be discarded at the end. J They lead their followers
to the places of proximity through sincerity by the
way of Shari ah. It is through their friendship that
one acquires wisdom and sincerity ini worship until
(d)one achieves proximity.v 7
fl) Chapter II, v.269* _ _
(2) Bayan al-*ilm fol. 16 Isma^il Safib Ms.
(3) Leipzig Ms, fols, 157-158.
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The third group whom the Prophet described as
’the eminent’ are those 7/ho know God and His order.
They not only know the lawful and the forbidden but
also know the reason for the division of things into
lawful and forbidden, and have information on the
nature of the realm. Their hearts feel that
magnificence of God and that is why they stand in
awe of Him. Their hearts prostrate themselves before
Him, long to meet Him and worship Him with certain
faith, lIlm al-Yaqin. To the words of the Qur’ans
"Hay, would that you know with a certain knowledge,
(1 )you will certainly see hell”, 1 al-Tirmidhi adds 
that they will see it through their hearts. He 
follows the verses "Then you will see it with the 
certainty of sight” with the comment that this 
will be in/the hereafter. Ceriam Knowledge, £Ilm 
al-Yaqin, imparts a conception of things, and certain
• , , jf. —sight, Ain al-Yagin, ohm ;s ith,; r:ality of. things,. 
jihatan, or the things themselves.
In an attempt to define this group and its 
members, al-Tirmidhi says that they are the eminent, 
who feel pride of God’s pride and magnificomce. God 
controls and plans their direction, waliya siyasta him. 
^^ Chapter CII, v y T  5^6”^ i~cr 7 .
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Whoever sees them, immediately remembers the name of 
God whose signs are manifested in them, gains 
purity of the heart by getting close to them, and 
is then freed of any hidden evil desire
As they were sincere while they struggled with 
their souls, prostrated themselves humbly before the 
Almighty until they received His mercy and were 
granted His acceptance, He led them by degrees to 
His proximity and elevated them to the position and 
confidential communication, najwa, Having attained 
this high rank, they perceived the reality of modesty 
in face of His magnificence, and felt proud in the 
light of His pride. Therefore anyone who came close 
to them came under the influence of the power of the 
awe they felt and of the glory bestowed upon them. 
Their words come from His glor>, nio magnificence,
His honour, His authority, His pride, His nobility? 
from the knowledge of the inception of Lordship, al- 
rububiyyah, and of the manifestation of the realm.
No one can join them except the one whom God wills 
to join them. When his mind realises this knowledge 
he will take pleasure in hearing it and in receiving 
the wisdom of nthc greater*5’* -and !lthe wise51 who apeak 
according to the will of God of such things as how
(l) See Bayan al-*ilm fol. 17 Isma4il Sa'ib Ms.
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God planned human nature, how He created men, where
they came from, what place He assigned to them and to
what rjlace He called them and showered them with 
(1)favours, They describe the human body and know
where the enemy is concealed in them and what is the 
power of evil desires in them. They can distinguish 
between the deeds of the hearts and the deeds of the 
souls, between the deceits of the souls and the 
deceits of the enemy, and know that the soul's 
deceits are more dangerous than the deceits of the 
enemy. They describe the nature and arrangements of 
this world as well as the next world, and measure 
one against the other. They also describe the ways 
of the People of God, ahl al-iradah, and teach the 
novices, muridln how the soul can corrupt and impede 
their progress, and bty their words and guidance help 
to promote them to higher degrees. To preserve the 
fear of God, taqwa, in this manner, is mere 
difficult than to preserve taqwa by way of shari ah. 
Por the way of the sharx ah merely teaches how to
control one's limbs, qawarih, but the way of
-  (2) reality, haqiqah, teaches how to deal with hearts
and it is the action of the heart that conflicts
(l) and (2_) See Anwa? al- ~ulum__Leip2ig fol. 157B, wali 
al-Pj.n fol. 28 and' Isma* il Sa’ib fol. 125*a
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with the soul's desires* The action of the heart
ne_ds great protection and assistance from G-od to
he saved from the interference of the soul’s desires
when it passes them on its way through the chest to
the limbs o Then it can reach G-od pure from any
wrong, and the heart itself is spared the pride which
results from the contemplation of its action.
The task of "the wise" is to guide to purity
of action. It is "the eminent" who show the way to
the purity of the heart, and how to protect it from
the effects of good actions, or from reliance on good
actions. For if the heart relies on its own action
(?)it causes a veil to form between itself and G-od.v }
(1) See Anwa* al-GJlum LeipzigJVls. fol. 158A, wali 
al-Lin Ms* fol. 28 and Isma-t-il Sa’ib fol. 125.
(2) Ibid.
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New Names for the Grades of Knowledge
Al-Tirmidhi gives the grades of knowledge new
names in his book, "Al-Akyas al-MughtarrinM He calls
Lct-gg^  k£M=% -. / \
them in orders truth, justice, truthfulnes^....
This classification is in complete conformity with
(2 )his statements in other places, } Y/hat reinforces
this inference is the fact that, having mentioned
these three grades, considered by him as the pillars
of religion, he says that they are also the soldiers 
(3)of gnosisoV y The analogy is further strengthened in 
his statement that truth is of the organs, justice is 
of the hearts, and truthfulness is of the reasons. 
Clearly, he regards truthfulness as the highest of 
the three, and it corresponds to gnosis in his 
previous classifications. He pictures this gnosis 
as a ship carrying the mysteries and designation of 
G-od, end sayss "gnosis is a ship whose starboard 
cargo is the mysteries of God and whoso other ' ,
cargo is the ; of GodA1^ ^
This gnosis draws from three treasuriess (a) 
knowledge of mysteri^ (b) knowledge of designations
( c; \
and (c) insight or perspicacity. '
(1) Fol ,.2 al-Zahiriyyah Ms. & fol^70A IsmaAil Sa'ib Ms,
(2) Bayan al-4ilm fols,ll-24A Isma-il Sa(ib M s  I & Anwa*
alT ‘inum fols 124B-129B & AnwaSul— lln fols.l37A-
Leipzig Ms. & “Iln al-Awliyal
(3) A ]-Akyas wa al-Mughtarrin fol.2 & al-Zahiriyyah 
Ms._and Isma-il Safib fol. 70.
(4) Nawadir al-Usul,0p .330„_
(5) al-Ma-rifah'Ind al-Ha.hkim al-Tirmidhi pp. 27/l--278*
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rHilmali opni Jmy* rif all /
Throughout his discussion of gnosis, al- 
Tirmidhi uses throe abstract nouns s "Tim (knowledge) 
hikmah wisdom) and Mat rif ah (gnosis), parallel with 
throe corresponding nomina agentis g ^alim (the 
scholar), hakim (the wise man) and “arif (the gnostic). 
The question arises what differences in moaning there 
are between these terms, and what they denote in the 
context of al-Tirmidhi1s philosophy„ The following 
is an att'empt at explanation.
It seerns that they are intended to designate 
three successive stages or degrees of understanding 
with *ilm as the lowest, and mav rifah the highest, 
hikmah being the intermediate stage, holding the
o
balance between the two. Hikmah is simultaneously 
1he first degree of gnosis, so that the one who 
possesses gnosis cannot be deprived of wisdom. But 
what difference is there between ^ilrn ^nd hikmah?o
Ilm can be acquired by study but hikmah is bestowed
o
upon the recipient by the grace of G-od; it cannot be 
achieved by application, but only through cleanliness 
and purity, real servanthood and true will of 
submission to God. One has to give up one’s own 
will in all one’s own natters, and follow the will
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of God as it manifests itself in all matters, and 
accept it, glorifying the Almighty, Who docs that is 
the servant to whom detachment, fear of God, true 
faith and the religion of Islam are attributed. Then 
^le 3 Granted godliness and will merit the
favour of God who will give him wisdom. By its 
light he will be led to the l/^ of the rule on
the day of destiny (maq.ad.ir)
In the light of those distinctions, the fruit 
of*ili)i is necessarily limited, and is arrested 
abruptly at a certain point, while the profit of 
bfeiah is continuous and has no end, Bor knowledge 
derives from the valley of the Sharicah, while wisdom 
derives from the sea of gnosis; that is why there 
is a limit to the scholar's ability to come to 
analogical conclusions, while iho power of the hakim 
is not limited. Who achieves wisdom, is fit to 
consider the axfoixs cf nun ana measure^ things 
against one another by way of analogy, for the light 
of wisdom guides him, and the grace of God upon him 
Is continuous Fund without limit. But who has not 
attained the stage of wisdom and is merely conversant 
with external matters, ulur al-zahir does not possess 
the guiding light of wisdom; his ability to reason
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by analogy is not quite reliable and accurate, so that 
he confuses measure (fiyjas) and similarity (mushakalah). 
Who attains wisdom is called albnakin a1 -filin and h
share in the two names of G-od, which are both 
mentioned in the Qur’an - * Alim and fjakin, Oiyas as
9
an instrument cap only be used by those to whom G-od 
has granted both exoteric and esoteric knowledge.
These deserve the attributes implied in two names of 
G-od,* Alim and Hakim .
After this analysis of the meaning of vilm, 
hikmah and inavrifah, as they appear in al-Tirmidhi’s
fj ' -rr-—
thought, it will be advisable to discuss the meaning 
of these three terms as according to the use of 
other Sufis. Al-Hujwiri develops his ideas in 
detail in his work Kashf al Mahjub, and quotes some 
ideas of other Sufi Sheikhs. The following 
quotation from the above mentioned book will convey 
the trend ol m s  reasoning s--
’’ICnowledge is of two kinds s Divine and Human. The 
latter is worthless in comparison with the former, 
because God’s knowledge is an attribute of Himself, 
subsisting in Him, whose attributes are infinite $ 
whereas our knowledge is an attribute of ourselves,
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subsisting in us, whoso attributes are finite. 
Knowledge has been defined as "comprehension and 
investigation of the object known", but the best 
definition of it is this? "A quality whereby the 
ignorant are made wisoh God's knowledge is that 
by which He knows all things existent and non­
existent? Ho does not share it with Man? it is 
not capable of division nor separable from Himself. 
The prp-of of it lies in the disposition of His 
actions (tarti b-i fi lash) since action demands 
knowledge in the agent as an indispensable condition. 
The Divine knowledge penetrates what is hidden and 
comprehends what is manifest. It behoves the seeker 
to contemplate God in every act, knowing that God 
sees him and all that he does."
"The object of human knowledge should be to know
God and His commandments. Knowledge of 'time' ('ilm-
i wuqt), ana of air outward and inward circumstances
of which the due effect depends on 'time', is
incumbent upon everyone. This is of two sorts?
primary and secondary'. The external division of the
primary class consists in making the Muslem's
profession of faith,, the internal division consists
(l) Kashfal Mohjub of al-Hujwiri translated by 
R. A. Nicholson pp.12-13-
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in the attainment ot true cognition. The external 
division consists in the practice of devotion? (of 
the secondary class), the internal division consists 
in rendering one’s intention sincere „ 'The outward 
and inward aspects cannot be divorced. The exoteric 
aspect of Truth withoLit the esoteric is hypocrisy, 
and the esoteric without the exoteric is heresy. So, 
with regard to the Law, mere formality is defective, 
while mere spiritualitjr is vain.
The Knowledge of the Truth (Haqaqah) has three 
pillars -
(1) Knowledge of the Essence and Unity of G-od.
(2) Knowledge of the Attributes of God.
(3) Knowledge of the Actions and Wisdom of God. 
The Knowledge of the Law (Shari‘Sah) also has three 
pillars -
(1) The Qurf an.
(2) The Sunna.
(3) The Consensus of the Mus1em c ommunit y . ^
Knowledge of the Divine Essence involves
recognition on the part of one who is reasonable and 
has reached puberty, that God exists externally by His 
essence, that He is infinite and not bounded by space,
(l) Kashf al-Mahiub, pp.13-14.
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but that His essence is not the cause of evil, that 
none of His creatures is like unto Him, that He has 
neither wife nor child and that He is the Creator 
and Sustainer of all that imagination and intellect 
can conceive.
Knowledge of the Divine Attributes requires you 
to know that G-od has attributes existing in Himself, 
which are not He nor a part of Him and subsist by 
Him, e.g. Knowledge, Power, fife, Will, Hearing,
Sight, Speech, etc.
Knowledge of the Divine Actions is your 
knowledge that G-od is the Creator of mankind and of 
all their actions, that He brought the non-existent 
universe into being, that he predestines good and evil 
and creates all that is beneficial and injurious.
Knowledge of the Law involves ^our knowing that 
G-od has sent us Apostle with miracles of an extra­
ordinary nature; that our Apes Lie, Muhammad (on whom 
be peace!), is a true messenger, who performed many 
miracles, and that whatever he has told us concerning 
the Unseen and the Visible is entirely true»1,v
"Muhammad b. Padl al-Balkhi says; 'Knowledge is 
of three kinds - from G-od, with God and of God.1
(1) Kashfa1 Mah j ub p .14.
(2) Ibid, pp. 14-15.
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Knowledge of God is the science of Gnosis (*ilm-i 
ma’rifa' ), whereby He is known to all His prophets and 
saints. It cannot be acquired by ordinary means, but 
is the result of Divine guidance and information. 
Knowledge from God is the science of the Sacred Law
ft ’*:£ \(^ilm-i shariw a ), which He has commanded and made
obligatory on us. Knowledge with God is the science
of the "stations" and the "Path" and the degrees of
the Saints.; Gnosis is unsound without acceptance of
the Law, and the Law is not practised rightly 1
unless the "stations'1 are manifested, Abu \A.li Tha- afi
sayss "Al-^ilm hayat al-qalb min al-jahl wa -nur al-0
/*
*ayn min al-zulmat,"Knowledge is the life of the heart
which delivers it from the death of ignorances it is
the light of the eye of faith, which saves it from the
darkness of infidelity," The neerrs of the infidels
are dead, because they are ignorant of God, and the
heartp of the needless are sack because they are
(2 )
ignorant of His Commandments."" J
"Gnosis of God is of two kindss cognitional
(^ilmi) and emotional (hali)# Cognitional gnosis is
*
the foundation of aid. blessings in this world and in 
the next, for the most important thing for a man at
(1) Kashfal lVlahjilb of al-Hujwiri translated by R, A. 
Ficholson Chapter I, pp.16-17.
(2) Ibid.
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all times and in all circumstances is knowledge of God
as God hath saids ?I only created the genii and mankind
that they might serve Me(Kor. li.56)1, i.e. that they
might know Me. But the greater part of men neglect
this duty, except those whom God hath chosen and whose
hearts He hath vivified with Himself. Gnosis is the
life of the heart through God, and the turning away of
one's inmost thoughts from all that is not God. The
worth of everyone is in proportion to gnosis, and he
(l)who is without >^k)sis is worth nothing. Theologians,
lawyers and other classes of men give the name of
gnosis (mavrifoth to right cognition ( ilm) of God,
hut the Sufi Sheikhs call right feeling (lial) towards
God by that name. Hence they have said that gnosis
(ma*rifah) is more excellent than cognition ( ’'him) ,
for right feeling (hal) is the ...SL.it of right
cognition, but right cognition is not the same thing
as right feeling, i.e. one who has not cognition of
God is not ‘ a gnostic (^arif), but one may have
(2 ^cognition of God without being a. gnostic; 'Those of 
either class who were ignorant of this distinction 
engaged in useless controversy, and the one party 
disbelieved in the other party. How I will explain 
the matter in order that both may be instructed.
(1) Kashf a1-Mah j ub, p.2 6 7.
(2) Ibid.
You must know that there is a great difference
of opinion touching the gnosis and right ccginition of
Goda The Mu&tazilites assert that gnosis is
intellectual and that only a reasonable person (*aqil)
can possibly have it. This doctrine is disproved by
the fact that madmen, within Islam, are deemed to
have gnosis, and that children who are not reasonable,
are deemed to have faith. Were the criterion of gnosis
an intellectual one, such persons must be without
gnosis, while unbelievers could be not charged with
infidelity, provided only that they were reasonable
beings. If reason were the cause of gnosis, it
would follow that every reasonable person must know
God and that all who lack reason must be Ignorant of
(1)
Him; which is manifestly absurd. Others pretend that 
demonstration (istidlal) is tin- cause of knowledge of 
God and that such knowledge is not gained except by those 
who deduce it in 1 ,is manner. The futility of this 
doctrine is exemplified by Iblis, for he saw many 
evidences, such as Paradise, Hell and the Throne of 
God, yet they did not cause Him to have gnosis. God 
hath said that knowledge of Him depends on His will 
(Kor.bi0III). According to the view of orthodox 
Moslems, soundness of reason and regard to evidences
(1) Itasf al-Mahjuh, p a298.
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are a means (sabab) to gnosis, but not the cause
a*
(*illnh) thereof? the sole cause is God's will and 
favour, for without His favour (^inayah) reason is 
"blind. Reason does not know itself even? how then 
can it know mother? Heretics of all sorts use the 
demonstrative method hut the majority of them do not 
know G-od. On the other hand, whenever one enjoys the 
favour of God, all his actions are so many tokens of 
gnosis? his demonstration is search (talab) .and his 
neglect of demonstration is resignation to God's 
will (taslim)? but in reference to perfect gnosis, 
resignation is no better than search, for search is 
a principle that cannct be neglected, while resig­
nation is a principle that excludes the possibility
of agitation (idtirab) and these two principles do not. *
essentially involve gnosis. r^arity Man’s only
guide and enlightener is God. Reason and the proofs
adduced by reason ue unnble to direct anyone into
(1)the right way.nv J
"Others, again, declare that gnosis is the result
of inspiration (ilharn). This also is impossible, because
gnosis supplies a criterion for distinguishing truth
from falsehood, whereas the inspired have no such
(l) Kashfal-Mahjub al-Hujwiri t -
pp,267-269*
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criterion. If one says, 'I know by inspiration that
God is in space,' and another says, 'I know by
inspiration that He is not in space,' one of these
contradictory statements must be true, but a proof is
necessary in order to decide where the truth lies.
Consequently, this view, which is held by the
Brahmans and the inspirationists (ilhamiyan) falls
to the ground. In the present age I have met a
number of persons who carried it to an extreme and
who connected their own position with the doctrine of
religious men, but they are altogether in error, and
their assertion is repugnant to all reasonable
Muslems and unbelievers. If it be said that whatever
conflicts with the sacred law is not inspiration, I
reply that this argument is fundamentally unsound,
because, if inspiration is to h  .judged and verified
by the standard of the sacred law, then gnosis does not
depend or* ires pi rat:; on. but on law and prophecy and
(1)Divine guidance.
Others assert that knowledge of God is intuitive
(daruri). This also is impossible. Everything that 
*
is known in this way must be known in common by all 
reasonable men, and inasmuch as we see that some
(1) Kashf al-Mahjub p.271.
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reasonable men deny the existence of G-od and hold the 
doctrines of assimilation (tashbih) and nullification 
(ta til), it is proved that knowledge of G-od is not 
intuitive. Moreover, if it were so, the principle 
of religious obligation (taklif) would be destroyed 
for that principle cannot possibly be applied to objects 
of intuitive knowledge, such as one’s self, the heaven 
and the earth, day and night, pleasure and pain, etc, 
concerning the existence of which no reasonable man 
can have any doubt, and which he must know even against 
his will. But some aspirants to Sufisrn, considering 
the absolute certainty (yaqln) which they feel, says 
"We know God intuitively," giving the name of 
intuition to this certainty. Substantially they are 
right, but their expression is erroneous, because 
intuitive knowledge cannot be ,^.wj.uuively restricted 
to those who are perfect; on the contrary, it belongs 
to all reasonable non,"
"Ilm and Ma*rifoft, and the difference between them 
Theologians have made no distinction between 
ilm and ma^rifofc, except when they say that God may 
be called *alim (knowing), but not 'arif (gnostic), 
inasmuch as the latter epithet lacks Divine blessing.
(l) Kashf al-Mahjub of al-Hujwiri, translated by R.A. 
Dichoisun, Chapter XY, pp.271-272.
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But the Sufi Sheikhs give the name of ma"rifa ft (gnosis)
to every knowledge that, is allied to religious practice
and feeling; and the knower thereof they call ’ arif.
On the other hand, they give the name of ilm to every
knowledge that is stripped of spiritual meaning and
devoid of religious practice, and one who has such
knowledge they call 'alim. One, then, who knows the
meaning and reality of a thing they call ^arif (gnostic)
and one who knows merely the verbal expression and keeps
it in his memory without keeping the spiritual reality
they call 'alim* For this reason, when the Sufis wish
to disparage a rival they call him danishmand
(possessing knowledge). To the vulgar this seems
objectionable, but the Sufis do not intond to blame the
man for having acquired knowledge, they blame him for
neglecting the practice of religjjn, necause the 'alim
depends on himself, but the varif depends on Ilis Lord*
mis question hn» b om discussed ar length in the
chapter entitled “The Remova.1 of the Veil of G-nosis,”
and I need not say more nowi^^
In his book nIlm* al-Qulub" Abu Talib al-Makki als,o 
discusses the subject and gives a number of ideas by
IW I
ufi sheikhs* A quotation from the book dealing withn
(1) Kashf al-Mahjub of al-Hujwiri, translated by R.A. 
Nicholson, ' pp.382-383.
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the same subject, as followss-
Variebies of Knowledge
According to Abu-al kAbbas al-Dinawari, Knowledge
is of two kinds; (a) the knowledge of how man can
align his ways to be in conformity with those of G-od
and (b) the knowledge of G-od’s knowledge of man, which
is screened from man* s perception except insofar as
it is occasionally and partially adumbrated by a
(1}prophet, a saint or an exclusive favourite, '
Al-Bushinji, however, says that the knowledge is 
of three kinds; (a) knowledge of the juristic verdicts 
which is the light of the body, (b) knowledge of the 
Unity of G-od, which is the light of the heart, and
(1)(c) knowledge of being, which is the light of both. 
Exoteric and Esoteric
Abu-Talib al Makki says; ■ i'ht: exoteric and the 
esoteric are two cardinal varieties of knowledge, 
each js indispensable to the o idler, in the same manner 
as Islam and Faith, inseparably attached to each other, 
as is the case with the Body and the Heart, which are
(p)
mdis s o lubly b ound up t oge ther •v '
The exoteric knowledge derives from the knowledge 
of the realm or concrete phenomena, raid it is an
(1) Abu-Talib al-Makkyviln al-Qulub, p, 51 •
(2) ^Ilm * al-Qulub, p e 5 3.
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activity of the tongue which, is the treasury of 
concrete knowledge. The esoteric knowledge, on the 
other hand, derives from metaphysical or spiritual 
knowledge, which is an activity of the heart, and 
the heart is the treasury of the spiritual realm.
Glasses of People
Sahl h. Abdallah says; "People in the class of 
Virtue are at three stations; (a) pious, hut neither 
scholarly nor wise, (h) scholarly and pious, hut not 
wise, and (c) wise, scholarly and pious. The hest of
(2 )al1 ^ese is the one who is scholarly, pious and wise; } 
The scholarly man is in need of the wise man5
whereas the wise man is not in need of the scholarly
(3) man * w '
Rpyoo There are two men of knowledge; 
the man of wordly knowledge and the man of 
--^n + ological knowledge. The former has overt 
knowledge. The latter has covert knowledge. There­
fore seek the man of the eschatological knowledge, and 
shun the man of the worldly knowledge, and he should 
not divert you from the right path by his drunkenness.” 
Then he quotes; "Of a truth many of the teachers and 
monks do devour a man’s substance in vanity. 
vl) p.54.
(2) p.50.
(3) p.51.
(4) p.56.
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Sahl use,:1' to says "Scholars are of three 
kinds t (a) a scholar who knows G-od? (h) a scholar whose 
knowledge God ^' a scholar who knows God's 1
the- scholai who knows God is the one who knows for 
certain; the scholar whose knowledge is for God is the 
one whose knowledge is that of sincerity , ways of 
deeling with people, and states; the scholar who knows 
the laws of God is the one who has detailed knowledge 
of v/hat is lewful and what is unlawful *"
He says further that scholars who knowT God, hut 
not His ways or ru os, are the believers; scholars who 
know the rules of God are those who are fully appre­
hensive of what is lawful and what is unlawful; and
scholars who know God and know His rules are the arch-
(l ^saints (Siddiqiin) „ S" J 0
Difference Between Knowledge and Wisdom
Knowledge is by education, and wisdom is by
craving for knowledge* Knowledge passes from tongue
to tongue; but wisdom passes from the esoteric world
to the hearts.
Difference Between Knowledge and Gnosis
Gnosis is of a higher rank than knowledge,
because knowledge is consistent in the religious laws,
(l) Abu-falib al-Makki, ^ilm al-Qulub, p,66e 
Caird edition*
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and gnosis is consistent in the essence. The Prophets, 
when asked on the Day of Judgment, will says "We have 
no knowledge", and they will not says "We have no 
gnosis",  ^^
Knowledge is hy education, understanding and 
intelligence? but gnosis is not circumscrxbed by 
■discrimination, estimation.and education.-- Knowledge 
.has a limit.and an-aim, and gnosis has neither,..and no 
end. Knowledge, brings its possessor to the- gate of 
heaven.? reason brings him to the Throne? and gnosis 
brings him to the.presence.of the Lord. The light 
.of gnosis is in connection with’ the Lord?, but the 
light of knowledge is different.. Knowledge is open 
to the believer and the unbeliever alike. Also 
knowledge 'is universal, but gnosis is special.
There is- a saying that, at the last' stage in 
the knowledge of belief is-the beginning of concrete 
truth? and the end of concrete truth is the . 
beginning of certain truth? there is no limit to the 
.certain truth, as there is no limit to the Day of 
Judgment»^  ^
Abdallah al-Dinawari sayss '"The most sublime 
knowledge in Sufism is the knowledge of names and
(1) p.51.
(2) P*57*
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and qualities, discrimination between what is lawful 
and what is unlawful, sincerity in outward actions, 
and correction of inward actions,1 ^ ^
This quotation aptly illustrates the difference between 
the ideas of al-Tirmidhi and the others, A1 Hujwiri 
believes that knowledge is of two kinds, divine and 
human, a distinction which al-Tirmidhi, for whom all 
knowledge derives from God, finds it unnecessary to 
make. It is the object of human knowledge to attain 
information about God and His commandments, while 
divine knowledge requires one to know that God has 
attributes existent in Himself which are not He, nor 
part of Him, but exist in Him and subsist by Him such 
as knowledge, power, life, will, hearing, sight, 
speech, etc.
--- „---------- y .,    .1 >■ —   ■ . ..
(1) Ilm al-Qulub, pp,55-56.
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CHAPTER VI,
The Areas of the Interior and his Theory
of Light.
lc The "breast the first.
2. The heart the second.
3c The sense the third.
4. The intellect al-Lubb the fourth.
5c The difference between al-Lubb and al- Aql.
6. Grades of mind; Aql.
7« The rational man.
8o al-Paqih; the pundit.
9c The varieties of light*
10. What proceeds from the light.
11 * The reason why lights are likended to mountains.
12, The limits of mountains of light.
13- Aspects of life.
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The Areas of Interiorit.y
The word ’heart1 is a comprehensive name which
subsumes all the degrees of interiority. In the interior;
there are areas outside the heart and others inside* The
application of the name ’heart' to all these areas is
like the application of the name ’eye’ ( Ayn)# This name
’eye' covers what lies between the edges of the eyelids,
consisting of the black and white of the eye, the eyeball9
the vitreous humour and the light in the ball* Every one
of these things has its own separate identity, and a
significance different from any other significance. But
some of them are subordinate and auxiliary to the others £
and some of them have uses related to those of others;
anything outside serves as a background to what lies next
to it inside, and the Light in its substance is maintained
by the substances of all other constituent parts together-'
This religion has landmarks and stations, and its
people have their respective ranks, and the men of knowledg
of this religion are of varying grades. G-od sayss ’’and
(2 )above every possessor of knowledge is one who knows.”  ^ 1 
And G-od sayss fiand we exalt some of them above others in 
degrees. ' Every branch of knowledge which is more
(1) Bayan al-Earq bain Sadr Wa al-Qalb Wa al-Euad Wa al-Lubb
edited by Dr. hictiola Hair, published Cairo 1958 p*35^
(2) Chapter XIJ verse 76,-
(3) ChapterXMIIver^ 43
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exalted has in the heart a location which is inner, more
exclusive, more invulnerable, more secluded and more
concealed. But the mention of the heart can be a
substitute for the mention of all other areas in the
consideration of the general public.
The breast g the breast in relation to the heart is
as the white of the eye in relation to the eye, or the
courtyard in relation to the house, or like the precincts
around Mecca, or like the oil in the lamp, or the outer
f 2)shell of the nut which encloses the kernel,v J
The breast is the place into which morbid suggestions 
and harmful thoughts enter. Anything that finds its way 
to the breast is not detected or sensed at the time. It 
is an entrance for grudge, sensual desires, wishes and 
needs, and it gets cheerless sometimes and cheerful some 
other times. It is the seat of authority for the evil 
soul.^^ ^
Nevertheless, the breast is the location for the light 
of Islam, and is the place for the preservation of the 
knowledge communicated by the word of mouth, which derives 
from the knowledge of principles and traditions, and of the 
knowledge knowable through verbal expression.
It is called Sadr (breast) because it is the front 
part of the heart and the first of its areas or stations,
(1)Bayan al-Narq, p.34.
(2)Bayan al-Barq, pp.35-6,
(3;Bayan al-Farq, p.35.
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in the same way as the front part of the day is its 
beginning, or as the courtyard of a mansion is the first 
position of it. It is the source of the promptings of 
desires and needs, and the distracting thoughts issue 
from it to the heart if they get entrenched for a
(i)
considerable period,v }
The believer suffers from the carnal soul (nafs) and
its wishes* The soul has been given the power of
penetration, and thus can enter the breast. Its "mine"
is in the inside and in the place of proximity to the
heart. It gets excited by the blood and by the influence
of ungodly things. The inside becomes saturated with the
darkness of its smoke and the heat of its fire, and then
enters the breast, bringing with it its evil promptings
and false wishes, which are visitations from God so that
the servant may seek help from the ^^uine sense of his
insufficiency and from the continuous supplication to his
Lord. Then God will answer his supplication and will
drive away the evils of the carnal soul. Satan also can
penetrateinto the breast of the Servant of God and bring
in his promptings. And the breast is the last sphere in
which the soul is active, because theevil soul is like
(2)
Satan' and the two are two Satans, as in the Quranic 
verses "The Satans of mankind and jinn."^^
(1)Bayan al-Farq, p.36.
(2)Bayan_al-farq, p.40.
(3) Quran chapter diverse 112.
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The breast is qualified by cheerfulness and cheer­
lessness, but not the heart, God sayss "So let there 
be no constriction in thy b r e a s t . H e  also sayss 
"Haply thou art leaving part of what is revealed to thee 
and thy breast is constricted thereby, In a statement
about Moses (Musa) God sayss "My Lord I verily, I fear 
that they will call me a liar, and my breast will be con­
stricted ." ^  ^
There is no point in the breast Q o i a J i X E g . , when
it does. Everybody’s breast depending upon
the degree of his ignorance and wrath. Similarly, there
is no point in the breast getting expansive, if it is
expanded with the guidance of God. If it is narrow for irk#
/o o ^
right, it is wide for^ wrongs and if it is^narrow for^wrong. 
bo itU
it is^wide for^right. God sayss "Have we not expanded
for thee thy b r e a s t ? " G o d ,  by expanding the breast of
His prophet to accommodate the lights of the truths of
(*5)Islam, was making it too narrow to hold wrong. } The 
breast of a believer may get constricted sometimes because 
of the multiplicity of evil promptings, gloom, 
preoccupation, recurrence of desires, gravity of occurrence 
and tribulations.
The breast also becomes constricted if the believer 
hears a wrongful thing. His heart cannot stand that,
(1) Quran, chapter fn, VSrse 2.
(2) Quran, chapter XI, verse 12 >
(3) Quran, chapter XXVI, vers6 13.
(4) Quran, chapter XCJV', versc.l.
(5)Bajrr.n al-Farq, p.42,
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"because G-od expanded his breast with the light of Islam? 
"who is in light from his Lord."^~^ But the breast of 
the unbeliever or the hypocrite is replete with the 
darkness of unbelief, polytheism or scepticism and is 
sufficiently capacious for holding so much of them that 
no room is left there for the light of Islam and that it 
is too restricted to hold any of the light of right.
God sayss "But who expands his breast to misbelief - on
(o\
them is wrath from God, and for them is mighty woe„n' } 
And God also sayss "Whomsoever God wishes to guide, He 
expands his breast to Islam,0 but whomsoever He wishes to 
lead astray, He makes his breast tight and c G x ^  r^j ctcd,  ^
In this, God knows that when the breast is full of the 
darkness and of unbelief it becomes too narrow to hold «h 
antithetical lights* The Qur’an says that relief comes
to breasts because they are the seat of spite which issue 
from the soul. God sayss "and (God will) heal the br&c.r 
of a people who believe" and also says, "There has cc/"' 
to you a warning from your Lord, and a balm for what is 
in the breasts.
The breast is the repository of every knowledge 
acquired through learning, memorising, perseverance and
(1) See chapter XXXIX vorse 22.
(2) See chapter XVI, verse 10.6*
(3) See chapter VI, verse. 135*
(4) See al-Barq, p.4-0.
(5) See chapter IX, vorse .14*.
(6) See chapter X, vorse 57*,
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effort and derived from oral information sources,
whether it is the Quifcn, tradition or something else,^'
This knowledge is liable to he forgotten, God sayss
"hay, hut it is evident signs in the hreasts of those who
(2 )are endowed with knowledge,,,v } This is the knowledge
which is readily attainable by virtue of its mode of
expression, intelligibility, narration and explanation,-,
But the possessor of this knowledge is liable to forget,
because it is the soul which holds and preserves it, and
forgetfulness is natural to the soul. The breast in this
sense, is like the case or the shell of the heart, and
this is what is meant when it is said that so-and-so reads
off the case of his heart. It is to the heart as the
(5)mother-of-pearl is to the pearl, '
The Second Areas al-Tirmidhi considers that the
second area of inferiority is the heart, and the third is
the sense. It is noted that his talk on the Cities of
Light in his two bookss nAl A* da ’ Wal-Nafs’1^ ^ and
!lGhour al-Umurn or in his other book ,sSifat al-Qulftb”v
#
is different from his talk here. There he regards the
sense as the last of the Cities of Light, followed by the
breast, while here he regards the heart as immediately ne:-_
(l)Bayan al-Barq, pp.45-6,
(2jBa^&nplerXHlf verse 149.
(3)Bayan al-Parq, p,46.
(4) 11 133B As1 ad Ms. ho.1479.
(5) Foil IB As * ad Ms, ho,1312.
(6) Boil 2201 Qastmuni Ms, ho,2713.
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to the breast, and the sense as situated in the interior
of the heart. He sayss "The heart is the second area.
It is inside the breast. It is like the black of the eye,
which is inside the eye, like the town of Mecca which is
inside the sanctuary (al-Haram), like the wick in relation
to the lamp, the chamber inside the house, and like the
(1)kernel of an almond inside the shell,v ' It is the main­
spring of the light of faith and the light of piety, 
submission, affection, satisfaction, certitude, fear, 
hopefulness, fortitude and contentment, It is the source 
of the principles of knowledge, it is like a spring of 
water and the breast is like a trough. Water comes out of 
the spring and pours into the trough, in the same way as
cognition proceeds from the heart to the breast, or from
(2 )the ears. Out of the heartv ' rise certitude, cognition 
and purpose and flow into the b r e ^ h  Therefore the 
heart is the root and the breast is the branch,0 and it is 
only by the root that the branch is upheld, as indicated 
by the prophetic tradition; "Deeds are only according to 
intentions.1 ^  ^
The heart stands for the king, and the soul for the 
kingdom or realm as stated by the Prophet; "The hand is 
a wing, the two legs are a mail, the eyes are a ‘.benefit,
(1) Bayun al-Parq, pp.36-7.
(2) Bayan al-Parq, pp.36-7.
(3) Bay an al-Parq, p. 37.
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the ears a funnel, the liver a mercy, the spleen a cause
of laughter, the two kidneys are craftiness and the lungs
are breath. If the king is fit, his men will be fit5 but
if he is unfit, his men will be unfit.” The breast for
the heart is like the racing ground for the horseman. The
Prophet made it clear that the fitness of the bodily organs
is dependent upon the fitness of the heart, and their
debasement is consequential upon the debasement of the
heart. The heart, in this sense, is like a lantern which
is only fit if it has light - the light of piety and
certitude. Therefore if the heart is deprived of this
light it will become like a lantern-stand which is without
the light of its lantern. Alsok any deed done by the
soul without the heart having earned anything by it is
regarded as null in relation to the hereafter; and the
doer will not be accountable for it if it is evil, nor
(2 )will he be rewarded for it if it is good.' } This is in
accordance with God's saying; "But He will catch you up
for what your hearts have earned.”
The heart Is the fountain of the light of faith, as is
attested by God's saying; ”He has written faith in their
hearts” (4), an  ^ saying. "But He has made faith
beloved by you, and has made it seemly in your hearts”,
(l)Bayan al-Parq, p.37.
(2jBayan al-Parq, p.37.
(3) ’ Chapter II, verse 225.
(4) Chapter LYIII, verse 23.
(5) Chapter IX, verse 7* *
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and also by His sayings "and his heart is quiet in the
faith" The heart is also the fountain of piety,
tranquillity, reserve and self-effacement, leniency,
quietude, submission, purity and cleanness * Piety, in
its original sense, is in the heart* It is piety against
scepticism, polytheism, unbelief, dissimulation and
(2 )hypocrisy.^ '
The heart has no limit to the depth of its se t. fnor 
has the multiplicity of its rivers a count* IIise men arc 
like divers in the seas, or like the water drawers and 
fishermen in the rivers. Every one of them gets and finds 
what is his lot as* granted by G-od. Some of them get 
revealed to them the gems of knowledge by which they 
recognize the defects of this world, the rapidity of its 
mutability, the great variety of its illusions,, lack of 
stability and the tendency to has tv vanishment, and get 
revealed to them ways of knowing the wiles of Satan arc. 
varieties of his evil promptings * Some ethers get rovco . 
to them the knowledge of how people of piety are arrange:', 
in their proper ranks, and how the people of learning arc 
placed in their grades, and also the people of honourable 
character, of goodness to mankind, of endurance under 
suffering, liberality in giving worldly goods, altruism:
(1) Chapter XVI, verse 106»
(2)Bayan‘ al-Parq, p,54o
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fear of hell, hostility to Satan, self-mortification, 
conformity to the example of the Prophet and his companionsf 
and strong adherence to the tradition*
Others also get things revealed to them through 
persistence in praising the boons of G-od, talking about His 
gifts, His warding off of afflictions, His munificence, His 
gracious screening, prolonged indulgence, great forgiveness, 
extensive mercy and the rest of this#^2^
Others still get disclosures through witnessing what 
was known previously by them about God as regards His pre­
existence and eternity, gathered from continuous discourse 
about Him and from properly contemplating Him, His 
preference, selection, favour and antecedent kindnesses, 
There are also others who get cognition by viewing 
truths of divine acts, and thus come to witness traces ^  
God's omnipotence, gracious acts and Lhe like*^^
Others get cognition by witnessing the greatness, the 
majesty, and the magnanimity of God, and by contrast, the 
insignificance of His creatures, and by viewing the poverty 
of men, their misery, indigence and their dependence upon 
Him, as against His self-sufficiency, the plentifulness of 
His resources and His maintenance of them and His good care 
of them*
(1)Bayuh al-Parq, p.30*
(2)Bayan al-Parq, p*51.
(3)Bayan al-Parq, p*51.
(4)Bayan al-Parq, p.51.
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Some are enlightened by sensing instances of
felicity, sweetness of cognition and love, and by
experiencing God’s protection from error, unbelief and
(1 )predjudice•v '
Some others get intimations through seeing His
singleness and oneness only, in such a way that they will
not experience in their innermost sense any other beside
Him, and consequently the status of anybody below Him
recedes until it vanishes, especially when God is revealed
in His majesty, when they see Him in His eternity,
perfection and endlessness, and see, by contrast, the
contingency of man and his ordained death*
All these aspects have no limit to the depth of their
seas, and no end to their gems* God sayss !,He bringeth
wisdom unto whom He will, and he who is brought wisdom is
brought so much good? but none will remember save those
(3)
endowed with minds11« These aspects are what comes off the 
tongue of the wijse one, just like the foam churned by the 
sea, and then cast off, and man makes use of what it 
contains* Similarly the wise one has wisdom which runs off 
his tongue, in forms of expressions, by way of making it 
manifest to mankind. What rises in the heart is like the 
foam on the sea waves. As the foam is useful in treating 
opthalmia, so the surge in the sea of the heart is useful
(1)Bayan al-Parq., p.52.
(2)Bayan al-Parq, p.52. 
(5) Chapter II, v.269.
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in curing the disease of worldliness in the one whose
eyes of the heart are sore, as the wise one says, and
similarly in curing his heart from diseases arising from
sensuality and other spiritual affections.^
As expansion is predicated of the breast, so is sight
(9 )and sightlessness predicated of the heart. ' G-od sayss
"For it is not the eyes which are blind, but blind are the
hearts within the breasts.
There is nothing among the things created by God
better than a heart blessed with the light of unitarianism,
cognition and faith, or purer, cleaner, clearer, more
expansive if God purifies it from defilemants, takes charge
of reviving it with His light, protects and safeguards it,
and increases its gains. This is the heart of the
believer, whose lights have no limit.^
When the heart is irradiated with- the divine light
and with the light of faith, God will be in charge of
urote-cting it, will fill it with love and awe, secure it
with the lock of potency and put away the key of will in
(S)the lockers of His esoteric secrets. }
The heart is the fountain of the light of faith and
the light of the Qur’an, and both lights are the same. God
sayss "Thou didst not know what the book was, nor the
(l)Bayan al-Farq, p.52.
(2 )Bayan al-Farq, p.47 *
(5) Chapter XXII, verse 46.
(4)Bayan al-Farq, pp.55-6.
(5)Bayan al-Farq, p.58.
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faiths hut we made it a light The light of the
heart is complete by itself, and it cannot be divided or 
broken into parts. It is one whole. When it comes, it 
comes in its wholeness, and when it goes away, it goes
( n)
away m  its wholeness*K J
The heart is also the fountain of knowledge - the 
knowledge of wisdom and the knowledge of good conduct.
The latter knowledge is the highway which the servant, 
under divine guidance, follows towards God who graciously 
clarifies his heart by enabling him to view His holy 
secrets and to see what lies behind the screens, just as 
if he sees all this with his own eyes; and were the screen 
to be removed, he will not see any more* The knowledge of 
the good conduct means that the heart is oriented towards 
the Lordship of God, His oneness, greatness, majesty, 
omnipotence, all His attributes, ^±A the fants of his 
workmanship and action.
As regards the description of the hearts of whose 
guidance God has taken special charge, namely the hearts 
of the saints, al-Tirmidhi gives us such a, minute and 
interesting account of it that a summary will not be an 
adequate substitute for the whole of it. He says that the 
hearts of the saints of God are the treasuries of wisdom,
(1) Chapter XLII, verse 52*
(2) Be/y an al-Harq, pp. 58-9.
(3)Bayan al-Farq. p.58.
.Locations of norc;;, fountains of direct vision,
treasures of -mow]edge, mansions of honour, points from
which god bestows losing kindness on them, the ouIii\uwt iiv:
ground f°r his olemeuccy > the vessels cf his knowledge *v
The hiding place for His wisdom, the receptacles of belief
in His iransoendeEce, the situations cf His favours, the
living quarters of His bonuses and the shelters of lightr
derived from His light, lod regards these hearts with
compassion every moment, increasing in the process their
lights end mending their secrets, having adorned them with
the raijuree of faith, grounded them 0:1 confidence in His
mercy, filled them with the subtleties of gratefulness?
built their walls with the benefits of charity,- perfumed
their ground with the light of right and of right
guidance, in such a way that the soil has been cleansed cf
the dr0s3 0f polythcism. scepticisn, dissinulation and «
f ?)other soomin.ebions' ihis ground, the ground of
s^ gr.itri onr has beer. irrigated by CvOd with waters from the
sea. of dish me favour., srh thus hie plants of the lights r.l
the soul have taken rest, and doc has vended them with
loving care as good garderuns do, who arc foremost among
those ?rho fear G-od5 and He has developed the buds of these
plants with the help cf the wind arising from conformity
(1)B<" V  al-Farq.„ p-,99.
■’ 2) Ba . al -Farq., pp.9 9■ ■XGO.
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to the ways of the Master of the Prophets; and He has 
reared them with the divine winds? the wind of mercy, 
the wind of loving kindness, the wind of triumph, and 
other similar winds of Godfebsg/; and He has ripened its 
fruits with the warmth of knowledge and increased them 
with the continuance of the night of the privation and 
the day of vainglory; and He has embellished its fruits 
with His colours which are the clear picture of the rules 
of Shari ahand the clinging of the servant of G-od to the 
firm handle; and He has made them pleasant to the taste 
by adherence to the ways and traditions of His prophet. 
Then He placed the throne of love on the ground of right, 
whose dust is perfumed with the light of the intellect, 
invigorated by the light of felicity, sustained with the 
sustenance of belief, established on the foundation of 
verification, and reinforced with the firmly planted
( O ' )
pillar of GrOd*v ' He spread^ on this throne, soft 
mattresses of might and main; and covered it up with the 
rugs of supplication and passiveness; and provided it 
with the couch of integrity, with dependence upon Him for 
confirmation in the ways of right and for conformity to 
the ways of the Community.^^ Then He placed on this 
throne His servant and saint who was happy, sustained and 
strongly supported, having clothed him with the robes of
(1)Bayan? al-Parq, pp. 100-101%
(2)Bayan al-Parq, p.101.
(3 )Bay;„n al-Parq, p. 101.
■vho..1.
piety* divested him ox the garments of pretension and 
affectation; endowed him with honours from the 
treasuries of his bounty, braced his strength with His 
favours ana means of prosperity, crowned him with the 
crown of His sainthood, washed him with the water of His 
loving-kindness and loving care, redoubled his cleanness 
with water from the ocean of His right guidance, fed him 
with the sweetness of His love and memories, gave him to 
drink a pure drink with the chalice of transcendence, from 
the sea of oneness ? mixed with the sweetness of His 
contingui ty * so much so that he became dependent upon G-ods 
with his seem is screened from others, and his self 
subdued at the time •.■'lien his self-glorification began to 
show, and it relincuisbed affectation on seeing his 
succour . and took pains, like a slave under the yoke, x 
helpless oversow civservant p or a chained prisoner, to
(i s.
biddingQ '~0/* Then, his lord regarded
him with tho eye of this mercy, and bestrewed him with 
good from tin; treasuries of Godship with exclusive 
honours, until he settled in the position of true servitude, 
and consequently God made him sufficient in this way, drew 
m near, called h:mi;f honoured him, designated him, was 
kind to him and Invited kini, Ho came tc Him when he heard
(l)Bav 1 £l~?arqy pdCl
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(1)His call,v ' God supported, strengthened, fenced and 
harboured him, and so He responded and answered his 
call, hailed him privily and communicated with him all 
the time 5 and he protested to his Master that he knew no 
Lord other than Him, and therefore he was granted his 
request and his wish, and God chose him for serving Him 
and guided him in the right path, was pleased to give 
him love, singled him out for giving him His gnosis, let 
flow before him rivers of truthfulness and clear­
sightedness ; divine manifestations; modesty; affection; 
contentment; fear; hopefulness; fortitude; loyalty; 
thankfulness; dutifulness; durability; confrontation; 
vainglory and lack of means; glorification and abandonment 
of free choice; insight into destinies and the witnessing 
of the Almighty
God endows him increasingly every time with nice gifts 
incapable of being described adequately, while being close 
to his Lord, estranged from his world, too much engrossed 
with God to see what will befall him* He is living in the 
greatest of ease with his Lord, apprehensive that his 
circumstances may terminate and fearful that an event ma;y 
necessitate transference from the station wherein he can 
view the glory and the majesty, while, in this state, he
(1 )Bayars al-Harq, p . 102 *
(2)Bajran al-Farq, p. 102*
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is both alienated and friendly, both settled and yet
poised for departure, and both perturbed and sedate
having been drowned in a shoreless sea, the sea of
( 1  'Ioneness, but unwilling to escape from ittv J
This recluse tastes the same pleasures as the
sweets of life enjoyed by the pleasure seekers. He
suffers from the pain of separation more than the
suffering of those afflicted with aches, diseases and
distresses, those flagellated with whips or criminals in
chains* He was spared by God the pangs of separation
and gathered for him every bounty, and took him closer
(2 )to him and gave him security.v }
May He be praised who bestows with great liberality 
upon the chosen of His devotees and the intimates of His 
elect, lavishes his gifts on them, rendered them proof 
against morbid passions, granted them sound hearts and 
led them along the straight path. May God be praised for 
His warding off of trials, lavishing gifts, augmenting 
means of easy life, giving honours of right guidance, 
removing possibilities of ruin and making it 
successfully possible to follow in the footsteps of His 
chosen prophet, the religion of His close and exclusive 
friend, the tradition of His favoured messenger, the 
seal of prophets and messengers, towards the plainest 
path.^ ^
(l)Ba^aaa al-Parq, p. 102*
(2jBafan al-Parq, p.102*.
(3)Ba“ an al-Parq, p. 102.,
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s this is the third of the areas of 
inferiority. Its relation to the heart is like the 
relation of the eye-hall to the black of the eyes, the 
holy mosque to the inside of Mecca, the inner chamber or 
the cupboard to the interior of the house, the wick to 
the lamp, or the kernel to the nut or almond.
The sense is the location of cognition, of conceits 
and of vision. Whenever a man benefits from cognition, 
it is the sense which benefits first, and then the heart.
The sense lies in the middle of the heart, just as the 
heart is in the middle of the breast, or the pearl in the 
middle of the shell.
It is the fountain of vision, God sayss 
belies not what it saw.^^ The word fu'ad, fcn p e h Hi&a rC^ U> 
derived from the word fa'idah benefit, because it 
contemplates the benefits of God,cs lr>ve, and the sense 
benefits from that by vision, and the heart finds pleasure 
irom knowledge, and, if the sense does not behold, the 
heart will not benefit from knowledge.^^ ^
As the sense is the seat of vision, so is the heart 
the seat of cognition?and if cognition and vision are 
united, the unknown will become immediately perceived, and 
the servant of God will be confirmed in certainty through
(1)Bayan al-Farq, p.38,
(2) Chapter LIII, verse 11.
(3)BayTn al-Barq, p.68.
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cognition, vision and the true view of faith. The Qurl,an
sayss "And he who sees therewith it is for himself".
God confers his favour upon him by rightly guiding him
and helping him to believe in Him, as God sayss "But he
who is blind thereto, it is against his soul". It will
be an argument in favour of God to disprove him if he
(1 )discredited Him.v '
The name fu’ad is subtler in meaning than
the name heart, but their meanings are very close, like
the meanings of Rahman (compassionate) and Rahim (merciful).
The guardian of the heart is the Rahman, because the heart
is the fountain of faith, and the believer relies upon the
(?)compassionate God concerning the truth of his belief.v }
God sayss "Says He is the beneficent, in Him we believe 
and in Him we put our t r u s t " , a n d  also sayss "And my 
mercy embraceth everything, and i w n l  write it down for 
those who fear." He also sayss "Thus, that we may
establish thy sense therewith.^^^
The heart s but the )£r is in need of
the ties of confirmation so that he may feel assured with 
regard to the presence of God, as stated in the Quranic 
chapter of the caves "And we braced up their hearts, when 
they stood up".^^ And also in the story of the mother of
(1)Bayan al-Rarq , p.62-.
(2)Bayan al-I’arq. p.69.
(3) ' chapter LXVII, verse 29.
v4) Chapter VII, verse 156.
(5) Chapter XXV, verse 32.
(6) Chapter XVIII, verse 14.
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Moses; "had it not been that we bound up her heart...
This means that the heart is fastened strongly by the
light of transcendence according to the interpretation
(2 )of the exegetes. '
The sense sees and experiences, emd therefore it
may suffer voidness; and does not need fastening, but
needs to be supplied with right guidance. G-od says;
"And the fu’ad (sense) of Mosesf mother was void on the _
morrow; she well-nigh disclosed him," Here the sense
(fu’ad) is qualified by voidness, and is considered pre­
eminent over the heart, since the heart cognizes; but to 
be informed is not the same as to experience directly.
Vision may be an attribute of the heart also; but 
the heart sees by the light located in it, as indicated
t \
by the angwer made by Abu-JafarMuhammad bfAli when asked 
by a bedouin; "Have you seen Th,y rend?" "I would not 
have worshipped something I never saw", answered Abu-Ja*- 
far. "How did you see Him?" asked the bedouin. "The 
eyes", Abu-Ja^far answered, "did not see Him by immediate 
observation, but the hearts saw Him by the truths of 
faith."^  ^
The heart and the sense are sometimes covered by the
word "basar", sight, because both are locations for sight,
(1) Chapter XXVIII, verse 1<3>.
(2 )Bayan al-Parq, p♦70.
(3) Chapter XVIII, verse 10.
(4)Bayan al-Parq, p.70.
(5)Bayan al-Parq, p.63-
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God sayss "God interchanges the night and the day;
(i )
verily in that is a lesson to those endowed with sight".v '
Also God sayss "Wherefore take example, 0 ye who are
(2 )endowed with sight."^ 1 Those in possession of sight are
considered to be capable of perceiving in things the
(^)subtleties of God’s crea,tion.w/
The intellect - al-Lubbg this is the fourth area of 
inferiority. Al-Tirmidhi, in talking about the intellect, 
sayss "It is the mightiest mountain, the safest stand 
and the pivot which is constant and immovable. It is the 
mainstay of religion and all lights are traceable to it 
and are enclosing it. These lights will remain 
incomplete and their effectiveness will not be operative 
unless the intellect and its mainstay are sound and fit. 
They cannot subsist without the subsistence of the 
intellect, and cannot be established unless it is 
established. It is the fountain of transcendence, and the 
light by which oneness is witnessed.
This intellect is a joint light, a planted plant and 
an innate mind. It is not like the compounds; but it is 
a simple light like elementary, basic things. This 
intellect which is the mind is planted in the ground of 
transcendence, whose soil is that of oneness, watered by
(1) Chapter XXIV verse 44.
(2) Chapter LIX, verse 2.
(3JBayun al-Parq, p.64.
(4)Bay,:ui al-Parq, p.70.po71e
3<r3
the water of grace, from the sea, of glorification, arid
thus its roots have been infused in full with the lights
(1 )of certitude, J G-od Himself took charge of planting it, 
and set about doing it with His own immediate and 
unmediated power. He planted it in the garden of 
contentment, rendered it impregnable by surrounding it 
with the wall of preservation, and grounded it firmly in 
His eternity, pre-existence and priority so that the 
soul can hardly approach it with its sensual 
desires, ignorance or the beasts of the wilds of error, 
or approached by any of the beasts which are the 
characteristics of the soul, such as conceit, folly and 
other distempers* God, Himself, is the owner of this 
garden and the keeper of it. It is the most beautiful of 
all gardens, because it is the garden of faith which God
was in charge of planting, water^g ~^d developing until 
the trees gave forth the fruits of the light of faith 
through help from tbe Rahman (Compassionate one), and the 
delicate fruits of supreme belief (Ihsan)^2 .^ God sayss 
"But God has made faith beloved by you, and had made it 
seemly in your heart,1
This is the explanation of the name Lubb (intellect)-- 
It consists of the letters Lam (1) and ba (b), It begins
(1)Bavan al-Farq, p,71c
(2)Bayan al-Barq, pp.71-2.
(3) Chapter XLIX, verse 7.
with the letter (lam), with which the word Lutf (grace)
begins c The letter ba (b) is stressed,0, it is not doubled
in writing and it is only doubled in * speech! * ' ■
• o But in fact it is two letterss
the ba (b) of birr (benevolence) at the beginning, and
then the ba (b) of baqa (endurance) through blessing.
This light does not come into being for any cause
whatever. It only does so through the grace of the Opener
of Boors. Originally, Bod gave to his servant the benefits
of the principles of religion out of His grace, without a
cause; then the ramifications of religion were made
conditional upon the servant’s submission. The struggle
of the servant against evil is contingent upon the help
(2 )of Lordship and the right guidance of Bodin-l’’ }
Then he shows who are the people of intellect and
sayss "Know that the intellect nna-s only to the people
of faith who are the chosen servants of the Rahman, and ^ 7
who tend towards obedience to the Master and turn away 
from the desires of one’s self and from worldliness. In 
consequence, Bod invests them with the vestments of piety 
and deflects away from them all sorts of afflictions, 
calling them 1 the possessors of intellect.” He addresses 
them especially, reproaches them in various ways, and 
praises them in many verses. He sayss ’’Hear me o ye
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who possess intellects'*, , "It is these that God hath
(2 )guided, and by their guidance be them led" v } and he who
is brought wisdom is brought much good", and "that they 
may consider its verses, and that those endowed, with
the possessors of intellects,0 and he determines their 
stations, their secret communications with their lord, 
their excellences in their mastery of thought, under­
standing and sober-mindedness, to the extent that we have 
been baffled in comprehending their status, because He 
especially endowed them with the light of intellect to 
the exclusion of the others,
The majority of the men of letters who are versed in 
language consider that intellect is the same as reason 
(mind), the only difference betv.n^ . hiera being the same 
as the difference between sunlight and lamplight. Both of 
'-hem are lright, which is obvious? but you can hardly come 
across two rational people whose reasons have equal 
proficiency and lucidity. On the contrary, they differ 
one from the other in an excess of cerebration enjoyed by
the one over the other. How much so would the differences
be considered those especially endowed by God with His
(1) Chapter V , verse 100.
(2) Chapter VI, "verse 90.
(3) Chapter XXXVIII, verse 29<>
(4)Bayan al-Forq, p.72.
( d)intellect may be mindful". In this way, God praises
The Difference Betv\recn Intellect (al-Lubb) and Beason
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knowledge, favoured with the boons of His loving kindness 
and inundated with such benefits from the seas of His
Grades of Reason__(_Mind)_
Mind is one in name? its proficiency is subject to 
increase and decrease; it is a leader and an offshoot; it 
is strong with the strength of its pillars, and increases 
with the increase of its will (proficiency),
1* The first grade of reason is the native reason, 
which keeps a boy and a man out of the compass of madness, 
and by which he apprehends what is said to him, because 
he is bidden and forbidden, and he distinguishes by his 
reason the good from the evil, and knows by it how to 
tell self-respect from servility, gain from loss, the out­
siders from the neighbours, the relatives from the 
(?)outsiders.  ^ '
2. The second grade is the reason of the sense of
obligation, for which the servant attains the grade when
he deserves to receive obligations from God; and when he
attains maturity, the light of reason, described as the
light of confirmation, will be brightened; and thus the
servantfs reason will be confirmed and will reach the
(3)stage at which he receives God's commandments. f
s nobody else has been inundated
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3o There is also the reason of experience, which is 
the most useful of the three and superior to them. It 
becomes wiser through experience and capable of 
apprehending what what has not happened by inference from 
what has already happened. It is as God’s Messenger said; 
"No man can be wise without experience, and no man can be
_ (i )
sober-minded unless he had stumbled."' '
4* Then there is the inherited reason which marks a
man as mature, rational, wise, learned, soberminded and
graciouso If this man is afflicted with an irrational
child or pupil to whom his company is void of use; and if
he then dies, God by His charity, will bequeath his reason
with its light, its luminosity and usefulness, his
gravity, sedateness and presentableness to this irrational
boy or pupil, who will thus be transformed at once, and he
becomes as grave and rational as his predecessor. This
cannot be witnessed except when the magnanimous and rational
man dies and when the ignorant and irrational person is
transformed. Only reason is inherited; but the blessings
of his prayer and the light of his knowledge will accrue
also, and God, through His generosity and benefaction, will
(2 )complete this, ;
These aspects of reason will be useful, according to 
how many of them one can acquire. Man will improve by what
(1) Bajan al-Farq, p*75.
(2) Bayun al-Farq , p.75.
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ho acquires of these aspects and becomes fit to befriend
people who profit from him. Those aspects can also be
obtained by atheists like the philosophers, the wise men
of India and Greece, and others, because these types of
reason are only for strengthening of the self and for
(1)dealing with people in the ways of hypocrisy. '
5. But the most completely useful reason is the 
balanced reason, which is stamped with the light of God’s 
guidance. It is the intellect, and it is called reason. 
Reason is a means of expression, knowledge by way of 
metaphor in the ampleness of language. The possessors of 
intellect are those who know God; and not every rational
f \
person knows God. But everyone who knows God is rational.
God says % "But none will comprehend them save those who 
know." ' }
There are other names for rcm^ nri in Arabic. It is 
called Hilm, nuha, bijr and hija, as in the Qu'rans ,
"Verily in that are signs to those endowed with intelligence 
(nuha)";^) "Is there in that an oath for a man of sense
/ r \
(hijr) " * and in the Prophet’s traditions "Let those
of you who possess minds( iUilam) and sense (nuha) succeed
me, and then those proved by
The Rational Man is the possessor of reason who under-
(l)Bayan al-Parq, p.75*
( 2feayah al-Farq. p.76.
(3) Chapter XXIX, verse 43.
(4) Cha,pter XX, verse 128.
(5) Chapter LXXXIX, verse 5*
(6)Bayan al-Parq, p.76.
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stands from G-od His command, prohibition, admonition,
promise and warning, and understands God's meaning
according as God helps him and reveals to him how he
should respect His commands and shun what He prohibits.
Those, can only happen through God’s grace and His,
benevolence, and thus God gives him preference over the
others by endowing him with remarkable intellect and
distinguished light.
Al-Faqih - the JhAfci&ts Anybody in possession of
these qualities is a master of thought? well-versed in
the fundamentals of religion and the ensuing judicial
details of religion. Hot everyone who is well-versed in
the subdivisions is necessarily well-versed in the
fundamentals, becanse mastery of thought in the details
is extensive and in this case he is a master of thought
as a result of conscious study? is the carrier of
jurisprudence and of knowledge. The word "fiqh” is the
name used for knowledge to signify it? and in popular
usage it is said that Mr. So-and-so studies to be wiser 
(2)and. leeras.
The mastery of thought is in fact the intuition which 
is in the heart, as the Prophet says, ’’Often the carrier 
of jurisprudence nay have no understanding and there may
(1)Bayan al-Farq, p.77.
(2)Bayan al-Farq, p.77.
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be a carrier of jurisprudence who carries it to one who
has better understanding of it."^^
Insight into religion is the light which God infuses
into the heart of His faithful and believing servant,
which serves him like a lamp by which he can see. "This
is not possible for the unbeliever and the hypocrite."
( o )
God says, ’’But the hypocrites have no insight”.v ' The
matter of thought whose heart is illuminated with the
light of sight is the one referred to by the Prophet in
his sayings "If God wishes a servant well, He will
educate him in religion and reveal to him the defects of
his soul, and disclose to him the ills and the remedies
of the world. He in whom God joins these merits is a
prodigy. The greatest savant and the precognizant
(3)intellectual.This is why the deduction of the educated 
pundit varies from the deduction wise pundit,
because of the variation in the spheres belonging to then 
respectively. The mastery of thought of the learned man 
is situated in the breast, and it is liable to be 
forgotten;but the light of this knowledge can be made 
brighter through learning and application, and will put 
forth branches of the light of insight and understanding 
by which the possessor will be able by the guiding light
(1)Bayan al-Farq, p-77.
(2) Chapter 1XIII, verse 6.
(3 )®ayan al-Farq, p. 78.
(4)Bayan al-Farq, p«46.
3 1 1
of his masterful thought to unravel unsolved questions 
and, by analogy, to compare what he doesn't know with 
what is similar and alike in his knowledge, and thus 
facilitate the understanding of its meaning. His 
deduction of laws consists in the deduction of
principles to be in accordance with the tradition and in
C (1}support of shari * ah(relig.ious law)*
But the deuction of the pundit in the esoteric
knowledge is the deduction of the inward mental sense,
which is to be in accordance with reality and with the
vision of Lordship. The disparity between them can be
shown by the deduction of internal and external meaning
of a Qur’anic verse which on the face of it poses a
verdict because it carries in the exterior of the
expression a hint leading to the inside knowledge of it.
Thus, the pundit deduces what conforms to the commandment
(Hujjah)of God; and the wise man deduces what is
agreeable to the purpose of God; and will be led along
the well-defined path through subtle indications which he
glimpses to be consonant with the transcendence of God
(2 ^and informative about a purpose agreeable to God.v }
Further to this, there are delicate situations,
dignified places and pleasant graces. The foundation
for them all is the light of the Divine Unity. This is
(1 )BayTn al-Farq., p. 78.
(2)Bayan al-Farq, pp.78-9*
a mystery, cognition is implicit obedience 5 faith is the 
conservation of the mystery and the witnessing of the 
implicit obedience; Islam is the employment of oneself 
in thankfulness to God, obedience to His commands and 
resignation of the heart to the mystery, because 
transcendence is a mystery only cognizable through God's 
guidance to the servant and His pointing it out to him.
The servant is incapable of recognizing it by his 
unaided mind unless he is helped, supported and guided by 
God, Cognition is an act .of charity from God, since it 
is God who opens up the door of blessings and favours, 
initiating and without the servant being deserving of this.^ 
Theunructiseoi&sadli- stations beyond these stations are . 
discerned partially only by a servant helped by God toward 
the recognition of such of them as indicated by known 
analogies. God aids him and givr^ n-j_m strength to under­
stand them. These stations which lie beyond the aforesaid 
stations are analagous to the increase in the clarity of 
water if allowed to rest for some time in the vessels.
By these analogies it will bo possible to perceive the
(2 )path leading to the undeclared mystery. }
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The Varieties
Al-Tirmidhi allocated the stations of religion and 
the grades of the people of religion to their various 
places in the interior of the believer, and associated 
each of these stations with an area or a section in the 
believer’s heart, taking into consideration the duties 
entailed by every grade in matters of active conduct, 
sincerity of worship and nearness to God. He called them 
"The Interior Stations'1, and named four of them in serial 
sequences the Breast, the Heart, the Sense and the 
Intellect. And he conjoined each one of them with its
He assigned to each area or section a special kind of 
light commensurate with it. Although they are various as 
to their names, but they fire conformable and not 
antithetical. Each of these lights nas its own advantages 
which flow from it independently according to its grade. 
Thus the light of Islam generates fear and promise; the 
light of Faith produces fear and promise; the light of 
cognition breeds fear and promise; and so is the case with 
the rest of the conditions which burst out of the heart 
and issue from the lights of the interior, such as 
thankfulness, fortitude, affection, bashfulness,
(l)Bayan al-Farq, pp.35-9*
,(1 )
correspondent Ins Islam, Faith,
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(1)truthfulness, loyalty and others* ■ J
What Proceeds from these Lightss
From the light of Islam proceeds fear of the
ultimate and hopefulness for a good outcome. God says;
(2 )"Do not therefore die until you have become M u s l i m s . '
In another verse in the Chapter of TJsuf (Joseph), God
sayss "Take me to Thyself as a Muslim, and join me to
(3)the r i g h t e o u s . ;
From faith proceeds fear from visitations of evil? 
but from it also proceeds promise of windfalls of 
goodness any time*
From the light of cognition generates fear from 
failure to catch up with realities and promise of catching 
up with realities.
This kind has its fear traceable to the witnessing 
of Lordship, which means that one tears God, other than 
whom none deserves fear, and expects .goodness from God, 
from none other than whom goodness can be expected.
The Mountains of Light g
Then al-Tirmidhi links up these four stations with 
the grades of souls mentioned in the Qur’an, namely;
i
sensual soul 5 inSjhmed soul? self-criticising’ soul; 
idftortguH soul. Each one of these four lights is likened
(1) Bay an al ■-Far q, p. 7 9.
(2) Chapter Til, verse 132.
(3) Chapter XII, verse 101.
(4)Bayan al-Farq, pp.79-80.
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to a mountain whose base occupies a part of the four 
parts of the heart, and each mountain has a bird which 
keeps on circling in the valleys appropriate to the 
religious status of the occupier. These birds represent 
the four above-mentioned souls. In this distribution, 
al-Tirnidhi poitrays his opinion about the conduct of 
nan at its various levels according to the man’s lot of 
guidance, cognition and light.
Islam is a mountain and its ground is the breast? 
faith is a mountain and its situation is in the heart? 
cognition is a mountain and its source of supply is the 
sense? transcendence is a mountain and it rests upon the 
i n t e l l e c t . O n  the top of each mountain there is a 
bird. The bird of the mountain of the breast is the 
sensual soul? the bird of the mountain of the heart is 
the informed soul? the bird of the mountain of the sense 
is the self-criticising soul? the oird of the mountain of 
the intellect is the reformed soul.^^
The sensual soul does its flight in bhe valleys of 
polytheism, scepticism, hypocrisy and others. But God 
protects His Saints from its evil deeds, as indicated by 
His sayings "The soul is very urgent to evil, save what 
my Lord has head mercy o n d ^ ^  The informed soul does its
(1)Bayan al-Farq, p.80.
(2) Ibid, p.80.
(3) Chapter XII, vorse 53%
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flight in the valleys of piety sometimes and in the
valleys of wickedness some other times* G-od sayss
(1 )"and taught it its wickedness and its piety. J
The self-criticising soul does its flight in the 
valleys of loftiness, grandeur, gazing at the honours of 
G-od, self-glorification and rejoicing at the blessings 
of G-od sometimes, and in the valleys of privation, 
modesty, self-disdain and vision of humbleness, 
objectness and indigence some other times. Nevertheless 
the soul is critical of its possessor in all positions,
God sayss "Nor need I swear by the self-criticising 
soul."^  ^
The reformed soul does its flight in the valleys of
contentment, bashfulness, settling for transcendence,
enjoyment of the sweetness of the reflection of God, It
has the form of the spirit, having V  cleansed by God
from the evil of c o n t e s t . G o d  says? "0 Thou comforted
°oull Return unto Thy Lord, we.13 pleased and well
pleased w i t h . " H e  also says5 "Then rest and fragrance
(8 ^and the garden of bliss.!iV /
The soul is an essence of which certain parts are 
more pleasant than others, and certain other parts are
(1) Chapter XCI, verse 8.
(2) Chapter LXXV, verse 2,
(3)Bayar_ al-Farq, pp. 81-2.
(4) Chapter LXXXIX, verse 27-8.
(5) Chapter LYI, verse 89.
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more abominable, more unjust and more wicked than others.
The soul is cleansed by the light of the externality of
Islam from the evil of the externality of the soul. It
improves and gets better through sincerity of self-
abnegation, if approached by the prospering favour of
God. The Prophet says in His prayers "Yife seek refuge
in God against the evils of our souls.
The essence of the soul is a hot wind like smoke
and it is tenebrous and ill-treating. Originally, its
spirit was luminous, and it increases in improvement if
favoured with success and prosperity from God, together
with good treatment and true supplication. But it will
not increase in improvement unless the servant of God
resists its temptations and passions, turns away from it,
(2 )and mortifies it with hunger and distress.v '
The self-criticising soul is nearer to truth? but
it is deceitful and, unctuous, and is elusive except to
(^  ^the initiated, prudent nan.
The reformed soul is that which God has purified 
from the mischief of darkness and rendered radiant - thus 
becoming similar to the spirit, willing to be submissive 
and obedient to God without reluctance on its part, and 
thus becoming obedient by being obedient to God. It is
(1)Bay“n al-Farq., p.82.
(2) Ibid, pp. 82-3»
(3) Ibid, pi83.
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the soul of* the Si&diq whose inward and outward have
(1 )been engrossed by God. *
The Reason Why Lights Are likened to Mountainss
Lights are likened to mountains only because the 
light of Islan in the breast of the Muslim is too strong 
and firmly established to be removed by anybody, so long 
as it is preserved by God. It is not feasible for any­
one to remove the light of Islam from the breast of the 
Muslim, who, although not on the straight path of 
submission, is nevertheless clinging hard to the firm 
handle of faith, but unsafe from the evil promptings of 
the soul. The mountain of the light of faith is greater, 
more firmly grounded and more securely fixed than the 
light of Islam, because the soul has responsibility and 
is under obligation to protect Islam and to enforce its 
laws, but is under no obligation ’"T*otect the heart
(2 )because the heart is sustained by the light of the Lord.v 7 
^od sayss "God makes fast those who believe with the 
sure word in this world’s life and in the n e x t . " T h e  
Prophet sayss "Paith in their hearts is like the firmly 
anchored mountains." It is the scat of useful knowledge. 
The light of cognition is more widespread and its light
1)Bayan al-Parq, p.83*
2) Ibid, p.84,
3) Chapter XIV, verse 27#
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is stronger? because it is the fountain of vision? and
vision is surer than reported information, because
!iThe reported information is not the same as direct 
(1}viewing,1 v 1
The light of i is the greatest mountain.
Its like among mountains is the Mountain Qaf among the
(o\
rest of the mountains. '
The Limits of the Mountains of
The mountain of the light of Islam comes to an end
at self-abnegation and the good deeds of the soul,- In
this, the people of Islam are disparate in rank.
The mountain of the light of faith terminates at
trust in G-od and commitment to Him, To witness is
greater, unlessfcfce foels self-important; and what matters
is what one can see; but one can see with the light of
faith things which are invisible +: eyes. The people
of faith are equal with regard to the substructure of
^aith, and to their direct visions- But they are unequal
in respect of what accrues from its lights in the form of
f d)fruits and branches of faith, J
The mountain of the light of cognition terminates 
at the point
 ,   /
(1)Bay .n al-Farq, p,84*
(2) Ibid, p.84.
(3) Ibid, pp,84-5 o
r , i > t ci (
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annihilation, andpowerlessness and power. It also 
terminates where the loving kindness and favours of G-od 
can he witnessed*
By this light, it is possible to tell the. dying and 
the vanishing, and their insignificance and meanness! 
and also to tell the enduring and iMl power and H*S 
loftiness, and to know the helplessness and weakness of
(i)
their creation.v J The one who knows these things is
like the mountain of G-od, whose knowledge is confirmed
by seeing the greatness, grandeur and power of God, His
God keeps him safeguarded, so that he will not disappear
when overtaken by a misfortune, and' will not depart when
afflicted with a crisis, because he is sustained by the
(?)power and mercy of God,v '
The light of transcendence, which is the fourth 
mountain, is at the ©£ dm perceptive intellect.
It is the mountain whose height is infinite and whose 
0reatness is endless. It is the fountain of all 
goodness, and the sea from which comes out every good 
thing and to which goes back every good thing. Ho human 
being can describe its light by word of mouth, except 
insofar as he is made successful and prosperous by God.^^
(1) See al-Farq, p.85*
(2) Ibid,
(3) Ibid, p.87.
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The Unitarian is a servant of G-od who is alive to
people hut dead to himself by being close to God,
submerged in the light of transcendence enjoying easy
living, and pleasant life with his Lord.. God sayss 1 and
we will quicken him with a goodly life," when he will
have forgotten all sweetnesses beside the sweetness of
recollection of God, obeying Him, knowing Him and loving
Him. The Prophet sayss "The one who savours the taste
of faith is the one who is content with God His Lord."
This is a servant whom Godjias given to drink from the sea
of true guidance, and he has experienced the sweetness of
these drinks. He is like a mad man to people? but God
has bedecked him with the best apparel, safeguarded him
from evil promptings and preferred him to many people.
He has become alive in God, because He has sheltered him,
taken charge of him, fortified 1U ° k"°rt and quickened
him. Thus he is able to witness by the light of God what
( 2 s)the others cannot see,v }
Aspects of hifes
Life, as understood by the : I'H.ajoTity of people, is 
of many aspects« There is the life of man by the spirit, 
is the life of beasts and brutes. There is the life
(1) Chapter XVI, .verse 97*
(2)Bay~n al-Parq, pp.88-94.
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of the heart, without the darkness of unbelief hut by
the light of faith. Another aspect is the life of man
by knowledge, in the sense that the man ojpoiowlodge is
alive but the ignorant man is dead. There is also the
life of the servant of God by the light of obedience,
out of the darkness of disobedience. There is again,
the life of the repentant by the light of repentance and
out of the darkness of mischief, by the light of
prosperity from G-od and out of the darkness of the vision
of self-abnegation. There is the life of the servant of
God by the sight of God’s favours to him, and by the
tender disposition of God towards him and out of the
darkness which excludes the sight of deeds. There are
other aspects, the mention of which is too much for the
hearts of the generality of p e o p l e , G o d  sayss "Say
(2 )the Spirit comes at the bidding of jnv Lord."v ' He also
(S)sayss "Ho aids them with a spirit from Him,"v } and
■^ ayss "He throws the Spirit by this bidding upon whom
He will of His servants." And also says? "And thus
have we inspired thee by a spirit at our bidding,"v '
Every living being in the creation of Gorl is called 
"alive" only because of the Spirit5 and the Spirit is
(1) Bay an al-Earp, p,95.
(2) Chapter XVII, verse 85,
(5) Chapter LXXXV, verse 22,
(4 ) Chapter XL, verse 15,
(5) Chapter XLII, verse 52,
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the light by which God breathed life into the creation.
It is, as God says, f,by His bidding.u ^ ^  ^ The principle
of the Spirit is God? and man is sustained by the
Spirit. The life of the breast is sustained by the Spirit
of Islam? the life of the heart is sustained by the spirit
of faith? the life of sense is sustained by the spirit of
cogni'tdreti &%'L ^  the life of the
intellect by the spirit of transcendence, dissociation
(2 )from power and night and association with God. '
(1) See chapter XVI, verse 2} chapter XVII, verse 85 
and chapter XL, verse 15 *
(2)Bayan al-Parq., p.96.
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CHAPTER VII,
THE STRUGGLE BETWEEN THE HEnRT AHE THE 
SOUL., AND FORMS OP CONDUCT.
1. The continuous struggle between the forces 
of good and evil.
2. The heart is the capital of the realm of 
Gnosis.
3. The gates of the soul.
4. Account of the struggle as given by al-Tirmidhi.
5. The auxiliaries of reason, Aql.
6. The laundered traits of the Devil,
7. The forms of conduct.
8,. Basis of human conduct.
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T_lipg 3 jnmigy:;l 8 JBetweeop the Heaigu_and the Soul 
cr_ Between Reason and Pasps ion 
Anybody who studios itu thoughts and ideas of al- 
Tirmidhi will find it obvious that ho believes in man as 
being the sphere of constant struggle between the forces 
of good and evil., and that ihcur' forces occupy certain areas 
of influ ■''•nee in the human being wheref rorn they exercise 
their authority, practise their assaults, engage auxil­
iaries and got ready for the onslaught in time. Each of 
these two tendencies has an overlord, a realm and collaborators 
or auxiliaries, The realm of good or light has gnosis for 
overlord and has reason for the prince and heir of the throne, 
assisted by a hundred, auxiliaries, each one of whom has a 
definite assignment and a clear cut function. The domain 
and the seat of this realm are in the heart, which is the 
spring or thr source of light, resplendence and right guidance. 
On the other side is the realm of evil or darkness, presided 
over by the soul and oassion, assisted by a hundred auxiliaries 
who get ready to carry out' incursions into the realm of light 
and good and seise the opportunity for taking the initiative 
in steering man along the path of passion and the lower soul, 
Accordinly, al-Tirmidhi visualises thr heart of rnan as 
the metropolis and capital of th^ realm, the suzerainty of 
which is contested by gnosis and reason on tho one hand, and
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oassion on the other. But since the heart is the prince> 
^residing over the organs of the Body, authority or 
sovereignty in all this realm goes, of the two partiesy 
so the one which overpowers *(1) The heart s if thr heart 
is for gnosis and reason, its state of affairs will B° 
straight and. in good. order> and consequently the organs 
will he fit and in good fettln Bui; if the heart is for 
the soul and passion, it will Become darkened and the 
organs will be maladjusted.; with unabated struggle Between 
gnosis and roa.se n n the one hand and the soul and passion 
on the othrr*
Al-Tirmidhi derives this visualisation from a traditi n
of the Prophet’s; namely" ”Verily? there is in the Body a.
niece of flesh, when it is in good condition; the Body as
a whole will Be in good condition; and when it is in bad
condition; tlm body as a whole wi"1 n in a bad condition—
which is thr heart”, le have already dealt with one aspect
e-c al-Tirmidhi5 s visualisation of this constant struggle when
discussing the cities of light and th~ realm of gnosis in the
chapter entitled nT.hr Theory of Knowledge according to al- 
n i ^ ~v* ■ v' -i * ^ ^  i ? { \
-+ u. aj.i_L  ^ v-. /
(1) Mas’alah fi sha'n al- *Aql v/a al-Hawas fol 51b 5 Leipzig Ms
(2) See Chapter ”Th:- Theory of Cnosis” of this thesis p.f50.
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He envisages tin soul as two great cities, one inside
the others which he cells the inner soul and the outer soul.
The inner one i
submit to whoever prevails, conquers and holds sway0 (l) The
inner soul is unrightecu
est, lowliest and coarsest clay because it is abstracted from 
the foothold, the footpath, the runway and the walkway of the 
Devil. (2)
The. Soul has seven gates, all open onto the organs. The 
organs are seven villages all around it. If the king or over­
lord is in command of It and has dominance over it, it will 
remain calm, and the villages will be at ease, 'with their
provisions coming to them comfortably from ever3?‘ place, But
in consequence of .its overboldness in committing deeds hato- 
xul to Hod , ( 3)
In thr Soul, there is a householder; who is the sneak, 
the scout for obtaining secret information, the evil whisperer
if it submits to the inner soul in obedience to it, shows no 
gratitude for the blessings of God, and renounces all that is 
lawful, God will make it suffer u.^.-wetting hunger and fright
and the spy —  ”tho s'Linker, the evil whisperer who whispers 
into the hearts of men - from, jinns and men” .(4)
■;a al-Nafs,J fold55b? & ”Ghawr al-Umur” fol.36a
(2) dTdtda f o 1.13 5b, & Ghawr
*4** r\ 1  9  f i n  Py* d  V - i  r^ i t n v i
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Al-Tirnidhi gives a picture of the constant struggle 
between the soul and passion on the one hand and gnosis and 
reason on the other, 111 what he says as follows s 1 The Organs 
are villages encompassing the Soul, with an agont over each 
of them. If the enemy is subdued and quelled and passion is 
.in check? the king or overlord? that is gnosis? will be in 
effective authority? and of sovereignty? prestige? splendour? 
compelling command? dignity and honour? with &> brilliant light 
of majesty issuing from him and reaching to the farthest bounds 
of the city, The city? with its waters? will be a vordent gar­
den? which is the heart? and the townships around it will be 
tranquil and unsuspecting? having shed the clouds of passion? 
the murks of heterodoxy and th^ smoko of lust. The agent also 
will be enjoying glory? honour? splendour and prominence? with 
the light of willingness? obedience and joy shining brightly 
from him and reaching to the fart^et townships and villages.
The townshins will b - calm and contented? the agents will bo 
obedient, the siinker subdued? the evil whisperer restrained? 
passion closely imprisoned and the a.ecursnd evil-doer snubbed 
and c o ntr i t e•(1)
But if th' enemy seizes it? hr will take it forcibly and 
will impose over it a ruler? and the ex-ruler with his soldiers 
and followers will succumb to his injustice? wickedness, desires 
caprice? tricks? falsehood? deception? foulness? stench and
(1) Al-A'Da* v;a al-Nc.fs" fol.155:' & “Giiav/r al-Umur" fol.33e.
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stifling clouds, Th%^^ul which is passion will revive and 
is strengthened5 and will he roliasod from prison and fetters, 
Tho n^w ruler will appoint an agent over it and agents over 
the villages. His suzerainty will ho confirmed and will 
eventually entrench himself in the abode of reason and the 
soat of its jurisdiction, .Reason will then muster its 
fighters and fall upon him, fighting will start, and a black 
3loud will develop in between., together with a dark smoke from 
the stench and darkness of passion. The abode of reason which 
Ls the breast, will bo darkened, and the king, or overlord, 
with his soldiers, will bo enveloped by darkness and smoko. (1) 
Reason may either bo victorious over these odds, or they 
may be victorious against it. If they are victorious, reason 
'■/ill bo defeated and will run away with its soldiers from the 
intense darkness and from the stench and the sm.okeu It will 
bo weakened and humiliated, and, having deserted its station, 
it will seek, with its soldiers, refuge in its realm, gnosis 
seeking relief and in greet fright, abandoning posts and 
battlegrounds which are the area of the breast. The enemy’s 
footsoldiers and horsemen will assault thn breast, take it by 
storm and settle in it. The enemy will havo the. sole authority 
and suzerainty will be his own, and his orders will be un­
opposed. The cities will be quiet and submissive5 the villages 
will be contented and approved of- the subjects will be docile
(l) "Al-A^ 'da* wa al-HafsI? fo!.156a, & J,Ghawr al-Umursl fol.38b,
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tho agents v/ill 130 on joying themselves; the enemy will bo 
joyful.; and tbr accursed evil-doer v/ill br- cheerful and 
full of swagger, (l) The king and the king of the realms 
which is gnosis, and their soldiers and followersv will bo 
in seclusion, imprisoned, overpowered and humiliated, with 
command or authority beyond the suburb of the city, which is 
the hearto In those circumstances? the king will be dis­
mayed,, sad and lonely; and will recoil and recode, and tho 
hrart, to the extent of tho recoiling and recession, will 
lose a portion of its light, and in consequence, that part 
of the heart suffering this loss will bo void of light*
Tho more effective the authority of the enemy is, tho darker 
the breast will be; and the darker the breast is, the sadcnr 
and lonelier the king will be; and the sadder and lonelier 
tho king Is, the greater will his recoil and recession be; 
end tho greater his recoil and roeossi on is, the less intense 
will his light be; and the loss intense his light is, the 
more destitute of light the heart will bo0 This is because 
the light of the heart, having been weakened and curtailed, 
v/ill not penetrate far enough to reach the farther ports and 
nooks of the henria It is lik° a lamp in a room* The stronger 
and more resourceful tho lamp is, the brighter and more diffuse 
its light will ben If, on the other hand, tho lamp Is weak,
(l)"Al-A'-da' wa al-Kafs" fol.l56a,b &  "Ghawr al-UmUr" fol.39a,b
i
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its light will not penetrate to tho corners and nooks,
and the room v/ill he dark, Similarly / t.br lioart loses
much of its effective authority, if th~ dark s m o k o  settles
on the breast and its getcwav; and if tho heart is kept
under those condition^, secluded imprisoned and fettered;.
clouded ov'T by tho gloom of tho enemy’s soldiers and thoir
dark smoke, with tho effect of its light in chock, it will
br diseased, and will become like a year of drought, with
no water, when tho treos will wither and lose colour. The
disease and disorder will have mastery over the heart, until
it withers away,(l) This is expressed in tho following
Quranic verso; "Nay, but that which they gained i
\
upon their hr artsy (2)' That is to say that if thr- enemy has 
mastery over the cities, bis orders will be unchallenged and 
tho subjects will bo obedient, unable to do anything but obey 
any of his orders„ This is a charge and a burden 'on the heart, 
causing recoil and r^cossion. If this state is prolonged, the 
h^art will lose its light, and light is life to•the heart, or 
like the spirit to the body, or wat~r to the soil, When this 
condition is protracted, the king will complain to God of what 
ho is suffering from, and God will Hbfeer coma to his rescue 
- JU/rtZvL the enemy w-: defeated and his henchmen
overpowered and his soldiers vanquished, orGhcfrrfv/ill be t
(1) " AlkA' da.1 wa al-Naf s" fol. 156b A Ghavr al-Umur" f ol <, 39b
(2) Chapter L23XEII, verse 41B
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I6wv^
and^will be accursed, (l) In this casr5 there will be 
four possible courses of actions (a) He may dispossess 
him of gnosis and lock up his heart, (b) He may set a 
stamp on his heart, (c) He may put a vraoping around it, 
or (d) seal it. (2) This is as G-cd says; "Or ar^ there 
locks upon their hearts", (3)■ and "He sets a stamp on 
their hearts",(4) and "Our hearts are enwrapped"(5) *
"Seeling is the most drastic act. If dispossessed of 
gnosis, he will become blind, deaf and dumb:; and that is 
because the heart is. the vessel of gnosis, in the same 
say as the body is the vessel of the spirit; and the body 
is capable of speech, hearing and vision so long as the 
spirit is in residence in it. If the spirit goes out of 
the body, the body v/ill become blind, deaf and dumb. (7) 
Similarly, if the heart is void of gnosis, it is blind, deaf 
and dumb. This is the same idea in thr verses "Deaf, dumb and 
blind, and they shall not understand."(8)
Through this understanding, Al-Tirmidh.i tries to portray 
for us the struggle between reason ;rnd gnosis on the one hand 
and the lower-30ul and passion on the other. In various places 
of his books, he spoke about the nature of thr soul and its
(1
(2
(3
(4
(5
(6
(7
(8
"Al-A^da1 wa al-lTafs" fol,157a & "G-hawr al-Umur" fol.40a 
Ibid. folo157b & Ibid. fol.40b
Chapter XLVII, verse 24.
Chapter VII, verse 100,
Chapter II, verse 88,
Chapter II, verse 7.
"Al-A'da1 wa al-Nafs" fol,157b & "G-hawr al-Umur" fol.40b 
Chapter II, v~rse 171.
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desires and allurements. Previously, we sav; how he 
described the realm of gnosis- reason and its hundred 
auxiliaries end the fane tic 113 carried out by them, when 
he surveyed thr theory of knowledge and the idea of light,
The auxiliaries.; or the helpers, wer^ age in discussed in 
his hook "Reason and Passion" — -fAl-Aql Wafl-Hawa*"(1)
There, however, he stated that reason had fifty auxiliaries.
It may appear, at first sight, that Al-Tirmidhi doss not 
have a firm estimate for these intellectual forces, in view 
of his uncertainty as to whether they arc fifty or a hundred. 
But a little reflection will show th?-t the auxiliaries here 
also are a hundred becaucAl-Tirmidhi talks about the idea 
and its counterpart, and thus the auxiliaries will mako up
a., hundred here as in his ether books. We know tho names of 
thes^ auxiliaries, thrir functions, and their positions in tho 
realm of gnosis. (2) As to tho hundred auxiliaries of passion, 
wo should know thorn, for they were called by Al-Tirmidhi "the 
hundred traits of Iblis (Tho Devil)1', because he believes that 
God gave Adam a hundred traits to use against tin guile and 
cunning of thrt Devil, and to utilise in repelling the Devil's 
craftiness away from, him and from his offspring; and that God 
gave the Devil a hundred ^vil traits to use in achieving his 
schemes, crafty designs and tricks against mankind. (3) These
(1) Paris Ms* fol.136b-139b, and As ad Ms- fol.I69b-173a
(2) See Chapter on Gnosis of this thesis*
(3) "Al-A^ 'da* wa al-Nafs" fol.l55a, & "Ghawr al-IJmur" folo7<
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were consider0d by Al-Tirraidhi as the soldiers and aux
iliaries of passion,, Those are o . o
Unbelief, Ignorance, Haughtiness v drudge ?
Cunning? Deceit, Insincerity, Guile,
Dishonesty? Enmity? Palsohood, Fabrication,
Scandal? Stinginess , Evil-doing, Calumniation,
Back-biting , Anger ? Cowardice, Flattery,
Hypocrisy? Reputation, Doubt s Polytheism,
Bias; Innovationv Heterodoxy, Wrong-doing,
Enticement s Conceit ? Iniquity , Injustice,
Oppression, Apathy, Light-mindedness , Thoughtlessness
Sport. Frivolity, Diversion? Inadvert one e,
Unawareness, Worldly ploasur Worldly joy? Haste,
Rudeness, Roughness , Coarseness , Violence,
Disdainfulness s Vain-glory , Worldly glory, Vanity,
High-mindednoss, Perplexity, Indolence. Sloth,
Inability; Dilatoriness , Ennui, Error,
Oblivion? Desire, Fancy, Suspicion
Uncertainty s Hope s Wrong, Elation,
Sauciness, Laughter, Folly? Dismay,
Ingrati tud e, Self-ag ' rand - 
isemento
W orId1i n°s s , Extravagance,
Popularity, Tabc o ? Ornament, Greed,
Ribaldry, Harshness, Avidity , Wllfulncss,
Wantonness , Despondency, Roughness, Imagination,
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V aunt i ng, Sly no ss , Prais o, W i shfulna s 3,
Z eal5 S eying, Cheati ng? Mi sgi vi ng,
Complaint , Swearing , Supercilinusnoss, (l)
These are the hundred soldiers pressed into the service 
of passion, as traits of it? and as enemies of the hundred 
traits of Adeem Tho enemy of knowledge is ignorance- tin 
enemy of activity is indolence*, the enemy of gentleness is 
coarseness;- the enemy cf leisureliness is haste tin enemy 
of certainty is doubt; tho enemy of piety is impiety" the 
enemy of gratitude is ingratitude> the enemy of truthfulness 
is lying; thr enemy of fortitude is dismay; the enemy of 
leniency is violence; the enemy of accuracy is error; the 
enemy of remembrance is oblivion, end so on.
Before we conclude our discussion of Al-Tirmidhi1s picture 
of this strife between gnosis and mason on the o r  hand and 
the lower-soul and passion on the oilier, along the lines we 
hive just detailed, and as clearly shown in the numerous 
writings of al~Tirmidhi generally, especially where he talks 
about the soul and its wiles end cunning used to lead astray 
people going along the right path, eager to dray/ very close to 
God and to be exposed to tbn emanations of this divin° light - 
(the picture bes°d on the promise that the heart is tho seat
(1) ”Al-A'“da’ wa rl-Nafs" fol«155a,b c: "Ghawr al-Umun’ foi.37a.b
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or metropolis of tie • 3?eaim. whrre, inside end outside, 
there are seven cities of light, end there ar~ also tho 
soul , the organs end the villages all around) •» we would 
like to say that this picture is the foundation line foll­
owed hy oi-Ghnzali in his "book 1 Tho Alchemy of Happiness" - 
"Kiniya1 el-3 a ad ah" - whore he talks, -about the soul and 
its energies and how it is divided into external and internal 
with the organs around it, like el-Tirmidhi1s villages, 
except that al-G-hazali called the organs "estates" -"G>ya" - 
instead of "villages" - "qura" - which is only a variation 
in name- The influence of cil-Tirmidhi is also visible in 
'-■l-Ghazali ’ s discourse on the heart and its soldiers in the
feegi.d)
!2 _ - 2
Al-Tirmidhi draws for human conduct a remarkable and 
fascinating picture, with a muster of noble qualities and 
characteristics which must inevitably be realised in tho 
person, as visualised by al-Tirmidhi, for him to be a con­
crete example of a living ideal, embodying supremo moral 
values advocated and sought after by al-Tirmidhi. Those 
values are grounded on e. triple basis; a) right, b) equity, 
and c)truthfulness„ They share tho various human energies, 
and canalise the- into the proper channels for the achieve­
ment and sound conduct and orthodox way of life.
(l) "Kimiyad al-Sa adah" pp.74-86 od. by Sheikh M. Jabir,
Al-Tirmidhi delimits th^ extent of th-"' area ros^rvod 
for each of the throe bes-s and tlv scop"' of its function 
in th"> human existence. He says:. 1 rv/o have found that the 
religion of G-od is based on throe pillars; right, equity 
and truthfulness. ‘Right exorcises authority over the organs 
(of tho body politic) ■- equity over the hearts; truthfulness 
over the minds. On the Day of Judgement, when every man 
must have his deeds measured and weighed, good deeds will 
ho put in the pan of right, the misdeeds in the nan of equity, 
and truthfulness will act as the pivot of the balance? by 
which it will be determined whether the good deeds outweigh 
the misdeeds and by how much.(l) The highest degree of Godf s 
favour can be achieved only whan a person is in possession 
of these thr"e at the same time. If right is lacking, it is 
substituted by wrong; if equity is lacking, inequity takes 
its plac" : and if truthfulness is .r.rhu.g, falsehood super­
seded.. These are the soldiers of gnosis; and thoir throe 
Uxa uitheses are the soldiers of passion. (2) This is because 
the manifestations of human conduct are restricted to those 
throes organs, hearts and minds. The organs havo functions 
and actions; th^ hearts havo feelings and sympathies; the 
minds have direction and motivation.
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The three principles exhaust all manner of human act­
ivity and conduct, ./h-'-n^ v^ r activity '--nd conduct a.r ~ jud- 
iciousl1' controlled by right, equity -nd truthfulness, they 
will load tir human, being towards tho ideal goal, sought 
after by preachers, reformers, ohilosoph^rs and pedagogues 
for tho betterment of mein in this lif<" . This goal wi.ll 
not bo open, in its highest and noblest ideal, excont to 
the possessor of gnosis, of whom al-Tirmidhi gave a. glowing 
account, sliroudrd in a halo of sanctity and transcendcnco, 
only attainable by a very few select number of people. The 
picture, or the ideal, for that matter, is not a figment of 
al-Tirmidhi1s fancy, and it is not found, if searched for, 
in the writings of philosophers and moralists. Ho derives 
ell that from the significance of the Qudsi (holy) tradition 
T,My servant can never sock my favour in any way bettor than 
by doing what I laid upon him; but k- lees not coas*' from 
seeking my favour by d.oing works of supererogation, until 
I love him; and if I 1; him. I shall become his hand with 
which he strikes, and his log with which he walks, and his 
eye with which he sees, and his car with which hr hoars.n 
Thus he becomes a servant, whom God puts under his charge, 
to educate and ontroniso,
Al-Tirmidhi, on the3  ^grounds, places gnosis at the 
top 01 tin human virtues, normally vouchsafed to such of 
His servants as ar^ fit to b^ padronised, and relegates the
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other virtues to thr status of helpers and auxiliaries , 
to work for the ^n t ronelim.cnt of gnosis and or rewarded 
in tho process with gifts from its light«
On this aspect, al-Tirmidhi wrote two hooks, considered 
to he the mest entertaining and enjoyable of all his hooks, 
which hr devoted to the dascription of tho lines of human 
conduct and tho manifestations of its actualisation. Those 
ares n Kit ah rl-Furuq wa Man'" al-Taraduf" (1) - "Tho Bock of 
Differences and Prevention of Synonymity", and "Kitab al- 
\Aql wa al-Ilawa" - "The Book of Reason and Passion" (2).
In tho first hook, ho marshals a largo number of noble 
qualities in characteristics and of manifestations of ortho­
dox human conduct. He then procoods to explain their ideals 
and thr ways of achieving them, with examples. At the same 
time, ho gives the opposite side a^ analyses illustrative 
examples, warning against adopting them and ennumerating 
th^Ir evils and dangers. On tho whcl'\J tho book follows 
this procedure, and previously wo had occasion to detail its 
various parts, while reviewing thr works of al-Tirmidhi.
In his hook "Al- Aql wa al-Hawa?’ - "Reason and Passion", 
hr mentions the aids of reason nd discusses each quality 
in detail - how it could hr attained; thr distinctive mark 
of the one in possession of it; thr functions expected of
(1) Pols.'55-100 Paris Ms. and Pols. 1-73 As'" ad Ms. and Pols 
1-10 3 Aya-si if i a M s ,
(2) P Is, 136-1-40 Paris Ivis. and Pols. 168-173 .rd ad Ms,
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him. There is also full explanation of tho way in which each 
quality could bo achieved, as for instance in tho case of 
tho quality of forbearance (Hilm). He says a "Forbearance 
from a forbearing man lies in three things2 reason, 
knowledge, and diffidence from a tyrannical king. The 
form of forbearance is composure, and tho contrast of it 
is sharpness of temper, Tho forbearing man has throe things 
to do° first, ho should be of good manners; secondly, he 
should speak gently and softly.; and thirdly, he should 
always bo, when ho moots his fellow men, in good cheer.
No roan can ever gain forboaranco until he is ashamed 
before Hod; and once he becomes ashanud before God he will 
never favour anybody to the extent of concealing the truth. 
v7hat a boon forbearance is, and blessed is hr who has b'-on 
favoured with forbearance by God 1(1)
This is the way which al-Tirmidhi pursues in expound­
ing every one of the qualities which Us considers as aids 
to reason in its endeavour to promote human conduct and lead 
iu towards the sought-aftor goal.
(l) Hoi.170 As ad Ms, and Hols,137b-138a, Paris Ms.
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CHAPTER VIII.
THE INFLUENCE OP AL-TIRMIDHI OH SUEI 
THINKING- .
1. Between al-Tirmidhi and al-Malamatiyyah*
2* al-Hakimiyyah followers of al-Hakim
al-Tirmidhi,
3. Al-Tirmidhi * s influence on al-Ghazali.
4. Al-Tirmidhi(s influence on Ibn Arabi.
5* Al-Tirmidhi's influence on ijhtft al-Qayyim.
6. al-Tirmidhi as seen by biographers and historians.
7. His distinctive approach and method cf 
treatment*
Sonclusion.
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The Influence of Al-Tirmidhi on thr Sufi Thought 
of his Contorrporarios and Followers
Prom the previous study of the lifn and thought of 
al-Tirmidhi, we have soon that hr' hold a clear idea, and 
a definite plan in portraying an ideal picture of human 
advancement which the true believer can .attain so that 
he becomes a living example of goodness among people.
This highest advancement can be achieved; when such a 
person reaches the rank rf sainthood (to 'which theme 
al-Tirmidhi devoted a considerable proportion of his books 
and treatises, explaining therein its properties, grades, 
sources and the shares of enlightenment and wisdom, which 
fall to the lot of the holder of this rank through the 
grace of God); by the attainment of a lofty grade of gnosis, 
the acne of human perfection, accessible to such of God’s 
servants as are endowed by God's g m c p  with divine know­
ledge and ability to comprehend Him; by achieving complete 
control of one’s tendencies and passions through a struggle 
between reason and passion, in which reason overwhelms * 
passion; by following a, disciplined conduct, for the 
illustration of which he marshalled a number of remarkable 
ideals of honourable characteristics and noble qualities 
which make life an embodiment of goodness and ponce.
These ideals, which al-Tirmidhi explained, analysed
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rind examined , scattered as thoy are in his hooks and 
treatises , attracted ooople’s attention towards hi1" 
and inclucf,d many scholars to bend their onoryios to 
tho caroful study and discussion of his thouyhts, with 
tho result that thoy c^me out either a :>proviny or 
ro joe tiny then, end either rid ep tiny or donyiny then, 
in his life end oft or his death.
(1)Duriny his lifetime, os ho.s already boon explainedv * 
the effects of the attacks on his ideas end concepts were 
very clon,r, as a result of the inconveniences he wrs node 
to suffer throuyh malicious accusations, tho restriction 
of his freedom and obstruction of his social connections 
and association,.. This was the custom of the vonyeful and 
onvL us people who used to reuse th° community and incite 
tho authorities ayoinst him in the service of their own 
ends. By contrast, tho scholars a.J. mcpononts of ideas 
and intellectual systems behoved differently, aininy as 
they did at the dispassionate survey of thouyht, concerned 
only with soarchiny after truth and with tho appropriate 
research methods. Thm discussions which these scholars 
and exponents hod with al-Tirmidhi, conduct -d with con­
summate propriety -and yontlonoss of manner, wore supplement1 
ad by letters exchanged between them, Unfortunatoly, we 
are uninformed as to the oxsct contents of these letters
(l)Seo the first Chapter of this thesis, n.
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which wore lost over th^ yoers *; but 1^--Timid hi ' s replies
to thm, which are extent, ney shod liyht on tho contents
•end on tho iirtnlloctuel tmdenoios of tho writers. In e
collection of el-Tirni&hi1s nenuscripts there ero five
letters which he wrote in reply to certein queries ro-
cnivd fron contonporery scholers0 Two of those letters
(1)were sent to Muiiennod b0 el—Pedl el-Belkhi es replies
(2) • to letters fron him Another wes sent to Abu-Qthnon
- . (3)
So id b, Isne il el-Niseburi, 1 in reply to his ropo-eted
(ft)letterso Both wore loedors of Al-Molenotiyyoh. One of
the romeininy two letters wes sent to e friend who hed
consulted hin es to whet he should do in ordmr to neko
up for whet he hed lost es e result of the risplecod
confidence in e sheikh who hed deceived hin into belioviny
( S')thet he would ovontuolly loed hin to God. ' The other wes
( O
in reply to e letter fron ol-Rayy,‘ y Apart fron ell this, 
there w n o  questions sent to hin fron ell quarters. Those 
are inccrporated in his nenuscripts entitled :,Quostions 
Posed by th~ People 'f Sorkhoi1'
But whet we ero c oncer nod with hero in the first
(1) Died in Sonorqend 319 A.H. Tebeqet el-Sufiyyeh p 212 
end ol-Risoloh 9 vol I p 118, end el-Alen vol VII p221
(2) Pols 15b-l?b el-Mase111 ol-Meknuneh9 Leipziy Ms, end 
fol 669 Leipzig Ms„_
(3) Died 298 A.H. Tebeqet. ioa170? end al-Risalah Vol II p 109° 
(i) Pols 140b“141b? Leipzig Ms°
(5) Pols 19b-20b9 Leipzig Ms0
(6) Pols 129e-130bs Leipzig Ms,
(7) Pols 69e-86o9 Leipzig Ms.
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instance are the conclusions we draw from his letters to
Ab.u
Muhammad h al-Pad 1 al-Balkhi and Othman Sa id al-Nisaburi 
where ho discusses thr fundamental idea underlying tho 
teachings of al-Malamatiyya, which is " concentration., on 
thr defects of tho carnal soul and its cunning and afflict­
ion* rejects the idea, of concentration on those defects 
and knowledge of them, would load to involvement in them 
and to a continuous struggle all life long for disengage­
ment o Thus occupied, the man involved in this will find 
very little time to spend for engagement in the pursuit 
of the knowledge of God and divine enlightenment„ Al-Tir- 
midhi therefore,, believes that to be engaged in work towards 
the knowledge of God will bring one nearer to God and 
cure oneself of spiritual maladjustments-
On thr point in particular,he says; "We hove found
that knowledge is of two kinds;' knowledge of soul (XTafs) ,
and its defects and. pitfalls, and knowledge of God 0 If 
the servant keeps himself engaged in trying to know tho 
defects* ho will get involved throughout his life and will 
all the time bo busy attempting to get free. But if ho
occupies himself in the pursuit of knowledge of God, he will
find this to be his cure, because this knowledge will re­
vitalise his heart and mortify his carnal soul.^^ If tho 
soul is mortified through th~ suffusing divine brilliance, 
the heart will receive direct revivification(daya al-Qalbu)
(l) Pol, 141a Leipzig Ms, and Pol. 6lb, Ismail Sa'ib Ms.
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fron God:; and what defect could possibly r^v.rin atimched
to hin? Your lot tor, my brother, has reached no. This
follows oorlior lottnr, in which you stressod etute-
nonts about tho defects f'f tho soul in tho section on
ynosiso If you, ny brother, can rename to avoid onyayorLont
in tho discussion of tho defects f the soul to such an
extent, do it. for, a-mny tho servants of God, tVrre ore
those who hn.ve known Hin in truth end diso/pproved of evory-
(1)thiny other then Hin. ' 3 Those hove yuardod ayainst tho
nore nontion of tho carnal soul end dreeded it, to such
on extent that, when one of then has to nontion it, one1 s
stomach would bo upset, as thouyh on the point of vomitiny.
for how could one who is accustomed to rove in tho yardons
of flowers, jasmine and musk roses, enjoy tho path of
thorns? Or how could on° who foods cn the sweet it.nos of
God over listen to any other nano? am avledyo of God, know-
ledyo fcr God, and conprohonsion of God’s w y y s —  .anybody
who happens to bo in possession ■ f those throe will havo
his heart revivified by God. would on,joy God's blossinys,
would havo his spirit in prod fern, his servitude pure and
valid, would yain liberty fr n the b' ndayo of his suil,
would have his rank exalted and his position made prominent,
and would surpass his C'-npoors 'and become 3n nourod in tho
( 2)eves of his Lord." 3
(1) Risalah IIa Abu Othnan Sa^id al~HVisaburi, Leipziy 
Pol 141, m l  Isna il Sa'ib Pol 6lb
(2) Ibid o
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Then ol-Tirniihi 'buckles thr concept fron
one thor ony 1o in his reply to Muhonrod. h . ol-Fndl ol~
Bolkhiwhen he c^pparrs the afflictions of tho c.ornol 
soul with those of tho hoort, onl soys thot they -one 
insignificant beside those of tho heort. Ho writes to 
hin ns followss—
s3\7hnt you (noy G-ol honour you) hove uontionol of the 
afflictions of tho cornnl soul is o foot, hut it is in- 
cons id eroblo when cmopere! with those of the hoort, the
grossest of then oil is thr exclusion of tho hoort, fron
(1)Crod." x Hero one m y  discern on intelloctuol link between 
ol~Tirridhi end the Molon.otiyyo 1 colors onl tho decree of 
interoction between then. Apporently, the frequent 
onphosis by ol-Tirrilhi, in vorious places of his hooks 
onl treotises, on the tricks onl croftinoss of the cornel 
soul, rovools o connection with wh : »c.s orevoiliny oneny 
the M'^lopiotiyyo leeders in his tine onl in the oroo where 
In. wos livinno 
A1 -H ok ini y y oh
This is the none pf o yroup of Sufis who wore influenced 
by the thoughts of ol-Timidhi on Sointheol end Seints. Al- 
Tirnidhi's views m  this trend of th uyht end invostiyotion 
wore odoptod by thee os thr bosis onl f-undotirn for their
(l) Al-Mosslil ol-Moknunoh Fol. 15o Leipziy Ms, end Fol 14 
Alexondrio Ms.
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(1)ideas, But we knew none of them, although al-Hujuwiri
reckons then among the ten Sufi groups approved by hin,
and regards then as belonging to the "People of tho Right
Way” - "Ahl al-Jaddah" , and as disciples and followers
of Muhannnd bD Ali al-Tirmidhi0 Wo nay therefore consider
that al-Tirnidhi1s stance vis-a-vis sadulthood and saints ,
( o )
as already set forth in our detailed survey^ ; is identical 
with that ~f this group. Of the loading disciples of al- 
Tirmidhl, wo know only two, ncinoly; Abu-Bokr b. a l - W a r r o g O )
(a)and al—Hn.se, n b, Ali al-Jawzajn.nl, y Each one of these two 
disciples followed his own individual way and committed 
his thoughts to books and treatises which, according to 
biographies, were numerous <, One of them, Ibn al-Warraq, 
used to bo designated as "Tho Tutor of thr Saints",
These are tho most prominent influences of al-Tirmidhi 
on tha Sufi thought nnl thinkers :f his tine. But his 
influence on the later thinkers was wider and more , ' 
pronounced, notwithstending tho fact that biographies 
treated tho subject sparingly. Nevertheless, the influence 
is clearly displayed in tho ideas of loading Sufis and 
leading intellectuals a; one roily, for generations after­
wards, as shown by the number of his books and treatises
Hi) K>.ohf .1-:i-'.hjub, -fcr-v’o. :fich lrjwii, 210-2;i.• / • *cx: j_y o / arm
(2/ See Al-Wilayah wa al-Awliya, p of this- thosi
(3) See Tabapat, p 221, and al-Risalah, Vol T p 128
(4) Sec Tabaqat, p 246, and al-Hilyah, Vol
on a ■ n 
s
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which have henn in constant use and have been copied 
continuously up to the ln,st century. Of those 
intellectuals when we shell now discuss, al-G-hazali 
and Ibn-Arabi are tho nost prominent, and also Ibn- 
Qnyyn al-Jawziyyah, particularly in his book al-Rund*.
Between al-Tirmidhi and al-Ghazali.
There is no doubt that after his death al-Tirnidhi 
exorcised a far-reaching influence on the Sufi Thought. 
This influence was conveyed through his many books and 
treatises, in which ho laid out his views in groat detail, 
and not without undue repetition of every thought, in 
various places of his works. But to uncover the full 
extent of this influence in the thoughts of the later 
Sufis is net an easy task, because such an endeavour 
would necessitate an exhaustive scrutiny of all tho works 
of tho later Sufis which is well nigh impossible, There­
fore, wo are going to take two leading Sufi successors, 
namely al-G-hazali and Ibn-Arabi, and give an account of 
al-Tirmidhi1s influence on thoir systems of thought, as 
illustrated in their works which have received a great 
deal of attention and study from investigators and 
intellectuals, now as well as in the past, especially 
during tho two present and previous centuries.
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Al-Ghazali
Hardly any hook on Islamic thought has received
as .much attention and enjoyed as much fane as nl-Ghazali' s 
I ' p
^-J1 Kitab Ihya8 Ulum - al- Din2. ' *' ‘ In 1:1113 work’
the most comprehensive and exhaustive among his many
hecks, the influence of al-Tirnidhi is clearly tangible 
in two principal subjnetss (l) The Book of Knowledge, and^~^
(2) The Book of Ruinations! ^  In the former, the influence 
is manifest, particularly whmn el-Ghazeli speaks about 
the science of dealings which is the knowledge of tho 
states of hearts. There he copies al-Tirnidhi’s class­
ification and sub-division. Nay, ho oven repeats tho 
sane classes enumerated by al-Tirnidhi. Also in his 
discussion of the exoteric and esoteric knowledge and 
in ilealing with the various classes of ul^ pia (scholars)-, 
contrasting the temporal with the apocalyptic, and in his 
mordant criticism of the phononenalists who are engaged 
in constant scramble for worldly gains, he reveals his 
indebtedness to him. This is also evident in his discourse
on r int& its honoured status and its aspects. It
does net require an undue effort on tho part of th* reader 
to put his finger on the places where the stamp of his mode 
of thinking is readily recognised, as, for instance^ in his
(1) "Sea Kitab al ITg Book ~>f knowledge, Iliya' Ulum
el-Din, v ) 1 I , edition, commi11oo of Isiamic Culture, 
Cairo, and trans 1 ati p. f f Kitab al- lira by Dr Nabih
Baris, Printed in Lahore„ ' ■ '
(2) Vein. 8,9,10, finl pp 1-139, vol 11, Ihya Ulun r.l-Din.
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/ Rub al-Muhlikat 
"Book of Ihiowledqe 0 But in tho/Quarter about Ruin­
ations, the roots of his idaas there can cosily bo 
traced to the "Book of the Prudent onl the Illusionists” 
Kitab al-Akyas wo al-Munhtarrin^ ^  by ol-Tirniclhi a ^ ^
In this hook, al-Tirnidhi marshalled a erect variety cf 
behaviour, disposition on'l worship, which ore apt to be 
corrupted by passion an! iissinul^tion, an! drew 
attention to tho in!issolublo link between all this ani 
the reinsuring, the heart, which is the repository of 
■gnosis, to which right, equity and truthfulness are aids? 
ant those throe .are male by al-Tirnidhi to act as controls 
over hunan conduct, whether it is consequent upon -acts 
proceeding from organs, fron emotions an! feelings which 
rise in the heart, or fron judgement, determination or 
volitien as sanctioned by the r in! and cho,nnolled into 
the right way by its decisions, V ’-0 - as they are by 
right, eouity an! truthfulness^^ A cursory glance at 
bne quarter of the book on Ruinations, Rub al-Muhlikat? 
will reveal clarly the extent of al-Ghazali's dependence 
in this respect on ul-Tirraalhi 1 s thought, Similarly, 
al-Ghaze.li 1 s imagination of tho conflicting forces in 
the human soul shows clear sirens of al-Tirnidhi' s influence
(1) Ihya Ulu'i. al-Din v!, and the translation by Dr 
N. Paris.
(2) See al-lhya, vols. 8,9,10 and 1L
(3) lb al-Akyas wa al-Mughtarrin, Pols 70-115, Isno il 
Saoib Ms, and Pols 1-114 al-Znhiriyyah Ms.
(4) See al-Akyas wa al-Mughtarrin
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In tolkiny about these forces onl about thn soul on! tho
(1)heart onl his vision of thoir forms m l  oils, J ol-G-hozeli
bases his ileos in this respect on ol-Tirr ilhi ’ s thesis
about thn heart onl its oils onl os ovi 1 oneo in tho
choptor on tho strife between reason onl passion* Tho
root ilm of ol-Tirnithi1 s is tho one which ol-Ghozoli
copioi in his book nThe Alchemy of Happiness*' -’hfinnyo '
(2)ol-So' ncloh" 5 ' wlim ho spoke shout tho soul onl its
forces, onl tho hoort onl its sclliors, soyinr; "know that 
it is sail, in tho well-known proverb, thot tho soul 
is like o city;; the two tm.nls onl tho two foot onl tho 
oryms ore tho villages; tho sensuol potency is tho 
overlorl; the fr-rcn '~f toaoeronco is the police force; 
tho hoort is the kin^ * mil the mini Is the monoyer. Tho 
kiny organises then oil, until tho rooln. onl its st°te 
of affairs ore stable, because tho merlorl, which Is the 
sonsuol Insire, is o 1ior, o parasite onl en onorchist, 
ml tho police force, which is temperance? coull bo 
nischinvrus, subversive onl murlerous, onl if he leaves 
then, alone, the city will yo to rock onl ruin. Therefore, 
ho must consult the vizier, onl suborlinoto the overlorl 
onl tho nolico force to him: onl if ho loos that, the city
(3)
will flourish o.nl the rnolm will live In peace ani stability.
(1) See Vols 8,0 10 onl 11 of ol-Ihyo'.
(2) See p 80,81, elite! by Sheikh Muhonmol Jobir
(3) T M 1. *
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Between al-Tirnilhi m l Ibn-Arabi
Ibn-Arabi hells a pro-eminent position anony the 
Sufi Sheikhs, anl is especially notel for the extensive 
use he m k  of al-Tirnidhi' s ideas, particularly on saint­
hood , sjilnts, anl the seal of saints* This yrcat indobtol- 
ness is apparent in the fact that he wrote a separate book, 
called "Al-QIstas nl-Mustaqin Pina Sa'ala Anhu al-Tirnidhi 
al-Hakin" - "The Riyht Balance for tho Queries of al-Tir-
f l)milhi al-Hakin'1 ; in answeriny the fifty five questions
posed by al-Tirnilhi in his book "Khatn al-Awliyh" - "Tho
(2)Seal of Saints" an1 also in answeriny then in yrcator
detail in noro than a hundred payeg in the second volume 
o f hi s if Al-Putuhat al-Makkiyyah'
This is in addition to his indebtedness to hin In the 
subjects of sainth'od, prophothood and their rol^tienship, 
an! in the discussion of ttm seml ox saints and of tho
ranks of saints, where he talks repeatedly about then in
_  (o)
pmts I, II and xll of his " Futuha*cfl ^ and also in "Pus us
al-Hikam" - "Gens of hi si on"  ^ We are toe familiar with
Ibn-Arabi's nothol in clealiny with m  ilea by way of
explanation* He puts the ilea into a now fern m l  yives
it a modified content, with amplifications and ramifications
sc much so that the idea scons to be unprecedented and
(1) Vol II pp.;0-139
(2) f
(3) p. edited by Dr Abu al-'Ila Afifi, Cairo 1961
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original* However, the subjects of sainthood unci saints 
arc especially marked by the prominent truces of &1- 
T i rr.i i :1 hi 1 s i nflu e 11c e „
This influence is ulso discernible in the book 
"Al-Tadbirat al-Ilrdiiyyah fi I slab al-Mamlakah al-Insan- 
iyyuh,! — '’Divine Dispositions for the Reformation of 
Human Polity” „ Wlcmre Ibn~Arabi imagines the heart to
(1)be tta metropolis of the polity and the mind the vizier,
who should bo possessed of a number of qualities and
charm teristics suitable for the management of the polity
( 2)with firmness and competence • ' Such qualities and char­
acteristics are called by ^1-Tirnidhi as aids to the 
rind in spreading his authority throughout'tho various 
regions of the realm.
The influence is again manifest in the diametrical 
opposition between passion and reaem '"nd in the struggle 
for mastery over the realm of tho bodye^^
In general, we may say that everyon^ who dealt with 
the ideas about sainthood and saints in Islamic thought 
after al-Tirnidhi, whether in supporting or rejecting 
al-Tirmidhi’s standpoint, fell under his guiding influence, 
especially in the mnatter of tho seal of saints, which'Was 
never discussed in Islam before al-Tirnidhi, In a previous
(l) p, 157, ^ edited by^Dr Nyberg, printed in Lcidr.no 
( 2) al-Tadbirat al-11 ahiyy-ah p, 161 „
(3) Ibid, p.138
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discussion wp gave an idea about that when we dealt with
Ibn-Taimiyya*s point of view in the chapter on sainthood,
and also when we quoted from nKashf al-Mahjubn — "The
(1)Uncovering of the Unseen”, by al-Hujwiri. '
Between al-Tirmidhi and Ibn Qayyim al-Jawziyyah
Ibn Qayyim. al-Jawziyyah, as evidenced in his book
?,A1 Ruhw (The Spirit) , benefited to a considerable extent
from the thoughts of al-Tirmidhi on the Soul? and its
classification into Reformed, Self-Reproaching, Evil-
Minded, Exoteric and Esoteric, aa expansively set out
(2 )in his book "Ghour al-Umur wa'l As da'wal Nafs” But
the use that Ibn Qayyim al-Jawziyyah made of the thoughts 
of al-Tirmidhi is more plainly evident in his discourse 
on the differences he put forward in his book, already 
referred to,„following his discussion of tho states 
(halat) of the soul, as h^ called them. In accounting 
for the fact that certain acts are similar in their 
exterior, but different in the interior, he only re­
iterates the views on this score, already formulated 
by al-Tirmidhi, Nevertheless, hr traces the reason for 
the differences to the fact that some acts proceed from 
the Reformed Soul and some other proceed from thr Evil- 
Minded Soul, and this explains why they are truly
(1) See Sainthood and Saints, p, . _
(2) Ghawr al-Umur, Eol . As ad Ms, and al-A daT wa 
al-Nafs, Eol As ad Ms„
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different, but outwardly alike,. Those are M s  wordss
"It is that acts proceed from wills, and appear as
proceeding either from the Evil-Minded soul, or the
*\ .
Reformed Soul.'" Thus the two ants are disparate
(1)intrinsically, but similar extrinsically,"  ^ } There
are instances of this, such as appeasement and
unctuousness, Al-Tirmidhi makes his view still
clearer in his book of "Differences", where ho sayss
"Now you have asked me tho reason why acts are similar
and how thr dissimilarities can be explained, Know-
that the reason for that is that acts proceed to the
pillar (arkan) from a breast split into two.s a healthy
soul and a morbid soul, and whichever of the two gets
thr upper hand, the .met will proceed from it, and that
is why the two acts are disparate in the interior and
similar in the exterior. This is like appeasement and
(2)unctuous mss" And more than that. When Ibn -Qayyim
al-Jawziyyah wanted to give an analogy to elucidate tho 
action of appeasement, M  found before him nothing better 
than what al-Tirmidhi had written about the same subject? 
Ho says, "A pertinent analogy is urgM in this context, 
and that is the condition of a man suffering from a painful 
boil, and started to make it softer and softer until it
(1) Kitab al-Ruh, p.280
(2) .-Loruq, Fol.l, Ayasufea and As ad Mss.
rwas ripo for surgical treatment. Than he lancod it with
care and ease, and drained out what was in it, applying
after that tho requisit medicine and ointment to
provent it from going had again and to do away with
suppuration, Then ho followed that up with special
ointments which would help the flesh to grow again,
and after the flesh had crown over, sprinkelod it with
/  ^ \
something which would dry up its humidity".^ B u t
those are more or loss tho words of al-Tirmidhi in
his book of Differences, al Euruq, though more exact
in expression and more accurate in tho description of
(the condition. '
Moreover, the differences detailed and discussed 
by Ibn-Qayyim. al-Jawziyya in his book al-Ruh (The Spirit) 
were taken from the. above-mentioned book of al-Tirmidhi . 
On the whole, anybody going througvt hko be ok of al Ruh. 
from, page 26? to pago 317 will learn the extent tc 
which the writer of al-Ruh is dependent upon the ideas 
of al-Tirmidhi. It is strange that the wirLtor failed 
to acknowledge that, although he acknowledged, his debt 
to others in other matters.
(1) Al-Ruh, p.281
(2) A]~Euruq, Eo1* 3 Ayasufia Ms.
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Al-Tirmidhi as seon by Biographers and Historians
Although thorn is no full biography of al-Hakim 
al-Tirmidhi to be found in any of tho biographical ' 
dictionaries of eminent men or in other sourcesthe 
scanty biographical notes available in those books 
give an impression that the man was highly respected, 
and was esteemed for his knowledge and piety, and for 
his lofty status among the Sufi sheikhs as the founder 
of Sufi philosophy. Many of thos^ sheikhs defended him 
and resented tho disparaging reports which wore spread 
about him. The following survey of what was written 
about him, provides a clear idea of the man as the 
centre of a great deal of respect and esteem.
Al-Kul&badhi, for instance, mentions him in tho
fourth chapter of his book and says that he was one
of the authors on human . conduct according to the
Sufis (al-Mu :amalat)^^ He regards him as one of tho
eminent persons, highly reputed for their encyclopaedic
knowledge, and sayss "These are the Illuminati, widely
known for their excellence, who gathered the sciences
of inborn intelligence to the acquired sciences. They
learned the traditions, gathered up jurisprudence,
(l) al-Ta“arruf li madphab Ahl al-Tasawwuf, p.32j edited 
by Dr - Abd ul-Halim Mahmud and Mr T A B  Srur.
scholasticism, linguistics, and tho sciences of tho
(1)Qur'an, as attested hy thoir books. '
Tabaqat al-Sufiyyah (n)
In his hook "Classes of tho Sufis", ;al-Sulami
says ahout him, "Ho is ono of tho foremost Sheikhs of
Khurasan, and ho has written many famous works. He
recorded and transmitted numerous traditions", Al-Sulami
reported many of his sayings,
(i.) _
In his book "al-Hilyah" 1 Abu-Nulaim al-Isfahani 
writes of him "Ho has written many works and also books 
on traditions. Ho had an upright character; ho attacked 
and criticised the Murjiites and other dissenters: and 
was a follower in the precepts of tho traditions", 
Al-Qushayri, in his book al-Risalah^,^ describes 
him as ono of tho foremost sheikhs, and states that ho 
has written works on Sufi sciences.
Above all, Ibn-Hajar al-Asqalam praises him highly 
in his book "Lisan al-Mizan" - and rejects what was imputed 
to him by al-Qadi Kamal al-Din b al Adim in his book on 
the history of 'Aleppo. Ho considers that there is a 
shortage in biographical writings about him, which was 
unfair to him, Ho quotes Ibn al-Najjar in an appendix 
to thr history of Baghdad as saying about al-Tirmidhis
(1) Al-Ta arruf li Madhbab Ahl al-Tasawwuf,.. p, 32-33
(2) See p.217; edited by Mr Nur al-Din Shiriehah
(3) Hilat al-Awliya* Yol X, p.233
(4) Al-Risalahv Vol I, p 127, edited by Dr A H Mahmud 
and Mr M b. Sharif,
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"Ho was a loador among tho loaders of tho Muslims? ho 
has written groat works on the principlos of religion 
and the moaning of the traditions; has .associated with 
tho loading men of learning, and his teachers wore many1 „ 
Ho thon quotes the statements of al-Qadi Kama! al-Din 
b, al-Adim as saying0, "This al-Hakim al-Tirmidhi was 
not among the scholars of tradition, nor was ho a 
transmitter of them, and I know nothing of any in­
dependent views on scholarship or hadith of his own.
In his writing ho dealt only with sufi terms, sufi ways, 
and their claim to clairvoyance and to tho discovery 
of truth, so much so that ho transgressed the rules 
of jurists and thus d^s^rved attack and disrespect. 
Leaders of jurisprudence and sufism found fault with 
him, and thus thr3r shut him out of the pale of ethical 
life, They also claimed that he introduced into the 
science of the. law what caused him to bo alienated from 
the orthodox community, and filled "his horrible books", 
according to them,"with spurious traditions; and stuffed 
them with chronicles which were neither reported by 
successive narrators nor currently heard among orthodox 
people; and explained there all questions of law, whose 
meaning is too deep for human intellegence, by weak and 
inept explanation", Here ends the statement of Ibn al- 
°Adim,
U4h
Ibn-Hajar follows it up with the following comments 
^ a l -
"Surely Ibn-Adim has exaggerated in (saying) that? and
if it were not for the fact that his statement implied
that he was only repeating whet leaders of religious
thought were saying, and impugning him, I would not
mention him* I myself have not come across a satis-
(1)factory biography for this man, great as he is". 1
Al-Dhahabi counts him in the tenth class of the
bearers of the science of prophetic traditions, and
describes him. as "ascetic, traditionalist, mu'adhdhin
and the writer of several works.n He also says about
him that "he concerned himself with traditions and
(9)travelled in their quest5*»' '
Al-Subki classes him among the ShafiHs, and 
describes him as "a scholar1 in the science of trad­
itions (traditionalist), ascetic, and author of several 
works, who learned a great deal of th/' Prophetic tradition 
listening to the scholars and narrators in Khurasan and 
‘Iraq"^ ^
In the exposition of the Qushayri treatise by 
Sheikh al-Islam, Zakariya al-Ansari, and in its expo­
sition by Shaikh al-Arusi known as "Nata* ijal-Afkar al-
(1) Lisan al-Mizan- vol. V p.308-310
(2) Tadhkirat al-Hnffazv II 197*
(3) Tabacfat al-Shafi- iyyah, Vol II, p 20.
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Qushairiyyah',’ he is spoken of ass "the sufic ShafikL,
and author of several well-known works 5 famous for
his persistence in devotion among devotees £ unique
among the Sufis for the great number of hadith which
he learned and for the superior authenticity of the
sources of his transmissions; an ascetic, a treader
of the orthodox path, who was constantly wakeful at
night for his worship, and who renounced sl^ep; he
travelled in quest of knowledge and traditions;
wrapped himself in the garb of piety and forbearance;
associated with great men; learned from writers and
scholars; nevertheless an esteemed principal, a Sufi*
a dignified scholar of tradition, endowed with much
tact and kindliness, and profuse knowledge, which
permeate his manner and envelop his body; he was ar.
ornament of his age,, and his learning illuminated
his time; he learned a great deal of traditions by
listening to transmitters in'*Iraq and elsewhere; he
was a peer of al~Buldaari" . Then he quotes Ibn-Ata'
Allah on him as follows s "Al-Shadhili and al-Mursi
used to respect him greatly, and treated his words
with complete deference. They say that he was one of
(D
the four "pillars", and that one should not pay heed to 
the fables of some inconsiderate people who denegrate
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him" . ^ '
In his "Sifat al-Safwah", Ihn al~Jawzi says of him
that he is one of th^ great sheikhs of Khurasan, and
(2 )the author of sr -eral well-known works, J
Al-Sharif Muhammad h0 Jaifar al-Kittani says
repeatedly in his book"al-Risalah al-Mustatrafah" that
he is one of the four "pillars11, and the author of
( 3)several works, '
The author of "Al-A* lamM says that he is a Sufi
scholar, well-versed in traditions and principles of
religion (Theology),^
The author of "Miftah al-SaT-adah" talks about him
( 6)and repeats what has already been said about him*
Ibn-Taymiyyah in discussing the subject of the
seal of the saints, refers to al-Tirmidhi, and express:
disapproval of his idea about the seal of the saints,
( f)and regards it as wrong and mistaken-
Ibn-Arnbi, on the other hand, in talking about al- 
Tirmidhi, links his name with "Al-Imam51 - the leader, 
This esteem or veneration is glimpsed through much of
(1) Vol I, p 164°
(2) lol IV, p 141.
(3) Al-Hisalah al-Mustatrofah, p 56,
(4) Vol VII, p 156, edition II,
(5) Vol II, p 171, 1st edition, Haiderabad,
(6) Haqiq.at madhhab al-Itthadiyyin, p 59“60°
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what Ibn'Arabi wrote. It will be sufficient here to 
refer to Chapter IV of this work, where Ibn Arab!'s 
"al-Putuhat" and "al-Qistas al~Mustaqim fi ma sa'ala 
anhu al-Tirmidhi al-Hakim" were discussed, and where 
the "extent of al-Tirmidhi1s influence on Ibn Arabi is 
made clear in the first part of this chapter.
Al-Hujwiri also talks about him in his book "ICashf
al-Mahjub", in glowing terms, with unbound admiration,
and he reports his sheikh as having siad that al-Tirmidhi
was of no equal in the world. This is wha,t he says about
hims "He is the author of many excellent books which, by
their eloquence, declare the miracles vouchsafed to him.
I hold him in great veneration and am entirely devoted
to him. My Sheikh said; 'Muhammad is, . „ . a  pearl that
has no like in the whole world1. He has also written
works on the formal sciences and is a trustworthy authority
for the traditions of the Prophet which he related. He
began a commentary on the Qur'an, but did not live long
enough to finish it. The completed portion is widely
circulated among theologians. He studied jurisprudence
with an intimate friend of Abu Hanifefl. The inhabitants
of Tirmidh call him Muhammad Hakim, and the Hakims, a
(1)sufi sect in that region, are his followers.nV *
(l) The Kashf al-Mahjub, translated by Nicholson, p.141°
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Al- Attar wrote about him in his "Tadhkirat al~ 
Awliya" in terms halood with reverencej admiration and 
deference, describing him ass "correct in his ways; great 
among his co-religionists; the painstaking one among the 
saint; unique among tho elite; he is holiness in his 
sanctuary; the sheikh of the day, Muhammad b. Ali al- 
Tirmidhi i blessed be his memory; the reserved one among 
the sheikhs; the respected one among the people of saint­
hood; the speaker in all languages; the expositor of'the 
meanings of traditions and verses; a marvel in the 
explication of meanings; an auithority on traditions and 
the narration of chronicles; a wonder in the unfolding 
of knowledge and facts: perfect in his pious deeds; great 
in pity, marvellous in forbearance; sublime in character; 
the performer of self-imposed devotions, perfect in all 
branches of knowledge, self-sacrificing in matters of law 
and godly practice; imitated as a model by a group of 
people in Tirraidh; his line is that of a theologian; the 
wise man of this nation; the imitsior of no one, for 
ho ^ possesses esoteric knowledge and arcana, the limit 
in wisdom, and therefore called "the wise one of the 
Saints".  ^^
Tho author of "Kunuz al-Awilya' wa Humus al-Asfiya" 
speaks of him as; "One of tho leading sheikhs; self- 
(1) Tadhkirat al-Awliya/, Vol. ;.p• 91 °
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sacrificing in matters of law and godly practice, 
with works on both; imitator of no one; the marvel 
of his day in the ways of the world; spoke only on 
matters of wisdom, and therefore, known by tho name 
of "the wise one of the saints"^
They all speak of him in similar glowing terms 
and in language of hyperbole.
(1) Al-Zahiriyyah Ms. Pol. 84°
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HIS DISTINCTIVE MERITS AND WAYSs
Anybody inquiring into the books and tracts of 
a.l-Tirmidhi will be struck by the natural way in 
which he approaches his subject with complete lack 
of inhibition. He does not repeat himself several 
times, if a single statement serves the purpose of 
elucidating the view under discussion, and does not 
resort as was usual with his compeers among the Sufi 
Sheikhs, to ambiguity, symbolism or allusion. On 
the contrary, when arriving at a point which he 
thinks too deep to be easily explained or compre­
hended, he would refrain from elaborating it for 
fear that nobody could understand it or be able to 
sustain the effort for understanding it. Also,, 
when asked a question by somebody who was not fit 
to receive the answer, he used to tell the questioner 
condidly that the matter was beyond him and that he 
should know his limits and not over-reach himself* 
Pervading all the writings of Al-Tirmidhi is his 
method of quoting proverbs for explanation, sometimes 
offering more than one proverb for each idea, for the 
purpose of making his thoughts perfectly clear and 
free from ambiguity and vagueness, as in the case of 
his interpretation of the status of the heart and the
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stations of occult knowledge, which he embodied in his 
book "Bayan al~Barq bain al-Sadr wal-Qalb wHl-Fu’ad 
wafl-Lubb". 'the inquirer will also be attracted by his 
felicity in expressing himself fluently, with eass and 
wealth of language.
In setting forth his ideas and explaining them, 
al-Tirmidhi-derived support and confirmation> to a great 
degree^ , from the Qur’an and the prophetic tradition.) 
"jthanks to his profound and comprehensive grasp of the 
Qur'an and of its sciences and institutions, coupled 
with extensive familiarity, as a result of constant 
study and all-embracing inquiry, with the Prophet’s 
traditions, s-e-^faro-h a large number of tradition- 
ists, especially from Hishapur, ha^ the benefit of 
learning from him as attested by various biographies*
Beside his total reliance on the Qur'an and the 
Traditions, al-Tirmidhi also relies upon discursive 
reason which he exalts very highly, as indicated by 
the large number of traditions which he invokes on 
reason and its merits. He regards reason as a boon 
from Bod, bestowed upon such of His servants as have 
their hearts and perception flooded with celestial 
light. ^his is why he arranges reason into grades 
with sub-divisions, as is set out in his book ’’Buyan 
al-Parq bain al-Sadr wa’l-Qalb wa’l-Pu’ad wal-Lubb” .
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In this connection, we cannot help remembering his 
words about reason and its seriously important 
position in the realm of Knowledge, where reason is 
made the regent, and the manager and conductor of its 
affairs, as set out in his book, ,}G-hawr al-Umur wa 
al A ’da wa al-Uafsn,
His method in most of his books is that of a 
catechism, by way of question and answer, in conform­
ity with the fashion of authors at the time,. But it 
seems that the questioner was not imaginary, but a 
real one who apparently used to pose .questions for 
al-Tirmidhi to explain them. This is most prominently 
exemplified in his book "Khatm al-Awliya”. He also 
used to receive questions from various parts of the 
land, from persons seeking his guidance and opinion, 
such as the questions from the people of Sarkhas. 
Similarly he received letters containing queries of 
his views or offering other opinions, to which he 
always replied, numerous disciples used to attend his 
lectures and his instruction gatherings to which he - 
referred in his tract nBudu al-Shan!1, although we 
know no mo e about this Tract, In the libraries of 
Leipzig, al-Zahiriva, Waliy al-Din, Isma'il Sa’ib and 
Calcutta, are found many manuscript collections of 
al-Tirmidhifs questions and answers. The frequent
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repetition noticed in his works and which would seem 
to he indicated by the multiplicity of the question- 
and-answer collections may be explained by the need to 
answer the same question more than once and explain the 
same point on more than one occasion*
To sum up, it can be said that the writings of 
al-Tirmidhi are predominantly characterised by 
expansiveness, clarity, repetition, proverbial analogy, 
avoidance of ambiguity and vagueness, in contrast with 
the common run of the Sufi Sheikhs; by reliance on the 
Qur'an and Traditions to corroborate his views and 
thoughts; and by the glorification of reason and its 
value in understanding mankind.
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SUMMARY
and
CONCLUSIOF
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Summary
The preceding pages of this inquiry give a survey 
of the life al-Tirmidhi, of the cultural influences
in his period, the special, features of the milieu in 
which he lived and grew up, and the effect of all this 
on his thoughts and intellectual attitude. They also 
give a survey of the persecution, ostracism, the 
popular outcry, and the machinations of some rival 
religious leaders to which he was subjected. Attempts 
to poison the minds of some rulers against him caused 
him a lot of torment, and he found himself voluntarily 
incarcerated in his home, and subsequently forced to 
leave for Balkh and Mishapur.
One part of this inquiry is devoted to an account 
of the books and writings of nl-Tirmidhi and to a 
summary of the important contents jf them^ -tre—
ar-summary of- the im■. ■or.tant— ceafnbemts to serve
ciS a guide to those who may not have the opportunity 
of availing themselves of those books because they are 
still in manuscriptc References are made to the 
libraries and plo.ees where these manuscripts are 
found, in the East or in the West, together with a 
classification according to their subjects which 
comprise Exegesis, Tradition, Kalam, Jurisprudence, 
Principles of Jurisprudence or philosophy of Juristic 
Rules, History of £>ufism and Sufi thought.
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Broiii this, the discussi n proceeds to deal with 
al-Tirmidhi’s system in Exegesis, Tradition, Juris­
prudence and Kalam, with an account of his distinctive 
merits and ways and of the manner in which he looks 
into various points raised in the course of these 
subjects.
The inquiry deals with al-Tirmidhi from the Sufi 
point of view, which is the main characteristic of 
him and of his thought. Therefore, the major part in 
this inquiry is devoted to a survey of his views on 
Saints and Sainthood, their categories, qualities, 
and grades, ranging from Bud^ lSL, Siddiqin, Muhaddathin 
to the Seal of the Saints, the highest in the System. 
The re is also a discussi n of the extent to whi'h the 
saints are able to know what is unknown, their fitness 
for final good recompense, working of miracles, for 
+he re< eiving of good, tidings, and immunity against 
evil whisperings of the soul and the cunning of the 
Devil, together with the requisite qualifications of 
insight, intuition, inspiration and divine afflatus; 
the relation between sainthood and prophethood is 
explained, with reference to various views of many 
leaders of thought, especially Sufi ones, on these 
matters, and an account of the science of sainthood
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as viewed by al-Tirmidhi and of his portion in saint­
hood as revealed in his writings. This is followed by 
a discussion of the views of Ibn-T'aim-iyya on Saints, 
Sainthood and the Seal of the Saints, and of his 
inquiry into a variety of ideas given currency by 
Sufis, supplemented by the views of Ibn-Arabi on 
Saintoood and Saints, with special emphasis on such 
points as are at variance with those of al-Tirmidhi.
Subsequently, the theory of gnosis according to 
al-Hakim al-Tirmidhi is dealt with, and the relation 
between gnosis and the idea of illumin tion as thrown 
into high relief by al-Tirmidhi, is next discussed, 
together with his ideas about the kinds of illumin­
ation, which all emanate from Bod, and his assertion 
that the light of gnosis is the most supreme among 
those illuminations, basing his idea as he does on 
his understanding of the Quranic versess "God is 
the light of the Heavens and the Earth1* f the
discussion turns to speak about the cities of light, 
the realms of gnosis, withi&fiife, fortifications, 
preparations and maintenance, and about reason, its 
function in this realm, and its auxilaries.
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Then the question of knowledge is considered, with 
its division into Exterior and Interim, and the 
various sub-divisions, with their interrelationships 
and the means for thoir attainment. The leaders of 
thought are then de ilt with, setting forth their 
categories and their responsibilities, and the hall­
mark of their genuineness, when they are the true 
custodians of knowledge and the solicitous protectors 
of its sanctuaries0 These are then given further 
elucidation by quotations for sayings by Sufi Sheikhs, 
as stated in the book "Jl’foshf al-Mahjub" by al-Hujwiri 
and in the book "him al-Oulub" by Abu-Talib al-Makki.
Then the inquiry turns to the subject of the 
localities of the Interior, as portrayed b. Al-Tirmidhi 
in his bookse These localities are in one way connected 
with the stations of faith,, expressed ass Muslim,
Mu’min, Aarif and Muwahhid. Each one of these has 
a locality inside the human body, where it is lodged.
Eor instances
Islam is located in the breast
Iman (faith)" " " heart
Gnosis is n M sense
Tauhid " v ri " kernel, intellect.
Each one of these is represented by a mountain with
cont .
its own bird hovering in the valley. Islam is a 
mountain with the Evil-Inspiring Soul as its bird;
Iman or Eaith is a mountain, with the Self-Criticising 
Soul as its bird; gnosis is a mountain and the 
Inspired Soul as its bird; Unity is a mountain with 
the Self-assured Soul as its bird. Th^se have their 
own lights, and the light of Unity is the brightest, 
and it is the secret of life, out of which proceed 
all aspects and forms of life.
Thai comes the constant struggle between the heart 
and the Soul, or between reason and passion as al-Tirmidhi 
likes to describe it. Reason has one hundred auxiliaries 
and soldiers, with whose help it can impose the auth­
ority of gnosis and firmly establish the pillars of 
the Kingdom of goodness. Similarly, passion has the 
same number of auxilaries and soldiers, and it tries 
to overcome the Kingdom of light and undermine it.
This conflict continues unabated.
The lines of human conduct are then discussed 
from the standpoint of al-Tirmidhi, as unfolded in 
his books, especially in the -e ; bookss 1) Al- 
Ruruq Ua Man ’ al-Tra.duf and al-Agl wal-Hawa.
Towards the end, the inquiry decals with the 
influence of al-Tirmidhi on the Tufi thought,
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during Lis life and subsequently, with, especial 
attention to the effect on the ^alamatiyyah sect 
of Sufism, and also on the Hakimiyyah sect which 
copied, as its own principles on Sainthood, the ideas 
of al-Tirnidhi in that respect, and those of al- 
Ghazali,, Ibn-nrabi and Ibn-al-Qayyim are also 
studied in so far as al-Tirmidhi influenced their 
sufi systems.
The inquiry concludes first with an appreciation 
of al-Tirmidhi, based upon the verdicts of historians 
and biographers, and secondly with an account of 
al-Tirmidhi’s merits and special features of his 
personality, derived from his writings.
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CONCLUSIONS
It was the intention of this study to establish 
the paramount importance of al Tirmidhi!s life-work 
for the development of Sufi ideology and consequently 
for the history of Islamic thought. His horizon was 
wide, his ideas nove.l and independent, and his under­
standing of tho Holy Qur'an so deep that it gave him 
insight into the workings of the human mind. His 
comprehensive study of the traditions of the Prophet 
helped him to keep to the straight road, and to point 
out the right conduct for the Muslim to follow, to 
avoid pitfalls and achieve happiness and peace in this 
life and in the hereafter.
That he was a pioneer in his field is indisputable. 
as has been shown in Chapter IV, he was the first 
Muslim scholar to write a whole and detailed disquisition 
of the subject of sainthood, and the first scholar to 
establish the famous doctrine of Xhatm al-Wliya which 
aroused even more controversy after his death than in 
his life time, for all those who dealt with this subject 
later on could not but discuss his ideas, whether they 
accepted or r-.. jected them; this lu.s been seen in the 
case of Ibn Arabi, Ibu Tayrniyya and al-Hujwayri, Equally
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revolutionary is his theory of the areas of interiority 
propounded in Bayan al Barq Bayna al Sadr wa al Qalb 
wa al-Bwad wa al-lubb which connects Ahstact religious 
ideas such as Islam, Iman, Marifa and Tawhid to locations 
within the human body and which, together with the 
attempt to symbolize the road to Sanctity by the struggle 
of the heart and the carnal soul, represents the a^^enP^ 
to provide a psychological explanation of human 
behaviour by pointing to the hidden motive power behind 
human actions„ Hence the symbols and images he uses 
such as the conception of Islam and Iman, Marifa and 
Tawhid as mountains located in the body, with birds 
on them representing aspects of the human soul, carnal, 
whispering evil, critical and self-assured *
He was also the first to interpret the Qurlanic 
verses "God is the light of the Heavens and the earth” 
in a way so original that it resulted in a profound 
and complex gnostic theory of light which explained 
the secret of life.
Also his theory of gnosis, with its central 
concept of Marifa. as a sovereign to whom the mind, 
assisted by a hundred helpers, is subordinate and 
subservient, and whose only function and concern is to
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keep the light flooding on mankind, is, to say the 
least, unusual in the Islamic content. It is perhaps 
the very novelty oi his ideas that accounts for his 
huge following through which he exercised such an 
immense influence on contemporaries as well as 
posterity. All l<vfcer fufis are beholden to him.
As regards sources, his reliance on the Qu’ran 
and the traditions is exclusive, what else is found 
in his work has emerged entirely from his own 
independent and fertile mind. His creativity is 
enhanced by his staunch conviction that the right 
understanding of the secret of life is a grace of 
God, granted to m a m  What distinguishes him from 
other Sufi Sheikhs is that he never turns to men for 
guidance, as is illustrated by the Khadr episode in 
his biography. 'This is why he attached little 
importance to a large following of disciples, but 
profrrod to tjvmsmit his ideas in writing.
Despite the profundity and intricacy of his ideas, 
he expresses himself in a clear and easily comprehensible 
style. However, he is often so anxious to establish 
his meaning, that he does not recoil from repetition, 
and even resorts to a multiplicity of illustrations to 
establish a single point with clarity and lucidity.
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Ibn al-Sharif, Cairo, undated.
- ( (■
a^l-Sarraq^ Abu_j^asr^  Abd Allah Ibn Ali al-Sarraj al-
TusA- ,y died 578 A,_H,
al-Luma'' fi al-Tasawwuf, al-Saadah Press,
Cairo 1380 a «Hm  I960 A.D. edited by Dr* Abd
al-Halim Mahmud and Taha Abd al-Baqi Surur
al-Shawka^;Muhammed Ibn Ali al-ShawkaRi, died 1250 A.H.
Path al-Qadir, volume IV, first edition,1350
at al-H 'labi Press, Egypt.
al-Subki, Taj al-Din_Abu Hasr'Abd al-Wahab Ibn Taqiyy
a" • Din al-Subki, died 771 A.H.
Tabaqat al-Shaf i l-ivyah 
al“SylamiA'^ M^uhanmae^ d Ibn_al-Husain Ibn Muhammad Ibn
Musa Ibn Khalid Ibn Suraqah, Abu 'Abd a.I-Rahman,
died 412, A .H 0
Tabaqat al-Sufiyyah, published at Dar al- 
Kitab al-Arabi, in Cairo, 1953? A.D, edited 
by Nur al-Din Shiriebah.
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Tash Kubri Zadah, Ahmad Ibn Mustafa, died 962, A.H*
Miftah al-Saadah was Misbah al-Siyadah, 
first edition* published in Haidarabad, 
started in 1328, finished in 1329? A.H.
al-Tirmidhi al-Hakim Muhammad Ibn (Ali Ibn al-Ha m 
AL)Tirmidhi
1 Abwab Mukhtalifah, MS, Calcutta Ho.1056
2 Adab al-Nafs, Published Cairo 1947? edited
by Professor Arberry and Hr1Ali Hasan 
'Abd al-Qadir.
3 al-Adiyah, MS in Persian, Ayasufia,No.1814
4 Ajwibat Masa’il ahl Sarkhas, MS Isma'il
Sa’ib, Efoc 1571, Leipzig, No.212, and al- 
Zahiriyyah, No. 104? Tasawwuf.
5 K., al-Akyas wa al-Mughtarrin, MS. Isma­
il Sa’ib, No. 1571 and al-Zahiriyyah, No. 
104 Tasawwuf.
6 al-Amthal Mina al-Kitab wa al-Sunnah, MS
No. 1479? and Paris, No. 5018
° • \ i . » “
7 Anwav al-Ulum or Anwa al-Ilm, Ms. Ismail
Sa’ib, No. 1571? Leipzig, No. 212, and 
Wali al-Din, No. 770.
8 al-Aql wa al-Hawa, MS As('ad, No. 1479? and
Paris, No. 5018.
■* *- *
9 Bad1 Sha’n al-Hakim al-Tirmidhi, MS. Isma^il
Sa’ib, No. 1571? published in the preface 
to Khatm al-Awliya1, edited by Dr Othman 
Isma‘'il Yahya.
10 Bayan al-Farq bain al-Sadr wa al-Qalb wa-
al-Pu’ad wa al-^ubb, published Cairo,
1958, edited by Dr Nichola Hair.
11 Bayan al-Ilm, MS Isma'il Sa'ib, No.1571.
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12 Bayan al-Kasb, MS al-Zahiriyyah, No. 104
Tasawwuf,
13 al-Par baina al-Ayat wa al-Karamat, MS
Isma^il Sa'ib, No. 1371.
'i
14 al-Puruq wa man'al-Taraduf, MS As*ad No.
1479? Ayasufia, No. 1975, and Paris,
No. 5018.
15 &hars al-Arifin, MS. Calcutta, No. 1056
16 Ghawr al-Umur or al-Ada’ wa al Na s, MS.
As*ad, NO. 1479? 1312, and Paris No, 5018.
18 al-Hidayah ila Marifat adab al-Wilayah, MS
Cairo al-Khazinah al-Taimuriyyah, No.227.
19 al-Hikmah, MS Khragi Oghlu, No. 806.
20 al-Huquq_, MS, IsmaA il Sa’ib, No. 1571
21 al-Ihtiyatat, MS. Paris No. 5018.
22 ^Ilm al-Awliya’, MS Cairo, No. 694, Calcutta,
No. 1056 and Kharagi Oghlu, No. 806.
23 Itjibat al-llal fi al-Amr wa al-Nahl, MS
Calcutta, No. 1056, and wali al-Din No.770 
and Toragi' ughlu, No . ? 806I
24 Jawab Ki^ .b rinn TL-Riyy, MS.Isma il.Saib
No. 1671 Leipzig, No. 212. and 
al-Zaniriyyan, No. 104, T sawwuf,
25 al-Jumal al-Lazim mav’rifatuh'a, MS. Paris
No. 5018
26 Kaifiyyat al-Salah wa al-Siwak or Hal al-
Shari KahoMS. Cairo, No. 227, and Wali al- 
Din, No. 770.
27 al-Kalam ala mal na la ilaha ilia Allah,
MS Leipzig, No, 212, and Wali al-Din,
No. 770.
28 Khatm al-Awliya!, published Beirut 1965?
edited by Drc0thman Isma”il Yahya.
c
29 Manazil al-Ibad min al-Ibadah or Manazil al-
Qasidin, MS, As‘ ad No. 1479? Isma'^ il : 
Oa’ib, No, 1571, and Paris No. 5018.
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
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♦.
al-Manhiyyat wa Kullu mawarada min Had!thin 
bi al-hahiy MS. As*ad, ho. 1479? and Paris 
ho. 5018,
Ma^rifat al-Asrar, MS Qastamuni, ho. 2713. 
Masa’il ho. i, MS. Leipzig ho. 212, and 
Isma'il Sa’ib ho, 1571 
Masa’il number one, MS, Isma*' il Sa’ib No. _ , 
1571? and Leipzig, ho. 212.
Mas’il number two, MS. Leipzig, ho. 212.
Mas’alah fi al-Iman wa al-Islam wa al-Ihsan, 
MS, Leipzig, ho. 212 and Wali al Lin 
ho. 770,
al-Masa’il al-Afiniah, MS Isma^il Sa’ib,
i
ho. 11571? Leipzig, ho. 212, and al- 
Zahiriyya*, ho. 104 Tasawwuf, 
al-Masa’il al-Maknunah, MS. Alexandria,
ho. 145 various arts, and Leipzig, ho.212 
Masa’il al-Tabir, MS Ismaril Sa’ib, ho. 1571 
and Leipzig, ho. 212.
Manazil al-Qurba, MS. Wali al-Din, ho. 770. 
hawadir al Usui fi ahadith al-Rasul, pub­
lished in Istanbul, 1293? A.H. edited by 
Sheikh Mustafa Ibn Isma*il al-Limashqi. 
hawadir Usui al-Irfan wa Zawahir furu" al- 
Iqan, hS, in Persian, Vienna, ho. 
al-Radd ala al-Muttilah, MS. Alexandria, ho.
145? various arts,
,al-Radd ala al-Rafidah, MS. Wali al-Din, 
ho, 770,.
al-Riyp.dah, published Cairo 1947? edited by 
Professor Arberry and Dr1Ali Hasan Abd 
al-Qader,
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44 Sabab al-Takbir li al-Salah, MS. Kharagi
Oghlu, Mo. 806
45 SharM qawlihi ma al-Iman wa ma al-Islam wa ma
ma al-Ihsan, MS. Ismavil Sa’ib, Mo.
1571? and Leipzig, Mo. 212.
46 Sharh al-Salah wa Maqasiduha, MS. As'ad Mo.
1479? and Paris, Mo. 5018 and published 
in Cairo, 1965? edited by Mr Husni Zaidan
47 Sifat al-Qulub, MS. Qastamuni, Mo. 2715*
48 Tafsir Ayat la Sharqiyyah wa la Gharbiyyah,MS.
49 Tahsil naza'ir al-Qur’an, MS, Alexandria,
Mo. 145? Various arts.
50 iibyan al-^mthal, MS, Calcutta, Mo. 1056.
51 ' Urs al-Muwahliidin, MS. As’:ad, Mo. 1479?
and Paris, Mo. 5018.
al-Zirikly, Khair al Lin al-Zirikli
al-niam, second edition, in ten volumes.
4|gr & -
General Sources
1. Awarif al-Ma arif by Abu Hafs Umar Ibn Muhammad 
al-Sahrawardi.
2. Hadiyyat al-Arifin, by Isma II al-Baghdadi,
3. Insclubidia of Islam,
4. Mu jam alfaz al-Qur’an al-Karim by Fu’ad Abd al-Baqi,
«
5. Mu jam al-Musannifin by Umar Kahhalah.
6. The Holy Qur’an.
7. Studies in Islamic Mysticism, by R. A. Nicholson#
8. Sufisrn, by A. J0 Arberry,
9# The Translations of the Holy Qur’an bys-
Pickthalls The Meaning of the G-'lorious Qur’an, 
Muhammad Alis The Qur'an,
Yusuf Alis The Holy Qur’an.
Magazines
Majallat Kulliyyat al-Adab, vol.ITT, 1646#
Rivista degli studi oriental!, XVIII, Rome 1940.
Royal Asiatic Society of Bengal, vol.II, Calcutta 1949*
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